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1.0 PURPOSE

This document provides an explanation and rationale for each Emergency Action Level

(EAL) included in the EAL Upgrade Project for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant

(CCNPP). It should be used to facilitate review of the CCNPP EALs and provide historical

documentation for future reference. Decision-makers responsible for implementation of

ERPIP-3.0 "Immediate Actions Attachment 1, Emergency Action Levels" and the

Emergency Action Level Matrix, may use this document as a technical reference in

support of EAL interpretation. This information may assist the Emergency Director in

making classifications, particularly those involving judgment or multiple events. The basis

information may also be useful in training, for explaining event classifications to off-site

officials, and facilitates regulatory review and approval of the classification scheme.

The expectation is that emergency classifications are to be made as soon as conditions

are present and recognizable for the classification, but within 15 minutes in all cases of

conditions present. Use of this document for assistance is not intended to delay the

emergency classification.

2.0 DISCUSSION

2.1 Background

EALs are the plant-specific indications, conditions or instrument readings that are utilized

to classify emergency conditions defined in the CCNPP Emergency Plan.

In 1992, the NRC endorsed NUMARC/NESP-007 "Methodology for Development of

Emergency Action Levels" as an alternative to NUREG-0654 EAL guidance.

NEI 99-01 (NUMARC/NESP-007) Revision 4 was subsequently issued for industry

implementation. Enhancements over earlier revisions included:

Consolidating the system malfunction initiating conditions and example emergency

action levels which address conditions that may be postulated to occur during plant

shutdown conditions.
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* Initiating conditions and example emergency action levels that fully address

conditions that may be postulated to occur at permanently Defueled Stations and

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations (ISFSls).

" Simplifying the fission product barrier EAL threshold for a Site Area Emergency.

Subsequently, Revision 5 of NEI 99-01 has been issued which incorporates resolutions to

numerous implementation issues including the NRC EAL FAQs. Using NEI 99-01 Revision

5 Final (February 2008), CCNPP conducted an EAL implementation upgrade project that

produced the EALs discussed herein.

2.2 Fission Product Barriers

Many of the EALs derived from the NEI methodology are fission product barrier based.

That is, the conditions that define the EALs are based upon loss or potential loss of one or

more of the three fission product barriers. "Loss" and "Potential Loss" signify the relative

damage and threat of damage to the barrier. "Loss" means the barrier no longer assures

Containment of radioactive materials; "potential loss" infers an increased probability of

barrier loss and decreased certainty of maintaining the barrier.

The primary fission product barriers are:

A. Fuel Clad (FC): The fuel clad barrier consists of fuel bundle tubes composed of
zirconium-based alloys that contain the fuel pellets.

B. Reactor Coolant System (RCS): The RCS Barrier includes the RCS primary side
and its connections up to and including the pressurizer safety and relief valves, and
other connections up to and including the primary isolation valves.

C. Containment (CNMT): The Containment Barrier includes the Containment building
and connections up to and including the outermost Containment isolation valves.
This barrier also includes the main steam, feedwater, and blowdown line extensions
outside the Containment building up to and including the outermost secondary side
isolation valve.

2.3 Emergency Classification Based on Fission Product Barrier Degradation

The following criteria are the bases for event classification related to fission product barrier

loss or potential loss:

Unusual Event:
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Any loss or any potential loss of Containment

Alert:

Any loss or any potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS

Site Area Emergency:

Loss or potential loss of any two barriers

General Emergency:

Loss of any two barriers and loss or potential loss of third barrier

2.4 EAL Relationship to EOPs and Critical Safety Function Status

Where possible, the EALs have been made consistent with and utilize the conditions

defined in the CCNPP Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) network. While the

symptoms that drive operator actions specified in the EOPs are not indicative of all

possible conditions which warrant emergency classification, they define the symptoms,

independent of initiating events, for which reactor plant safety and/or fission product barrier

integrity are threatened. When these symptoms are clearly representative of one of the

NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Initiating Conditions, they have been utilized as an EAL. This permits

rapid classification of emergency situations based on plant conditions without the need for

additional evaluation or event diagnosis. Although some of the EALs presented here are

based on conditions defined in the EOPs, classification of emergencies using these EALs

is not dependent upon EOP entry or execution. The EALs can be utilized independently or

in conjunction with the EOPs.

2.5 Symptom-Based vs. Event-Based Approach

To the extent possible, the EALs are symptom-based. That is, the action level threshold is

defined by values of key plant operating parameters that identify emergency or potential

emergency conditions. This approach is appropriate because it allows the full scope of

variations in the types of events to be classified as emergencies. However, a purely

symptom-based approach is not sufficient to address all events for which emergency

classification is appropriate. Particular events to which no predetermined symptoms can be
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ascribed have also been utilized as EALs since they may be indicative of potentially more

serious conditions not yet fully realized.

2.6 EAL Organization

The CCNPP EAL scheme includes the following features:

* Division of the EAL set into three broad groups:

o EALs applicable under all plant operating modes - This group would be

reviewed by the EAL-user any time emergency classification is considered.

o EALs applicable only under hot operating modes - This group would only be

reviewed by the EAL-user when the plant is in Hot Shutdown, Hot Standby,

Startup, or Power Operation mode.

" EALs applicable only under cold operating modes - This group would only be

reviewed by the EAL-user when the plant is in Cold Shutdown, Refueling or

Defueled mode.

The purpose of the groups is to avoid review of hot condition EALs when the plant is

in a cold condition and avoid review of cold condition EALs when the plant is in a

hot condition. This approach significantly minimizes the total number of EALs that

must be reviewed by the EAL-user for a given plant condition, reduces EAL-user

reading burden and, thereby, speeds identification of the EAL that applies to the

emergency.

" Within each of the above three groups, assignment of EALs to

categories/subcategories - Category and subcategory titles are selected to

represent conditions that are operationally significant to the EAL-user.

Subcategories are used as necessary to further divide the EALs of a category into

logical sets of possible emergency classification thresholds. The CCNPP EAL

categories/subcategories and their relationship to NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Recognition

Categories are listed below.
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EAL Groups, Categories and Subcategories

EAL Group/Category EAL Subcategory

Any Operating Mode:
R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events
3 - CR/CAS/SAS Rad

H - Hazards and Other Conditions 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena
Affecting Plant Safety 2 - Fire or Explosion

3 - Hazardous Gas
4 - Security
5 - Control Room Evacuation
6 - Judgment

None
E - ISFSI/DSC

Hot Conditions:
S - System Malfunction 1 - Loss of AC Power

2 - Loss of DC Power
3 - Criticality & RPS Failure
4 - Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions
5 - Instrumentation
6 - Communications
7 - Fuel Clad Degradation
8 - RCS Leakage

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation None

Cold Conditions:
C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System 1 - Loss of AC Power
Malfunction 2 - Loss of DC Power

3 - RCS Level
4 - RCS Temperature
5 - Communications
6 - Inadvertent Criticality
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The primary tool for determining the emergency classification level is the EAL

Classification Matrix. The user of the EAL Classification Matrix may (but is not required to)

consult the EAL Technical Bases Document in order to obtain additional information

concerning the EALs under classification consideration. The user should consult Sections

2.7 and 2.8, and Attachments 1 and 2 of this document for such information.

2.7 Technical Bases Information

EAL technical bases are provided in Attachment 1 for each EAL according to EAL group

(Any, Hot, Cold), EAL category (R, E, C, H, S and F) and EAL subcategory. A summary

explanation of each category and subcategory is given at the beginning of the technical

bases discussions of the EALs included in the category. For each EAL, the following

information is provided:

Cateaory Letter & Title

Subcategory Number & Title

Initiating Condition (IC)

Site-specific description of the generic IC given in NEI 99-01 Rev. 5.

EAL Identifier (enclosed in rectanale)

Each EAL is assigned a unique identifier to support accurate communication of the

emergency classification to onsite and offsite personnel. Four characters define each

EAL identifier:

1. First character (letter): Corresponds to the EAL category as described above (R,

E, C, H, S or F)

2. Second cl~aracter (letter): The emergency classification (G, S, A or U)

G = General Emergency

S = Site Area Emergency

A = Alert

U = Unusual Event

3. Third character (number): Subcategory number within the given category.

Subcategories are sequentially numbered beginning with the number one (1). If
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a category does not have a subcategory, this character is assigned the number

one (1).

4. Fourth character (number): The numerical sequence of the EAL within the EAL

subcategory. If the subcategory has only one EAL, it is given the number one

(1).

Classification (enclosed in rectangle):

Unusual Event (U), Alert (A), Site Area Emergency (S) or General Emergency (G)

EAL (enclosed in rectangle)

Wording of the EAL as it appears in the EAL Classification Matrix. Note that defined

terms are presented in all uppercase letters within the EAL wording.

Mode Applicability

One or more of the following plant operating conditions comprise the mode to which

each EAL is applicable: 1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot

Shutdown, 5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled, or All. (See Section 2.8 for

operating mode definitions.)

Basis:

A Generic basis section provides a description of the rationale for the EAL as provided

in NEI 99-01 Rev. 5. This is followed by a Plant-Specific basis section that provides

CCNPP-relevant information concerning the EAL. If the EAL wording contains a

defined term, the definition of the term is included at the end of the plant-specific basis

discussion.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

Site-specific source documentation from which the EAL is derived

2.8 Operating Mode Applicability (Technical Specifications Table 1.2)

1 Power Operations

Reactor shutdown margin is less than Technical Specification minimum required

(keff _ 0.99) and greater than 5% rated thermal power.

2 Startup
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Reactor shutdown margin is less than Technical Specification minimum required

(keff ? 0.99) and less than or equal to 5% rated thermal power.

3 Hot Standby

Reactor shutdown margin greater than Technical Specification minimum required

(keff < 0.99) with coolant temperature (Tavg) greater than or equal to 300°F.

4 Hot Shutdown

Reactor shutdown margin greater than Technical Specification minimum required

(k•ff < 0.99) with coolant temperature (Tavg) less than 300'F and greater than

200°F.

5 Cold Shutdown

Reactor shutdown margin greater than Technical Specification minimum required

(keft < 0.99) with coolant temperature (Tavg) less than or equal to 200'F.

6 Refuel

Reactor vessel head is unbolted.

D Defueled

All reactor fuel removed from reactor pressure vessel (full core off load during

refueling or extended outage).

The plant operating mode that exists at the time that the event occurs (prior to any

protective system or operator action is initiated in response to the condition) should be

compared to the mode applicability of the EALs. If a lower or higher plant operating mode

is reached before the emergency classification is made, the declaration shall be based on

the mode that existed at the time the event occurred.

2.9 Validation of Indications, Reports and Conditions

All emergency classifications shall be based upon valid indications, reports or conditions.

An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be valid when it is verified by (1) an

instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indicators, or (3) by

direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator's operability,
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the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in this definition is

the need for timely assessment.

2.10 Planned vs. Unplanned Events

Planned evolutions involve preplanning to address the limitations imposed by the

condition, the performance of required surveillance testing, and the implementation of

specific controls prior to knowingly entering the condition in accordance with the specific

requirements of the site's Technical Specifications. Activities which cause the site to

operate beyond that allowed by the site's Technical Specifications, planned or unplanned,

may result in an EAL threshold being met or exceeded. Planned evolutions to test,

manipulate, repair, perform maintenance or modifications to systems and equipment that

result in an EAL value being met or exceeded are not subject to classification and

activation requirements as long as the evolution proceeds as planned and is within the

operational limitations imposed by the specific operating license. However, these

conditions may be subject to the reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.72.

2.11 Classifying Transient Events

For some events, the condition may be corrected before a declaration has been made.

The key consideration in this situation is to determine whether or not further plant damage

occurred while the corrective actions were being taken. In some situations, this can be

readily determined, in other situations, further analyses may be necessary (e.g., coolant

radiochemistry following an ATWS event, plant structural examination following an

earthquake, etc.). Classify the event as indicated and terminate the emergency once

assessment shows that there were no consequences from the event and other termination

criteria are met.

Existing guidance for classifying transient events addresses the period of time of event

recognition and classification (15 minutes). However, in cases when EAL declaration

criteria may be met momentarily during the normal expected response of the plant,

declaration requirements should not be considered to be met when the conditions are a

part of the designed plant response, or result from appropriate Operator actions.
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There may be cases in which a plant condition that exceeded an EAL was not recognized

at the time of occurrence but is identified well after the condition has occurred (e.g., as a

result of routine log or record review), and the condition no longer exists. In these cases,

an emergency should not be declared. Reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 are

applicable and the guidance of NUREG-1022, Event Reporting Guidelines 10 CFR 50.72

and 50.73, should be applied.

2.12 Multiple Simultaneous Events and Imminent EAL Thresholds

When multiple simultaneous events occur, the emergency classification level is based on

the highest EAL reached. For example, two Alerts remain in the Alert category. Or, an Alert

and a Site Area Emergency is a Site Area Emergency. Further guidance is provided in RIS

2007-02, Clarification of NRC Guidance for Emergency Notifications During Quickly

Changing Events.

Since CCNPP is a multi-unit station with shared safety-related system and functions,

emergency classification level upgrading must also consider the effects of a loss of a

common system on more than one unit (e.g., potential for radioactive release from more

than one core). For example, the control panels for both units are in close proximity within

the same room. Thus, Control Room evacuation most likely would affect both units. There

are a number of other systems and functions which may be shared. This must be

considered in the emergency classification level declaration.

Although the majority of the EALs provide very specific thresholds, the Emergency Director

(ED) must remain alert to events or conditions that lead to the conclusion that exceeding

the EAL threshold is imminent. If, in the judgment of the ED, an imminent situation is at

hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold has been exceeded. While this

is particularly prudent at the higher emergency classes (the early classification may permit

more effective implementation of protective measures), it is nonetheless applicable to all

emergency classes.

2.13 Emergency Classification Level Downgrading
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Another important aspect of usable EAL guidance is the consideration of what to do when

the risk posed by an emergency is clearly decreasing. A combination approach involving

recovery from General Emergencies and some Site Area Emergencies and termination

from Unusual Events, Alerts, and certain Site Area Emergencies causing no long term

plant damage appears to be the best choice. Downgrading to lower emergency

classification levels adds notifications but may have merit under certain circumstances.
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3.0 REFERENCES

3.1 Developmental

3.1.1 NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Final, Methodology for Development of Emergency
Action Levels, February 2008, ADAMS Accession Number ML080450149

3.1.2 NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2003-18, Supplement 2, Use of
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 99-01, Methodology for Development of
Emergency Action Levels Revision 4, Dated January 2003 (December 12,
2005)

3.1.3 RIS 2007-02 Clarification of NRC Guidance for Emergency Notifications
During Quickly Changing Events

3.2 Implementing

3.2.1 ERPIP-3.0 Immediate Actions Attachment 1, Emergency Action Levels
3.2.2 EAL Comparison Matrix
3.2.3 EAL Matrix

3.3 Commitments

None
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4.0 DEFINITIONS (ref. 3.1.1 except as noted)

Affecting Safe Shutdown

Event in progress has adversely affected functions that are necessary to bring the plant to
and maintain it in the applicable hot or cold shutdown condition. Plant condition
applicability is determined by Technical Specification LCOs in effect.

Example 1: Event causes damage that results in entry into an LCO that requires the
plant to be placed in hot shutdown. Hot shutdown is achievable, but cold shutdown is
not. This event is not "affecting safe shutdown."

Example 2: Event causes damage that results in entry into an LCO that requires the
plant to be placed in cold shutdown. Hot shutdown is achievable, but cold shutdown is
not. This event is "affecting safe shutdown."

Airliner/Large Aircraft

Any size or type of aircraft with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant
(refer to the Security Plan for a more detailed definition).

Bomb

Refers to an explosive device suspected of having sufficient force to damage plant
systems or structures.

Civil Disturbance

A group of people violently protesting station operations or activities at the site.

Confinement Boundary

The barrier(s) between areas containing radioactive substances and the environment.

Containment Closure

The site specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure Containment (p/F-; OF..

see.nda'y for• % 441) and its associated structures, systems, and components as a
functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant conditions. As applied to
CCNPP, Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its
associated systems, structures or comonents (SSC), as listed in STP O-55A. provide a
functional barrier to fission product release.

Explosion

A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of pressurized/energized
equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially damage permanent
structures, systems, or components.

Extortion

An attempt to cause an action at the station by threat of force.

Faulted
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In a steam generator, the existence of secondary side leakage that results in an
uncontrolled drop in steam generator pressure or the steam generator being completely
depressurized.

Fire

Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive belts
or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute fires. Observation of flame is
preferred but is not required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

Hostage

A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will be met by the
station.

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This includes
attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or other devices
used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs should
be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the owner
controlled area).

Hostile Force

One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault, overtly or by stealth
and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming, or causing
destruction.

Imminent

Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will occur. Where
imminent timeframes are specified, they shall apply.

Intrusion

The act of entering without authorization. Discovery of a bomb in a specified area is
indication of intrusion into that area by a hostile force.

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSl)

A complex that is designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel
and other radioactive materials associated with spent fuel storage.

Normal Levels

As applied to radiological IC/EALs, the highest reading in the Past twenty-four hours
excluding the current peak value.

Normal Plant Operations
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Activities at the plant site associated with routine testing, maintenance, or equipment
operations, in accordance with normal operating or administrative procedures. Entry into
abnormal or emergency operating procedures, or deviation from normal security or
radiological controls posture, is a departure from Normal Plant Operations.

Projectile

An object directed toward a NPP that could cause concern for its continued operability,
reliability, or personnel safety.

Protected Area
The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the security
Protected Area fence.

Ruptured

In a steam generator, existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of a magnitude sufficient
to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection.

Sabotage

Deliberate damage, mis-alignment, or mis-operation of plant equipment with the intent to
render the equipment inoperable. Equipment found tampered with or damaged due to
malicious mischief may not meet the definition of sabotage until this determination is made
by security supervision.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems or Component (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and comoonents that are relied upon to remain functional
duringq and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary:

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition:

(3) The capability to orevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Security Condition

Any security event as listed in the approved security contingency plan that constitutes a
threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a potential degradation
to the level of safety of the plant. A security condition does not involve a hostile action.

Significant Tranciont
An unplanned eyei# iinveviig onoA Or MOWS Of the folloWing: (1) automatic turbino ru nbac'k
grcater than 2604 thornmal FRoatOr poweF, (2) elocricOal load rojoction groator than 25% full.... I ... a ....} i... h~ .. .. .. ... .^•t~k• .v.-- • •F~l^'•:."": 1 \ . ,t .,•-Jl;• 1 ik; .... j

S1961Fiujl Ic.Ju, ta iuaiiwi Wip, kii, LSiu'; irijucuon acur.Iuun, or ~O nri PuWor
esrcillationc groator than 10%

Strike Action
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Work stoppage within the Protected Area by a body of workers to enforce compliance with
demands made on (sitespeciG)CCNPP. The strike action must threaten to interrupt Normal
Plant Operations.

Unisolable

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control Room panels.

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown, that is
not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.A
paramoetor chango Or an eve'nt that is- not she Fes,-t of An Wetnded ovol-ition and roquiros
GOFrective Or mnitigativo actinew.

Valid

An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be valid when it is verified by (1) an
instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indicators, or (3) by
direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator's operability,
the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in this definition is
the need for timely assessment.

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not be
included.

Vital Area

F•ypGaI,-a Any site-speeiG,-areas, normally within the CCNPP Protected Area, that
contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure, destruction, or release
of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health and safety by exposure to
radiation.
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5.0 CCNPP-TO-NEI 99-01 EAL CROSSREFERENCE
This cross-reference is provided to facilitate association and location of a CCNPP EAL

within the NEI 99-01 IC/EAL identification scheme. Further information regarding the

development of the CCNPP EALs based on the NEI guidance can be found in the EAL

Comparison Matrix.

CCNPP NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

RUI.1 AU1 1

RU1.2 AUI 2

RU1.3 AUl 3

RU2.1 AU2 1

RU2.2 AU2 2

RA1.1 AA1 1

RA1.2 AA1 2

RA1.3 AAI 3

RA2.1 AA2 2

RA2.2 AA2 1

RA3.1 AA3 1

RSI.1 AS1 1

RS1.2 AS1 2

RS1.3 AS1 4

RG1.1 AG1 1

RG1.2 AGI 2

RG1.3 AGI 4
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CCNPP NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example

EAL

EU1.1 E-HU1 1

CU1.1 CU3 1

CU2.1 CU7 1

CU3.1 CUl 1

CU3.2 CU2 1

CU3.3 CU2 2

CU4.1 CU4 1

CU4.2 CU4 2

CU5.1 CU6 1,2

CU6.1 CU8 2

CA1.1 CA3 1

CA3.1 CAI 1,2

CA4.1 CA4 1,2

CS3.1 CS1 1

CS3.2 CS1 2

CS3.3 CSl 3

CG3.1 CG1 1

CG3.2 CG1 2

FU1.1 FU1 1

FAl.1 FA1 1

FS1.1 FS1 1

FGI.1 FG1 1

HUI.1 HU1 1

ERPIP-XXX
Revision [Draft D]
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CCNPP NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example

EAL

HU1.2 HU1 2

HU1.3 HU1 3

HU1.4 HU1 4

HU1.5 HU1 5

HU2.1 HU2 1

HU2.2 HU2 2

HU3.1 HU3 1

HU3.2 HU3 2

HU4.1 HU4 1,2,3

HU6.1 HU5 1

HAI.1 HA1 1

HA1.2 HA1 2

HA1.3 HA1 3

HA1.4 HA1 4

HA1.5 HA1 6

HA1.6 HA1 5

HA2.1 HA2 1

HA3.1 HA3 1

HA4.1 HA4 1,2

HA5.1 HA5 1

HA6.1 HA6 1

HS4.1 HS4 1

HS5.1 HS2 1

ERPIP-XXX
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CCNPP NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example

EAL

HS6.1 HS3 1

HG4.1 HG1 1

HG4.2 HG1 2

HG6.1 HG2 1

SUI.1 SUl 1

SU3.1 SU8 1

SU4.1 SU2 1

SU5.1 SU3 1

SU6.1 SU6 11,2

SU7.1 SU4 2

SU7.2 SU4 1

SU8.1 SU5 1,2

SAI.1 SA5 1

SA3.1 SA2 1

SA5.1 SA4 1

SS1.1 SS1 1

SS2.1 SS3 1

SS3.1 SS2 1

SS5.1 SS6 1

SG1.1 SG1 1

SG3.1 SG2 1

ERPIP-XXX
Revision [Draft D]
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6.0 ATTACHMENTS

6.1 Attachment 1, Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

6.2 Attachment 2, Fission Product Barrier Loss / Potential Loss Matrix and Basis
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Category R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluents

EAL Group: ANY (EALs in this category are applicable to

any plant condition, hot or cold.)

Many EALs are based on actual or potential degradation of fission product barriers

because of the elevated potential for offsite radioactivity release. Degradation of fission

product barriers though is not always apparent via non-radiological symptoms. Therefore,

direct indication of elevated radiological effluents or area radiation levels are appropriate

symptoms for emergency classification.

At lower levels, abnormal radioactivity releases may be indicative of a failure of

Containment systems or precursors to more significant releases. At higher release rates,

offsite radiological conditions may result which require offsite protective actions. Elevated

area radiation levels in plant may also be indicative of the failure of Containment systems

or preclude access to plant vital equipment necessary to ensure plant safety.

Events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Offsite Rad Conditions

Direct indication of effluent radiation monitoring systems provides a rapid assessment

mechanism to determine releases in excess of classifiable limits. Projected offsite

doses, actual offsite field measurements or measured release rates via sampling

indicate doses or dose rates above classifiable limits.

2. Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Sustained general area radiation levels in excess of those indicating loss of control of

radioactive materials or those levels which may preclude access to vital plant areas

also warrant emergency classification.

3. CR/CAS/SAS Rad

Sustained general area radiation levels which may preclude access to areas requiring

continuous occupancy also warrant emergency classification.
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Category:

Subcategory: 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes or longer

EAL:

RUI.1 Unusual Event

ANY gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 column "UE" for _Ž 60 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert LUE

Gaseous
WRNGM 3.2E+09 pCi/sec 3.2E+08 pCi/sec 3.2E+07 pCi/sec 3.2E+05 pCi/sec
(RIC-5415)
Main Steam Effluent 40.0 rem/hr 4.0 rem/hr 0.40 rem/hr N/A
(RI-5421, RI-5422)
Main Vent N/A N/A N/A 2.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5415)
Waste Processing N/A N/A N/A 4.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5410)
Fuel Handling Area Vent N/A N/A N/A 3.4E+05 cpm
(RI-5420)

Llauld
Liquid Waste Disch* N/A N/A off-scale hi 8.4E+05 cpm
(RE-2201)

with effluent discharge not isolated

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic
=

v~owi- ro ulppono:x it ror o ~ora~'o~i Do2:~ or t?1o ~o~1:o!og:co~ omuont IU'~ALr.j

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This 4,-EAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.
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Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [These Gcntm!o are !-paftd in the Off gito
De-se Galo-ation Msnya! (ODCM), and for.p.ants that have net i^-^mp nted Geno-ic Lottor0-8- 0• ,
in the Radioleg"ins' Iffl.N .Tohni.a! Sp:ticno ..........R.T.] The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

[Srmo sites m.ay find it adv.antag•ous' to add.... gaseous and #qu;id ro..as.s with s-parato

The 2 x RE-S-ODCM limit multiples are specified in Aul and .aI.! only to distinguish between non-
emergency conditions-,and 4 Fr oach o9tho. While these multiples obviously correspond to an off-
site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level of
safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

[Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4x ODCM for 30
minutes does not meet the threshold.1

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

E=AL #1

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the IC.

This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on non-routine release
pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared.

[The 90GCM establishosq a mothedolegy for dotentmining efflbiant rad-iation monitor- setpoints.
Tho~~ ODMs iflos do'fa~liIt go, ico torma andt, foMegos noao, pA96Grib the U69 of pro

dato.minod annnu! a;'rago motoomlogy in tho moot !imiting do'- w.nd cantor far sho"wing

sompiian. .with tho rF'gulate" . .ommitmonts. "hs S7.4L shol,.d 1,o doteorinod using this
methe6deleoy.

R4AI #

This E^A ;addRo.... r adiactnivity' rolcase, that f ... tc... rcacon, c.auso o.fflun •adiation
monitor roadings to emnzod the thrshold dthe IC establiched by the radioactivit'
diecharqo porm~it. This value mnay be accociatod with a planned batch roloaso, Or a continuous
Feleaseepath.

[In either .aso, the value is ostab!ished by the O-OCM to^ "a44-9 of a r...a.o that is not in
efO•piians with the RETS. ,ndoxing the EAL to to ODCM tstpointa in this mannor insures that
tho EA wll41 .orb less than tho se-teoint estabighod byg aqsci disoPhargo sormit.1
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ThA EA.L Addroccoc ,uncnntrolled ro'l•eac that gre dotoctod by sample analyses, p.toiculry
on unmenit.red pathways, e.g., spillseof radioactive liquids into ..e .. dr.in, heat ex.ha..•o,
leakage in rivor Water cy'temrn, Otc.

EALc #4 and #5

The 0.0 Rghr value in &A1 #4, and the site speecific value for EAL #6,ics bocod on a; release
rate not oxcoo18d-ing 500 mromF por year.

[As pmvided in tho ODCMA / RETS, prniated eveF 87-66 hours, rnq!tpfied by two, and Founded
(500:ý 8766 2- 0.11.]

EAL #1 and #2 do~ctly correlat8e %ith the IC .inc a..nnu average moteoro-ogy ! ro-.q"uro..d to
be uced in chewoing complianc.Aowith the ODCA- and is ucoed in calculating the alarm setpoints.
RAI A #4 and #6 aro a function of actual meteorology, which will likely be diffeFret fromn the lim~itin g
annUai average VaIue. nucS, #18F8 Will likely be a nurncriai Anceneitenoy.

The underlying basis of this. &A.1- involvocs the degradation i the level of ca"o of the plant
imolied by the uncontrolled WPM-& acc. Acdinn E-AL #4 or#5ic an indicatian elf Man uncn~trolled
release•.

Plant-Specific

The main plant vents consist of the exhaust flow from the auxiliary building ventilation

systems and the condenser offgas system. Batch releases from the Waste Gas Decay

Tanks, Containment vents and Containment purges are also directed into this stream. Per

ODCM Attachment 7, the Unit 1 and Unit 2 vent flow rates are assumed to be 56.3 m 3 /sec

and 42.7 m 3 /sec, respectively. Each plant vent is monitored by a beta sensitive plastic

scintillator Wide Range Noble Gas Monitor (WRNGM 1-RIC-5415 and 2-RIC-5415) which

is displayed in pCi/sec and a Geiger-Muller tube Main Vent Monitor (1-RI-5415 and 2-RI-

5415) which is displayed in CPM. The EAL values were determined assuming annual

average meteorology, RCS noble gas concentrations and dose conversion factors used for

emergency preparedness offsite dose assessment. The total gaseous release

corresponding to 2 times ODCM limits is approximately 0.114 mrem in one hour as

calculated below.

1. 2 x ODCM = 2 x 500 mrem/year = 1000 mrem/year
2. Hours/year = 24 x 365 = 8760 hours/year
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3. (1000 mrem/year) /(8760 hours/year) = 0.114 mrem/hour (or 1.14E-3 mSv/hour)

The values for the vent radiation monitor readings are based on 90% of the 2 maximum

permissible concentration (MPC) as discussed in ODCM 3.11.2.1 at the site boundary.

This reduction will account for events that may result in releases through both unit vents.

The 10% factor allowance for the other unit vent is conservative because it is two to three

orders of magnitude larger than the normal releases through each vent. For the main vent

monitors, which read in CPM, the Unit 1 flow rate is assumed because it yields the lowest

(most limiting) concentration.

RIC-5415 EAL Threshold

ODCM limit corresponds to 1.8 E+5 pCi/sec (site total)

2 x 1.8 E+5 pCi/sec = 3.6 E+5 pCi/sec

Assume event in one unit, allow 10% for release from other unit

RIC-5415 EAL Threshold = 0.9 x 3.6 E+5 pCi/sec = 3.24 E+5 pCi/sec

Read as 3.2 E+5 pCi/sec

Minimum Concentration Corresponding to RI-5415 Reading

Concentration = Release rate (uCi/sec)

Flow rate (cc/sec)

Unit 1 ODCM flow rates = 56.3 m
3

/sec

Unit 1 Concentration = 3.24 E+5 wCi/sec

56.3 m
3 /sec x 106 cc/m3

=5.7 E-3 pCi/cc

Unit 2 ODCM flow rates = 42.7 m
3
/sec

Unit 1 Concentration = 3.24 E+5 uCi/sec

42.7 m
3/sec x 106 cc/m3

=7.6 E-3 piCi/cc

The calculated concentration result is converted to CPM so it can be read on RI-5415.
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Isotope RCS Conc. % Total Unit 1 Conc. Unit 2 Conc. Monitor Eff. Unit 1 Unit 2
(iJCi/cc) (jCi/cc) (CPM/10-

6 ) CPM CPM

Kr-85 0.43 9.62 5.5 E-4 7.3 E-4 35 1.9 E+4 2.6 E+4

Kr-85m 0.16 3.58 2.1 E-4 2.7 E-4 55 1.2 E+4 1.5 E+4

Kr-87 0:15 3.36 1.9 E-4 2.6 E-4 218 4.1 E+4 5.6 E+4

Kr-88 0.28 6.36 3.7 E-4 4.8 E-4 289 1.1 E+5 1.4 E+5

Xe-133 2.6 58.17 3.3 E-3 4.4 E-3 1.87 6.2 E+3 8.3 E+3

Xe-135 0.85 19.01 1.1 E-3 1.4 E-3 70 7.7 E+4 1.0 E+5

Totals 4.47 100.00 5.7 E-3 7,6 E-3 2.7 E+5 3.5 E+5

The lower of the Unit 1 and Unit 2 values is conservatively rounded to 2.OE+5 CPM.

In a similar manner, values were determined for the Waste Processing Monitor (1-RI-5410

and 2-RI-5410) assuming noble gas distribution for Waste Gas Decay Tank rupture,

average annual meteorology and a nominal waste processing ventilation flow of 23.4

m 3 /sec (49,500 CFM). At 2 DAC at the site boundary, this corresponds to a reading of 4.0

E+5 CPM.

In a similar manner to that shown for RI-5415, values were determined for the Fuel

Handling Area Vent Monitor (0-RI-5420) assuming only monitor response to noble gas

released from a Fuel Handling Incident, average annual meteorology and a nominal fuel

handling area ventilation flow of 15.1 m3 /sec (32,000 CFM). At 2 DAC at the site

boundary, per Reference 2 this corresponds to a reading of 3.4 E+5 CPM.

Analysis was also performed for potential releases through Access Control Point and

ECCS Pump (PP) Room. Per Reference 2, 2 DAC at the site boundary corresponds to

monitor readings for each of these locations that are greater than 1 E+6 CPM (i.e., off-scale

high). The ECCS PP Room Monitors (1/2-RI-5406) and the Access Control Monitor (0-RI-

5425) are not considered here because they will be offscale high at the Unusual Event

emergency classification level. Therefore, these monitors provide no useful information for

this EAL and are excluded from consideration.
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The designation "N/A" in Table R-1 indicates that the listed instrument range is insufficient

to indicate the specified value and therefore no value is used.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Radioactivity Release Emergency Action Levels, J.B. Mcllvaine, JSB Associates, Inc.,
September 1990

2. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
3. NEI 99-01 AUl
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes or longer

EAL:

RUI.2 Unusual Event

Liquid monitor reading > Table R-1 column "UE" for > 60 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert UE

Gaseous
WRNGM 3.2E+09 pCi/sec 3.2E+08 pCi/sec 3.2E+07 pCi/sec 3.2E+05 pCi/sec
(RIC-5415)
Main Steam Effluent 40.0 rem/hr 4.0 rem/hr 0.40 rem/hr N/A
(RI-5421, RI-5422)
Main Vent N/A N/A N/A 2.OE+05 cpm
(RI-5415)
Waste Processing N/A N/A N/A 4.OE+05 cpm
(RI-5410)
Fuel Handling Area Vent N/A N/A N/A 3.4E+05 cpm
(RI-5420)
Liquid
Liquid Waste Disch* N/A N/A off-scale hi 8.4E+05 cpm
(RE-2201)

* with effluent discharge not isolated

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic
. o

u~afar ta Aoigandiw A far a ~atalgad baS~s at tha rad~agiaaca afflisant !cEAI R I

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This IC addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.
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Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [Ah9& .. t... s ame l. at.d in the Off a"o

-n--** f--*-- I--v I''.........r' '- : 4- - I

in the RadIogieal Ef....nt Tohnical Spceifi.catien (RETS)- ,The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

rA
iroro saeso m~ay fndo it acvanrageocs re a~ooosa gaaoou6 ang Y:puie r~awasea Kqtn 6eparatO

EAL-aj

The RE-T--2 x ODCM limit multiples are specified iRn A'JI -,and M.AA.1 only to distinguish between non-
emergency conditions, and frome ach other. While these multiples obviously correspond to an off-
site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level of
safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

[Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4x ODCM for 30
minutes does not meet the threshold.1

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

EmAL #1

This EmAL addroccoc Fadioaacti'Vty releasec, thAt fo WhEAtoWAF roacn, cauco offluont radiAtio
mon~itor roadingse to oxcoed- the throcAhold- idon-tifiod in the 1G.

Thie RALIcntdd forF 64t8 that hA':o octablichod offluont mon~itoring On non routino roloe
pathways for which a dicchar;g pomit would not norm.ally be pr.par.d.

[Tho ODCM oatablishoae a thadolOgy fGF deteR;*ing eftFiont radietion moniter sote ia
The ODCM 8pcn.ifioa. dfa:-!t ...... o .. nd. " for gaaoous "ages, pmacriboe the ... ef pm9
dat..minod ORRu"l av-rag- motoomlogy in to mo.t .. m.t.ng dw'..ind csotor fo; Sho'wing

complian~c with the regulat.oy Gcmmitments. Thia EAL shhcld be dot..on.ino.d -aing this

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the 4G-EAL established by the radioactivity
discharge permit. This value may be associated with a planned batch release, or a continuous
release path.

[in eithaer Gaso, the vaioo is estabshehd bv tho ODCM4 to 14arn ofA 3 mloa that
...... A•A..

cornp::anao with the RE-. ineemox me E-A to- tho 00CA. atonree in this rnanng F~ni~oe-arthat
mnkqI

moth i -a w:A AN n- eor- se iess Enan Fno sempoinE esta~anusne by a 6poamaG oainarge pO
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ThiA EAL addrosses u-ncontrolled releases thmt aro dotoctod by sample analyses, particularly
en -nm-itoa-Fd pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into Mtor drains, heat eXchanger

leakage in riVer water syteoms, etc.

EAL .#4 and ff5

The 0-.1 0- mFRigh value inA E.AL6#4, and the site spocaiki Yaluo for EA.L ff,is bacoAd- en- -Roac
rate not emneeding 500 mr~em per year.

[AU pevided in the ODCM / RETS, preoated ever 8766 h..., r. !tipI;;d by , andr.nded.
(5900 8766 * 2 - 09.414)m.]

EAL #f1 andd #2 diFrtly corrolato Nit tho Ir cinc. annual .vor.g8 m.eteorology i .roqUired to
.used- .in .he.ing complianc .ith the- Dc. . and- i us.e..d ion calculating the alarm setpoints.

E.A.1- #4 and N4 Aar a functioan of antual meteorology, which will likely be different fromR the limiting
annual average vYa•e. Thus, there Will likely be a numeA-F.ric.al incon•iStenAy.

The under!ring basis of this &A.L involve the degradation in the le'vel of oafe; of the plant
implied by the uncon--trolleAd- relase-A. EXGooding E.ALf1- orn- #5i is An ind-icatio-n o-f an uincOntrolled
Felease.

Plant-Specific

Liquid effluent is monitored by the Liquid Waste Discharge Radiation Monitor (0-RE-2201).

A high radiation alarm from this monitor results in a signal to close the Liquid Waste

Discharge Valves. If these valves do not shut, the operators stop the pump being used for

the discharge and shut the Liquid Waste RMS Outlet valve.

The Steam Generator Blowdown liquid effluent monitor upper range cannot detect

releases associated with two times the ODCM limits and therefore would be assessed per

EAL RU1.3 sample analysis.

The designation "N/A' in Table R-1 indicates that the listed instrument range is insufficient

to indicate the specified value and therefore no value is used.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):
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1. Radioactivity Release Emergency Action Levels, J.B. Mcllvaine, JSB Associates, Inc.,
September 1990

2. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
3. AOP-6B Accidental Release of Radioactive Liquid Waste
4. UFSAR Section 11.1.2.1 Liquid Waste Processing System
5. NEI 99-01 AU1
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Category:
Subcategory: 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes or longer

EAL:

RUI.3 Unusual Event

Confirmed sample analyses for gaseous or liquid releases indicate concentrations or
release rates > 2 x ODCM limits for ? 60 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

EmLe- IQo ro .'peana m' Fr-i a leaffee Basisx OF mu@ ffl::a:efa @FRnnRF :L.AE,'t

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This I,-EAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [ThCes cont!k arrc !cca-ted in the Off Rite
Dcc -S c!aio Manu'a! (QDCM, and for-plant-s that h-aio not irnlp,'crnted Gencrfin 61tr90 0-4,
in the Rad.ig "ffin"nt Technical Spocigiatins cRETS).. The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

[Somre 6it4c may find it advantageucs te addrccc ga-e-s and #qugid rFelases -ith 6eparate

The RE-T-2 x ODCM limit multiples are specified in..A.'J! and .A-A. only to distinguish between non-
emergency conditions, and from ARch othar. While these multiples obviously correspond to an off-
site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level of
safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

[Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4x ODCM for 30
minutes does not meet the threshold.1
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This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

-&AL14

T hic E.AL a d-droco ress adioa act~iviaty rolo eacoc , thiat for wh AtcvcrFF raacon, cauc e 88ffluon8-Rt Frad-i ation -
monitor roadingc. to oxceod tho threcholdidoniidi h C

Thic EAL ic intended foAr Iito that havoA octabished effln-.t mon.toring On n.n ructino roloase.
pathwayc for which a dicchargo porm~it would not norm~ally bo proparod.

[.a ,DCM ostablishos a mothodology for dotof.mining o on radiationmonit sotpoints.
Tho ODCQ M spoifios dofavut sumo trm s and, for-•gaseous releasos, pmso.. b. s tho use of pm
doQto-Pined- aMnnal avers go m~etoMlgy in tho most ItMitig donW4nd soctor for- Showing
compliaWn e with tho rogulato.y commitmonts. This SAL shouI d be data...inod vsing this

F-A I #2,'

This.EAL addresss radioactivity releases, that for wha.tovor reasen, causo c•,,uent radiation
monitor roadings to o..e.d tho throshold idonmiod in tho IC ostablishod by tho radioactivity

disrchage permit. This valuo may be associatod with a plannod batch raloase, or a co;ntinuou.s
Feease path.

[in oithor- cso, tho valuo is ostablishod by tho ODC to wam olf a roloaso that is net in
complianco with the RE=TS Indxn t he A o h DCM sotpointS in thi-s manner insuvms that
the CAL will1 n;ever be less thian te sotpoint establishod by a spociflo disha~ye pentt.

This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, particularly on
unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger leakage
in river water systems, etc.

E-A.-s #4- and-

Tho 0.10 1 m- R-h valu" in =AL #4, and the cito spocific value for EAL #6, me baco;-^ on a releARA
RAte not excee-Ading 500 mromR per year.

[As pmvided in theG ODCM / RETS, pr9eted ovor 8755 ho.r., m-ltipliod by .o, anda .ndod.

(500 97556 of2 - 0.114).1

E-AL # and #2 dircctly cvrre.ate %With the IC sinrc annual avorago metoor-ogy is ro"quiro• to
be uoishowing compliance wvith tho ODCr and isused in calulating the alarm setpints.
EALsA #4 and #5 are a function of actu-al meteorology, whicsh will likely be di#ffeent from-F the limiting
ann~ual average value. Thus, there Will like8ly be a numedcalAI inconsistency.
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Tho undorlying basis of this E&A.1- invelv'oc the dogradation in tho level of safety of the plant
impliod by the unnoontrollod roloAco. Excooeding EA.1 #4l or 6 iS Mn indcAi R ofannOntrolled

Plant-Specific

Releases in excess of two times the site Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) (ref. 1)

instantaneous limits that continue for 60 minutes or longer represent an uncontrolled

situation and hence, a potential degradation in the level of safety. The final integrated dose

(which is very low in the Unusual Event emergency class) is not the primary concern here;

it is the degradation in plant control implied by the fact that the release was not isolated

within 60 minutes. Therefore, it is not intended that the release be averaged over 60

minutes. For example, a release of 4 times the ODCM limit for 30 minutes does not exceed

this initiating condition. Further, the ED should not wait until 60 minutes has elapsed, but

should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the release duration has or will

likely exceed 60 minutes.

Sample analyses are "confirmed" when the analytical results have been confirmed by

Chemistry.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
2. NEI 99-01 AU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 200 times the ODCM for 15 minutes or longer

EAL:

RAI.1 Alert

ANY gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 column "Alert" for ? 15 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert UE

Gaseous
WRNGM 3.2E+09 pCi/sec 3.2E+08 pCi/sec 3.2E+07 pCi/sec 3.2E+05 pCi/sec
(RIC-5415)
Main Steam Effluent 40.0 rem/hr 4.0 rem/hr 0.40 rem/hr N/A
(RI-5421, RI-5422)
Main Vent N/A N/A N/A 2.OE+05 cpm
(RI-5415)
Waste Processing N/A N/A N/A 4.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5410)
Fuel Handling Area Vent N/A N/A N/A 3.4E+05 cpm
(RI-5420)
Liquid
Liquid Waste Disch* N/A N/A off-scale hi 8.4E+05 cpm
(RE-2201)

with effluent discharge not isolated

Mode Applicability: All

Basis:

Generic

-[Refer- to Append-oc A feta, a -iotofd basis ef theo Fadio/a gioa! effluent 1GE/048.1.

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This JG-EAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant
as indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period
of time.
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Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [These cont.. s arm icated in the , ff ,,te
Dorso GCal4,,91fin Manua! ... M•r , and for plants that h-ave net implenmntcd Gen-.. Letter- 80 041-
in the Radileg ins' m ..ffle.nt To.hnical Sp..........n. .RE.. .The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

[Seomo s~tos may find it advantaaeeus to aclaross oasoous andi !rowd Feleasos wM socaramt
EA 1= 6. ]

-The RETS-200 x ODCM limit multiples are specified in AUM and -A1. only to distinguish
between non-emergency conditions, and from each Other. While these multiples obviously
correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the
degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the aco.iatd•e, dme or dose

F9elenses a Foaldsti noao b p narr edosra~ an path, a value, a ade -lese lex tedi 60ghxy haOf waf
Tbhtisn thE AL l vakue Mnd tho -ase u calcilatd for wai dishr Te rmito wl boas bnaored, orn
radiatien manth rexiegs to onioons(d 200. tim um thd Tochniu i Spciiatio n fimit and rglow, alrm
.not toginatod e)thie 15 mincabsl The 09CM sblishag a mth
.ramdi~ation monitor 69tpoints. The 09CM spocifios dafaulf go; rco tom~s anfo aocrooss
pr-sEAbLos then ded f pfo dstesrmiatd esablhedeFage metoorology in the most limiting dewnwind
sroctor for showing #o~lac ih the Fequlatery commitmonts. This 1=74. nian be detenninod
using this mothodology if appmp.iate.]

[Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 600 x ODCM for
5 minutes does not meet the threshold.1

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

-This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on non-routine release
pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared.

Plant-Specific

A description of the applicable monitors and the methods used to calculate EAL values is

shown in the Bases for RU 1.1. Values for this EAL are based on the values shown in

RUI.1 multiplied by 100.

The ECCS PP Room Monitors (1/2-RI-5406) and the Access Control Monitor (0-RI-5425)

are not considered here because they will be offscale high at the Unusual Event

emergency classification level. At the Alert level, the readings on the main vent monitors
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(1/2-RI-5415), the Waste Processing Vent Monitors (1/2-RI-5410), and the Fuel Handling

Area Vent Monitor (0-RI-5420) are well above the top of the instrument indicated range

(1.OE+6 CPM). Therefore, these monitors provide no useful information for this EAL and

are excluded from consideration.

The purpose of the Main Steam Effluent Radiation Monitor System is to monitor possible

noble gas releases to the atmosphere from the main steam line through the atmospheric

steam dump valves, the main steam safety relief valves, and the auxiliary feedwater steam

turbine exhaust. The system includes two radiation monitors (1/2-RI-5421 and 1/2-RI-

5422) per unit - one radiation monitor for each steam generator. The noble gas release

rate of 3.2E+7 pCi/second (which corresponds to a whole body dose of 10 mrem in one

hour at the site boundary) may also occur through release via main steam safety valve or

atmospheric dump valve.

Attachment 3 of ERPIP 821 is used to calculate dose rate thresholds in rem/hr as follow:

RA1.1 Threshold for RI-5421, RI-5422

Release Rate = 3.2 E+7 pCi/sec (see above)

Release Coefficient (for SG Tube Rupture

releasing RCS activity) =30 Ci/cm
3

rem/hr

Atmospheric Dump Valve Flow Rate = 1.4 E+6 cm
3
/sec

Safety Valve Flow Rate = 2.4 E+6 cm 3
/sec

Main Steam Monitor Reading (rem/hr) = Release Rate

Release Coefficient x Flow Rate

For safety valve rem/hr = 3.2 E+7

30 x 2.4 E+6

= .444 remlhr (read as .4) (4 mSvlhr)

For atmospheric dump valve rerm/hr = 3.2 E+7

30 x 1.4 E+6

= .762 rem/hr (read as .8) (8 mSv/hr)

The lower of the dose rates for the safety valve and atmospheric dump valve is

conservatively rounded to 0.40 mRem/hr. Based on the March 14, 1993 SG tube rupture

event at Palo Verde Unit 2, the main steam effluent monitors (RI-5421, RI-5422) may read
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N16 immediately following SG tube rupture and prior to reactor trip. However, given the

short half-life of N1 6 , this should clear within the first minute following reactor trip.

The designation "N/A" in Table R-1 indicates that the listed instrument range is insufficient

to indicate the specified value and therefore no value is used.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Radioactivity Release Emergency Action Levels, J.B. Mcllvaine, JSB Associates, Inc.,
September 1990

2. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
3. NEI 99-01 AA1
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Category:

Subcategory: 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 200 times the ODCM for 15 minutes or longer

EAL:

RA1.2 Alert

Liquid monitor reading > Table R-1 column "Alert" for a 15 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert [ UE

Gaseous
WRNGM 3.2E+09 pCi/sec 3.2E+08 pCi/sec 3.2E+07 pCi/sec 3.2E+05 pCi/sec
(RIC-5415)
Main Steam Effluent 40.0 rem/hr 4.0 rem/hr 0.40 rem/hr N/A
(RI-5421, RI-5422)
Main Vent N/A N/A N/A 2.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5415)
Waste Processing N/A N/A N/A 4.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5410)
Fuel Handling Area Vent N/A N/A N/A 3.4E+05 cpm
(RI-5420)
Liquid
Liquid Waste Disch* N/A N/A off-scale hi 8.4E+05 cpm
(RE-2201)

with effluent discharge not isolated

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

A f-- =

EKtF Gogi'ppeoflx Ater a~ a3ie or:oo DOC: ar M9 rooGoIogioo: Aorr:oni; 46;4, 1

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.
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This IG-EAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant
as indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period
of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. (These G90ntr!8 8 lcated in the Off Pito
D.s. Gafe...ati.n Manuja. (I..., and fo-plants that.hav. . not im.pl.ment. d G.ner. Letter 99 014,
n the Radiologi.al Effl.'ent T7gohnial SpesifiGafins 'RETS... The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

[rneo. site, may find it advantageo..s to add.ss gaseous and q.,id ,e!ases %4Mh separate

The R-E-T--200 x ODCM limit multiples are specified in A,"l and ,A.1 only to distinguish between
non-emergency conditions, and from ecah other. While these multiples obviously correspond to an
off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level
of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

[To ens•ro -a re ,•a-stic -n-ar -ar-4in earos•alatin p a t', a value sh.,ld." -a -A selscted r.ugh. y h a-f wae
bReaen thou AIl vano and thpo ahe c alveratged for AexmI vloe, Thea excO 144l be) b ODCMd on
radiati-n- MG-nitoGr re adin gs to xcoo-ad- 2010 t6Mo-s- the Techniral Specificatin limit -an d-fa -elaSe -aS ro
n5t terminated wihin 15 rniwta . Tho OGMestablishes a mato nodlgy fotdetesRoining efld.
ragd~iat~ion monitor setpoints. The iDCM spenifies dohfaelt got Fe terms and, for gaseOUS Feleases,
presad~bes the use of pro determined annual av'orage mneteorology in the meet liMiting doWnwind
sector- for shewn oplnewith the regulat engcomitments. This mAL Ican ho determined
using thie m~ethodology if appmepgate.]

[Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 600x ODCM for
5 minutes does not meet the threshold.1

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

This EFAL1 is into-ndod for si.tos that have octabliAhod offluont moenitoringA on non rou tang reloAnso
pathways for Which a diechargo pormit would not normally bo prepared.

EAL #2!

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the IC-EAL established by the radioactivity
discharge permit. This value may be associated with a planned batch release, or a continuous
release path.
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[in either Gave, the ... o/ is ostab!ihod by the ODCM G t.. war of; a• ro... that ir not in
csompfianso with tha RRTS. Ino~n th '4Lote GiDCM aetpoent in this manner inpiwao that
the) FA, W,.'._ no... b loss than the 6etp.int estabfished by .p... diShal• o p.R....]

R'AI #2•

ThiA E.AL addresses unonetrallodl roloacoc that are dotoc-ted by sample analyses, pakirularly
on u..nm.nitor.d pathways, e.g., spills of . ad.oactivo liquids intO ..tO.. drain., heat . .. hageo,
leakage in rivor wator systems, etc.

EMA.1es #4 ;and #5i

ThM 10.0 mnPh. .v.a' in E #L , and the site •epcifi-. v"alu for EAL #5,is based o'n a rol'a...
rIto Anot oXcoodinRg 500 mrom p8r Yoar.

[As pro 'idod in th ODCM / RETS, the prrat.d o766 h, .. -tip!id by 200, and roundod.
(500:; 8766 2•0290- 11.41).

E^AL #1 and #2 directly ce.. clatA With the IC 6cin, annuAl avorago moteOrology i. r-quirod to
be uecd 6itn oheing amplicable mith the 00. and is uethod in calculating th e alam vltpeits.
EALr #1 and #59 ar1o A function ofGIR actual mtoooly, Which Will likoly bo diffoprot frm tho limiting
annual average value. Thuis, thoh will likely be a numrics incfsalet

The underlying bae's of thus &A.1 involvcc the deradaton in the l-v. of epafety of the plant
implied by the uniqntrolled rao. Exeding EAL t1 rca #rga Ridiation onfir unoRnEtrll1d

F8easeee

Plant-Specific

A description of the applicable monitors and the methods used to calculate EAL values is

shown in the Bases for RUl .2. The value for this EAL, while indicated as offscale high, is

based on the values shown in RU1.2 multiplied by 100.

Liquid effluent is monitored by the Liquid Waste Discharge Radiation Monitor (0-RE-2201).
A high radiation alarm from this monitor results in a signal to close the Liquid Waste

Discharge Valves. If these valves do not shut, the operators stop the pump being used for

the discharge and shut the Liquid Waste RMS Outlet valve.

The Steam Generator Blowdown liquid effluent monitor upper range cannot detect

releases associated with either two or two hundred times the ODCM limits and therefore

would be assessed per EAL RA1.3 sample analysis.
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The designation "N/A" in Table R-1 indicates that the listed instrument range is insufficient

to indicate the specified value and therefore no value is used.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Radioactivity Release Emergency Action Levels, J.B. Mcllvaine, JSB Associates, Inc.,
September 1990

2. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
3. AOP-6B Accidental Release of Radioactive Liquid Waste
4. UFSAR Section 11.1.2.1 Liquid Waste Processing System
5. NEI 99-01 AA1
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Category: R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

Subcategory: 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 200 times the ODCM for 15 minutes or longer

EAL:

RA1.3 Alert

Confirmed sample analyses for gaseous or liquid releases indicate concentrations or
release rates > 200 x ODCM limits for > 15 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

A

'.•.Ree r ."ttippenewx .4 Fr a ai•:•-"asi e: a "ne Fa-:3:ag:e: a.-., :.'-.'vL.',

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This I.-EAL_ addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant
as indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period
of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [rhes ... ntol•s ara Iaaaft.d ;7 ,h, Off ;/k
Do-se Cailac14ation Manu.a! (QDCM), and for plangts thiat hav'a not 4RmPlemented Ge.aino I stta-r 89 01-,
in the Radie!ogka.! E ..ff.on.t T"nhni.al Spe•.cic•atna (RETS)] The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

(Sarna sites may find it advantageou6 to address gasaau6 and #quid xelaa~ac with separate
EALs.]

The R-TS-200 x ODCM limitmuIpvAIe are specified in AUl and -$1 only to distinguish between
non-emergency conditions, and from .a... otho.. While these multiples obviously correspond to an
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off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level
of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

Em I J I I I J I I I II
= ensure a reaoi:c near- .near ocar.a.on p.a.., a value sn.ulo be soeocre rougnl faglwall,•L A • A •IA • A J I• AI .... J •L A A J=.A

oorwo"n thc A, vxu" and the va•ue , a:c;ua'o•- .r.o•- "l-u. :nh vam;o wm:; b 00.3200 on
rFadi-ation monitor readings to exceed 200 timeos the Technical Specic.'ation lim.it and releases are
not to.,mnated Within 15 minutos. Tho -Ca establishehs a; methodology for dete.mining effluent
.ra.dat.on mnitor. stpoints. The .CM specie. S do.f.ult source to.ms and, for- gasoous roleases,

prescribes tho use of pme dotormi~nod an~nuol avorago moetoereolgy in tho most fImitng downwi4nd
socter &Fr showing cemplianco with tho regulatory commitments. This EAL ca1 be detrm.ined
using this methodology it apprepriato.]

[Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 600 x ODCM for
5 minutes does not meet the threshold.1

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

This EAL is ntodod &Fo cito thalt h424o ostablishod effluent monitoFrin On non routino1 48roloac
pathways for which a dicchargo po.'•it would not no .. ally bo pm.parod.

R-AI .#.'

This EAL addroesse radiacetivity releases, that far whtovorteason, cause offlusnt radiatioll
onitr oadings to exceed the throlshoold idontified in tho it ostablished by the radioactivity

dischargo pom~it. This value May bo associatod with a planned batch roloace8, Or a continuouis

rleasae= path. ~tr:ytm• t

[,n either case, the value is established by the 0CMn to warn of a release tht is net in
cem7plianc with thE R=TS. Indxn th 'ALthe 00CM setpeints in this manner insures that

4-6• an-,h an 
..- .... /j

the SAL will' nvrblostethstpitsablished by a specifi disehayce permit]

-This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, particularly
on unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger
leakage: in; rivor wator systems, otc.

E.A.1s #4 and-"5

The 10.0 mR,'hrvaluo in E.AL # , and tho sito spocific value forF EAL#6t,is based onA a ro-le-a-so
rato -not oxeoMedfing 500 mroem per year.

[As previded in the 00CM! 4.RET-, prorated over87-66 hours, multplied by 200L and roundedý.
(500 ;87-66 of 20 - 11.4)].
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.A.L1 #rand #f2 difrtl!y corelato withe ICAri t since annual tAveorao mote-oflegy is Freuipred to
be used- in s5howming coempliance mwith theo ODCM Eandsud in calculating the Walam cjetpeints.
EALe #4 and #5 are ;1 functinA Of actual FAmeteorology, Which Will likely be di#ffernt from the limitin
annual aVerage value. Thus, there Wall likely be a numo-AFinal icnitny

The underlyfing bAci f this- &A.1 involves the degradation in; the level of safc* of the plant im~plied
by the uncontroleAd release. Exoeedng, E-AL #4 or #5 or an indication of a"n uncntrolled release.

Plant-Specific

Confirmed sample analyses in excess of two hundred times the site Offsite Dose

Calculation Manual (ODCM) limits that continue for 15 minutes or longer represent an

uncontrolled situation and hence, a potential degradation in the level of safety. This event

escalates from the Unusual Event by raising the magnitude of the release by a factor of

100 over the Unusual Event level (i.e., 200 times ODCM). Prorating the 500 mRem/yr

basis of the 10 CFR 20 non-occupational MPC limits for both time (8766 hr/yr) and the 200

multiplier, the associated Exclusion Area Boundary dose rate would be approximately 10

mRem/hr. If sample analysis indicates the threshold is met and nothing is done within 15

minutes to effect a release reduction, the ED can conclude that the EAL threshold is met

without second sample results.

Sample analyses are "confirmed" when the analytical results have been confirmed by

Chemistry.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
2. NEI 99-01 AA1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

EAL:

RSI.1 Site Area Emergency

ANY radiation monitor reading > Table R-1 column "SAE" for Ž_ 15 min. (Note 1)

* Do not delay declaration awaiting dose assessment results

• If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on dose
assessment instead of radiation monitor values (see EAL RS1.2)

Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert UE

Gaseous
WRNGM 3.2E+09 pCi/sec 3.2E+08 pCi/sec 3.2E+07 pCi/sec 3.2E+05 pCi/sec
(RIC-5415)
Main Steam Effluent 40.0 rem/hr 4.0 rem/hr 0.40 rem/hr N/A
(RI-5421, RI-5422)
Main Vent N/A N/A N/A 2.OE+05 cpm
(RI-5415)
Waste Processing N/A N/A N/A 4.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5410)
Fuel Handling Area Vent N/A N/A N/A 3.4E+05 cpm
(RI-5420)

Liquid Waste Disch* N/A N/A off-scale hi 8.4E+05 cpm
(RE-2201)

. with effluent discharge not isolated

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic
A l

ier- E:loppefle3: Ai fr-r a Ge~ior3:o DoZC:s eF mel Famsegya: awpuew IL;'A I R
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This IC-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary
that exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

[rMVi theso fa;iurs are addross`d by othor 48c, this !CF pr"vido app•rep•• t8 diVorsity and
add-mess ovont6 which may not hb hble to bo cla-ssifiod en th- basis of plant status alono. It is
important to noto that far thlb. mo sovonm accidonts the roloaso may bo unmonitomd or thore may
be largo unco dainnties -ascciao, d with the sourco t.-m. and/or motoorology.]

[ThoE-PA FAGs arcoxprossond in tors of tho sumaoftho offectiVo dose oguiVaont (EDE-) and
tho cone-m-..mifo-d- offectivo dose squivalent (CE-DE), or- as the thyroid conmmittd doso oquivalont
(CDE). For- tho purposo of those IC/EAts, the dose quantiy tota o-ffocntivo & dosaeoquivalont (TEDE)-,as dofinod in 10 CFR 20, is usod in Ia of "..s m f EDE and CEDE..Th" EPA FAG guidanc

prevdos fortho use adult thyrqid_ doessoanvorsion factors.W1 Howovs.comes statos havo dscidod to
.alcu "rator" h hod CDE .Wy !C/Es nd•ed to be c-•on-it-nt With thos-o- of the- .. stats inio. o

in the facility's omergency planning zono.]

[Tho T9EDE dose is sot at 10% of tho E-PA FG, whilo tho 500 mmm thyroid CDE- was
ostablis~hod in considorgatin of tho LB6 ratio of tho EPA FAG for T-EDE- and thyroid CDE.]

ER.L 94

The site specific monitor list in FAWML-4-..hdTable R-1 includes effluent monitors on all potential
release pathways.

[Tho moieto• roading EALs should bo doto.minod using a d..so. assossmnt mothod that bac
calcudatog frm the dose valuos spoceiod in the IC. Sinco dosoos are genora!y not monitored in
real ttms, it is suggostod that a reloaco duration of eno hour ho ascumod n ht h esh
basre-d on e sito spocifi boundary (or- boyond) doso of 1009 mrom wholo body or- 500 mrem thyreid
in one hour-, whic-ho-vr isP merFe limiting (as was dono foir EAts F;2 and #4). if indivdual site
ana!ys•e indicato a Ion gor r sho.ftor drFation for tho po-od in which^• tho sbaia... pof.ion. f tho
activity is relsased, the longor duratio0n sho-ud be usod.]

[Tha metoeeloegy used should be the same as thoso usod for dotoRmining, AU! and AA I monitor
reading E-Ats. Tho samo coeux-e tonn (noble gasos, paflicuatos, and halo gons) m~ay also bo Ussd
as long as it maintains -a realistic and near linoar escalatien hetwoon tho E=41 s fortofu
classifications. IpFapepr- oscalationS doa net re~sult frem the use of tho cralmo So-urco WoM, if tho
salsulatod valuosaro9 11~unroalitcly high, or iGQfFceolation hotA4(voon tho_ valuoc and doco
asso.sm ont vialuo d.... s8 not o a-*-ist, thon considor. using an accide.n seur• o t-a for ASI and ,^-•, .AGI

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific
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The Emergency Director (ED) should not wait until 15 minutes has elapsed, but should

declare the event as soon as it is determined that the release duration has or will likely

exceed 15 minutes.

A description of the applicable monitors and the methods used to calculate EAL values for

the WRNGM is shown in RU1.1. Values for this EAL are based on the values shown in

RU1.1 scaled up from 0.114 mrem in an hour (i.e., hourly rate resulting in 2 X 500 mrem in

one year) to 100 mrem (TEDE) (1 mSV) in an hour.

The meteorology and source term (noble gases) used in determining the monitor readings

in EAL RS1.1 are the same as those used for determining the monitor readings in EALs

RU1.1 and RAI.1. Consistent use of these variables for all three EALs creates a protocol

that maintains consistent intervals between the monitor readings for the four emergency

classifications. The monitor readings developed with this protocol are intended to be used

only in situations in which normal dose assessment cannot be accomplished. Normal dose

assessment methods incorporate the actual accident meteorological variables and are the

preferred methods for determining when this EAL is met.

In keeping with this protocol, the monitor response release coefficient for a steam

generator tube rupture contaminated with RCS activity is used rather than the release

coefficient for a steam generator tube rupture contaminated with gap activity. This choice

of source terms may appear to be non-conservative. It is important to consider, however,

that the EALs in other categories compensate for the apparent lack of conservatism. A loss

or challenge to plant safety systems is a precursor EAL for a radiological release of this

magnitude. Furthermore, normal dose assessment is the primary method for determining

the offsite consequences and takes into account accident meteorology and source term.

RS1.1 Threshold for RIC-5415

Scale up from RUI.1 uncorrected release rate of 3.6 E+5 pCi/sec

RS1.1 Value = 100 mRem/hr x 3.6 E+5 uCi/sec

0.114 mRem/hr (or .00114 mSv/hr)

= 3.2 E+8 pCi/sec
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This value corresponds to a concentration of about 5 pCi/cc and falls well within the range

of the WRNGM.

The purpose of the Main Steam Effluent Radiation Monitor System is to monitor possible

noble gas releases to the atmosphere from the main steam line through the atmospheric

steam dump valves, the main steam safety relief valves and the auxiliary feedwater steam

turbine exhaust. The system includes two radiation monitors (1/2-RI-5421 and 1/2-RI-

5422) per unit - one radiation monitor for each steam generator.

The noble gas release rate of 3.2E+8 pCi/sec (which corresponds a whole body dose of

100 mrem in one hour at the site boundary) may also occur through release via the main

steam safety valve or atmospheric dump valve.

Attachment 3 of ERPIP 821 is used to calculate dose rate thresholds in rem/hr as follows:

RS1.1 Threshold for RI-5421, RI-5422

Release Rate = 3.2 E+8 pCi/sec (see above)

Release Coefficient (for SG Tube Rupture releasing RCS activity) = 30 WCi/cm
3

rem/hr

Atmospheric Dump Valve Flow Rate = 1.4 E+6 cm
3

/sec

Safety Valve Flow Rate = 2.4 E+6 cm
3

/sec

Main Steam Monitor Reading (rem/hr) = Release Rate

Release Coefficient x Flow Rate

For safety valve rem/hr = 3.2 E+8

30 x 2.4 E+6

= 4.444 rem/hr (read as 4) (40 mSvlhr)

For atmospheric dump valve rem/hr = 3.2 E+8

30 x 1.4 E+6

= 7.619 rem/hr (read as 8) (80 mSv/hr)

The lower of the dose rates for the safety valve and atmospheric dump valve is

conservatively rounded to 4.0 rem/hr. Based on the March 14, 1993 SG tube rupture event

at Palo Verde Unit 2, the main steam effluent monitors (RI-5421, RI-5422) may read N16

immediately following SG tube rupture and prior to reactor trip. However, given the short

half-life of N16 , this should clear within the first minute following reactor trip.

Dose assessment performed in accordance with ERPIP 822, Initial Dose Assessment

Manual Calculation Methods, or ERPIP 823, Dose Assessment Computer, is based on
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actual meteorology but the monitor reading thresholds in this EAL are based on assumed

meteorology. As a result, dose assessment may indicate that emergency classification is

not warranted, even though the monitor reading threshold has been exceeded. For this

reason, emergency implementing procedures call for the timely performance of dose

assessments using actual meteorology and release information. If the results of dose

assessments are available when emergency classification is being evaluated (e.g.,

initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results override the monitor

readings listed in Table R-1.

The designation "N/A" in Table R-1 indicates that the listed instrument range is insufficient

to indicate the specified value and therefore no value is used.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Radioactivity Release Emergency Action Levels, J.B. Mcllvaine, JSB Associates, Inc.,
September 1990

2. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
3. ERPIP 822, Initial Dose Assessment Manual Calculation Methods
4. ERPIP 823, Dose Assessment Computer
5. NEI 99-01 AS1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

EAL:

RS1.2 Site Area Emergency

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses > 100 mRem TEDE or
500 mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic
A

t.i•a:r tO :•ppana'x A tarer a aeraaa• 0: CT. ea e ;amaeaGa:o amena nr . U'ifL;..

This IG-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary
that exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

[ hl 44 thoas fa.i•..rasa.a. . 669rad by athar !C, this IC pro. idas appropr.ata divrsrity and
ad-dmIe6ssas ovants which may nat ba -aba ta ha Wclassifld- an tha basis of plant status plan p. iti
impatant to note that for tho .m ..ro - rsaaro pnoidaent-s tha rolar'-a,.sa. may ba L'nmanitarod or tharoe -may
ba !argo un-caaintia. assoc.atad with tha sauoora tam andor motaoo!agy.]

[Tha EPA 0; -AGs pro eaxprassad i ti.an af tha sum af tha affontiva dosa aquival•nt (EDEr and
th-a ca~mm~itd_ affativa dose ag.ivaant (EDE,, or- as tha thyrid ammWd dosa equivalent
(GDE). Far tha p-,noso of theso !C/E.tL, the dose quantity toat affostio doss aquivalont (TEE),
as dfndin- 10 CFR 20, is usad in hayu of " sr af EDE and CEDE=....Tha Er.PA R AG guidance
providea for- tha use adult thyroid dasa Qanvarsion factars. H QAwavars soma statas h~aia dancidodt

lu,.lata &'d t,.d CDE U- 1t y" !EALs need to bo ns.iStan.t with thoso. of tha Sta to- 8 ino ,d
in the facliy's ae ac planig zana.]

[Tho TE" E dosa is gat at 10% of the EPA RAG, whole tha 500 m.rm thymtid CDO was
astaWbished in considaratian aftho 1: . ratio of tha EPA RAG far TED9E and thMraid CDE.]

RAI #1

Tho site spoceific monitorlsti EmAL #1 should inluo ffuot monitors on all potontial roloaco
palhways.
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[The monitor-reading EALS Sheuld- be dotorML'ned using a dose asnossrnont Method thAt back
a!c'-a!tes fremr the dare "vahlv- .pecified in the !C. Since doses are gonera!!y not monitoard in

Feel tmne, it ie suggested that affiglease dvratien -of ona hou' ba a suvngedadta h sb
ba[ed on a site o peclgy beondah l (or- bteynd) de6 -a -dof 100 mra .m..M whl body or 500 rAo thontid
in one hour-, whihesvr is maor oming (ac wal done for E41as t and #). if individual 6i46
analyes indicate a longer or shsmen mar d iuratein the petied in c icatih the w I abrstantial pen of the
aciity is releataed the longer diiration sho 4ad be used o .

[Tronedtuereslgy used d c heould b- th -a as th ane of dosed far desternining AUI and 4a menlite
roading CzAbs. Tho ae s Wre m (noble gases, paoiculatos-, and halo gens) may also be used
as long asit maintains q roafistic, and noagrlinoar aosaatian baheaon tho iAl s far the falut

andifilatios. Inforain escalatons dIO not rtselt frdosm asse ofethe same ila e tern if the
classicatdo valies are unroe.inticatty high, or if classiation behveln the dose afo smend dope

assossnt vaves d esnt egist, then Gonsider sing an accident sourace torm forP ASI and AGIý

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

The 100 mRem TEDE dose is set at 10% of the EPA PAG, while the 500 mRem thyroid

CDE was established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and

thyroid CDE.

The site boundary is depicted on CCNPP ODCM Attachment 18 "Environmental

Monitoring Sites" (ref. 1). The site boundary is approximately a one-mile radius around the

Protected Area. Per dose assessment methodology, the SB designated the Exclusion

Area Boundary (EAB) is defined as 1150 meters (0.71 miles), which is the minimum

distance to the SB. ERPIP-822 assumes a SB or EAB of 0.7 miles.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
2. ERPIP 822, Initial Dose Assessment Manual Calculation Methods
3. NEI 99-01 AS1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

EAL:

RS1.3 Site Area Emergency

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates > 100 mRem/hr expected to
continue for _> 60 min. at or beyond the site boundary

OR

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE > 500 mRem for 1 hr of inhalation at
or beyond the site boundary (Note 1)

Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic
A

[Kea~eF le oippeneix A' Fr-r a aara::aa Bame~ eF Em raoiefegiewelw:e 16oar=4 r~~'t
This 4G-EAL_ addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary
that exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

[... thesa fairo...s a.. .ddr..d by GtheF 1.S, this 1G pr•o..das app.apriatt diVersity and
a ddross8as- avaent6 which may nt hotb -a bla to a ho slaifid- -on th e basis of plant stats alone. it i
impeftant tanet th-at fo-rtho mor savare assidants the Fealaos may bannen&tard ar thQarama
bh !.e -n.s.taipntia. assa.iatad with tha sA=,vra ta.m ani..d/or mtrology.]

[hAe EPA PAGs are empra-ssad Wn tomm~ af tha EXrn Offtha 0fot~ dosG1Ge ag.va~ent 65DQan
tho nommittad affoctiva dasa equivalent (CEDE), or- as the thyrid canmmittd dase equidvalent
(CDE, . Far the pu.pasa of these !C.&41=& the dsa q-uant;t; tota! affosti"a da-s eqgiva'!nt (TEDE),
as d efined in .10 CFR 20, iGs "e-d i.n e- u- o.f.:" .. ,- af EDE 5.aP.d CEDE...." Tho EPA 94G guidansa
P!O Vid-! for hi the Cg 5 U .!thyro id / da9s0 san I(rss o bn fa;taPR. Wa4varh, tase Statas haina dadad to

cais!atchld hyrid DER. Utiity l1!EALs need to a beansnistent with those af tho qtatas involva
in tha faaility'r arnaanix olannp zaa.
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[The TOPE doca in set at 40% af the F-PA 4G, wivle the 500 mrorn thyroeid CDEF was
ostablishod in nansidoration of the 1:5 ratio ofp the PA PAG far TEDE and thyroid CDE.]

F=AI #.1

The sito spoeific monitotr "it in EAL #4 cho"ud includo offl'ont m,,otac on All potontial -.. aro.c
pathways.

[The mon#i-• -rading EALS Sh.... ;oh d;ataminod u'sing a dose a.so•ssr!ot mthod that bac,
Snacelatass fm the d is based onifd in the 1G. mt inoolo doysowereas ah gontorrady nt mongtE d in
real tme, it is suggested that a iane duration of ono hour boassiumed, andothatathe G41 Ro
binsdi an a sitg speri boundlas ' if r bo ndi dwr ante o 100 this m whrls boed)y or- 500 lmen thying
in one hour-, whihouvo l mor thtimitng (as was dana far do4se R2 and #ssm). if individtal siteo
anayeeas indifato a ion.ger or shItar duration fh the pedoed in whinh the substantial pwein of tht
astivicti is mdloasd, e the in itoi dutdation shouw e ussodo

(Thre moteonorgy ured shEuld bh tho coma as thasoad- for dotafining A94 and AAI monio
Teading EAIs. The u arya is gca tedorn CCabNP gasOC, paAWculate and hal gEns) v may als be used
as long as it maint(ains r alistic and near i uneary esalation xbateyn a the-ils rathdu fa
PcassifiatioAna. if pmper doseaatns de nset mesult fomra tho usa -of th e samE xouu W, if tho
Pacua Irb 9to-d- Aa Ib e8a9s nre- unrali-stica gy h igh, or- if or-eMe-latiOM-heAn ote- en tho -a I Aa 11 q- and dea -o
a 6 a Soss m__an t ima I ios doog-as nt ow Mis t thaen c n &WdoF u sing9 a n ac~id n t souxo r terFM forF AS an1d 4AG.
ee1G~an6.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

The site boundary is depicted on CCNPP ODCM Attachment 18 "Environmental

Monitoring Sites" (ref. 1). The site boundary is approximately a one-mile radius around the

Protected Area. Per dose assessment methodology, the SB designated the Exclusion

Area Boundary (EAB) is defined as 1150 meters (0.71 miles), which is the minimum

distance to the SB. ERPIP-822 assumes a SB or EAB of 0.7 miles.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
2. NEI 99-01 AS1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity greater than 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
mRem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the
release using actual meteorology

EAL:

RGI.1 General Emergency

ANY radiation monitor reading > Table R-1 column "GE" for > 15 min. (Note 1)

" Do not delay declaration awaiting dose assessment results
* If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on dose

assessment instead of radiation monitor values (see EAL RG1.2)

Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert UE

Gaseous
WRNGM 3.2E+09 pCi/sec 3.2E+08 pCi/sec 3.2E+07 pCi/sec 3.2E+05 pCi/sec
(RIC-5415)
Main Steam Effluent 40.0 rem/hr 4.0 rem/hr 0.40 rem/hr N/A
(RI-5421, RI-5422)
Main Vent N/A N/A N/A 2.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5415)
Waste Processing N/A N/A N/A 4.OE+05 cpm
(RI-5410)
Fuel Handling Area Vent N/A N/A N/A 3.4E+05 cpm
(RI-5420)

Liquid
Liquid Waste Disch* N/A N/A off-scale hi 8.4E+05 cpm
(RE-2201)

• with effluent discharge not isolated

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

f L#

ti-We ror to ppeonaw A' rer- a e-a Fraifc Dac e r --a&Se rth aamologi~a emuenf ui~vrtms.j

This IG-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary
that exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
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Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

[Mhile these faiuro s aro a ddrssed by other- IG, this C provides apppriate diversity and
".....ad.ss .. Wevent which may net be able te be cassifie•d•on the basis of plant status alone. it i

impeFtant to note that for the mere severe accident~s the roloaso may be unm-n~tored- -or therfe may
be large "-n.ea.intios associated with the source tem and.or meteorology.1

[The EPA .AGs ame expressedin term: of the sum of the afftive dose equ.valnt(EDE-) an
thec•oommittd effective dose equnv t (DE),bras the thyroid commilted dors equivalent
(Dee. For- tho pwpose of these IC.A=s, tho
as de..fined .in 10 CR 20, is used- in f.li euf" .. s fEDE-and CEDE. The EPA RAG guidance
provides for the use adult thyreid donase conversion fators. Howevere, seie stats havet deAided to
chcsulato chi thyri CDe.i CEAys need te he clnsistt wiath these of the states inveread
indthe thfaciahitgion emergency planning zone.]

[The TEDrs dose is sot at the EPA rAG, whilne the 50003 mrm thysmidCDE wastu tablishetodi
oanrideration ofothe If the ri of th e s PA RAGfor TEDE and thysoid CDE.]

The-sifte-tpeiois-monitor list iniiate a--ehelweTable R-1 includes effluent monitors on all potential
release pathways.

[The monitor readingEAts should be dotoninod using a dose assessmentmothd that ba
calculatSes frm tho dogs valus seeified in the IC. Since doee a ne nitoed in
real time, it is suggested that a aleaose duration of ono hour bo assumed-, and that tho EAtIs be
b-ase d oan a site specific boundary (or beyond) do-se of 1 '000rm whole body or- 5000 mrmm
th yroid in o ne hoeur-, wh iche9ver- is mo l e imiting (a s w a s do ne for E&Ats1 # 2 anda #14. I f individual site
analy~ses indicate a longer- or. she foe-r du ration for the pe~ied in which the su b stantial poffion ofth
activiy is roleased, the longer- d-uration -should be used.]

[The meteorology used should be- the sa~mo -as the-se- us-e-d for determining AUI and AA 1 monito;
readinqg EAt~s. The 's-amfe source term (noble gases, pafliulates, and halogens) may also bge used
as long as it maintains a reialistic and nea;r linear oscalation botwoon the E41ts for the fou;F
cl-rassfications. If proper- escalations d-o Pot insult from the use of tho same source term, if the
calculated values ame unroalisticaly high, or-if ce~mlation between the values and dos~e
assessment-F4 valuies doaes6 not exMist, then consider- using an accideant source term _fo~r. A and AGal

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific
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A description of the applicable monitors and the methods used to calculate EAL values for

the WRNGM is shown in EAL RU1.1. Values for this EAL are based on the values shown

in RUI.1 scaled up from 0.114 mrem in an hour (i.e., hourly rate resulting in 2 X 500 mrem

in one year) to 1000 mrem (TEDE) (10 mSV) in an hour.

The meteorology and source term (noble gases) used in determining the monitor reading

EAL in RG1.1 are the same as those used for determining the monitor reading EALs in

EALs RUI.1, RAI.1 and RS1.1. Consistent use of these variables for all four EALs creates

a protocol that maintains consistent intervals between the monitor readings for the four

emergency classifications. The monitor readings developed with this protocol are intended

to be used only in situations in which normal dose assessment cannot be accomplished.

Normal dose assessment methods incorporate the actual accident meteorological

variables and are the preferred methods for determining when this EAL is met.

In keeping with this protocol, the monitor response release coefficient for a steam

generator tube rupture contaminated with RCS activity is used rather than the release

coefficient for a steam generator tube rupture contaminated with gap activity. This choice

of source terms may appear to be non-conservative. The EALs in other categories

compensate for this apparent lack of conservatism. A loss or challenge to plant safety

systems is a precursor EAL for a radiological release of this magnitude. Normal dose

assessment is the primary method for determining the offsite consequences and takes into

account the accident meteorology and source term.
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RG1.1 Threshold for RIC-5415

Scale up from RU1.1 uncorrected release rate of 3.6 E+5 pCi/sec

RG1.1 Value = 1000 mRem/hr x 3.6 E+5 wCi/sec

0.114 mRem/hr (or .00114 mSv/hr)

= 3.2 E+9 pCi/sec

This value corresponds to a concentration of about 50 pCi/cc and falls well within the

range of the WRNGM.

The purpose of the Main Steam Effluent Radiation Monitor System is to monitor possible

noble gas releases to the atmosphere from the main steam line through the atmospheric

steam dump valves, the main steam safety relief valves, and the auxiliary feedwater steam

turbine exhaust. The system includes two radiation monitors (1/2-RI-5421 and 1/2-RI-

5422) per unit - one radiation monitor for each steam generator.

The noble gas release rate of 3.2 E+9 pCi/sec (which corresponds a whole body dose of

1000 mrem in one hour at the site boundary) may also occur through release via main

steam safety valve or atmospheric dump valve.
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Attachment 3 of ERPIP 821 is used to calculate dose rate thresholds in rem/hr as follows:

RG1.1 Threshold for RI-5421, RI-5422

Release Rate = 3.2 E+9 pCi/sec (see above)

Release Coefficient (for SG Tube Rupture releasing RCS activity) = 30 3Ci/cm

rem/hr

Atmospheric Dump Valve Flow Rate = 1.4 E+6 cm
3
/sec

Safety Valve Flow Rate = 2.4 E+6 cm
3

/sec

Main Steam Monitor Reading (rem/hr) = Release Rate

Release Coefficient x Flow Rate

For safety valve rem/hr = 3.2 E+9

30 x 2.4 E+6

= 44.44 remlhr (read as 44) (400 mSv/hr)

For atmospheric dump valve rem/hr = 3.2 E+9

30 x 1.4 E+6

= 76.19 rem/hr (read as 80) (800 mSv/hr)

The lower of the dose rates for the safety valve and atmospheric dump valve is

conservatively rounded to 40.0 rem/hr. Based on the March 14, 1993 SG tube rupture

event at Palo Verde Unit 2, the main steam effluent monitors (RI-5421, RI-5422) may read

N1 6 immediately following SG tube rupture and prior to reactor trip. However, given the

short half-life of N1 6 , this should clear within the first minute following reactor trip.

Dose assessment performed in accordance with ERPIP 822, Initial Dose Assessment

Manual Calculation Methods, or by use of ERPIP 823, Dose Assessment Computer, is

based on actual meteorology but the monitor reading thresholds in this EAL are based on

assumed meteorology. As a result, dose assessment may indicate that emergency

classification is not warranted, even though the monitor reading threshold has been

exceeded. For this reason, emergency implementing procedures call for the timely

performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology and release information. If the

results of dose assessments are available when emergency classification is being
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evaluated (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results

override the monitor readings listed in Table R-1.

The designation "N/A' in Table R-1 indicates that the listed instrument range is insufficient

to indicate the specified value and therefore no value is used.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Radioactivity Release Emergency Action Levels, J.B. Mcllvaine, JSB Associates, Inc.,
September 1990

2. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
3. ERPIP 822, Initial Dose Assessment Manual Calculation Methods
4. ERPIP 823, Dose Assessment Computer
5. NEI 99-01 AG1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity greater than 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
mRem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the
release using actual meteorology

EAL:

RGI.2 General Emergency

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses > 1,000 mRem TEDE or
5,000 mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

[Ro for to Appendi A for a dota99iWod- bas-is 9f the radiologial 0oMf1lu0ont 1 -EA 1-.]

This IG-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary
that exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

[ 1hido thoeso- faW ilre Faro- -FaddrossoGd by othor !G&, thiS !G pm'~ideS appMffiate divorsity and
add-mnss ovonts wha% h may not be ablo to be ala ssfiod on tho ba&i" of plant sltat-s Waono. It i
impo.tant to noto that far the mom s......... idtR tho eoloaso may be unmenitorod or thMo may
bo l.ro ,uncrt./antion assoriaatd 49ih tho -ourc teem and/or motoerology.]

[The EPA PAGa am expmessod in terms of tho sum of tho offeoteAo doso og-ic•a!nt (EDE) and
th - GommittOd- offectiVo dose equivalent (GEDE), Or as the thyroid Gommiftod doSo oguiValoni
(GCDE). 9Fo the pufPoso of thoSeioEl.A1=s, the doso quantity toal a'ffoctivo, A doso equivalent (TEEDE)-,
aP do-,nod in 1 QFR 20, is 6#sod in i-u of "... au of EDE and ....... Tho EPA PAG gUidan. .
p.G'dos for tho uso adult thy'.id. deso oent•..rsi.n fac.tor.s. lowovor, some state-s Wavoc to

calclat chld hyroid CDE. Utiit 1 C/EA4s noed to- be oan-si-stent .w4th those of tho statos invoh'od
in tho faniiiosororny paaning aono.]

[Thoe TE-DE doso irv got at the E42A PAG, wh'i la t "ha 54000 'm'mm thyroid G96 was ostabfishod inR
consdortio oftho1.5rato o .t..E...~ far TEDEF and thioroid ClDE.1
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The cito -cpific monitor lict in E.A.L #1 Ahoud nc'ldo offl'-ot monitonr on all pot-ntial roeloco
pathways

[Tho monitor .ading EALs should b- d-to-.I.- mind using a dose assessment mothod that bak
nalcedoase fram thd s based opcn aftad in theo 1. inoe dsers hae goniorreadiy not mAniL id n

real rns, itris suggoested thatsaes losm duiration of onthour cb assufcod, and that the Ars -he
ibated otn a hith spcifsi bicundart' (o beyond) d.se of 1000s reaon whole body or 5000 nting
procid in one heurl, forihevsr is mel pfmtng (as n wa done foar ess et2 and #t). if individual ogy
analyses indifato a long.f or- he r doulration fre te h ess mi nWhich tho s, a bstantal Pwhe n oft
atificty is mleade(, the Ionigtiadueation should ausscod.]

[Thove rrti elogy usod houl bo tho maot ar thong) doid forEdtaL.iningAI and 44 monito.
reading EALs. The same go, urce tonn (noble gasos, pa~qcuiates, and halo gon6) may also be used
as long as it maint-ain-s a raoalistic, and noar linar escalation bohveon tho EAI A for ths foutF
che1,ssifitions. f r DE dsalis do nt stm of theP A waml theo , if the
talyratoi d CDE was aestneablistedialy high, co itf the 1:5 ation &0 ofA the VaP Pes and dosE
Theasies nt vabounays d eopstno owit then Gonsidor-usingan acmident 1ou8c tom "En Fronm andtAGl
eeaIG49ien6.]

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

The 1,000 mRem TEDE dose is set at 100% of the EPA PAG, while the 5,000 mRem

thyroid CDE was established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE

and thyroid CDE.

The site boundary is depicted on CCNPP ODCM Attachment 18 "Environmental

Monitoring Sites" (ref. 1). The site boundary is approximately a one-mile radius around the

Protected Area. Per dose assessment methodology, the SB designated the Exclusion

Area Boundary (EAB) is defined as 1150 meters (0.71 miles), which is the minimum

distance to the SB. ERPIP-822 assumes a SB or EAB of 0.7 miles.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
2. ERPIP 822, Initial Dose Assessment Manual Calculation Methods
3. NEI 99-01 AGi
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R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity greater than 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
mRem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the
release using actual meteorology

EAL:

RGI.3 General Emergency

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates > 1,000 mRem/hr expected to
continue for Ž> 60 min. at or beyond the site boundary

OR

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE > 5,000 mRem for 1 hr of inhalation
at or beyond the site boundary (Note 1)

Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

U-to~r- ro tippenewx A' re- a oeraoiee oasis er mae raweisqiGca: 90irwonrn 1G;'T'l741P- °

This 4C-EAL_ addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary
that exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

[M&~il thoso faihfuros arg addrossad by ether- !Gs, this !C pro a'dos appropnato diversity and
addssos ovontcs whic may not bo -abla to bo clas~sifld on tho basis of plant status alone. it i

knpoelant to note that forF tho eor ff ovor e accidoent-s tho re-le-ase may be unmenito-ro-d -or there- May
bo larg uncoraint awgocia tad with thog rourco term andlor Motoorolegy.]

[The E.A RAGs-am oxpr.•"sd in toms ofth. rum of tho a offo"t dosee o'uiwalnt,•. . E and
tho aMm•.f ..d .offoctivo do equivalont (CEDE9), "r .as the thytoid commitod doso equivalont
(CDE). For the purPoSS of thoso 1G1EAk, the dose quanti4tyW toalffoctive dero -- 7aln (EE,
- Pd-as -fino-9d in ;_-0 CFPR 2, 9 Ls ua-ad- i n I io- u o f G. sum -af EFDE -= a n d-_ CED0E. ... Tho F= giac
pro vidos for the use adult thyroid doeso- conv vrion fa-tors.W Howovor, sorno states h ave docidodi to
caafcuato chilt~~df CDE 't'y 1Q1EA16 neood to ho consirtont with thoco of tho 4*tato invaolvod
in tho facilitings1 orogncy plannine zene.11
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[The TEDE doses is -set -at the EPA PAG, while- the 5000 rmm thyoid nDE was ostablishd bo

thonsideaion of^ tho ..... ratio" .. f. tho EPA !RAG!". (3r ..... and- thym- CD E.]'••) ! n/;i
The cite cpoc-ific monito lcti E.AL 1 c4 hould- includo offluontl monitoro en all pctcntemal roloRAco

pathways.

[The monitr- readig EA4= 6;Sheould- b - d-eterfmined using a do-se asse 6sme nt Meothod th at bac
calcu!l,'tes fom the de ! ales c•secied in the! G. -gin ce, d "oSes are genera..y not m ,nitored in
rma! 6mo, it is sugge"ted that a fase duration of ont e h"our big asum.ned and that the EA1 b-e-
-baso0d- OR a 8i"_ Specifi boundar,' (or-beyeon) do-Se -of 1000 rnrm~e whole body or-5000 mmrn
thymid in one hosur, whisheverd io mom iming (4a was done foo wreas #2 and i4). If individual site
anatyesu indioatehalonger orsheentr dmaiticen fo thepeledsinwhicahthi subntantialpe of the
ainity it elease, the longer dufation showld be usead]

[The duetoomegy used should be- the Rama as thor e used for detsenining A1 and 4u 1 meniteo
reading 9A1=6. The same source tonn (noble gasos, pafficulatos, and halogens) m~ay also be used
as long as it mnaint-ains a, realistic and- nea lar r sclaio b&.e the 1=741s far tho fougF
creleassicatns. if prpero- esalatins do not reslult fofm the usoe ofthe availle Wen, ifthe
calcfiated vas Fare u .nralitiatlly high, r iwf coalaftion bleve)n the values addsesu
a66sessment values does not exi~st, then consider- using an accident sourGe teWm~AbFA and AGIý
reai~la~en6.]

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

The site boundary is depicted on CCNPP ODCM Attachment 18 "Environmental
Monitoring Sites" (ref. 1). The site boundary is approximately a one-mile radius around the

Protected Area. Per dose assessment methodology, the SIB designated the Exclusion

Area Boundary (EAR) is defined as 1150 meters (0.71 miles), which is the minimum

distance to the SB. ERPIP-822 assumes a SIB or EAB of 0.7 miles.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
2. NEI 99-01 AG1
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Category: R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

Subcategory: 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Initiating Condition: Unplanned rise in plant radiation levels

EAL:

RU2.1 Unusual Event

UNPLANNED water level drop in a reactor refueling pathway as indicated by ANY of the
following (Note 3):

" Inability to restore and maintain SFP level > Technical Specification limit (65 ft 7 in)
" Inability to restore and maintain RFP level > Technical Specification limit (56 ft 8.5

in)
" Report of visual observation of an uncontrolled drop in water level in the RFP or

SFP

AND
Area radiation monitor reading rise on ANY of the following:

" SFP Area RM-320 EL-69 (RI-7024)
" Spent Fuel Handling Machine (RI-7025)
" Unit 1/2 CNTMT EL-69 (RI-5316AIB/C/D)

Note 3: If loss of water level in the refueling pathway occurs while in Mode 5, 6 or D, consider classification under
EALs CU3.1, CU3.2 or CU3.3

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This JG-EAL addresses increased radiation levels as a result of water level decreases above
irradiated fuel or events that have resulted, or may result, in unplanned increases in radiation dose
rates within plant buildings. These radiation increases represent a loss of control over radioactive
material and represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

[Site 6Poc&Pe ind:~xitens may inc!ucle :ntrrnnttwn ar. water Ola! and local amg
Frad-iation1 MOnito and personno GMW). roA9igsrw pGot. if aVa&Wbe, videe Gameaas may
a-e ,raffnate ebsew.atien. Depending on availab't '1%a' 'aa in"t 'wrnantatien, the declaration thrashold
mPay need to be -baed- -an ind-iratiann of watar mnkauo Fata or dar-Fasar in 14atar staras tank~
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[in light of Reactor cavit,' Seat failure -niosat twoQ differont PW4rs and loss of wgatr in tho
Spont Fue! Pi.Fue! T.ansfor Canal at a BWR, oxp!iciGt oveoFrao f thos typos of ty vos nts s

thrashold #1 iG appropriato given thoir-potontial fo~rincrFesaod dosos to plant staff]

The refueling pathway is a site-spee.le-combination of cavities, tubes, canals and pools. While a
radiation monitor could detect an increase in dose rate due to a drop in the water level, it might not
be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered.

[For oamp.o, a .efo!ing bddgo AR.4 ;M .eading may inceas duo to plannod ovout.-ions such a s
hoad lift or- avon a h~ol- a-s-se-mbly boing raisod in tho m~anipulator- most. Also, a monitor could in
fact bo pmpody F•sponding to a know; •vant involving transfer or rolcafetion of a souroo, stoFed in
or noar- tho fuol pool or Fesponding to a planno-d e'vo-lution su-h as remov!a of the reactor head.
GeneraltL increased- radiatio-n M-on itor indfic-ationps will noo-ad- to com-b ine0d wi4th a nother- indicator -o
porconnol rnpoflq of wator- loss.]I

[Appliation of this EAL requires u ndoirstand~ing of the actual radiolgial conditios prasont in
tho9 vicin ity o f the 9mon Pi to r InF;forFmatioen AotIeU-o Noe. 90 0 8, "KR 8 5 H azar-ds from QDocayo d Fuo9"
should be cnidremd in -stab!ishing radiation monitor EALs.]

For refueling events where the water level drops below the RPV flange classification would be via
EAL CU3.1. CU3.2 or CU3.32. This event escalates to an Alert per EAL AA2-RA2.1 if irradiated
fuel outside the reactor vessel is uncovered. For events involving irradiated fuel in the reactor
vessel, escalation would be via the Fission Product Barrier Table for events in operating modes 1-
4.

RALI #2

Thir -AL addrcsc • c escrcoc in plant
ra-d-inactivo material Fresulting in a potential

FaoiIi.n IO'.'8IC IF8.F. rn-a- . 3 e-- CT co•-R•.i CT

deg,,dt io ntho 'cvol of cafot of tho plant.

This EAL oxAwnudosA radfiationn ovol incroasos that rcsuldt fromn planncd acttioiis suc-h As uc weOt
radiographic courcos and movement of radloactivo wmaste materials. A spocifi list of AR~s is netA
roquirod asit woul-d reastrict tho applicabilityof tho Throsnhod. Tho intont is toidentify loss o
con_.trol of radio-activo m~atorfial in any moitro~d aroa.
Plant-Specific

The reactor refueling pool (RFP), spent fuel pool (SFP) and fuel transfer canal comprise

the refueling pathway.

The Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) is normally filled with borated water to a level of 67 ft. The SFP

is equipped with a level switch in each half that actuates a low level alarm at 66 ft 6 in. The

minimum level per Technical Specifications is 65 feet, 8.5 inches (21 feet, 6 inches above

the fuel seated in the SFP) (ref. 6). The phrase "... inability to restore and maintain... level

>..." allows the operator to visually observe the low water level condition, if possible, and to
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attempt water level restoration instructions as long as water level remains above the top of

irradiated fuel.

When the fuel transfer canal is directly connected to the spent fuel pool and refueling pool,

there could exist the possibility of uncovering irradiated fuel in the fuel transfer canal.

Therefore, this EAL is applicable to cold conditions in which irradiated fuel is being

transferred to and from the Reactor Vessel and refueling pool. In hot conditions, the

refueling pool is empty and this EAL would apply to irradiated fuel in the spent fuel pool.

Technical Specifications requires that refueling pool water level be maintained 23 ft above

irradiated fuel seated in the Reactor Vessel when moving fuel.

While a radiation monitor could detect a rise in dose due to a drop in the water level, it

might not be a reliable indication, in and of itself, of whether or not the fuel is uncovered.

For example, the reading on an area radiation monitor located on the refueling bridge may

rise due to planned evolutions such as head lift, or even a fuel assembly being raised in

the manipulator mast. Elevated radiation monitor indications will need to be combined with

another indicator (or personnel report) of water loss.

This event escalates to an Alert if irradiated fuel outside the reactor vessel is uncovered.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. AOP-6E Loss of Refueling Pool Level
2. System Description No. 67/68 Spent Fuel Pool and Cooling System
3. Shutdown Safety Surveillance H (Fuel Movement Observation)
4. Technical Specifications Section 3.9.6 Refueling Pool Water Level
5. Technical Specifications Section 3.7.13 SFP Water Level
6. AIT 3R200501911 and CR IRE-008-345
7. TS-05.01 Technical Specification Action Value Bases Document
8. NEI 99-01 AU2
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Category: R - Radioactivity Release / Area Radiation

Subcategory: 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Initiating Condition: Unplanned rise in plant radiation levels

EAL:

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This WG-EAL addresses increased radiation levels as a result of water level decreases above
irradiated fuel or events that have resulted, or may result, in unplanned increases in radiation dose
rates within plant buildings. These radiation increases represent a loss of control over radioactive
material and represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

E.A.L #1

[Site 6pacirooc indwoaiebn-s may includa intr4 rnantatian P1 19h 99 WOtW leleal and loc91 area
rad-iatoni MntarsF andiparsannal (eag., Wyfeolng crow) ropors. if avaaiglab, vidaa carnoaras. may,

Qllw orotaobo~atin. gepending an avfab ' W bl flava!t InstnFrantatian, the daslafratia~n th~rahald
may need to be basd a.en indic-ati.n. of watar rnk-p rta ar dcreaso in w'tar starago ta.l.

[n ig h t a f R ea eteFGar av i t, -oaI falm in c r-idPra _ents 6 atfh o' di4eFe n t P K R an d Ias oarof -wa tar in t he
Spent Fuel Pi4"vel Transfbr CFanal at a 914, eplit Gcvaraga of these p'pos af favantgs "
thrs.; hold #-sapp/epg.at , given their potential far inctnasad do es te plant staff.]

The ruoine! ng pathway is a Site spocific cAbinatien of A'Itioc, tubos, canals and pools. While.
a adiation mo~nitor could detest an irasindoco Fate due to a drop in the Water loV8l, it might

no bo a roial ind-icatio ORGf ;.hothor or n ot the fuol8 is cvrod.

(Far eanapl, a Fafooling bridge ARM reading may increase du'e ta planned avakl~'ians such as
head lif, or- avan a hial assembly being raised in the rnanipuARtar mast. Alsa, a menitar eaiid in
fast he praepay Fespanding to a knoAwn avant Winvalving tmnanfaer-ima0r alocaian af a- saUFce, staed Wn
-ar Pna-a r th-a F -al Pool ar- rpsandin taapana valtiap ioych asv remaval af tho roaatar hoand
ganarFagLy in _r.eas-a d- ra-diation ianitar in dio-ations w.4ll -a ad- t-a a-m-b in-ad- -.4th anaethar in dicator-Wa
parsannal report) of water lass.]I
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ýAppfieatin of thie &41= ~gFar~- bndo ar-st-andin g of th9 acGtU,9! mdielegica! condit~n a pfegent iR
the W':cnity ef ths monitor. Informatin Aotkzo A 9. 90 09& "KR 95 H~a-zaordo- from Decoyed Fuel"
shou!d bo- aoo-nsidomdFa Wn aStob.ihing radiatgon monitor-EAks.1

For rofuo'-ig e".'o.tS Whoro the -'Aater W-' on, d.ops below the RPV flange cblsc.ifi.atio. ,o-ud be
"a C'J2. Thic o"cnt osccltoc to ,, a .Alort per .A2 .f r•radiatod.f.o. tF,,;6d th. r.a. ctr , ... . .l kc
uncovoyerod. ForF eVonte non irdao fuel in the roactor vesseol, cecalation would be via the
Fisscion Produ-ct -arrier Table for events in operating meodes 1 4.

-EA6 #2

This EAL addresses increases in plant radiation levels that represent a loss of control of
radioactive material resulting in a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

This EAL excludes radiation level increases that result from planned activities such as use of
radiographic sources and movement of radioactive waste materials. A specific list of ARMs is not
required as it would restrict the applicability of the threshold. The intent is to identify loss of control
of radioactive material in any monitored area.

Plant-Specific

Assessment of this EAL may be made with survey readings using portable instruments as

well as installed radiation monitors.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

Normal Levels

As applied to radiological IC/EALs, the highest reading in the past twenty-four hours
excluding the current peak value.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 AU2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has resulted or
will result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel outside the Reactor
Vessel

RA2.1 Alert

Alarm on ANY of the following radiation monitors due to damage to irradiated fuel or loss
of water level:

" Fuel Handling Area Vent (RI-5420)
" SFP Area RM-320 EL-69 (RI-7024)
" Spent Fuel Handling Machine (RI-7025)
" Unit 1/2 CNTMT EL-69 (RI-5316AIBIClD)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This 4G-EAL addresses increases in radiation dose rates within plant buildings, and may be a
precursor to a radioactivity release to the environment. These events represent a loss of control
over radioactive material and represent an actual or substantial potential degradation in the level of
safety of the plant.

[Thse eve.nts e.. alate tm 4112 in that fMe. a.tiVity has been released, . ant..ipated dt
. .. T G app..e. to pent fUel .eqUi•ing water- ,verage and i. not Wntended to ad-dres

spent uel wih isq liae~nsed fo~r d~' stoe ago.

[Site SpecGifigc indfigcations may inclUde itrmntonSUch as9 waerlv nd local area
radi-atio-n moniors, and personnel (e.g., rofyeling Grov.9 reports. If available, video cameras Fmay
-9allo e.w remte e-bser.'atn. Depending en availa'bl* leve la'*f ine;Ft r4urontatien, the declaration thre-shold
may need to he bha-sod eon indications of watema ourtordeeseiwaerstrae tnk

[in fight of Reacter Cavity Seal failure incidents at .'e different P'Rs and less ef'.ater in the
Spent Fuel . .Fu.. Trans.fe.r Canal at a WR, explict cverge of those types Of e.ve.nt. s 1a
thre-shold- #1 i-s approppiate given their- potential for increased doses to plant staff.]
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This EAL addresses radiation monitor indications of fuel uncovery and/or fuel damage.

Increased ventilation monitor readings may be indication of a radioactivity release from the fuel,
confirming that damage has occurred. Increased background at the ventilation monitor due to
water level decrease may mask increased ventilation exhaust airborne activity and needs to be
considered.

While a radiation monitor could detect an increase in dose rate due to a drop in the water level, it
might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered.

[For- oxamplo, a rofuoling bridgo ARM Feadig may incroase due to planned wfe-f-tionr sulh as
heod •ig or-evGl a fi. l ass.ombl. being raised in the manip.l. ; tMa.t. Al•o, a mn•i;torould in
foot be proporly Fospendin to a knownM A-4Ovnt in~oving trans for or rolocamtionp olfa 69"F69, Storod in
or noortho fUol pool or ropondig to a planned avalution such as ramoval of tho rooctor hooad.
Generally, inGmcrsd radiotion moni.tr indiceations 4'.l n.od to com.bind With another indicator (or
perSOnn.e r.porO Of :ateFr 1os6.]

[Application ofa thsEL oucundorstanding of the actual radiological Gondition pF96ont in
the v'icinity oftho moniftor. Infoimation otio Ale. 00 08; ',R 85-6 Haazwrd• s fromn Drcayed Fuel"
9ho9.14d bo cons.Rdrd in ostafbE0 l r9bShing radiation .mnitr EALs.]

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on RS1.1, RS1.2,
RS1.3. RG1.1, RG1.2 or RG1.3A•. OF.GI1.

Plant-Specific

This EAL is defined by the specific areas where irradiated fuel is located such as the

refueling pool, reactor vessel, or spent fuel pool.

The bases for the area radiation high alarms and Containment radiation high alarms are a

spent fuel handling accident and are, therefore, appropriate for this EAL. Elevated

readings on ventilation monitors may also be indication of a radioactivity release from the

fuel, confirming that damage has occurred. However, elevated background at the monitor

due to water level lowering may mask elevated ventilation exhaust airborne activity and

needs to be considered. However, while radiation monitors may detect a rise in dose rate

due to a drop in the water level, it might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the

fuel is covered. The following are examples of events in which the monitor could be

responding properly yet not signaling damage to or uncovery of irradiated fuel outside the

reactor vessel:

. Transfer or relocation of a source stored in or near the fuel pool.
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* A planned evolution such as removal of the reactor head.

" Movement of spent fuel with fuel rods that have been known to be leaking.

Interpretation of these EAL thresholds requires some understanding of the actual

radiological conditions present in the vicinity of the monitors.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. 1(2)AOP-6E Loss of Refueling Pool Level
2. OP-07 Shutdown Operations, Section 6.9.B Checklist for Fuel Movement"
3. NEI 99-01 AA2
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Category: R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

Subcategory: 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Initiating Condition: Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has resulted or
will result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel outside the Reactor
Vessel

EAL:

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This IC add••e... n.......i r.diation d, rates A....ithin plant buildings, and may be a prc....o.
to a radioaef"ty ol.a..• to the onvi.o.. ont. Thoso events represents a loss of control over
radioactive material and represent an actual or substantial potential degradation in the level of
safety of the plant.

[Theseev•ntS acS•alato from A, in that fuel act, A t, has been .. lasd, ois an.t.cpated dGo to
fuel heatup. This 1G appfies to 6pont fuel requiin~g water- Goeverge and is not Wetnded to add oss
6pon t fuol whigh is lic- anS -ad- for- dr; 6teago.]

[S.t. epei.fia indiatWie-.s may i.ce!de inStrum.on'ttion s'-h an "vato, !e'v-l and !local anpa
rFaiatien monitor; and porsonnel (eg., reful;g w Fap•o•s. If ava,;abl, v;ido almeors ma),
allow rornote obsoruation. Dopondig on available lovol instno mentatin, the doclaration throshol
may noed to be based -on indicatio.ns of Wa'tr makeup Fate or denimago 0•i "ator Storag tank

[k light of R 'ato CGa v"' Soea faie innid.nt•-at h.. di•rnt PWoR. and loss of wator in tho
Spent Fuol .i•mu... Tra.ns.. r Ca"na.. at ;a 1•B , oxpfict ;evrago oef thee t 6typo of et vnts
thrshold #1 i6 appoprato given theirpotontial for Wreasod docos to plant staff].

Thic &A.L addroeo r_6adito - ORMon-itorF R6_ctin Of fluel- UncoereYy and/or fuol dam~age.

Incroased ventilation monitor roadings may bo ini atoof A FadleactiVit' roloaco ferom the fuol,
confirming that damage has occrreFFd. !nRo~acod backgrund at the ventilatien monitor duo- to
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wator level docFersec may m~ask ncoedonitonxhutairborne actiyity and noeds to be
Gee~ide~ed.

While a radiation monitor could dotoc! an iceoind_968 Rate due to a drop in the %Fater level,
itMight not be a roliA-blo ind~ication1 Aof hethor or not the fueAl iGe voed.

[For e-xa.,p.!, a mf efu!nq &dge ARM rading may incsaso due to planned ielugtions souch as
head lit orevo~n -a hfuel a9s-sombly being raised in the mnanipulatormnast. 4169, a monitor-could in
faet be prply respondng to a kn.w event involving tans for or rolocation .f.a sou.o, st.e.. in
or-noar-tho fuol pool or-rooponding to a planned o-vo-lution such -as re-mov-al -of the roactor head.
Generalty, increasod_ rad-iation mo-nitor ind-icationps 1444 ne-d- to- combined 144th an~thor indiator (e1
.c;..nne! r•opot) of wator los&.]

jApplication of this EAL roguiaro undornstanFd 'ing of the actyal radielogical conditins prosont in
the vicinity of the monitor. info-rmaion ^"tico Ao. 90 08, ,,R 85 Ha..ards from Docayod Fuel"
-should bhe considlorad in ostblih in radiation monitr- EALs.I

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on RASI.1, RS1.2,
RS1.3 eF-RAGIA1. RG1.2 or RG1.3.

Plant-Specific

This EAL is defined by the specific areas where irradiated fuel is located such as the

refueling pool, Reactor Vessel or Spent Fuel Pool.

There is no direct indication that water level in the Spent Fuel Pool or refueling pool has

dropped to the level of the fuel other than visual observation. Since there is no level

indicating system in the fuel transfer canal, visual observation of loss of water level would

also be required. If available, video cameras may allow remote observation. Depending on

available level indication, the declared threshold may need to be based on indications of

makeup rate or lowering in Refueling Water Storage Tank level (ref. 1).

The movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within Containment requires a minimum water

level of 23 ft above the Reactor Vessel flange and the top of spent fuel in the SFP. During

refueling activities, this maintains sufficient water level in the refueling cavity, fuel transfer

canal and SFP. Sufficient water is necessary to retain iodine fission product activity in the

water in the event of a fuel handling accident (ref. 2, 3).

Allowing level to decrease could result in spent fuel being uncovered, reducing spent fuel

decay heat removal and creating an extremely hazardous radiation environment.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):
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1. 1(2)AOP-6E Loss of Refueling Pool Level
2. Technical Specifications Section 3.9.6 Refueling Pool Water Level
3. Technical Specifications Section 3.7.13 SFP Water Level
4. NEI 99-01 AA2
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Category: R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

Subcategory: 3 - CR/CAS/SAS Rad

Initiating Condition: Rise in radiation levels within the facility that impedes operation of
systems required to maintain plant safety functions

EAL:

RA3.1 Alert

Dose rates > 15 mRem/hr in ANY of the following areas requiring continuous occupancy to
maintain plant safety functions:

* Control Room
* CAS
" SAS

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This IG-EAL_ addresses increased radiation levels that: impact continued operation in areas
requiring continuous occupancy to maintain safe operation or to perform a safe shutdown.

The cause and/or magnitude of the increase in radiation levels is not a concern of this IGEAL. The
Emergency Director must consider the source or cause of the increased radiation levels and
determine if any other IG-EAL may be involved.

[At rnutipol unit 8ita& the E.4-1 coo! W rewt in doc~aration of an 4 Aled at ono s.'nittd to a
adia~cti"vity rlace or radiatiow, shine msu!t&ng f•rm a major aFcident at the ether wnit. This is

appmpriate oif th •6 '.c• p e",r' .... ations at the op..ating unit.]

[This !G i4 not rnaant to apply to incroasea in tho oentaminamnt dorna- radiation monitors an tho6e
am8 oVo-ntS Which amF addmsa-d. "n th fissio pmd-uet bb--r tab!.]

[Thoe value of lfiRnohr is daivad fram tho =DC 10 1,aioo of 5 rm in 30 dayswit adjustmentn
for 9XPoctod Gcupanpy tAmeos. A4.9ugh 99Gt09 WD. l oft AiRE9 0737-, "GClsan fian of TM,
Action Plan RatgUkroMents", pro WARo that tho 15 iP~ vao nb avem god ovor tho 30 days,
tho "-!"a is "td ham ";'i.tha"t o;raging, as a 30 day duratin imp!iss an avant .tontiA!!;y mom
signi-fiant than an Alert.]

Areas requiring continuous occupancy include the C.ontrol Riroom and ar apprFprwate to the site,
any other control stations that are staffed continuously, such as the-security alarm stations CAS
and SAS. FTypially these am"cs ars thas Cantr!l Roam and tha ContFrf 41aR Station (/ASoJ•~~~~~~~~ I,. -.. . ....... -..... .... ... ..... .... a. .. . . . .t. . ,

Plant-Specific
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The Control Room, Central Alarm Station (CAS), and Secondary Alarm Station (SAS) must

be continuously occupied in all plant operating modes at CCNPP.

There is no area radiation monitoring system at CCNPP for the Control Room, CAS, or

SAS. Abnormal radiation levels may be initially detected by routine radiological surveys

and abnormal responses from electronic personnel dosimeters worn by personnel

occupying these spaces.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. System Description # 77/79 Radiation Monitoring System
2. UFSAR Section 11.2.2.5 Auxiliary Building Shielding
34. NEI 99-01 AA3
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Category E - Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI/DSC)

EAL Group: Not Applicable (the EAL in this category is

applicable independent of plant operating

mode)

An independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) is a complex that is designed and

constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel and other radioactive materials

associated with spent fuel storage. A significant amount of the radioactive material

contained within a cask/canister must escape its packaging and enter the biosphere for

there to be a significant environmental effect resulting from an accident involving the dry

storage of spent nuclear fuel. Formal offsite planning is not required because the

postulated worst-case accident involving an ISFS1 has insignificant consequences to the

public health and safety.

A Notification of Unusual Event is declared on the basis of the occurrence of an event of

sufficient magnitude that a loaded cask confinement boundary is damaged or violated.

This includes classification based on a loaded fuel storage cask/canister confinement

boundary loss leading to the degradation of the fuel during storage or posing an

operational safety problem with respect to its removal from storage.

A hostile security event that leads to a potential loss in the level of safety of the ISFSI is a

classifiable event under Security category EAL HA4.1.

Minor surface damage that does not affect storage cask/canister boundary is excluded

from the scope of these EALs.
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Category: E - ISFSI/DSC

Subcategory: Not Applicable

Initiating Condition: Damage to a loaded cask confinement boundary

EAL:

EUI.1 Unusual Event

Damage to a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY

Mode Applicability:

Not applicable

Basis:

Generic

An NOUE in this IC-EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude that a loaded cask confinement boundary is damaged or violated. This includes
classification based on a loaded fuel storage cask confinement boundary loss leading to the
degradation of the fuel during storage or posing an operational safety problem with respect to its
removal from storage.

[nho ... t. of the ISFSI Safety Analysis Report (SAR) por NUREG 1532,6- or SAIR r•of•orond i4 the
cack('s) Certificato of Complian-e- and- the related NRC Safety Ev:aluation Roport identify natural
phenomena events and- accAidont codtoethat could potontially offoct the CONFINEMENT

UND.AR.Y.-This EAL addresses a dropped cask, a tipped over cask, EXPLOSION,
PROJECTILE damage, FIRE damage or natural phenomena affecting a cask (e.g., seismic event,
tornado, etc.).1

Plant-Specific

The CCNPP ISFSI utilizes the NUHOMS dry spent fuel storage system.

This EAL addresses any condition which indicates a loss of a cask confinement boundary

and thus a potential degradation in the level of safety of the ISFSI. The cask confinement

boundary is considered the Dry Shielded Canister (DSC).

Definitions:

Confinement Boundary

The barrier(s) between areas containing radioactive substances and the
environment.

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)
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A complex that is designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear
fuel and other radioactive materials associated with spent fuel storage.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Calvert Cliffs ISFSI USAR
2. NEI 99-01 E-HU1
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Cate-gory C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

EAL Group: Cold Conditions (RCS temperature < 2000F);

EALs in this category are applicable only in

one or more cold operating modes.

Category C EALs are directly associated with cold shutdown or refueling system safety

functions. Given the variability of plant configurations (e.g., systems out-of-service for

maintenance, Containment open, reduced AC power redundancy, time since shutdown)

during these periods, the consequences of any given initiating event can vary greatly. For

example, a loss of decay heat removal capability that occurs at the end of an extended

outage has less significance than a similar loss occurring during the first week after

shutdown. Compounding these events is the likelihood that instrumentation necessary for

assessment may also be inoperable. The cold shutdown and refueling system malfunction

EALs are based on performance capability to the extent possible with consideration given

to RCS integrity, Containment closure, and fuel clad integrity for the applicable operating

modes (5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled).

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Loss of AC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of onsite and offsite power sources for the 4 kV safeguard buses.

2. Loss of DC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of power to the 125 VDC buses.
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3. RCS Level

Reactor Vessel or RCS water level is directly related to the status of adequate core

cooling and, therefore, fuel clad integrity. RCS levels associated with Category C EALs

are listed in Table C-5.

4. RCS Temperature

Uncontrolled or inadvertent temperature or pressure increases are indicative of a

potential loss of safety functions.

5. Communications

Certain events that degrade plant operator ability to effectively communicate with

essential personnel within or external to the plant warrant emergency classification.

6. Inadvertent Criticality

Inadvertent criticalities pose potential personnel safety hazards as well being indicative

of losses of reactivity control.
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

AC power capability to 4kV vital buses reduced to a single power
source for _>15 min. such that ANY additional single failure would
result in a complete loss of all 4kV vital bus power

EAL:

CUI.1 Unusual Event

AC power capability to 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24) reduced to a single power
source, Table C-1, for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

AND

ANY additional single power source failure will result in a complete loss of all 4kV vital bus
power

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-1 AC Power Sources

* 1(2)A DG

(A * 1(2)B DG
0 OC DG, if aligned

* 500kV transmission line 5051*

* 500kV transmission line 5052*

* 500kV transmission line 5072*

O & SMECO line, if aligned
* A credited 500kV line must have an

independent 13kV service transformer

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled

Basis:

Generic

The condition indicated by this IC-EAL is the degradation of the off-site and on-site AC power
systems such that any additional single failure would result in a ctstin-. bla-co-u-'tcomplete loss of 4
kV vital bus AC power to one or both units. This condition could occur due to a loss of off-site
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power with a concurrent failure of all but one emergency generator to supply power to its
emergency bus. The subsequent loss of this single power source would escalate the event to an
Alert in accordance with EAL CA1.13.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of power.

[At mu&lt unit 61atiens, the EALS shovW ld 4, r, c.ditfor operationof iastalled soign foatvroc, suoh
as romss ties or swing diesels-, pravided that abnoma ororoGoy perating pragedsorosaddres

Plant-Specific

CCNPP essential buses are 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24). There are five offsite

power sources available to these buses:

* Three 500kV transmission lines (Lines 5051, 5052, and 5072) supply offsite power

to the 500kV switchyard viath te ransmission network.

a One 69kV/i 3kV Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative (SM ECO) line may be

manually connected to either 13kV bus and then to the 4kV vital buses. Under

certain operational conditions, 13kV bus(es) may be receiving power from SMECO

or may be quickly connected to the SMECO tie-line. The SMECO line is not used to

carry loads for an operating unit and may provide power to no more than two 4kV

vital buses simultaneously.

* If a fault affects only one unit, power may be obtained from the 500kV supply of the

unaffected unit through a single 13kV transformer. This is considered an offsite AC

power source available to the affected unit.

Based on operational experience, if the SMECO line or the OC DG is not already aligned,

these cannot be considered available/capable of supplying the bus due to the time it will

take to align them. In any case, if this cannot be accomplished within 15 minutes, they are

not available and an Unusual Event must be declared.
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In-house power is fed back from the 500KV ring bus through 2 13kV transformers

(designated P-13000-1 and P-13000-2). Normally P-13000-1 supplies all of Unit-1 (except

14 4kV bus) and 21 4kV bus. P-13000-2 supplies all of Unit-2 (except 21 4kV bus) and 14

4kV bus. Either P-13000 is capable of supplying all loads on both Units.

There are five onsite AC power sources:

* 1A DG for bus 11

* 1B DG for bus 14

* 2A DG for bus 21

* 2B DG for bus 24

* OC DG may be aligned to any vital 4kV bus on either unit.

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If multiple sources fail to energize the unit safety-related buses within 15 minutes, an

Unusual Event is declared under this EAL. The subsequent loss of the single remaining

power source escalates the event to an Alert under EAL CA1.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8-1
2. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.2 AC Sources-Shutdown
3. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.10 Distribution Systems-Shutdown
4. O0-21A-1 1A Diesel Generator
5. OI-21A-2 2A Diesel Generator
6. O0-21B-1 1B Diesel Generator
7. 01-21 B-2 2B Diesel Generator
8. O-21C OC Diesel Generator
9. STP-O-90 AC Sources and On-site Power Distribution Systems 7 Day Operability

Verification
10. AOP-71 Loss of 4kV, 480 Volt, or 208/120 Volt Instrument Bus Power
11. AOP-3F Loss of Off-site Power While in MODES 3, 4, 5, or 6
12. EOP-2 Loss of Off-site Power
13. NEI 99-01 CU3
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to 4kV vital buses for _
15 min.

EAL:

CAl.1 Alert

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power, Table C-1, to 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24)
for _ 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-1 AC Power Sources

* 1(2)A DG

* 1(2)B DG
0 0C DG, if aligned

* 500kV transmission line 5051

* 500kV transmission line 5052

* 500kV transmission line 5072

O 0 SMECO line, if aligned
• A credited 500kV line must have an

independent 13kV service transformer

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled

Basis:

Generic

Loss of all AC power compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric power including RHR,
ECCS, Containment Heat Removal, Spent Fuel Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink.

The event can be classified as an Alert when in cold shutdown, refueliif, or defueled mode
because of the significantly reduced decay heat and lower temperature and pressure, increasing
the time to restore one of the emergency busses, relative to that specified for the Site Area
Emergency EAL.
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Escalating to Site Area Emergency, if appropriate, is by EALs in Category RAborm.-ý Rd L•'-l!!

RadielomoGa ic2ffluont IQP.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

[The cornp-aian !C !s SSI].

Plant-Specific

The CCNPP vital buses are 4kV buses 11(21) and 14(24). There are five offsite power

sources available to these buses:

" Three 500kV transmission lines (Lines 5051, 5052, and 5072) supply offsite power

to the 500kV switchyard via the transmission network.

" One 69kV/1 3kV Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative (SMECO) line may be

manually connected to either vital 13kV bus and then to the 4kV vital buses. Under

certain operational conditions, 13kV bus(es) may be receiving power from SMECO

or may be quickly connected to the SMECO tie-line. The SMECO line is not used to

carry loads for an operating unit and may provide power to no more than two 4kV

vital buses simultaneously.

* If a fault affects only one unit, power may be obtained from the 500kV supply of the

unaffected unit through a single 13 kV transformer. This is considered an offsite AC

power source available to the affected unit.

In-house power is fed back from the 500kV ring bus through 2 13kV transformers

(designated P-13000-1 and P-13000-2). Normally P-1 3000-1 supplies all of Unit -1 (except

14 4kV bus) and 21 4kV bus. P-1 3000-2 supplies all of Unit-2 (except 21 4kV bus) and 14

4kV bus. Either P-13000 is capable of supplying all loads on both Units.

There are five onsite AC power sources:

* 1ADGforbus11

* 1B DG for bus 14

* 2A DG for bus 21

* 2B DG for bus 24
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0C DG may be aligned to any vital 4kV bus on either unit.

Based on operational experience, if the SMECO line or the 0C DG is not already aligned,

these cannot be considered available/capable of supplying the bus due to the time it will

take to align them. In any case, if this cannot be accomplished within 15 minutes, they are

not available and an Alert must be declared.

Consideration should be given to operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or

provide Reactor Vessel makeup capability when evaluating loss of all AC power to vital

buses. Even though an essential bus may be energized, if necessary loads (i.e., loads that

if lost would inhibit decay heat removal capability or Reactor Vessel makeup capability) are

not operable on the energized bus then the bus should not be considered operable.

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If the 0C DG is available but is not powering a vital bus within 15 minutes, the EAL remains

applicable. The following examples of abnormal bus alignments do NOT meet this EAL

threshold:

" Offsite power is restored to at least one 4kV vital bus on a unit within 15 minutes

(whether from the 500kV lines or from the 69kV/1 3kV SMECO tie-line), even if the

dedicated DG or 0C DG fails to energize the other bus.

" Offsite power is restored to at least one 4kV vital bus on a unit within 15 minutes

even if downstream ESF power supplies may be de-energized, including those on

the opposite train/load group (e.g., vital 480 VAC load center or MCC).

* Only one 4kV vital bus loses offsite power on the unit (e.g., due to loss of a single

P-13000 or U-4000 transformer or 13kV vital bus), even if the dedicated DG or 0C

DG fails to energize the bus.

" Only one 4kV vital bus loses offsite power on the unit even if downstream ESF

power supplies may be de-energized, including those on the opposite train/load

group (e.g., vital 480 VAC load center or MCC).
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Onsite power is restored to one 4kV vital bus within 15 minutes (whether from a

dedicated DG or the OC DG), even if downstream ESF power supplies may be de-

energized (e.g., vital 480 VAC load center or MCC).

This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition loss of all AC power EAL

SS1.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8-1
2. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.2 AC Sources-Shutdown
3. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.10 Distribution Systems-Shutdown
4. OI-21A-1 1A Diesel Generator
5. OI-21A-2 2A Diesel Generator
6. 01-21B-1 1B Diesel Generator
7. 01-21 B-2 2B Diesel Generator
8. O-21C OC Diesel Generator
9. STP-O-90 AC Sources and On-site Power Distribution Systems 7 Day Operability

Verification
10.AOP-71 Loss of 4kV, 480 Volt, or 208/120 Volt Instrument Bus Power
11 .AOP-3F Loss of Off-site Power While in MODES 3, 4, 5, or 6
12. EOP-2 Loss of Off-site Power
13. EOP-7 Station Blackout
14. EOP-8 Functional Recovery
15. NEI 99-01 CA3
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 2 - Loss of DC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of required DC power for Ž_ 15 min.

EAL:

CU2.1 Unusual Event

< 105 VDC for Ž> 15 min. on the 125 VDC buses (11, 12, 21 or 22) that are required to
monitor and control the removal of decay heat (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

The purpose of this IC-EALand its ac-cciated EA.Le is to recognize a loss of DC power
compromising the ability to monitor and control the removal of decay heat during Cold Shutdown or
Refueling operations.

[Ths E,41 is intended- tobo anticipator; in as much as the operating Grew may not have
nesossa,' ,indication andon Wof equipment noodod to r.spond to tho los.]

[Plants will routinely po.fo.m maintenanpo en a Train rola.td basis durg shutdown poFio, e
Tho required busses am tho minum-m aWllwed by Technical Sposifeictions for the modo of
opera•t•n.] it is intended that the loec of tho operating (Oporable) train is to be cn..idered. if thic
loccs Fs -Iouts in the inability to ma intain cold Ahutdyin, the occalgationA to an A~o willýA61 bo por C4.

[rSito spoofifo bus voltago should bo base-d on tho mintfum bus voltago nosessar; for- the
operation of safety relaed equipment. This voltgo valuo should incorporate a ma~yin of at least"
minutes of operation boare the onset of inabil•ity to epe.rate thoe- loads. This voltage is usually

num voltago solstod whon bato' sizing is pedrmed. Typically the value for tho
entir baeftoy sot is approximatel 105 VDCG. For a 60 cell stflg of battoFies the co9l voltage is
typic•aly 1.75 Volts per cell. Fer a 59 stfng b9ateor. sot tho minimum. voltage is typica•ly 1. 81 Veol

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Plant-Specific
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The 125 VDC vital system is divided into four independent and isolated channels. Each

channel consists of one battery, two battery chargers, one DC bus, multiple DC unit control

panels, and two inverters. Each inverter has an associated vital AC distribution panel

board. Power to the DC bus, DC unit control panels, and inverters is supplied by the

station batteries and/or the battery chargers. Each battery charger is fully rated and can

recharge a discharged battery while at the same time supplying the steady state power

requirements of the system. A reserve 125 VDC system for the plant is completely

independent and isolated from all four separation groups, yet is capable of replacing any of

the 125 VDC batteries. This system consists of one battery, one battery charger, and the

associated DC switching equipment. Only the battery may be transferred for replacement

duty.

The safety-related station batteries have been sized to carry their expected shutdown

loads following a plant trip/LOCA and loss of offsite power or following a station blackout

without battery terminal voltage falling below 105 volts. The fifteen-minute interval was

selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses. The loss of the

1A Diesel Generator 125 VDC bus 14 or OC Diesel Generator bus 16 does not constitute

an entry condition for this EAL.

Maintenance on a DC bus may be performed periodically during shutdown conditions. The
"required" 125 VDC buses signifies the minimum allowed by Technical Specifications for

the mode of operation (Refer to Technical Specification 3.8.10 for required 125V DC

Buses). If loss of the "required" bus results in the inability to maintain cold shutdown,

consideration should be given to escalation to an Alert under EAL CA4.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8.4.3 and Figure 8.9
2. EOP-0 Post-Trip Immediate Actions
3. EOP-2 Loss of Off-Site Power, Section V
4. AOP-7J Loss of 120 Volt Vital AC or 125 Volt Vital DC Power
5. Technical Specifications Bases 3.8.10
6. NEI 99-01 CU7
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

3 - RCS Level

RCS leakage

CU3.1 Unusual Event

RCS leakage results in the inability to maintain or restore EITHER of the following for
_Ž15 min. (Note 4):

Pressurizer level > 101 in.

OR

RCS level within the target band established by procedure (when the level band was
established below 101 in.)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This IG-EAL is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The
inability to maintain or restore level is indicative of loss of RCS inventory.

Relief valve normal operation should be excluded from this IGEAL. However, a relief valve that
operates and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to this J,-EAL if the relief
valve cannot be isolated.

Prolonged loss of RCS inventory may result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA4.1 or EAL GA4CA3.1.

[Tho dAffornnc bAtWAAA C1 11 nd QCU2 dQolr With t1;8 RCS conditions Mgat QW4c bAAtwoon 99l
_4410914n and- rofuolng mnodes. An the Fefuofing mede the RCS is a-At iptart -and QF21Y IoI'A! n
inventory ame menitered by diffo.-Fnt me-an-s. In c-old- sh~utdoa~i4 thlo RCS _441 ROFF1agy be intacan
Stainde-Afd in ventof Wand level! men toring m-an -a m- -a Favaigab4o.

Plant-Specific

When pressurizer level drops to 101 in., pressurizer heaters are deenergized. This

condition is signaled by annunciator 1C06-ALM Window E-35, PZR HTR CUTOFF.
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In Cold Shutdown mode, pressurizer level may be intentionally lowered below the heater

cutoff setpoint (e.g., in preparation to detension the reactor vessel head, etc.). For such

evolutions, this EAL is applicable if RCS level cannot be restored and maintained within

the prescribed target band specified by procedure.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. lC06-ALM Window E-35, PZR HTR CUTOFF
2. AOP-2, Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage
3. UFSAR 7.4.4
4. NEI 99-01 CU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: RCS Leakage

EAL:

CU3.2 Unusual Event

UNPLANNED RCS level drop below EITHER of the following for ? 15 min. (Note 4):
Reactor Vessel flange (44 ft) (when the level band was established above the flange)

OR
Target band (when the level band was established below the flange)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This IG-EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and considered to be a potential degradation
of the level of safety of the plant.

Refueling evolutions that decrease RCS water level below the RPV-Reactor Vessel flange are
carefully planned and procedurally controlled. An unplanned event that results in water level
decreasing below the RPV-Reactor Vessel flange, or below the planned RCS water level for the
given evolution (if the planned RCS water level is already below the RPV-Reactor Vessel flange),
warrants declaration of a NQUE due to the reduced RCS inventory that is available to keep the
core covered.

The allowance of 15 minutes was chosen because it is reasonable to assume that level can be
restored within this time frame using one or more of the redundant means of refill that should be
available. If level cannot be restored in this time frame then it may indicate a more serious
condition exists.

Continued loss of RCS Inventory will result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA4.1 or EAL GA4CA3.1.

[A9Q d..F;' nn. , bOtWAn CI and G!2 deal.s wi4419 t.." RCS ' . nd.tiens that ectt betCo n -ot
shutd-0-49 and- roftong modes. In Gold shutdownv the RCS -.444 normgaly be Wiast and standard1
.RCS inventor,' and laval monaitenring moeans axa availabloa In te Fefuo'ing moedo the RGS is not
04tar-t and RPV lawa! and invante~y axe menitord by digffont means].
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This EAL involves a decrease in RCS level below the top of the RPV-Reactor Vessel flange that
continues for 15 minutes due to an unplanned event. This EAL is not applicable to decreases in
flooded reactor cavity level, which is addressed by EAL RU2.1AU2,A L4., until such time as the
level decreases to the level of the vessel flange.

rFGF9"6Rj if RM4 level continuoAAto decroaco and roachoc, the Loaw Loaw EGGS Actu-Ation
k 4

Sotpinttha esalation to CAI would be appropriate.
[Fir- P1A.rS if RP-4'A.F-' lovcl continuc to- do-roaco anRd roeachoc the Boetom QD of the RGS Loop tho
e.•scalation to CA. would be appropriato.

This EAL add^eo,, conditine. in the rofuoling modo when normal mn.. of core tomporatu~r
idndiation and RGS level iniainmay not be ~vadlable. Redun-dant MARRS of RPV level
indication will naomally be ntle (nldn the ability to moni~tor level vicually) to accuro that the
abilit' to monitor l.vel.will not be interruptd. He .. Ver, if all level idcio re w-ra to be foct during a,
loss of RCS inventor; event, the operators would need to detomon^ that RPV invOentoR' lss was
occurring by Ob~o~n sup d tnnk level ch~anges. Sump and tank lovel Pnr Ac ' must be
evaluated against ether potential sourcec of leakage cuch as cooling wateFr cour.c inside the
con.tainment t ensure they are indiatiave f R. leakage.

Eccalation to the Alo~t emergency classificatiotn levelwou-ld be vi~a aithor CAl orA CAl.

Plant-Specific

The Reactor Vessel flange level is at 44 ft (43.97 ft) Refueling Pool level (ref. 2). RCS

elevations and level indication capabilities are illustrated in Attachment 15 of AOP-3B (ref.

2).

Figure C-1 illustrates the RCS levels associated with Category C EALs.

This EAL involves a lowering in RCS level below the top of the Reactor Vessel flange, or

the inability to maintain water level above the intended level when level is being

intentionally maintained below the flange, that continues for fifteen minutes due to an

unplanned event. This EAL is not applicable to drops in flooded refueling pool level

(covered by lowering spent fuel pool water level in EAL RU2.1) until such time as the level

lowers to the level of the vessel flange. If level continues to lower and reaches the bottom

of the RCS Hot Leg (35.58 ft), escalation to the Alert level under EAL CA3.1 would be

appropriate. If the level lowering is accompanied by RCS heatup, escalation to the Alert

level under EAL CA4.1 may also be appropriate.
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In Cold Shutdown mode, the RCS will normally be intact and standard RCS inventory and

level monitoring means are available. In the Refuel mode, the RCS is not intact and

Reactor Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different means. In the Refuel mode,

normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level indication may not be

available. Redundant means of Reactor Vessel level indication will normally be installed

(including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level will

not be interrupted. Reactor Vessel water level is normally monitored using the following

instruments:

* Refueling Pool Level LI-4140

* RCS Level Narrow Range LI-4138

* RCS Level Wide Range LI-4139

" Local refueling level indicator (LG-4139 and tygon tubing)

* Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System (RVLMS)

If RCS water level will be below the bottom of the Pressurizer (48.5 ft el.), IM installs and

calibrates the Refueling Level Cart in the Control Room and places the RCS Wide Range

Level Monitoring System in service (LI-4139). The Wide Range Level High/Low alarms

(LAH/L-4139) and Narrow Range Level High/Low alarms (LAH/L-4138) are set

above/below the target RCS level. As water level is changed, the alarms are reset every

two feet. Table 1 of OP-7, Shutdown Operations, provides a cross-reference of Refueling

Pool level and RVLMS alarm lights to various plant component elevations.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. AOP-2, Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage
2. AOP-3B, Abnormal Shutdown Cooling Conditions
3. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
4. NEI 99-01 CU2
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Figure C-1: RCS Levels Thresholds (ref. 2)

RVLMS RCS EAL
____ ____ i_ _

Reactor Vessel Flange

I'D-- Bottom of Hotleg

10in. <Bottom of Hotleg

Top of Active Fuel

44.0' CU3.2

29 in. alarm (6th)

19 in. alarm (7th)

10 in. alarm (8th)*

35.6' CA3.1

CS3.1

CS3.2
CG3.1

* RVLMS last alarm
actuates at 10" above
Top of Active Fuel and
should only be used if
valid RCS level
indication is not
available

II - I -
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: RCS Leakage

EAL:

CU3.3 Unusual Event

RCS level cannot be monitored with a loss of RCS inventory as indicated by an
unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment sump

* Auxiliary Building sumps

* Miscellaneous Waste System Tanks

* RWT

* RC Waste System Tank

Mode Applicability:

6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This 4G-EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and considered to be a potential degradation
of the level of safety of the plant.

Refueling evolutions that decrease RCS water level below the RPV-Reactor Vessel flange are
carefully planned and procedurally controlled. An UNPLANNED event that results in water level
decreasing below the Reactor VesselRPV flange, or below the planned RCS water level for the
given evolution (if the planned RCS water level is already below the Reactor VesselRPV flange),
warrants declaration of a NQUE due to the reduced RCS inventory that is available to keep the
core covered.

The allO-Anc'. Of 161 FAnuo 4:'09 chc Sen bA'cAuo it A c r--68 GMim- to A:6".UmoA that WOW'o can be
roctorod Withi this timA frIAmo u-sing one or moero of the; reduindant me~ans of rAfill that should be

a'ial.If WPM'o cannot ha restoemd inthictmo frameto tmyidcaoamr o
codiio foa;Atano ct mdcaea A

Continued loss of RCS Inventory will result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA3.1 or EAL CA4.1.
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[Tho diftF999nce bot'oon-Q- QC11 ad C1U12 dQ94c 4it4 940 RCSQ .Ondition that 044c botwoo~qnQc~
chwiown nd rf~oing mo~dec. 9A 99-fd cwdw tho RCS- 14i11 normally be insact and- standard

ReS in'-nt..y and !S .MnGnite..g .moan am:c a-'-ia-b/W. fn tho .f-.i.n m..de the RCS iS ni t
Wintact and- RPI l ove! and inven toy ame monitored by diefent means].

This EAL involvoc a d8crea-o in RC2 level beW the top of the RPV flange that continues for
15 minutes duoA to a;n UNPL NINERD event. This E=AL is, not applicable to de roanAo in floode
reactor cayity level, which is addroessed by AU2 EAL!, until SUch time as tho lovel decreases to the
ov"al of the vessel flaRge.

[Far 8W.RsJ if RP2V level .. ^ntinuc;s to dc.r. oAs. and . roacho. tho Iow L om EGGS Anctuat.-ion
Seo,.^nt then esc.,aal•atio to C.A.. would be appropriate.

[For P141s] if RPV4 levl amontinues to decrcaes ;and reachos the Be~em ID of the RCS Loop thc
esalationG to CAA wo~suld be ngaenreinat.

This EAL addresses conditions in the refueling mode when normal means of core temperature
indication and RCS level indication may not be available. Redundant means of RPV-RCS level
indication will normally be installed (including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the
ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. However, if all level indication were to be lost during a
loss of RCS inventory event, the operators would need to determine that RP-V-RCS inventory loss
was occurring by observing sump and tank level changes. Sump and tank level increases must be
evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the
Containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.

EscA-alation- to- the Alewt emfergqency classificationA le-vel woud e via eitherf C.Al or CM.

Plant-Specific

In this EAL, all level indication would be unavailable and, the Reactor Vessel inventory loss

must be detected by Containment sump, Auxiliary Building sumps, Miscellaneous Waste

System Tanks, or RWT level changes. AOP-2A-1 (2), Excessive Reactor Coolant

Leakage, provides direction for determining RCS leakage for off normal events and for

operations troubleshooting. Containment Sump narrow range level instrumentation (LI-

4144/4145) on 1C08 (2C08) and 1C09 (2CO9) indicate level in the Containment

Emergency Sump and can be trended prior to receiving the Containment Sump Level Hi

alarm. Sump and tank level increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of

leakage such as cooling water sources inside the Containment to ensure they are

indicative of RCS leakage.
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Definitions:

Unisolable
A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from Control Room panels.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. AOP-2A Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage
2. STP 0-27-1(2) RCS Leakage Evaluation
3. NEI 99-01 CU2
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory

EAL:

CA3.1 Alert

Loss of inventory as indicated by RCS water level < 35.6 ft (29 in. 6th alarm on RVLMS)

OR
RCS level cannot be monitored for > 15 min. with a loss of RCS inventory as indicated by
an unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage
(Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment sump

* Auxiliary Building sumps

* Miscellaneous Waste System Tanks

* RWT

* RC Waste System Tank

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

T:-he-This EALs serves as aprecursors to a loss of ability to adequately cool the fuel. The
magnitude of this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may
not be capable of preventing further RP.V-RCS level decrease and potential core uncovery. This
condition will result in a minimum emergency classification level of an Alert.

[The R Lo'" L'9- " ECCS A4t-ati.n Setpe;.. .c!- 2 "as ehci;c.n bao-uc it iS a 4tanddad
sttpeint at h:.ch scan ava..ab.. .ý,e ct•o ...... s a÷• ratically stad,. Tho 12A44R So 1a-m I1 -of the
RCS 1699p Stpolnt MRS .hoson b..;.a.s. iit this level .mm.t .RC .. lovo.l indio.on may be lost and
loss fsm to to decay heat rornoval systemns has esncy.ed. Tho _ Boffm 10 of the RCS 1=99
Setpoint should be the ioyol equal to the bofftoM of the RPV loop ponotration (net the low point or
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The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint would be indicative of a
failure of the RCS barrier.

[in thG cold Ghutdown R1do, nRIMalO RCS lovo! and RQPVloy W:n- StruMOntation syators wu:
usua- ;be -va lablo. In the of'-ueing mode, no.mal mo.ns of RPV '-vol indcation .may net be
av-ilabic. Rud'ndant meansa f RPV l-o_ indi4ation ;il -usua1!y be insta~ltd (including the ability to
moitor lo.... viexsuay to assur. that the abi!it, to moniotr lovel %-l" not he intoRrptod. Howev•o•. ,
a..........ndi .ation ..o...to.b ...o.t d ng .... ..o . ..s f RCS in ..nt .. event the epo, tors 149uld neod
to doto....ino that RPV invonto" los was oc-.r.".ing by ebse."ing sump and tank leveol Ghangeg.
Sump and tank le vol incroa8e6 muSt be eva-latod against etherp-,etential soueos of leakage such
as .. o.ing wa to. FeuroS in.s.id-... tharo .n tai nm. -n entosu they a ind fatAs of RCS leakae. I]

[The 15 minutot dur~ation far tho lass of level indication was choren boc-auso it is 'hgIta'f f t 'he
.1- Sit. -,o- Ermer.enp), EAL duratien. Significant fuel da"m .. is not expectod te o..cUr Unti. th

corn ha96 boon u~ncovorod for- gaator- than 1 hour-por- the analysis rfeorancd in the CG G bAsis9.
Tho.n foFa this E.L mots tho dofinition far an .. e.t.]

If RP-V-RCS level continues to lower then escalation to Site Area Emergency will be via EAL
CS-23.1, EAL CS3.2 or EAL CS3.3.

Plant-Specific

Figure C-1 illustrates the RCS levels associated with Category C EALs.

When RCS water level lowers to 35.58 ft (rounded to 35.6 ft), the bottom of the RCS hot

leg is uncovered. This level can be monitored by:

* Refueling Pool Level LI-4140
* RCS Level Narrow Range LI-4138
" RCS Level Wide Range LI-4139
* Local refueling level indicator (LG-4139 and tygon tubing)
" RVLMS (6th RVLMS Alarm [29 in.]) corresponds to 35.58 ft

This EAL serves as a precursor to a loss of ability to adequately cool the fuel. The

magnitude of this loss of water indicates makeup systems have not been effective and

may not be capable of preventing further RCS or Reactor Vessel level lowering and

potential core uncovery. The bottom of the hot leg is the level equal to the bottom of the

Reactor Vessel loop penetration, not the low point of the loop. This level was chosen

because remote RCS level indication may be lost and loss of suction to decay heat

removal systems has occurred. The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching

this setpoint infers a failure of the RCS barrier.
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In Cold Shutdown, the decay heat available to raise RCS temperature during a loss of

inventory or heat removal event may be significantly greater than in the Refuel mode.

Entry into Cold Shutdown mode may be attained within hours of operating at power or

hours after refueling is completed. Entry into the Refuel mode may not occur for many

hours after the reactor has been shutdown. Thus, the heatup and the threat to damaging

the fuel clad may be lower for events that occur in the Refuel mode with irradiated fuel in

the Reactor Vessel. Note that the heatup threat could be lower for Cold Shutdown

conditions if the entry into Cold Shutdown was following a refueling.

In Cold Shutdown mode, the RCS will normally be intact and standard RCS inventory and

level monitoring means are available. In the Refuel mode, the RCS is not intact and

Reactor Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different means. In the Refuel mode,

normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level indication may not be

available. Redundant means of Reactor Vessel level indication will normally be installed

(including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level will

not be interrupted.

In the second condition of this EAL, all level indication would be unavailable and, the

Reactor Vessel/RCS inventory loss must be detected by Containment sump, Auxiliary

Building sumps, Miscellaneous Waste System Tanks, or RWT level changes. AOP-2A-

1(2), Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage, provides direction for determining RCS leakage

for off normal events and for operations troubleshooting. Containment Sump narrow range

level instrumentation (LI-4144/4145) on 1C08(2C08) and 1C09(2CO9) indicate level in the

Containment Emergency Sump and can be trended prior to receiving the Containment

Sump Level Hi alarm. Sump level increases must be evaluated against other potential

sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the Containment to ensure they

are indicative of RCS leakage.

The 15-minute interval for the loss of level indication was chosen because it is half of the

Site Area Emergency EAL duration. The interval allows this EAL to be an effective

precursor to the Site Area Emergency EAL CS3.3. Therefore this EAL meets the definition

for an Alert emergency.
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Definitions:

Unisolable

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from Control Room panels.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
2. AOP-2A Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage
3. AOP-3B, Abnormal Shutdown Cooling Conditions
4. STP 0-27-1(2) RCS Leakage Evaluation
5. NEI 99-01 CA1
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Figure C-1: RCS Levels Thresholds (ref. 2)

RVLMS RCS EAL

Reactor Vessel Flange

Bottom of Hotleg

10 in. < Bottom of Hotleg

Top of Active Fuel

44.0' CU3.2

29 in. alarm (6th)

19 in. alarm (7th)

10 in. alarm (8th)*

35.6' CA3.1

CS3.1

CS3.2
CG3.1

* RVLMS last alarm
actuates at 10" above
Top of Active Fuel and
should only be used if
valid RCS level
indication is not
available
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory affecting core decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CS3.1 Site Area Emergency

With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established, RCS level < 34.7 ft (19 in. 7th alarm on
RVLMS)

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

Under the conditions specified by this 4,EAL, continued decrease in RCS/.R.F level is indicative of
a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an RCS breach, pressure boundary
leakage, or continued boiling in the RPVRCS. Thus, declaration of a Site Area Emergency is
warranted.

Escalation to a General Emergency is via EAL CG3.1, EAL CG3.2, RG1.1, RG1.24- or RAG1.3.

-46" below the bottom ID of the RCS Loop should be the level equal to 6" below the bottom of- - -- .Formatted: Justified
the RPV loop penetration (not the low point of the loop). PWRs unable to measure this level should
choose the first observable point below the bottom ID of the loop as the EAL value. If a water level
instrument is not available such that the PWR EAL value cannot be determined, then iAL--CS3.3
should be used to determine if the IC has been met.][SnGeo BMR& have R. S poentra...;s bel..
the E,4 va,,e, continua, d !av•! doer"asa may be indicGa•tv of p .s•s" bwenda.y d leakage.]

RAI #3

Lkn the Gold Sh..td.Wn .. d., F....M. RCS9 .AVA! and RP1 lA.A! i..trwmg.tati.n 6 ,stn6 wi.
vstualy be availabla. In the refuoling mede, nennal moans of RP14 Iava! indioation may net be
avala:b!a. Rad,-ndnt. moan. of RPV . a-. ! indi-ation K4ll ysua-!y bhe ins~taid (i.".:'ding the abi%.ty to
mona-ita-r fa- -1vi~a g ay) to asnu.e that the abily, to menitor- /eve! will net be inteffupted. Hawe ve" i
04f WavaI indicatio warp to bQ (a t dFing a aGSs Of RCS inVOnto" aVant, te opr tar -ov4 n0o1-
to data.mi.no that RPV inqvntor" lo66 was GGoG'UFng by Gbse."-!nT urp and tank lava! chan ga.
Sum..p and tank leve! in.reases r-st m ba ava'-'-atod aga-nst otho•rpotntia! s-'exs of flakag 6u9ch
as .... ing .Wt.r s .. raoi... inide te .ontaminant to ens... they am indisativa ft GS leaka g.]

The 30 FminAto durationt 2lowe 6ufficiont timofor actiens to be porformod to rocAWorinVontr
con~trol equipmeont

-

- •, Formatted

- - I Formatted
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.AA %ato, l.....In tho R.P.. l^o, the doce Fate abo .. the eorp will . n.. oa... Thol doo Fate du- to
Fhigue C-1 hinldustratesthin RCS levecc mondit Cndiation Can ibl aLarm.

[This EAL should Vonselwatively dtroato a site sp74f dose Fato setpdint 347at)vel os teO
uncesy 0.e., levelow at boAto . For f Ro that do not have insetrad Fadiatio n mTnitev capabln be
indimating tored t site spofo t f corp uneeveiy should be usod.

[Poc't TM! studios indicatod that tho inst1alld nucglaar instrwrnonttion wilg operato ewatically vhon
the corn i-s Unco'.'ord and that thiRf shoeli ho ood an a tLov far making such dt4inatiens.]

Plant-Specific

Figure C-i illustrates the RCS levels associated with Category C EALs.

When Reactor Vessel water level drops to 34.74 ft el. (rounded to 34.7 ft), level is ten

inches below the bottom of the RCS hot leg vessel penetration. This level can be

monitored by:

* Refueling Pool Level LI-4140
* RCS Level Narrow Range LI-4138
• RCS Level Wide Range LI-4139
* Local refueling level indicator (LG-4139 and tygon tubing)
" RVLMS (7th RVLMS Alarm) corresponds to 34.74 ft

Under the conditions specified in this EAL, continued lowering of RCS water level is

indicative of a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to a vessel breach, RCS

pressure boundary leakage or continued boiling in the Reactor Vessel. The magnitude of

this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may not be

capable of preventing further RCS or Reactor Vessel water level lowering and core

uncovery. The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint infers a

failure of the RCS barrier and potential loss of the Fuel Clad barrier.

Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its

associated systems, structures or components, as listed in STP O-55A, provide a

functional barrier to fission product release. Containment closure is initiated by the Shift

Manager if plant conditions change that could raise the risk of a fission product release as

a result of a loss of decay heat removal. Containment closure requires that, upon a loss of

decay heat removal, any open penetration must be closed or capable of being closed prior

to RCS bulk boiling.
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Definitions:

Containment Closure

The site specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure Containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions. As applied to CCNPP, Containment
Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated
systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in STP O-55A, provide a functional
barrier to fission product release.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.9
2. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
3. AOP-3B, Abnormal Shutdown Cooling Conditions
4. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
5. NO-1 -114 Containment Closure
6. STP O-55A-1 (2) Containment Closure Verification
7. NEI 99-01 CS1
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Figure C-1: RCS Levels Thresholds (ref. 2)

RVLMS RCS EAL

Reactor Vessel Flange

Bottom of Hotleg

10 in. < Bottom of Hotleg

Top of Active Fuel

44.0' CU3.2

29 in. alarm (6th)

19 in. alarm (7th)

10 in. alarm (8th)*

35.6' CA3.1

CS3.1

CS3.2
CG3.1

* RVLMS last alarm
actuates at 10" above
Top of Active Fuel and
should only be used if
valid RCS level
indication is not
available
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory affecting core decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CS3.2 Site Area Emergency

With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE established, RCS level < 32.9 ft (10 in. alarm on RVLMS
(Note 6))

Note 6: The lowest RVLMS indication is the 10 in. alarm, which is 10 in. above top of active fuel. Therefore, this
indicator should only be used when a valid RFP/RCS level indication is not available.

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refueling

Basis:

Generic

Under the conditions specified by this ICEAL, continued decrease in RCSIRPV-level is indicative
of a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an RCS breach, pressure boundary
leakage, or continued boiling in the RPV. Thus, declaration of a Site Area Emergency is warranted.

Escalation to a General Emergency is via EAL CG23.1, EAL CG23.2. RGI.1. RG1.2 or R4-ew
AG1.3.

EP.L #1

[6" below, thoeoto In of f o RCS Loap Should bo tho lava a qua! to 6" bolow tho bottom o
tho RPV loop ponotratin (not the low, point of tho Ioop%. PW~s unablo to- measume thisP lava! shoul
chooese tho Firs-Ft obsorvalae paint bolow tho bottom .I- oft the loop as the 941= valuoe. If a w44atar lOva:e
instrummant is not avadiablo sucoh that tho PW4R 11AL4 valua cannot bo dotominad, then EAL 3 sol
bo- 16- usd to- do ton-Mn qino- i f tha IC h1G4asa booen mat.]

[Sinco BWRs have RCS ponotrations ho/ow-4 tho SAL value, continuod loysal docaroas may be
indicative of pressuro bounda,' leIoa go.]

r-Al #2

[in tho cold shutdown moedo, nonn-al RCS la~va! and RPV4 lava! in-strumalntatico ysom wi"
usually ba avaiable. In tho rofueling moeda, normal moans of RP'/ lava! indioation may not be

avalabe. adudan mons f %49a o ndctonwl usually be instaflld (Rincuding tho ab~t' t9
Imonitor lava! visually to assuro that the abifly to monitor level will not be inteo uptod. Howovor",'i

allv!ind-ication4 wero0-m to hoQ las6t duFing a loss of RCS invontor avant, tha oparoators woulffd nood
ta d-eAtaMRina that RPV invantory lass wvas occutnlg by obsaroing sump and tank laval changes.
SUMP and tank lava1 inro-asos9- muYst _ho ovlaolaantotoptnti-al -seouxos of loakage such
as coGalig water soeumose- insidae tha containmant toosusthya ind-icativo oft RCS leaka go.]
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Tho 0 miu;..t ,uration ,A, .llow .cuffia-ont tmo for acticn• to b .... to roc.a-'or inWventor;
GOntro ogufipmont.

As water level in the RPV low329, the dos. Fate above the crot will .Thc dosr raho duo to
this level shino sheuld hersut in s icat m ted hortege ind.ichclation est Rad piendicati alasr

[This EAL should Tereoreathisv tindicatora gitou sonyfie dosed atwe tpoint a nv ativd of P aCr
indcavto Oi.sotlve at TvAila Fbl e.r that do not hava installad Fadiatian monior capable or

indseG canR bve ontored ite spocificva! d of cby: uncovey shid be used.]

[Post TM tde niae htth ntlo W~a ntm ntaionwil poata aWatcally h&n
tho -a nrs iS uq ancaVarod and that this c~havld he used an a tool for maidng euWh datarminations.]

Plant-Specific

Figure C-i illustrates the RCS levels associated with Category C EALs.

When Reactor Vessel/RCS water level drops to 32.9 ft el., core uncovery is about to occur.

This level is below the lowest indicated hot leg level. The closest RVLMS indication is the

10 in. alarm. Therefore, this indicator should only be used when a valid RwP/RtS level

indication is not available.

This level can be monitored by:

" Refueling Pool Level LI-4140
" RCS Level Narrow Range LI-4138
" RCS Level Wide Range LI-4139
" Local refueling level indicator (LG-4139 and tygon tubing)
" RVLMS (7th RVLMS Alarm) corresponds to 34.74 ft

Under the conditions specified in this EAL, continued lowering of RCS water level is

indicative of a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to a vessel breach, RCS

pressure boundary leakage or continued boiling in the Reactor Vessel. The magnitude of

this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may not be

capable of preventing further RCS or Reactor Vessel water level lowering and core

uncovery. The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint infers a

failure of the RCS barrier and potential loss of the Fuel Clad barrier.

Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its

associated systems, structures or components, as listed in STP O-55A, provide a

functional barrier to fission product release. Containment closure is initiated by the Shift
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Manager if plant conditions change that could raise the risk of a fission product release as

a result of a loss of decay heat removal. Containment closure requires that, upon a loss of

decay heat removal, any open penetration must be closed or capable of being closed prior

to RCS bulk boiling.

Definitions:

Containment Closure

The site specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure Containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions. As applied to CCNPP, Containment
Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated
systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in STP O-55A, provide a functional
barrier to fission product release.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.9
2. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
3. AOP-3B, Abnormal Shutdown Cooling Conditions
4. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
5. NO-1 -114 Containment Closure
6. STP O-55A-1 (2) Containment Closure Verification
7. NEI 99-01 CS1
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Figure C-1: RCS Levels Thresholds (ref. 2)

RVLMS RCS EAL

-- Reactor Vessel Flange

ID - Bottom of Hotleg

10 in. <Bottom of Hotleg

Top of Active Fuel

44.0' CU3.2

29 in. alarm (6th)

19 in. alarm (7th)

10 in. alarm (8th)*

35.6' CA3.1

CS3.1

CS3.2
CG3.1

* RVLMS last alarm
actuates at 10" above
Top of Active Fuel and
should only be used if
valid RCS level
indication is not
available
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory affecting core decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CS3.3 Site Area Emergency

RCS level cannot be monitored for Ž_ 30 min.with a loss of RCS inventory as indicated by
ANY of the following (Note 4):

" Containment radiation > 6 R/hr

* Erratic WRNI indication

* Unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment sump

* Auxiliary Building sumps

* Miscellaneous Waste System Tanks

0 RWT

0 RC Waste System Tank

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

Under the conditions specified by this IGEAL continued decrease in RCS-RP-V level is indicative of
a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an RCS breach, pressure boundary
leakage, or continued boiling in the RPVRCS. Thus, declaration of a Site Area Emergency is
warranted.

Escalation to a General Emergency is via EAL CG2-3.1. EAL CG23.2. RG1 .1, RG1.2 or R 4-or
AG1.3.

[6" be!ow th be-t-.n !Q af the RCS L1op Shau-d bo tho love! eq-ua! to 6" bolo':: tho boftr.n at
the RPV loop penetratin (otolopotoftaapPW~s&*;gblatoraynthsaa!cvd
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chooo to fist bsx.'abo p~ntbolow tho botto-m ;0 of tho loop as the EAL v-9aiie. .f a .. ta lo_
4;t.moti not agvaifabla such that tho PW4R 9AL valueo cannot be dote;=inod, then ESAL 3 shog!d

bo -s:d to dat..min. if the IC h•a been met.]

[Sin s....... have R.S penetr..t..ns . ba.low the . AL value, Gntin-ud !ava! dacmaco m,,ay be
indieativo of prossuma boundary leaka go.]

-EAL #3

[kn the cold shutdown ... d. , nor..ma RCS flava!. and RPV lo•l instrunontatien s4yt•,ns wil,
usually bo t v.ilf. . IF; the r.. lt:.ng mode, n!gna" moans of RPV l•"al .ndi'cat.on may not be
availabl.. rdundant mo!anr of RP lva!iatio wlsntualhy I. :nta! (inc-uding the ab!kgty to
mon--PitorF 16ovol visu~afly to ascure that the abWW, to man itar lo4a 1will not be intorutd Hwvei
al0 f140 v indiation Ware to -be lost du~ng a loss of RCS in otar vntaopmoswudno
to dotorMinon that RPV invontory loss %was occu#Rrg byobsor'ng9 sumpq and tank lava! Ghangos.
Sump and tank Wovol incroeasReS must ha Avahlatad. agietaptenti-al -so-Uraos of leakage such
as cooling water sourcass in-sidoa tho estimn o nu hya indicnatios -of RCS leaka go.]

The 30-minute duration allows sufficient time for actions to be performed to recover inventory
control equipment.

As water level in the RP..VReactor Vessel lowers, the dose rate above the core will increase. The
dose rate due to this core shine should result in site specific monitor indication and possible alarm.

[This, EAL should ..nsorwativay ostimato a sito a sp&oi.' dose Fate s.tpoint indi..ativo of ,, ro
uncavary (i.o., !o';l at TOAF). For BWRs that da not hava installad -adiation monitoe caapabl•.indicating Gera nv/atomato site speG& 1cific !avol indications of coro unor.should be .]

[Post TM! studios indicatod that tho instaflld .. claar " rnsot ... ation wl# op.. at. or.atically whon
thgks? cam isF. una.veemd and that this should ba "-iod ar a tool for making such dot.m,.inatins.]

Plant-Specific

In Refuel or Cold Shutdown mode, normal RCS level indication (e.g., RVLMS) may be

unavailable but alternate means of level indication are normally installed (including visual

observation) to assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. If all means of

level monitoring are not available, however, the Reactor Vessel inventory loss may be

detected by the following indirect methods:

As water level in the Reactor Vessel lowers, the dose rate above the core will rise.

The dose rate due to this core shine should result in on-scale Containment radiation

monitor indication and possible alarm. Containment radiation is indicated on 1(2)-

RI-5317 A&B. Typical Containment radiation readings at full power are 1 to 1.2 R/hr.

The Containment radiation monitors alarm at 6 R/hr. The 6 R/hr setpoint has been
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selected to be operationally significant and above that expected under normal plant

conditions while in the Refuel mode.

" Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate

erratically when the core is uncovered and that source range monitors such as Wide

Range Nuclear Instrumentation JI-001, -002, -003, -004 and the Shutdown Monitor

can be used as a tool for making such determinations. Figure C-2 shows the

response of the source range monitor during the first few hours of the TMI-2

accident. The instrument reported an increasing signal about 30 minutes into the

accident. At this time, the reactor coolant pumps were running and the core was

adequately cooled as indicated by the core outlet thermocouples. Hence, the

increasing signal was the result of an increasing two-phase void fraction in the

reactor core and vessel downcomer and the reduced shielding that the two-phase

mixture provides to the source range monitor. Per CCNPP core damage

assessment studies, core uncovery may be indicated when incore Rhodium neutron

detectors or excore nuclear instruments indicate an output with the reactor known to

be shutdown.

* If water level indication is unavailable, the RCS inventory loss may be detected by

sump or tank level changes (Table C-2). Procedures provide instructions for

calculating primary system leak rate by manual or computer-based water inventory

balances. Sump/tank level increases must be evaluated against other potential

sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the Containment to ensure

they are indicative of RCS leakage.

Definitions:

Unisolable

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from Control Room panels.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.2
2. 01-35 Radiation Monitoring System
3. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 14 Alarm Manual, J-04
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4. TS-76.01 RMS Area Radiation (Containment High Range) - Operable
5. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
6. ERPIP 602 Severe Accident Management Verification of Diagnosis
7. ERPIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
8. ERPIP-801 Core Damage Assessment Using Containment Radiation Dose Rates
9. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
10.AOP-2A Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage
11. STP 0-27-1(2) RCS Leakage Evaluation
12. NEI 99-01 CSI
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Figure C-2: Response of the TMI-2 Source Range Measurement

During the First Six Hours of the Accident
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory affecting fuel clad integrity with
Containment challenged

EAL:

CG3.1 General Emergency

RCS level < 32.9 ft (10 in. alarm on RVLMS, Note 6) for Ž_ 30 min. (Note 4)

AND

ANY Containment Challenge Indication, Table C-3

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Note 6: The lowest RVLMS indication is the 10 in. alarm, which is 10 in. above top of active fuel. Therefore, this
indicator should only be used when a valid RFP/RCS level indication is not available.

Table C-3 Containment Challenge Indications

* CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established

* Hydrogen concentration in Containment a 4%

* UNPLANNED rise in Containment pressure

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This 4G-EAL represents the inability to restore and maintain R.V-RCS level to above the top of
active fuel with Containment challenged. Fuel damage is probable if RPV-RCS level cannot be
restored, as available decay heat will cause boiling, further reducing the RPV-RCS level. With the
Containment breached or challenged then the potential for unmonitored fission product release to
the environment is high. This represents a direct path for radioactive inventory to be released to
the environment. This is consistent with the definition of a GE. The GE is declared on the
occurrence of the loss or imminent loss of function of all three barriers.

[The.e EAL6 a'FeNa-d a "n one ' nee Fai~ed by Go-nerk -leftef 808 17, Less ef De~ay Hoot
Rama '1.4.1 SFrCY 9 1 283, EvqlyaUatin ef S2;hi 0 o-.4x an d -1Qo14 PaR vr Risk 4susuo, NUREG 14 49,

ok 414 1 14.....E3 ............ 1 Al- 1- 13. 01-.........-1-1 0ý4

and,ý NUMARC 91 06, GU!olo o nusr'Atost ssss ShL'tda~n Manag emnt.1
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A number of variables can have a significant impact on heat removal capability challenging the fuel
clad barrier. Examples include:

[BW..Rs. initial vessal loval, shutd..own heat ro .val system docig

-Pt4-?ej-mid-loop, reduced level/flange level, head in place, cavity flooded, RCS venting strategy,
decay heat removal system design, vortexing pre-disposition, steam generator U-tube draining

Analysis indicates that core damage may occur within an hour following continued core uncovery
therefore, 30 minutes was conservatively chosen.

If Containment Closure is re-established prior to exceeding the 30 minute core uncovery time limit
then escalation to General Emeraency would not occur.

[ Sit shyutdown con tingoncGy plans typically pro vido fo-rm rest6ablising CONT4AINMEN.T- CLOSU REg
f•o"owing a loss of hoat ro•mva. Or RCS invonto" f-n"ction.]

[in the early stagos of a corn uncovoy evoent, it is unlikoly that hydra gen buildup duo to a corn
uncovory could rosult in an ex-ploierh9 mixture -of dissolved ga~seos in Coentainmont. Howovor-
Con.tain.men.t mon.to.g and/or samping should bo po.f.rmod to vo.fWY this assumptUon and a
Gonoral Emergoncy declared if it is doteminodthaanxpoioituoxit.

[For. B Rs, tho u-se oft Ssocndxay containmoent radiation monitorsF should pravido indication o
ncreasocd roloaso that may bo in.dicativo of- chalonge to soconda.y containment Tho sito spocifi

rad-iatio~n mntrvussol bo basod on the EmOP "maximum safe values" beauser thoso
valuos ame ocily rocegnizablo and havoW awn emrenoylbasi.]

Sump and tank o val. inncroas Must bo ovaluated against other potcntial sourczes of loakage suc:"h
as cooling water so-urc-es inside tho c-ontairnmon to onsuro thoy aroenictv of RCS loakago.

[in the cold shutdown mode, norimal RCS Ic vol and- ROV Weoinsrumnt Io systems wil
usualy" be avai"able. In the ref-uoing mode, no.mal mooan of RPV level InWdication may not be

avilbl. eundant means of R14evliniato #wl usually beisale Wicuing the ability to
..monitor lel visual) to assura tha.t the abty I--o M o-nitoer lev il not be itopted. Howeveri.
all levelQ indicatio werne to be les duin a less of RCS inventory event, the operators would1 need
to determine that RPV invent.o. loss was cc-urring by obso.Rng sump and tank lv!el changes
Sump and tank level increases must be ealuag 'k ted against ether- potential sources of loakage such
as... cooling water sources.. inside ..the cotanmntto ensu. . they am indicate of RCS leaage.]

.Ac wfator IcVoin thc RPV lowers, the doso rate abovo thc sara will ices.Tho dose rate duo to
this coreshine should result in site specaific monitor indiciation and possible alarm.

[This EAL should c•,Gone.ativ. y estimate a site specific dose rate e itpoint indicative of corn
une~ev''o 0.,oevelat TOAfl. For BRs4Q that do net have installed radiation mnitors capable or
indicating core uncevery, altemate site specific levelQ idctOnof corn unceve.-y should be used.]

[Peat TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate efFatically when
the crn,_.a is nooadadta this-W sho-uld be u-sed as a tooel -fo-r making such determinations.]
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Plant-Specific

Figure C-1 illustrates the RCS levels associated with Category C EALs.

When Reactor Vessel water level drops to 32.90 ft el., core uncovery is about to occur.

This level is below the lowest indicated hot leg level. The lowest RVLMS indication is the

last alarm, which is at 10 in. above top of active fuel.

Under the conditions specified in this EAL, continued lowering of RCS water level is

indicative of a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to a vessel breach, RCS

pressure boundary leakage or continued boiling in the Reactor Vessel. The magnitude of

this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may not be

capable of preventing further RCS or Reactor Vessel water level lowering and core

uncovery. The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint infers a

failure of the RCS barrier and potential loss of the Fuel Clad barrier. Fuel damage is

probable if core submergence cannot be restored as available decay heat will cause

boiling and further lowers the vessel level.

Three indications are associated with Containment challenges:

" Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its

associated systems, structures or components, as listed in STP O-55A, provide a

functional barrier to fission product release. Containment closure is initiated by the

Shift Manager if plant conditions change that could raise the risk of a fission product

release as a result of a loss of decay heat removal. Containment closure requires

that, upon a loss of decay heat removal, any open penetration must be closed or

capable of being closed prior to RCS bulk boiling.

* In the early stages of a core uncovery event, it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup due

to a core uncovery could result in an explosive mixture of dissolved gases in

Containment. However, Containment monitoring and/or sampling should be

performed to verify this assumption. A combustible mixture can be formed when

hydrogen gas concentration in the Containment atmosphere is greater than 4% by

volume.
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0 Unplanned Containment pressure increases are not expected during Cold

Shutdown or Refuel mode. The threshold is indicative of conditions challenging

containment closure.

Definitions:

Containment Closure

The site specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure Containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions. As applied to CCNPP, Containment
Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated
systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in STP O-55A, provide a functional
barrier to fission product release.

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.9
2. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
3. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
4. ERPIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
5. NO-1-114 Containment Closure
6. STP O-55A-1 (2) Containment Closure Verification
7. UFSAR 7.5.8
8. Technical Specifications Table 3.3.10-1
9. OI-41A Hydrogen Recombiners
10. 1C1O-ALM ESFAS 14 Alarm Manual, J-09
11. ERPIP-803 Core Damage Assessment Using Hydrogen
12. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
13. EOP-1 3.02 Hydrogen Concentration 4.0%
14. UFSAR 1.2.5
15. UFSAR 5.1.1
16. Operating License Amendment No. 242/DPR-53 & 216/DPR-69
17. NEI 99-01 CG1
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Table C-1: RCS Levels Thresholds (ref. 2)

RVLMS RCS EAL
.4-

Reactor Vessel Flange

Bottom of Hotleg

10 in. < Bottom of Hotleg

Top of Active Fuel

44.0' CU3.2

29 in. alarm (6th)

19 in. alarm (7th)

10 in. alarm (8th)*

35.6' CA3.1

CS3.1

CS3.2
CG3.1

* RVLMS last alarm
actuates at 10" above
Top of Active Fuel and
should only be used if
valid RCS level
indication is not
available

I
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

3 - RCS Level

Loss of Reactor Vessel inventory affecting fuel clad integrity with
Containment challenged

EAL:

CG3.2 General Emergency

RCS level cannot be monitored with core uncovery indicated by ANY of the following for _
30 min. (Note 4):

* Containment radiation > 6 RPhr

* Erratic WRNI indication
" Unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage

AND
ANY Containment Challenge Indication, Table C-3

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment sump

* Auxiliary Building sumps

* Miscellaneous Waste System Tanks

* RWT

" RC Waste System Tank

Table C-3 Containment Challenge Indications

* CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established

* Hydrogen concentration in Containment > 4%

* UNPLANNED rise in Containment pressure

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel
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Basis:

Generic

This IG-EAL represents the inability to restore and maintain RP-V-RCS level to above the top of
active fuel with Containment challenged. Fuel damage is probable if RPV-RCS level cannot be
restored, as available decay heat will cause boiling, further reducing the RP-V-RCS level. With the
Containment breached or challenged then the potential for unmonitored fission product release to
the environment is high. This represents a direct path for radioactive inventory to be released to
the environment. This is consistent with the definition of a GE. The GE is declared on the
occurrence of the loss or imminent loss of function of all three barriers.

[These EAI~s amr basoed onp concorns raised by Goner/c- -Leotto 68 17-, Weas of Decay Heal
Rao'aI SEY 1 283, E-val-ation o-f Shtdown andinLow Pawr-Risk lssues, NUREG 1440,

s•.tdow.1..n and Lew Powa' Op..tio.n at C.mm...ia A.honfaar Pow9r Pln.. in the Un/td State&,
and, NUMARC 1 06, Guidelines for-1ndusfr','Actions to Assr-oss Shutdewn Mana gornnt.]

A number of variables can have a significant impact on heat removal capability challenging the fuel
clad barrier. Examples include:

[BARs] initial vessel leve'l, shutdeWRown heat reomaoal system decign

Y44Qe]-mid-loop, reduced level/flange level, head in place, cavity flooded, RCS venting strategy,
decay heat removal system design, vortexing pre-disposition, steam generator U-tube draining

Analysis indicates that core damage may occur within an hour following continued core uncovery
therefore, 30 minutes was conservatively chosen.

If Containment Closure is re-established prior to exceeding the 30 minute core uncovery time limit
then escalation to General Emeraencv would not occur.

[Site shutdemqnGenntingeney plans typically p~davW farm asablishing- CO NT,4AINMET QLOSRE
follo.ng a less otf hoat reamev-a or- RCS in.anteo' f-.unctins.]

[in the eary sta gs of a ca' "ncvf"y event, it is unWi..... that hydtgen b,,ldp due to a ,car
"ncovo,9W caUld .. SUt in an xplsiVo miW." xc of dissl!V9'd gasss Wn Contain.ment. H, owe.ver,
Coantaimiant montrn an" o ' s.ampling should be porbFomod to veorfy this assumptian and a
Ganaral Ernargency daclared Wfit is datorminad_ that an oxplosivo mix/c1ra exists.4

[For G /R&, the -na of asoindar" containmant radiation monitors 6he'dId pm:vido indication ae
iRQac9maod_ roloase that may be ind-ic-ativa -of -a c~halonga to seoendar,' contaminaent. The sita 6paii
.rad~i~ation monitor vahoaes should bo basod on the Emop "Magimvrn safea 14alva" bacaima thORO
va/cos gamoaasiy rocognizabla and hava anm oragancy basis.]

Sump and tank level increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such
as cooling water sources inside the Containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.
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[in theoGcold shutdown moeda, no~ma!I RCS Io -aol- and RP V l01ava! in strumoAMtation systoms will'
usually be availablo. In tho rfaholing modo, no.ma"I moa 'ns of 'R 'P1 lovolI i nd 'ication may not be
avxablo1.1. RedQund nant amoan of RPV l 01'ava!I i 'ndication wil usually be installed including tho abilty to
.monitor1.. lava viually to assuro that the ability to monitor- loyal wil not bo intorrptod. Howovoe i
all .1 a-1vol indic-atio-n war.9pM to- boQ los-t du~ing a loss of RCS in vonto ovont, tho oporoators141I wud- neod
toi doetosnw..ino- that R42V invantorp' loss was occuAr4ring by obseorn.'g sump and tank lovo! changos.
Sump and tank.Wia vl ineearos-s. Must be ovaluated against other-potential souxoes of loakage such
as- cooli9.ng- w.9ator o-uMno-s Winsidoa tho- sont.ainmoqn an t to- &qnsurni thouv &a indisativao of RCS2 loakaaja.1

As water level in the RPV-RCS lowers, the dose rate above the core will increase. The dose rate
due to this core shine should result in site specific monitor indication and possible alarm.

- [This SAL shoud ono-aivl ostimato a sito spocifi daso rota sotpoint indicativo of corn
uncovor-y (io.,lovle atT .Fr SWIRS that doa now havo in-stallod- rad-iation monitors capablo at
indicating cForuno , atorat site spacific lava! indic-ations -of coro uncovory should beused.]

fPost-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate erratically when
the core is uncovered and that this should be used as a tool for making such determinations.j

Plant-Specific

In Refuel or Cold Shutdown mode, normal RCS level indication (e.g., RVLMS) may be

unavailable but alternate means of level indication are normally installed (including visual

observation) to assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. If all means of

level monitoring are not available, however, the Reactor Vessel inventory loss may be

detected by the following indirect methods:

* As water level in the Reactor Vessel lowers, the dose rate above the core will rise.

The dose rate due to this core shine should result in on-scale Containment radiation

monitor indication and possible alarm. Containment radiation is indicated on 1(2)-

RI-5317 A&B. Typical Containment radiation readings at full power are 1 to 1.2 R/hr.

The Containment radiation monitors alarm at 6 R/hr. The 6 R/hr setpoint has been

selected to be operationally significant and above that expected under normal plant

conditions while in the Refuel mode.

* Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate

erratically when the core is uncovered and that source range monitors such as Wide

Range Nuclear Instrumentation JI-001, -002, -003, -004 and the Shutdown Monitor

can be used as a tool for making such determinations. Figure C-2 shows the

response of the source range monitor during the first few hours of the TMI-2
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accident. The instrument reported an increasing signal about 30 minutes into the

accident. At this time, the reactor coolant pumps were running and the core was

adequately cooled as indicated by the core outlet thermocouples. Hence, the

increasing signal was the result of an increasing two-phase void fraction in the

reactor core and vessel downcomer and the reduced shielding that the two-phase

mixture provides to the source range monitor. Per CCNPP core damage

assessment studies, core uncovery may be indicated when incore Rhodium neutron

detectors or excore nuclear instruments indicate an output with the reactor known to

be shutdown.

If water level indication is unavailable, the RCS inventory loss may be detected by

sump or tank level changes (Table C-2). Procedures provide instructions for

calculating primary system leak rate by manual or computer-based water inventory

balances. Sump/tank level increases must be evaluated against other potential

sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the Containment to ensure

they are indicative of RCS leakage.

Three indications are associated with Containment challenges:

" Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its

associated systems, structures or components, as listed in STP O-55A, provide a

functional barrier to fission product release. Containment closure is initiated by the

Shift Manager if plant conditions change that could raise the risk of a fission product

release as a result of a loss of decay heat removal. Containment closure requires

that, upon a loss of decay heat removal, any open penetration must be closed or

capable of being closed prior to RCS bulk boiling.

* In the early stages of a core uncovery event, it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup due

to a core uncovery could result in an explosive mixture of dissolved gases in

Containment. However, Containment monitoring and/or sampling should be

performed to verify this assumption. A combustible mixture can be formed when

hydrogen gas concentration in the Containment atmosphere is greater than 4% by

volume.
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Unplanned Containment pressure increases are not expected during cold shutdown

or refuel mode. The threshold is indicative of conditions challenging Containment

closure.

Definitions:

Containment Closure

The site specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure Containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions. As applied to CCNPP, Containment
Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated
systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in STP O-55A, provide a functional
barrier to fission product release.

Unisolable

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control Room panels.

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.9
2. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
3. ERPIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
4. NO-1 -114 Containment Closure
5. STP O-55A-1 (2) Containment Closure Verification
6. UFSAR 7.5.8
7. Technical Specifications Table 3.3.10-1
8. OI-41A Hydrogen Recombiners
9. lC1O-ALM ESFAS 14 Alarm Manual, J-09
10. ERPIP-803 Core Damage Assessment Using Hydrogen
11. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
12. EOP-13.02 Hydrogen Concentration 4.0%
13. UFSAR 1.2.5
14. UFSAR 5.1.1
15. Operating License Amendment No. 242/DPR-53 & 216/DPR-69
16. NEI 99-01 CG1
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Figure C-2: Response of the TMI-2 Source Range Measurement

During the First Six Hours of the Accident (ref. 10, 11)
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

4 - RCS Temperature

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CU4.1 Unusual Event

UNPLANNED event results in RCS temperature > 200OF

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This IG-EAL is be-a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a result, is considered to be a
potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. In cold shutdown the ability to remove
decay heat relies primarily on forced cooling flow. Operation of the systems that provide this forced
cooling may be jeopardized due to the unlikely loss of electrical power or RCS inventory. Since the
RCS usually remains intact in the cold shutdown mode a large inventory of water is available to
keep the core covered.

[Entr, intO cold shutdown con ditens may be attainod 449hin hoyrs of operating at power. &bty
into the Fofol~eing mo~d9 pF8Godu.raly may net ooe'r- Afo tyiqally 1009 hew- (cit9 specific or- Ion go
af-o; tho r-acto; h-c boon.n_ ch'-td'-.-M. Th_-U th0 heat-p th eat a.n.d the- feFe tho the at to da m•aging
tho fU&N Wlad Fmay lbo Ia Wa for- events that occufr in the rofualing mn ode 44th irradistod hfuol in the
RPV (n•.t that the hoatup thrnat could bo !Wo'r for G!ld shu-tdownl co.dition f the n.ty WOto cold
shuotd-own4.. wAAs- foflewing a rofuoling). In additin, the oporators should be ablo to monitor RCS
tomporaturn and RPV loud- Se that escnalationa to- the a;4194 loul Wa C-4 or GA I wilI ocuriF

During refueling the level in the RP-V-RCS will normally be maintained above the RP-V-Reactor
Vessel flange. Refueling evolutions that decrease water level below the RPV-Reactor Vessel
flange are carefully planned and procedurally controlled. Loss of forced decay heat removal at
reduced inventory may result in more rapid increases in RCSIRPV temperatures depending on the
time since shutdown.

[U9!4ko the cold shutdo". mdo,] .nNormal means of core temperature indication and RCS level
indication may not be available in the refueling mode. Redundant means of RPV-RCS level
indication are therefore procedurally installed to assure that the ability to monitor level will not be
interrupted. H.we..., if.all oevl and t.. mporaturo indinca ti... n or•ato ihe last in either the coGld
Rhutdown of refueling modes, EA.l :2 would result in declaration of a N10E IF= boh temperature an

leve indcatincannot be roetored within 15; minu tes frolm the loss of both moans ofincao.
Escalation to Alert would be via EAL CA3.1 based on an inventory loss or EAL CA4.14 based on
exceeding its temperature duration or pressure criteria.
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Plant-Specific

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect to

the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2000 F). These include TI-

112C and TI-122C for forced circulation, CETs for natural circulation and TR-351 for SDC

flow.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
2. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
3. OP-1 Plant Startup from Cold Shutdown
4. NEI 99-01 CU4
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

4 - RCS Temperature

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CU4.2 Unusual Event

Loss of all RCS temperature and RCS level indication for _Ž 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This IG-EAL is be-a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a result, is considered to be a
potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. In cold shutdown the ability to remove
decay heat relies primarily on forced cooling flow. Operation of the systems that provide this forced
cooling may be jeopardized due to the unlikely loss of electrical power or RCS inventory. Since the
RCS usually remains intact in the cold shutdown mode a large inventory of water is available to
keep the core covered.

[Enfty into gold shutdown xnd~itns may bhe tgat pe. W"t"W
into the mf-uling mode procedurally may not o.... for Wypisally 100 hours (,it, sp..ifiq, or longor

the •,eI clad may be ..wer. £. ... nt. that o....r n the rfukl.ng. md ... th 4 ,t;diat fo. l in the
RPV (note that the heatup th•at could be lewor for cold h-tdo.'n condition6 if the entoy into cold
shutdo..n ...as following a refueling). In additon, the operators Should be a-ble to monitor RCS
tomoreaturo and RPV level so that es•alation to the al!.e love! via C. or CA 1 wil' occur if
Fequ-e.

During refueling the level in the RP-M-RCS will normally be maintained above the R-PV-Reactor
Vessel flange. Refueling evolutions that decrease water level below the R-W-Reactor Vessel
flange are carefully planned and procedurally controlled. Loss of forced decay heat removal at
reduced inventory may result in more rapid increases in RCSIRPV temperatures depending on the
time since shutdown.

[Unlike the cold shutdown mode,] .Normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level
indication may not be available in the refueling mode. Redundant means of RP1---RCS level
indication are therefore procedurally installed to assure that the ability to monitor level will not be
interrupted. However, if all level and temperature indication were to be lost in either the cold
shutdown of refueling modes, E-A--2this EAL would result in declaration of a NQUE if both
temperature and level indication cannot be restored within 15 minutes from the loss of both means
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of indication. Escalation to Alert would be via EAL CA3.1 based on an inventory loss or EAL

CA4.14 based on exceeding its temperature criteria.

Plant-Specific

Reactor Vessel water level may be monitored using any of the following instruments:

* Refueling Pool Level LE-4140

" RCS Level Narrow Range LE-4138

" RCS Level Wide Range LE-4139

* Local refueling level indicator (LG-4139 and tygon tubing)

" Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System (RVLMS)

If RCS water level will be below the bottom of the Pressurizer (48.5 ft el.), IM installs and

calibrates the Refueling Level Cart in the Control Room and places the RCS Wide Range

Level Monitoring System in service (LE-4139). The Wide Range Level High/Low alarms

and Narrow Range Level High/Low alarms are set above/below the target RCS level.

Table 1 of OP-7, Shutdown Operations, provides a cross-reference of Refueling Pool level

and RVLMS alarm lights to various plant component elevations. If all RCS water level

indication is lost during RCS drain down, OP-7 requires the following:

* Stop the RCS drain down and evaluate the reason for the loss of level indication.

" When at least two remote and one local RCS level indicator have been restored and

are reading within 0.5 ft of each other, continue RCS drain down. Allow 15 min. for

pressures to equalize. If level readings are not within 0.5 ft, call IM to investigate

discrepancies.

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect to

the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2000F). These include TI-

112C and TI-122C for forced circulation, CETs for natural circulation and TR-351 for SDC

flow.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
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2. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
3. 01-11 Post Accident Monitoring System Instrumentation
4. OP-1 Plant Startup from Cold Shutdown
5. NEI 99-01 CU4
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

4 - RCS Temperature

Initiating Condition: Inability to maintain plant in cold shutdown

EAL:

CA4.1 Alert

An UNPLANNED event results in EITHER:

RCS temperature > 200OF for > Table C-4 duration

OR

RCS pressure increase > 10 psi due to an UNPLANNED loss of decay heat removal
capability (this condition is not applicable in solid plant conditions)

Table C-4 RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds

CONTAINMENT
RCS Status COSURE DurationCLOSURE Status

Intact AND not 60 min.*
reduced inventory

Not intact OR Established 20 min.*

reduced inventory Not established 0 min.

* If an RCS heat removal system is in operation within this time
frame and RCS temperature is being reduced, the EAL is not
applicable.

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

Foe-_AL- Itmhe RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds table addresses complete loss of functions
required for core cooling for greater than 60 minutes during refueling and cold shutdown modes
when RCS integrity is established. [RCS integrity should be considered to be in place when the
RCS pressure boundary is in its normal condition for the cold shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no
freeze seals or nozzle dams). The status of CONTAINMENT CLOSURE in this condition is
immaterial given that the RCS is providing a high pressure barrier to fission product release to the
environment.1 The 60 minute time frame should allow sufficient time to restore cooling without there
being a substantial degradation in plant safety.

The RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds table also addresses the complete loss of functions required
for core cooling for greater than 20 minutes during refueling and cold shutdown modes when
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Containment Closure is established but RCS integrity is not established or RCS inventory is
reduced f(e.g., mid-loop operation in PWRs)]. [As discussed above, RCS integrity should be
assumed to be in place when the RCS pressure boundary is in its normal condition for the cold
shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle dams).- The allowed 20 minute time
frame was included to allow operator action to restore the heat removal function, if possible. [The
allowed time frame is consistent with the guidance provided by Generic Letter 88-17, "Loss of
Decay Heat Removal" (discussed later in this basis) and is believed to be conservative given that a
low pressure Containment barrier to fission product release is established.1

Finally, complete loss of functions required for core cooling during refueling and cold shutdown
modes when neither Containment Closure nor RCS integrity are established is addressed. {RCS
integrity is in place when the RCS pressure boundary is in its normal condition for the cold
shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle dams). No delay time is allowed
because the evaporated reactor coolant that may be released into the Containment during this
heatup condition could also be directly released to the environment.]

The note (*) indicates that this EAL is not applicable if actions are successful in restoring an RCS
heat removal system to operation and RCS temperature is being reduced within the specified time
frame.

~E•,AL-2, Ihe 10 psi pressure increase addresses situations where, due to high decay heat loads,
the time provided to restore temperature control, should be less than 60 minutes. The RCS
pressure setpoint was chosen should be 10 psi obecause it isF the lowest pressure that the site can
read on installed Control Board instrumentation that is equal to or greater than 10 psi.

Escalation to Site Area Emergency would be via EAL CS3.1 should boiling result in significant RPV
level loss leading to core uncovery.

[For PWR,, thin !C gand its or-ancatad E.LZ .am bacad on conoren, Faised by G-Onoric Lo,",o.
88 1A, "Looc of Docay Heat Roemova/. " .4 Mirnber- of phenorngna such ar, prasourizatio.1, Vo.oX#;g-,
stearn geerater U tubI draining, RCS IAv'l difforon~co ;hen oepeating at a .mid leop conditon,
docay heat remnoval 8sytom design, and /eve! inotrurngntatien prablorng Gan /oad to conditions

whom~~~~~~~~~~ doa otmf o s otadcr noy Gan ascuF. NRG analyses 4,o that thora are
soquoncos that Gan couso corn uncovory in 15 to 20 mini tos and Anovoro corn dorogo within an
hour- after- docay heat rrnoeval is lest.]

A loss of Technical Specification components alone is not intended to constitute an Alert. The
same is true of a momentary unplanned excursion above the Technical Specification cold
shutdown temperature limit when the heat removal function is available.

The Emergency Director must remain alert to events or conditions that lead to the conclusion that
exceeding the EAL is imminent. If, in the judgment of the Emergency Director, an imminent
situation is at hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold has been exceeded.

Plant-Specific

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect to

the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2000 F). These include TI-
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11 2C and TI-1 22C for forced circulation, CETs for natural circulation and TR-351 for SDC

flow.

Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its

associated systems, structures or components, as listed in STP O-55A, provide a

functional barrier to fission product release. Containment closure is initiated by the Shift

Manager if plant conditions change that could raise the risk of a fission product release as

a result of a loss of decay heat removal. Containment closure requires, upon a loss of

decay heat removal, any open penetration must be closed or capable of being closed prior

to RCS boiling.

"Reduced inventory" is the condition when the reactor vessel contains irradiated fuel

assemblies and RCS water level is at or below 41 ft el.

The pressure rise of greater than 10 psi infers an RCS temperature in excess of the

Technical Specification cold shutdown limit (2000 F) for which this EAL would otherwise

permit up to sixty minutes to restore RCS cooling before declaration of an Alert (RCS

intact). This EAL therefore covers situations in which it is determined that, due to high

decay heat loads, the time provided to reestablish temperature control should be less than

sixty minutes (as indicated by significant RCS re-pressurization).

Pressure indicators P1-103, P1-103-1 and P1-105 are capable of measuring pressure

changes of 10 psi. Escalation to a Site Area Emergency would be under EAL CS2.1

should boiling result in significant Reactor Vessel level loss leading to core uncovery.

Definitions:

Containment Closure

The site specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure Containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions. As applied to CCNPP, Containment
Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated
systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in STP O-55A, provide a functional
barrier to fission product release.

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.
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CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
2. NO-1 -114 Containment Closure
3. STP O-55A-1 (2) Containment Closure Verification
4. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
5. OP-1 Plant Startup from Cold Shutdown
6. NEI 99-01 CA4
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 5 - Communications

Initiating Condition: Loss of all onsite or offsite communications capabilities

EAL:

CU5.1 Unusual Event

Loss of all Table C-5 onsite (internal) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform routine operations

OR

Loss of all Table C-5 offsite (external) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform offsite notifications to any agency

Table C-5 Communications Systems

System Onsite Offsite
(internal) (external)

Commercial phone system X X

Plant page system X

Microwave telephone (Hot-Lines) (EOB) X X

Dedicated offsite agency telephone system X

FTS 2001 telephone system X

CCNPP Radio System X X

Satellite Phone System X

Cellular Phone System X X

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled

Basis:

Generic

The purpose of this J=-EAImnd . . .a..ciatod E•A, is to recognize a loss of communications
capability that either defeats the plant operations staff ability to perform routine tasks necessary for
plant operations or the ability to communicate issues with any off-site authorities. The loss of off-
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site communications ability is expected to be significantly more comprehensive than the condition
addressed by 10 CFR 50.72.

The availability of one method of ordinary off-site communications is sufficient to inform federal,
state, and local authorities of plant issues. This EAL is intended to be used only when
extraordinary means (e.g., relaying of information from radio transmissions, individuals being sent
to off-site locations, etc.) are being utilized to make communications possible.

L;.to spew:nn !:st for .n s:te -em,.nivcetons !e" must en~cmpass the !eS of a!! means 9f
FG-tino cornrn-1nicatiens (e.g., Gemnrnomial tolophenes-, sound powered phone systems, page PaR6,
system and Fadio-S .1 144alkie talkia' -

Site specific, lst for off-site Gammuniogtians lass must ancempass the loss of all Mmeas at
communications with off-Rita autho~itios Thin Mhould include the ENS, Ganmmerial telephone ines,-
t cepy t ,anmissio•,s, and dedicated phen, system•.]

Plant-Specific

Onsite/offsite communications systems are listed in Table C-2 (ref. 1, 2, 3).

This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition EAL SU6.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 7.8
2. ERPIP 901 Communications Equipment
3. NO-1-113, Control of Radio Transmitter (PRT)
4. NEI 99-01 CU6
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 6 - Inadvertent Criticality

Initiating Condition: Inadvertent criticality

EAL:

CU6.1 Unusual Event

An UNPLANNED sustained positive startup rate observed on nuclear instrumentation

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This IC-EAL addresses criticality events that occur in Cold Shutdown or Refueling modes r(N^UREG
11414, Shutd .4.n an d -1 -14. PR-Wor Operotion at CoGmmoraigIAl g~o na ar Poworar Plant;s in the Initod
Stat-ee1-_such as fuel mis-loading events and inadvertent dilution events. This IW-EAL indicates a
potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant, warranting a NQUE classification.

[This condition c•an bh .deont d using poriod monitmcW trt-p Fete monitor. Tho tf.
"Pustainad" iq unod in ardor to R104,ow oxlurian of oxpootod ShOrt terM p96itive peried&16taftup rato
from planned fuel bund-lo -or control red rno'.'mont6 during Goro altoration for PW4Rs and WRs44.
Those -shor te-m, positi•e peied&t.'stauFa rates Fa the rF.sw!t of the incrMago in neutron population
dues to au-ba-Ftial mukltipiatien.)

Escalation would be by Emergency Director jJudgment.

Plant-Specific

The term "sustained" is used to allow exclusion of expected short-term positive startup

rates from planned fuel bundle or control rod movements during core alteration. These

short-term positive startup rates are the result of the rise in neutron population due to

subcritical multiplication.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):
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Category H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

EAL Group: ANY (EALs in this category are applicable to

any plant condition, hot or cold.)

Hazards are non-plant, system-related events that can directly or indirectly affect plant

operation, reactor plant safety or personnel safety.

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Natural events include hurricanes, earthquakes or tornados that have potential to

cause plant structure or equipment damage of sufficient magnitude to threaten

personnel or plant safety. Non-naturally occurring events that can cause damage to

plant facilities and include aircraft crashes, missile impacts, etc.

2. Fire or Explosion

Fires can pose significant hazards to personnel and reactor safety. Appropriate for

classification are fires within the site Protected Area or which may affect operability of

equipment needed for safe shutdown

3. Hazardous Gas

Non-naturally occurring events that can cause damage to plant facilities and include

toxic, asphyxiant, corrosive or flammable gas leaks.

4. Security

Unauthorized entry attempts into the Protected Area, bomb threats, sabotage attempts,

and actual security compromises threatening loss of physical control of the plant.

5. Control Room Evacuation

Events that are indicative of loss of Control Room habitability. If the Control Room must

be evacuated, additional support for monitoring and controlling plant functions is

necessary through the emergency response facilities.
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6. Judgment

The EALs defined in other categories specify the predetermined symptoms or events

that are indicative of emergency or potential emergency conditions and thus warrant

classification. While these EALs have been developed to address the full spectrum of

possible emergency conditions which may warrant classification and subsequent

implementation of the Emergency Plan, a provision for classification of emergencies

based on operator/management experience and judgment is still necessary. The EALs

of this category provide the Emergency Director the latitude to classify emergency

conditions consistent with the established classification criteria based upon Emergency

Director judgment.
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HUI.1 Unusual Event

Seismic event identified by ANY two of the following:

* Seismic Acceleration Recorder (0-YRC-001) Event Indicator alarms indicate seismic
event detected

* Earthquake felt in plant

* National Earthquake Information Center (Note 7)

Note 7: The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select option #1 and inform the analyst you wish to
confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity of Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the
following CCNPP coordinates: 380 25' 39.7" north latitude, 760 26' 46" west longitude.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

TheeeAL--a&eis EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

Damage may be caused to some portions of the site, but should not affect ability of safety
functions to operate.

As defined in the EPRI-sponsored Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an Earthquake, dated
October 1989, a "felt earthquake" is: An earthquake of sufficient intensity such that: (a) the
vibratory ground motion is felt at the nuclear plant site and recognized as an earthquake based on
a consensus of Control Room operators on duty at the time, and (b) for plants with operable
seismic instrumentation, the seismic switches of the plant are activated.

[Fe.r mst plants 144th 9;9;-;4s9ainsymen•,, n, Me3 &isi•; a..thos s•, r got at an annalaati;n of
abeut 0.01g. This EAL shc,-id b- deve-eped on s&to sp~cifit ba'S. Tha m.thod of detection 0;n bq
-baReod- on- iShrnntatn, validated bya Fekable aeuFo• , or.operatorassessmernt..]

The National Earthquake Center can confirm if an earthquake has occurred in the area of the plant.
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Thi; -AI is basod on a tornado striking (touc.hing down) Or high w..inds w.,fithin the PR.OTEC=TED
AREA~

[The high wind val~ua sha.'ld ba based on ia& cpocifl FSA4R dacign basis as long as it is ;witin a
Fan go of the instrumantation availabla far wind spod.]

EscwalIationA of this omo~ Argony cl assmific.atio loyal, if a ppropriato, wAould-10 - boE16R bsd- on VIIL
DAMAGE, Or by othor in plant conditions, via HAl-.

EAL--#

This EAL Addccecs tho ofctt Of intornal flooding ••used by ovonts such as componont failuros,
oguipment misalignmont, Or outage activity mi*shaps-.

[Tha s&t spacific p~rops inludo these areos that contain systems rogutrod for sofag shultdown of tha
plant which ame net dosignod to ba paflialy or- olly su'bmoe~yd. The plant's 1PEES may pro id
insight Wnt a~emos to -bea-on-sid-orad whan dovaloping this &4k.]

rEsceal-ation of this omor~goncy classifiation lovel, if appropriato, wudbo -ba-sed VISIBL6Em D.AM.A.GE
via HA!, or by othor plant conditions.

This EAL adderoscos main turbino rotating comAponon-t f-ailuros- GOf sufficiont magnitudo to causo
o bservfablo damago to tho tubinoe casing or to tho co al s o-f tho turWbino gonorator. Ge norato r coalI
damago obsorwsd afarF gcnreator purgo does not moo-et tho intenAt of this EAL bsalsaue it did not
im pact norm~al oporation of tho plant

Of m~ajor cancm is. tho potontial for loakage of coembhu-stibble fluidds (lubiriating oils) and gasos
(hydrogon cooeling) to tho plant onvirons. Actua! FIRES and flammable gas build up aro
appropriately sla-ss6ifiod via_ HU1-2 and- 14U3.

This; E=AL is cencitontmwith the dofinition of :a NOUE'F while maiantaining the anticipator; naturo
dosirod and rocognizing tho risk to non safoty relatod eguipment.

rEscalatwion of this emsr~goncy classification lovel, if appropriate, would- bo to- H.A based on damage
dono by PROJWECTILES gonoratod by tho failuro or by tho radiologicsal roloasoc for a BWR, Or inf
conjundtion with a steam gcncrator tube wupture, for a PWR. Thcse laftor ovontc wfould bo
classified by tho radiological IGRs or Firssion Prodcuct Barrier ICA.

This E=AL addresscs otheFrsits spocific phenomcna (such as huricane, flood, Or seicahe) that can
also bz oresur-sars of FAMorAaQW sious zts.
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[Site8 S~bject tO -FoA'oro 440thx- OR dofinod in the Ali ARC station Nlankait !nitiativar qhould
iRWY do -an &.4- b-a -od on ;a rvti~at~n af tho cacorov weoatheor mit~gation Pro Gdumo aog.
pmsautienar-y 6hutdowns, disel testing, staff call outs, We)d]

Plant-Specific

CCNPP seismic instrumentation actuates at 0.01g upon sensing any ground motion.

Damage to some portions of the site may occur as a result of the felt earthquake but it

should not affect the ability of safety functions to operate. This event escalates to an Alert

under EAL HA1.1 if the earthquake exceeds the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE)

magnitude of (0.08 g horizontal, 0.053g vertical. (ref. 1)

The National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) can confirm seismic activity in the

vicinity of the CCNPP. The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select

option #1 and inform the analyst you wish to confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity

of Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the following CCNPP

coordinates: 380 25' 39.7" north latitude, 760 26' 45" west longitude (ref. 3).

Alternatively, information regarding the extent of a near-site earthquake can be obtained

by calling the University of Delaware (302) 821-1576.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. 01-46 Seismic Measurement Equipment
2. UFSAR Section 7.5.7 Seismic Instrumentation
3. Calvert Cliffs ISFSI USAR Section 2.1.1 Site Location
4. STPI M-260-0 Seismic Instrumentation Channel Check
5. NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HU1.2 Unusual Event

Tornado striking within PROTECTED AREA BOUNDARY

OR

Sustained high winds > 45 m/sec (100 mph)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

T4ese-This EAL-are is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

Damage may bo c-aused- to come portiens of the site, but sehuld not affoct ability of safety
functions to oporato.

.c d•efin•od in the EPRI sponsored f•-"dewnso l^uco•-r Pla.nt Rccponco to an Ea-th.uak., dto,

about 0.0 1g. This EAL sho'-!d bo do"v!lo.od on" si.to speci.f'c basic:. The method of dotoction can bo
ThbeF National EarthquakeContor csiAn cofrefan oqartguk has oc urrei that (ar)o the pat

This EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds within the Protected Area.

[The high wnd v-alue shou-ld be based en site 6p•oiF'. FSAR design basis as long a it is 'W'thin tho
range of the inst-mentation avai!ablo for w'ind •p9ed.]
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Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on visible damage,
or by other in plant conditions, via EAL HA1.2.

This EAL addrossos the offost of internal flooding causod by evonts s.uch as campononit failuros,
oquipment mirsalignment, or outage aivity mishapc.

[The site spec-ific are-as rinlde these amrea that contain systems required fo~r safe shutdown of the
plant, which am not designed to be partial er .. ly submerged. The plant•s IPE-E may provide
insight into area.s to .be .ons.idered when developing this EA.. .]

Eccn-alation of ethic omaFrgny classification lovel, if appropriato, would boh bacod VIS6ILEa DAMAGE
via HAI, or by othor plant conditions.

EAL-#4

This, E-ALI add ressesA mainWFA tubiertating coempoent~ failu-res of sufficiont magnitude to cause
obsgerable damage to the t-rbine casing or tO the sealls" of the t-rbine generator. GeRnrator seal
damage ebcor..d after generatop•u.rge does net m.eet the itent ofthis EAL b Iecase itdid not
impacat normal operation of the pliant.

Of m~ajor sencFrn is thc poentiRal far leakag8eof cobsibleluid-s (lubiriating oils) and gases.
(hydro9gen cOoling) to the plant environs. Actual FIRES amnd- flammable gas build up are
approlpriately classilfied via HU12 and 1HU3.

Thi RA' is consistent wAIt the defi^nitio of a NOUE while maintaining the anticipatory nature
desired and recognizing the risk to non safet related equipment.

Escaglation of this e-mregeny classificatio•. n level, if appropriate, would u be to HAI based O dam.age
done by PROJECTILES generated by tho failure or by the radiological rel.earses for a BVWR, or in
conjunction With a s.team generator tube .WPtur. , for a PW.AIR. These ,a•te events would be
classified by the radilo•gical ICs or Fission Prod-ut Barrier ICs.
E-AL--#5

This E.AL1 addresses ether Site specsific phenomena (such as hurricane, flood, or seicho) that can
also be precuF6-rsor of mereF srie*us events.

[Sites subject to -se-verae we-atherf as defined in the NAli M4RG station blackout initiatives should
Wr( inclde -a-an FAI based en activation of the severe wreather mitgation procedures (.
procautienar' shtows !dee testing, staff call euts-, etc.).]

Plant-Specific

All Class 1 safe shutdown structures are designed for a wind velocity of 100 mph, 30 feet

above ground using a gust factor of 1.1. The meteorological tower 15-minute average wind

speed readings are the "sustained" wind speeds used to assess this EAL.
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Definitions:

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the
security Protected Area fence.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. ES-005 Civil and Structural Design Criteria
2. CCIPEEE RAN 97-031 High Winds, Floods and Other External Events Analysis
3. NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HUI.3 Unusual Event

Internal flooding that has the potential to affect ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE,
SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT required by Technical Specifications for the current operating
mode in ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-I Safe Shutdown Areas

" Control Room
" Containment
" Auxiliary Building
* Diesel Generator Rooms
* Intake Structure
" 1A/OC DG Buildings
* RWT
* RWT Rooms
* CST No. 12
" FOST No. 21
• Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

leee-This EAL&-e iJs categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

E-Al--#-I

D•mag• may be cauod- to como potienc of the site, but chould not -- cr ability of af•t
functione to oporato.

da~e.AA dlinopd 1in the EPRI coonORodee Uuldelnes tor Nlucle-ar Plant Keoeonse to an eLrnflualie.
....... i I.. .

October 1989, a bit ea~thquake" ic: An eaothquake of su14 Glent intensity such that: (a) the
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ibao;ground_ -motion is fol at tho nucloar plant cito and rocgn9izod_ As an- cafhquako basod o;aRAF . n
A nn Of contFro . Room oporat-rs on duty at tho time, and (b) for plants with oporablo sis.mis
instrumentation, tho soism~ic switchos of tho plant arc activatod.

[For most plants With seismic instr,-mentation, the se:im..ic switches aFe Set at -an ceerat:on of
about 0.0 1g. This EAF should be deve/oped on site specific basis. The method of detection can be
based n. it .r mentation, validated by a Feliable seu.e, or operator as_•esment]

Tho Nlation.al Earthquake Center r-;-R cn. fonfirm if an earthquake has occ..urrAe in the area of the plant.

EAL-#-2

Thic EAL is basAci on A toFrnIad striking (touching down) Or high winds within tho PROTECTED
AREA

[The high wind value shu-ld bee ased en site specific FSAR design basis as leng as it is within the
ranee of the instrumentation available for wind seeepd.1

tscaiation1e or tnis eme8r8geny ciassMcaNon Ieve, if appropria, woula B DO asoaO en IR iiraw .

DAMAGEut or 19 oto i iatcctiens, via MAl-.

EAL4&

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as component failures,
equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps.

plant, "e ' snecVnc areas :nnc ude these areas that centain systems reauFrd fGr Sate shutdown Ot tme
k

# I

;k are net d-esiapned- to be nata!Iv or- fulv submereed. The plant's 19555 m-ay orev~d
j

inýht Into are9 as tobe_ co-nsidered- when 94v16~n thE.4-1.1

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based visible damage via
EAL HA1.3, or by other plant conditions.

EAL-#4

This EAL addresses main turbin e rtating component failu Wr esf sufficient mnagnitude to cause
obervable d..amago to the tu.bine cacing or t th cAl oS -f tho turl.bine gArator. GAenerator coA
damage obser:ed after generator purge does not me.t the intent of this EAL because it did not
impact nor.al eperation of the plant.

Of major c..nco. is the potential for leakag of co^mbusti ble fluids (lubricating ils) and ga.ses
(hydrogen co.•ing) to the plant e.nvirons. A.,tual FIRES ad flammable gas. build up aFe
appropr:iately classified -via HUJ2 and HU3.

This EA.L is consistent wth th•e deinitn of• a' NOUE while mantaining the anticipator; natura
des6ired_ ;and rscogni~ing the risk ts non safet related equ~ipmfent.

Escalation of this emergency classification level if apprOPriate, wAould be to H.Al based on damage
done by PROJECTILES generated by the failure er by the radioelgical releases. for a B.R, or in
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conjunction With a ctoamR gonorato tube rUPtUro, for a PAR. Theso lattr cwontc would bo
clarssifed by the radiological !Gc r. nF ioan Product Barrier ICc.

Thig -AI EAL .ddro... .thorate • c•.f.c ph.n...na (cuh aS hUrri'ano, fleod, or . o..h.) that ran
alr.o be pfrocUrcorsr of mor-e eRAFiouc o'.entS.

[r4o ,1s;bjectte aaik.m ,..tathor as .do d in tho AI'A4RC st.ti;n blanko•/, init•atqi•. ,ho!dl
Winc!-udo an 17=4 bgcod on anti'gatinn of tha ravaro woothernmitgatian pracoduma o.
pFca-ti.na.." sh-tdevn., ...... toti.., 6taff 6a#! outs, otG.).]

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses the affect of flooding caused by internal events such as

component failures, Circulating, Saltwater, Component Cooling or Service Water line

ruptures, equipment misalignment, fire suppression system actuation, and outage activity

mishaps. The internal flooding areas contain systems that are:

" Required for safe shutdown of the plant

• Not designed to be wetted or submerged

* Susceptible to internal flooding events

Flooding as used in this EAL describes a condition where water is entering the room faster

than installed equipment is capable of removal, resulting in a rise of water level within the

room. Classification of this EAL should not be delayed while corrective actions are being

taken to isolate the water source.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class I Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;
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(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. CCPRA RAN: 96-024FLOOD Flood Rule Development
2. CCPRA RAN: 98-062, Internal Flood Initiating Event Frequencies
3. CCPRA RAN: 98-065, Flood Evaluations (Flood Queries)
4. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-17, CC PP RM LVL HI
5. 1C0O-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-18, SRW PP RM LVL HI
6. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-22, CNDSR PIT LVL HI
7. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-23, INTAKE SUMP STRUCTURE LVL HI
8. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-24, INTAKE STRUCTURE CH TRIP
9. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
10. UFSAR Section 5A.2 Classes of Structures, Systems, and Equipment
11. NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena
Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HUI.4 Unusual Event

Turbine failure resulting in casing penetration or damage to turbine or generator seals

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

These EALs are categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude to
be of concern to plant operators.

EAL-#-

Damage may bo .ausod. t
functions to oporato.

somoM Mortions of tho cita. but should Rnt -affect ability of cafot

As dofined in the EPRI sponsored Guidelines for Nucloar Plant Rosponso to an Earthquake, datod
catobor 1989, a "elt oarthquako" is:; An oarthquako Of cu1-ffic-ioNt intensit' such that: (a) tho

vibratory ground MAOtion isfelt at the nuclear plant sito and Frcegnizod as An oarthquake based on
a censnsucr orf con~trol r9am aporators On duty at tho timo, and (b) for plants with oporablo scismi
i nstrumontation, tho seismic switchos of tho plan~t proFA activated.

[Formost plants.with s.ismi. in sm..nttion, th oismic witboh r- a.. ..ot a an ...Oo.atin ot
abo'-t 0.01g. This EA1 sho'old bo dovoloped on silo spocifi' basis. The mothod of dotection .a be
bWasoed en Winstrentation, validated by a roliablo sevxo, or- opramter aseoesmon.

Tho National Eiarthquake Center c-an ofimi anR earthquako has- occr-e-red in the area of the plant.

T-his E=A.L is based on a tornado striking (touching down) Or high w~inds iwithin the PROT-ECTED
AREA,

[Tho high wind v-l.os shold -bo basod on sito •spocifc FSAR dosign basis as long as it is within the
range of tho instm-montation a-vailablo for wind spood.]

Esaainof this em~ergency classification level, if appropriate, Would be barsed en VISIBLE
DAMAGE. or by other in olant conditions, via H.A..
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This ERL addroscos tho offoct Of intornal flooding causod by ovo nc cuch as campanont failu.ros,
equipment micsalignmont, Or outage activity mishapc.

[Thoe sib spocif.c aroas includo thoo ar.as that contain systoms roquirod for safe shutdown of tho
plant, which aro not designod to be partially or- fuly submorgod. The plant's LPE-EE may provide.
insight int afa: to bo- 19on-sidorffd whon dovoloping this EALIj

Esaainof this omorgonc~y claceification level, if appropriato, would bo bazed VISIBLEr D.AAMA.GE
via HAI, Or by otheF plant cnditionA.•

E-AL--#

This EAL addresses main turbine rotating component failures of sufficient magnitude to cause
observable damage to the turbine casing or to the seals of the turbine generator. Generator seal
damage observed after generator purge does not meet the intent of this EAL because it did not
impact normal operation of the plant.

Of major concern is the potential for leakage of combustible fluids (lubricating oils) and gases
(hydrogen cooling) to the plant environs. Actual FIRES and flammable gas build up are
appropriately classified via EAL HU2.1 and EAL HU3.1.

This EAL is consistent with the definition of a -NQUE while maintaining the anticipatory nature
desired and recognizing the risk to non-safety related equipment.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be to EAL HA1.4 based on
damage done by PROJECTILES generated by the failure or by the radilogicGal roleacascp. for a
BWR,-eein conjunction with a steam generator tube rupture, f--. a PWR. These latter events would
be classified by the Cate-gorv Redeie9ie•aWG. EALs or Ficion_. Product BsfrrioCateaqor F
,,rEALs.

This EAL. addsrases otheFr cite specrific phenomena (such as hurFrGiae, flood, or ceiche) that can
also be precr.sors Of mere... se;r'ous cvnts.

[Sies ubjec ta- t severe ._ather as defined in the Ali.. ARC station bla.kout initiativ.. hould

:nwuac an Z'IL cacap aQ NOW4O acr F9va0can Ir effl 14ar wAa unr9 MWganan praccauEFroc fe.g.,
precautinafy shutdowns, diesel tastig, staff call outs, eot. I.

Plant-Specific

The turbine generator stores large amounts of rotational kinetic energy in its rotor. In the

unlikely event of a major mechanical failure, this energy may be transformed into both

rotational and translational energy of rotor fragments. These fragments may impact the

surrounding stationary parts. If the energy-absorbing capability of these stationary turbine

generator parts is insufficient, external projectiles will be released. These ejected
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projectiles may impact various plant structures, including those housing safety related

equipment.

In the event of projectile ejection, the probability of a strike on a plant region is a function

of the energy and direction of an ejected projectile and of the orientation of the turbine with

respect to the plant region.

Failure of turbine or generator seals may be indicated by a loss of seal oil pressure or loss

of condenser vacuum (ref. 2, 3).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. AOP-7E Main Turbine Malfunction
2. AOP-7G Loss of Condenser Vacuum
3. 1C02-ALM B-10 Seal Oil Diff Press Lo
4. NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HU1.5 Unusual Event

Bay water level Ž> bottom of the traveling screen cover housing (+ 120 in. Mean Sea Level)

OR
Bay water level < 13.6 ft below intake concrete level (- 43.2 in. Mean Sea Level)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

T-ese-This EALs-are is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

EALr-#-

Damage m.ay be cau• t sed.
functionc to oporato.

to some portions of the sito, but should not affoet ability of safety

AS doRfinod in tho EPRI sponser•d Guido--ies for Nu.car PIant Rosponc. toe Wan Eathquakc, da
.. tobo .1989, a "felt oa.thquako" isý.An: An o"thquako o-f su ciont intcn•ity su.h that; (a) tho

vbao;ground- motion is folt at tho nuGcloar plant cite and rocoegnizod RAs An earthquake based on
a...nc.n.u. of control room. opoatorcn duty at tho timo, and (b) fr plant.s with oporablo seismic
instrumentation, the simcswitchos of the plant areatvtd

[For most plant.. -with seismi.c instrumentatien, the seismic cwitchoc are rot at an ancceoration of
about 0.0 1 i. Thi7 4AL should bo developed o s •itspecifc. basis. The method of detection can be
bacde ntrmontati.n, v....alidate bye" relia,..ble soue, or eperator assesment.]

Tho National Er= thquake Contore cancofim ifan athquako has occurred inthe area of the plant.
EAL--#

This E^.L is based On A toFrnado sri.ki;g (touc.hing down) or high w'ind wit;.hin the PROTECTED
AREA

[The high wind vw"ae should be based on site specific FSAR design basis as long as it is within h, e
range of the i.nst."uementation avaiablfr "ind speed.]
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I I "B
t~scalarion eT Ems omor~goncy ciassmclauon level, if appropriamo, weuia' no4 hRasd on VISIBLE
DAMAGE, or b9Y othor in plant condwitios, via HAI.

This; EAL addrosses tho effect Of intornal floding caucod by ovants rsuh as comRpoen8t failues,
oguipment mnisalignment, or outage activity mnishaps.-

[Tha sito spocific sapo nid tWoso Mangs ThQ9at contain systoms roguimfd for s9af shutdown4 of th
planlt %44G4l ae not designod to bo padtagy or- Wiy submorged. E nopat' n ay pmvide
insight int amo.s to be co.nsidofd whon dovo.oping this EAL]

rEscnal-ation cof this omor~goncy clarssification oevel, if appropriate, wc-uld- bo bhacci- VISIBL-E DAMAGE
via RA1, or by other plant conditions.

&AL-#4

This E-AL addAresses mainE turinoA rotating componon~t failures of sufficient m~agnitude to cause
observablo da-mage to tho turbine casing or to tho soals of the tur-bine generator. GenraFtor coal
damage observed afteFr gonrator purge does, not eet the intent of this EAL because it did net
impact norm.al operation of the plian.

Of major . encor is the potential for leakage of co.mbu -stihble fui'ds (u1bricating oils) and gaOses
(hydrogen cooling) to the plant e n.. Actual FIRES. and fla.. mmable gas build up are
appropriately classified- via HU-2- and- HU13.

This EA L RI conistcn.t wMth the definition of a NOUE0 while maintaining the anticipater.' nature
desired -And r4Qcogn.izing the risk to non safety related equipment.

Escalaqtin of this .mergen.y lasrsification level, if appropriate, would be to HAI based On damagO
done by PROJECTILES generated by the failure or by the radiological rBelasec for a BWVR, OrFi
conjun.i.n with a s .team genrato tube ..ptur, fo r a- AR. These after events would be
classified by the radiological los o OFission Product Bsrrier ICA.

This EAL addresses other site specific phenomena (such as huFrc•ane, flood, or .. iche) that can
also be precursors of more serious events.

[Sitos subjoct to sRo yam woa0tho PAs dofinod in tho AUMfA4RC station blaczkout initiativos should
inalu1hdas an SALI basod on activgatin of tho sniaoro woathor- miiaonpedrsa,
•..au..onary. snUr..Wn., diesel tasting, staff cag outs, ot..).]

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses high and low bay water level conditions that could be a precursor

of more serious events.
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Since the Intake Structure houses the saltwater pumps that are essential for safe

shutdown of CCNPP, the structure was designed as a Category I structure for seismic,

tornado, and hurricane conditions. The Intake Structure is also designed to protect the

saltwater pump motors from external flooding due to the maximum hypothetical hurricane

tide and storm surges, including wave action. The Intake Structure design loads and

conditions are shown in UFSAR Table 5-7.

10 ft (+120 in.) Mean Sea Level (approximately bottom of the travelling screen cover) is

the still water level used for the Intake Structural Analysis. This value was selected to be

anticipatory to the design level of 18 ft Mean Sea Level (top of the travelling screen cover).

The predicted extreme low tide elevation is -3.6 ft (-43.2 in.) Mean Sea Level. However,

the plant has been designed for -4.0 ft Mean Sea Level and can continue to operate with

an extreme low water Elevation of -6.0 ft Mean Sea Level. The top of the saltwater pump

intakes is at -9.5 ft Mean Sea Level.

Operations can measure water level from the intake concrete walking level to the Bay

surface with a tape measure. This level is measured upstream (i.e., before) the trash

racks. This EAL criterion is met if the water is 13.6 ft below the intake concrete level by

observation. This measurement requires judgment because the Bay surface is not

normally still.

Radar probes (1-LIT-1 100 & 2-LIT-2100) have been installed which provide local indication

(1-L1-1100 & 2-LI-2100) of Intake water level in inches relative to Mean Sea Level (ref. 4).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Sections 2.8.3.6 and 2.8.3.7
2. UFSAR Table 5-7
3. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 14 Alarm Manual, J-23
4. ECP-10-000208
5. NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.1 Alert

EITHER:

Seismic Acceleration Recorder (0-YRC-001) Event Indicator indicates seismic event
> OBE (0.08 g horizontal, 0.053g vertical)

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT

AND

Earthquake confirmed by EITHER:
Earthquake felt in plant

OR

National Earthquake Information Center (Note 7)

Note 7: The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select option #1 and inform the analyst you wish to
confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity of Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the
following CCNPP coordinates: 380 25' 39.7" north latitude, 760 26' 45" west longitude.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

These EALs escalate from HU1.1 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has
caused damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by Control Room indications
of degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report should not be
interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made
in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a
particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude
to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction IGsEALs.
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r;hase EALs should 6pooif, s6lo spoorf sbwtw's or-
I

props that contain safoty systom, 0.
of the plant. Silo spocifi Soaf Shuotd 91W4Fcom~ponent and functions roguirod for cafe shutdown

Ana•lyis should bo aonsultod for equipment and plant aFoas roqu-:'d to ostabtmh or maintain cafe

Seismic events of this magnitude can result in a VITAL AREA being subjected to forces beyond
design limits, and thus damage may be assumed to have occurred to plant safety systems.

r'rL
•J P I I I I I J lJ
946 renmot -snourow bo based on s&r spoon -t.'wv- oos~n Da-asis. seeo 1--mi- sponsoronA • l

uu~ouns tr ructear K'ant toespOnSo to an t-arrnquaKe, dated crobeor- iuou, trnrorrnro onQ*qFFF
so:sm;c ovon't catogo.ris]

The National Earthquake Information Center can confirm if an earthquake has occurred in the area

of the plant.

E-AL--#a

EAL--#

This EAL s -b-a-d oN a toA do striking (touching down) Or high wfinds that hays caused VISILrE

DAMAGEto tru..cturcs con.taining functions or s-!!ystos roquid feosafo shuat•wn ofthe pla t.

[The high winqd vAPluo shoul boGA based on eit epoei,& FSAR dosign basis as long as it is witinth
ran go of thoentaotto available for wind spod.]

EAL-#a

This EAL.: __ addrsc th:c offtof At intnal flooding caused by events such as cmponont failuroc,
equipment misalignment, Or outago activity mishaps. it is based on the degraded pe~fermnanco ot
systems, or has c-rea~ted industrial safet hazards (e.g., electrical shock) that pereclude necossar;
acc~ess to operate or moenitorF safety equipment. The inability to accoss, operate Or moenitor safety
equipment repFWWreSentsR an atual or eubstantial potential degradation of the level of safot of the

Flooding as used- in this rEAL1 describcs a condition where water is entering the room faster than
insalled equipment is. capable of removal, resulting in a rise Of w A 'ter leve w R ithin the room.
Classpg-ificsation o-f this E-mAL Fshould not be delayed while narmretiey actions are being taken to isolate
the wa-ter course

[Te Sit specific- 9Qaroas4 inc-ludo thoso68 areasQ that contain systems required fGur safe shultdown of the
plant whic are not dosignd to bo partill or ful submerged. The plant's IPEESE May pro id
insight into axes% to bhe co-nsid-ered wh4en developing this 94AL.]

This E.AL addresses the threat to safet related equipment imposed by PROJECTILF~s genr8ated-
by mnain tubine rotating comAponent failures. T-herefore, this EAt is con.sis~tent wi.Ath the definition et
aRn ALER T in. that the potential exists forF acntual orF substantial potential degradation o-f tha--e lev1 etf
safet of the plant.
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[Ahe &49e apeni-fia -WAt of a Foa a shelld inalsido Qa!!e a S GO cn99in ing Safety, stnwctvr, System, oI
.empnent, thei. . en...s, and their- power- supplies.]

cnt-aining functins and ,ysttms r. '-uirod fo.r safo- 'hutdo-en'F of the plant.

Thus =A.L addresses othor site cpocific phonoemona that resultin VISIBLEa DAMAGEM to VITAL
AREAS or.... rsult Ato damage to saf"o struc s, systems, o^ rfAopG o,......taining
funti,,nc and c•^tom•.F ruir. d fo" safe shu-tdow of the plant (.such as hu.rin, flood, Or .i..h.)
that anM alco -he perocUrcOc Of moro -0 coiu )AWnt.

[Sitos svbloct to- se-voer waathar as dofinod in tho Al WARC station blankeit Wifiiat'er ;;hg~d
W- r-lbd-e -an E-4. ha rod on act:vatian of the eeRam weather- rnitiatian precedvros (e.g.

mm I m •m
fare~uo renafy snllreowns. muesel testing, GraIT Gam outs-, etcj. Iv.

Plant-Specific

This EAL is based on the UFSAR design Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) of 0.08 g

horizontal or 0.053 g vertical acceleration. Seismic events of this magnitude can cause

damage to plant safety functions.

The method of detection relies on actuation of the CCNPP seismic monitor OBE alarm or

degraded system performance confirmed by shift operators on duty in the Control Room

determining that the ground motion was felt or corroborated by the NEIC. According to 01-

46, confirmation by one or more Control Room operators with respect to ground motion

helps avoid unnecessary classification if the seismic switches inadvertently trip or detect

vibrations not related to an earthquake.

CCNPP seismic instrumentation actuates at 0.01g upon sensing any seismic activity.

The National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) can confirm seismic activity in the

vicinity of the CCNPP. The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select

option #1 and inform the analyst you wish to confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity

of Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the following CCNPP

coordinates: 380 25' 39.7" north latitude, 76° 26' 45" west longitude (ref. 3).
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Alternatively, information regarding the extent of a near-site earthquake can be obtained

by calling the University of Delaware (302) 821-1576.

Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. 01-46 Seismic Measurement Equipment
2. UFSAR Section 7.5.7 Seismic Instrumentation
3. Calvert Cliffs ISFSI USAR Section 2.1.1 Site Location
4. STPI M-260-0 Seismic Instrumentation Channel Check
5. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.2 Alert

Tornado striking or sustained high winds > 45 m/sec (100 mph) resulting in EITHER:

VISIBLE DAMAGE to ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR
COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

" Control Room
* Containment
" Auxiliary Building
* Diesel Generator Rooms
" Intake Structure
" 1A/OC DG Buildings
* RWT
" RWT Rooms
* CST No. 12
* FOST No. 21
* Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

These-This_ EALs escalates from HU1.2 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in visible
damage to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has
caused damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by Control Room indications
of degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report should not be
interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made
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in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a
particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude
to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction I4GEALs.

[These EZAc should spocify sito spool/i structures or areas that contain safety systom, o;
corpn ponont and funcGtions ro qu ired- ifr satf- shutdoe wn of tho plan.itspo/cSf Shutdown
Anal;sis should bo aonsu•tod f:r equipment and plant aFeas required to ostablish or maintain safe

E-AL-#4-

Soismic .v.ntc of thi magnitudo can, ro..u..t in a VITAL AREA. boing cubjoc^to to focs boyond ... ,

docign limits, and thuc damago mnay bo assumod to havo acc-urrad to plant cafot systcms.

[Thi.s thFr&esld sheoud boe based on sito speci.fc FSAR design basis. So0 EPR! .ponsored
"Guidolins fr rN-l/coar Plant Response to an Eacflhquakeo, datod Ocntobo•r19, fbo-r i;.ation on
so•smic eovnt cato•goels.]

The National EaFthquake Center can cnfirm; if an earthquake has oc...urred- in the area of the plant.

This EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds that have caused visible
damage to structures containing functions or systems required for safe shutdown of the plant.

[The high wind val-u-e sho-ud boe as6ed on 6ite •seci.c FSAeR design b1asis a s long as it is within the
raneg ef the instru-mntat in -9a/ailabo for wi'/nd spood.]

E-AL-#l

This EAL addresses the effect Of itraflongcaused by evcnts such as. component failuros,
oquipmont misalignmont, Or outage activity michaps. it is basd• on the dograded po. .... an.z. of
systems, or has croato-d ind-u-strial safty hazardc (e0g., oecetrical shock) that proclude necessar,'
access to eperate o.r menitor safy" equipment. Tho inability te accass, oporato or moenitor cafety,equipmont represen.ts an act.al o'r substantial petential degradation of the +ovo of safety of the

Fleeding as uco-d in this EAL des;ribes a nondition where water is entoring the room faster thani "nstalled equipment is capable of removal, resulting in a rise of' .wat lev.el w .ithin the rFoom.
ClassificatioRnof this E-AL should not bc delayed while corecgntive actions are being taken to isolate.
the .VA water sorce.

[Tho ie s& pecific, aroas include thoso areas that contain systems required for safe9 shutdown of the
plant w.hh a•re not designed to be pagfial/y or !" ysubmeyed. The plant's !PEEE may pm'Vide
insight into area.s to^ bo con•nsidored whon devoloping this EAL.]
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T-his E.AL= addree-sos the throat to safet related equipment imposed by PROJECTIL=9s gonoratod

EiAL--#4

bhu adin t..,.; rotating co..mponnt .f.ai.R. TheePfO-r, ÷T; r-PI is ctent ;A th th,; dFinition of

[Tho sit sposifi /!:t of amos sho-/d intado a!! ares rcontai.n.in. g8W, S t:-•Gts r, •ysttem , at

containing functions. and s5ystems required for cafe shutdownAVA of the plant.

EAL--#6

ThA RAI addresses ether site specifick phenomena that .ra..t in EISIBL DAMAGE to VITAI
.A.REAS or regults inidcte f damage to safet Structurc, systems, Or compencnts containing
functions and systems required for_ Safe shutdowNn of the plant (such as hurricane, flood, OF seichc)
that can also be precu:rsors of m-ere serious e'Aents.

[Sit&S 6Ubjest t49 'covoraw.oatho; -a definod in the NU.ARl statinr. ba•c'k-t ,itiatios shiould
hneld-a- -an CSAL bzsed on gativation of tho ryoraom woatheF mitgatiOn PFcoduros (G.gw,,
pr ca utienar,' shutdowns, d6io! tosting, staffi ea# out&, eto.).1

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses events that may have resulted in a Safe Shutdown Area being

subjected to forces beyond design limits and thus damage may be assumed to have

occurred to plant safety systems. Safe Shutdown Areas are vital areas that house

equipment the operation of which may be needed to ensure the reactor safely reaches and

is maintained in cold shutdown. Safe Shutdown Areas include structures that contain the

equipment of concern. The Alert classification is appropriate if relevant plant parameters

indicate that the performance of safety systems in the affected Safe Shutdown Areas has

been degraded. No attempt should be made to fully inventory the actual magnitude of the

damage or quantify the degradation of safety system performance prior to declaration of

an Alert under this threshold.
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This EAL is based on the structural design basis of 100 mph. Wind loads of this magnitude

can cause damage to safety functions. The meteorological tower 15-minute average wind

speed readings are the "sustained" wind speeds used to assess this EAL.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class I Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown.

Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. ES-005 Civil and Structural Design Criteria
2. CCIPEEE RAN 97-031 High Winds, Floods and Other External Events Analysis

Section 5.3.1
3. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
4. UFSAR Section 5A.2 Classes of Structures, Systems, and Equipment
5. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena
Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.3 Alert

Internal flooding in ANY Table H-1 area resulting in EITHER:
An electrical shock hazard that precludes access to operate or monitor ANY SAFETY-
RELATED STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-I Safe Shutdown Areas

* Control Room
* Containment
* Auxiliary Building
* Diesel Generator Rooms
* Intake Structure
* 1A/OC DG Buildings
* RWT
* RWT Rooms
" CST No. 12
* FOST No. 21
" Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic
f B IB IA i

DAMAGE to plant tMcturoc ..r areas containing equipm ent naco 'ceay far a cac. shutdown, Or hae,
Gaused damage to the safety systems in those struncturpem avidoncoed by control rOAM ind~ications o_-f
dogradod system rosponso Or poFfGrMAnso. The aeurerensa of VIOIBE. DAMAGE And190r
dogradod systmrpne is intndd to- dis-nriminate against lesr a-A vants. The initial FepO~t
chAul'dAh;* noioitrrtda adating al lonthy damage assessment PrOr to GlaccifAn-ationA. N
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allompi Is maGc In ERIS L7NL W a66866 !R8 actual m~agniEU08 Of Mec Gamfago. I ReC GigRiTicanczz RflO
is nW that a particsular system or s-tructAuro was damaged, but rather, that the event was of suifficien
magnitude t9 Gauso this d.ogadato•i.n.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction EALIGs.

EAL#42-#5

1"ow •h EALs should speoif' site speoifest."-tu-ros er oteas that -ontain safety .ysto.., O;
DAMA pnnt and ftntiens tguirnd for safe shutdown of theo plant. Site shp'tifo Sof Shutdewn
AnaTlhis should F eqprn st and plant aReas roguirod to st a nish OF Minwthi Safe

EAL-#-#

Toismie E vAL ts of ths magnitudo Ante rsal t in a- VITALed byents suhbjrted o fcoren bfaiyesd
dequig limits, and thus damage may be ascumed- to have tis urred to plant saded systeomc.

[Ths theoshold shouald hotasod on site hpoaiza sSAR design baeis. Seo t pue nPRI pn e
"auidonsst for aueloar Plant Response to an En.Theuakbil dotod Occtbor 1090, or ontoraftio n on
6esomine event catogorios.]

Theq iNpatioea Easthquake Center c ancn i an l apthquake has ocurred in the a rfea of the plant,

Thoig E as RAed on tirnAdo sctriking (toching down) Or higr h wa insrin tha ha0o8 cAWd fAste ILrE
DAMAGE to structures contapaini furntonl Or systems required fowtr levfo shu in ofthe plant.

[Tho high find auosE should be basod on sbe spode ific crAR dosin basis as long as it is witin
range of the instur mentation availablo for wind Wpood.]

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as component failures,
equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps. It is based on the degraded performance of
systems, or has created industrial safety hazards (e.g., electrical shock) that preclude necessary
access to operate or monitor safety equipment. The inability to access, operate or monitor safety
equipment represents an actual or substantial potential degradation of the level of safety of the
plant.

Flooding as used in this EAL describes a condition where water is entering the room faster than
installed equipment is capable of removal, resulting in a rise of water level within the room.
Classification of this EAL should not be delayed while corrective actions are being taken to isolate
the water source.

[The site spocific raos includo thors aroae that contain systems roguirod for sfa shu tdown of the
plant, wh•ih a not deosignod to bo pa•.tialy or f'-ly submerged. The plant's PEEEa may pr, ,ido
insight into afeosA to- -bo- con -&d rod won dovoloping this &4L.]
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EAL-44

This E..L addressee thethhroat to safety Felatd equipment mnpoecSd by PROJECT.....L gento atod
by main ... i.. rotating omPoAnent failureAS. Thorfer', this EA.L is con.i.tnt .with th. de.finitin Of
antALERT in that the potential eist-6 for actual Or substantial potential degradation of the level of
safoty of the plan-t.

[ The 6&t 6peciti 4_0t 04 airas- sh- 0_11 in s!fdae all ama6 Gontaining safety tWstGWrn, 6yston, OF
cornpenent, their- Gontrols, and their- power- 6uppfie6.]

This RAIL addrcssAs vehOicl crac~hos within the PROTE=CTE=D AREA. that rcsultc i VISIBLEr
DA.M.AGE, to VITAL A.RREASR or indicatfion of damage to cafot crctFUrccF, cyctemc, Or compononAtc.
coentaining functions and systems. raguirad for Rafe shutdown of the plant.

ThiA EAI addcroccoc othor site cpecific phenoemena that resut inVISIBL E D.A.MAGE to VITAL
AREAS$ or results in indication of damage to safet structuras, systems, oFr componentS cOntaining
functiOnc and SYMtMS required forcfe shutdoIWNR of the plant (cuch as h.urricane, flood, Or seicshe)
th-at AMR -alsoA bhe preursors of mor-e- serious--A Awevets.

[Sites S~bjOGt O soeves ati r s doefinod in the AWMARC station blankaut initiativos hould
inakidn an 1=74 bwaod on onthoatien of tho novYam oto iiainpoowo a

poeautienary 6hutdown&, "60so tstingý, staff caL' euts, otc.).]

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses the effect of flooding caused by internal events such as

component failures such as Circulating, Saltwater, Component Cooling or Service Water

line ruptures, equipment misalignment, fire suppression system actuation, steam leaks or

outage activity mishaps. The Internal Flooding Areas contain systems that are:

" Required for safe shutdown of the plant

" Not designed to be wetted or submerged

* Susceptible to internal flooding events

Uncontrolled internal flooding that has degraded safety-related equipment or created a

safety hazard precluding access necessary for the safe operation or monitoring of safety

equipment warrants declaration of an Alert.
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Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. CCPRA RAN: 96-024FLOOD Flood Rule Development
2. CCPRA RAN: 98-062, Internal Flood Initiating Event Frequencies
3. CCPRA RAN: 98-065, Flood Evaluations (Flood Queries)
4. lC10-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-17, CC PP RM LVL HI
5. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-18, SRW PP RM LVL HI
6. 1Cl0-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-22, CNDSR PIT LVL HI
7. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-23, INTAKE SUMP STRUCTURE LVL HI
8. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-24, INTAKE STRUCTURE CH TRIP
9. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HAI,4 Alert

Turbine failure-generated PROJECTILES resulting in EITHER:

VISIBLE DAMAGE to or penetration of ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE,
SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Control Room
* Containment
* Auxiliary Building
* Diesel Generator Rooms
* Intake Structure
* 1A/OC DG Buildings
* RWT
* RWT Rooms
* CST No. 12
" FOST No. 21
" Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Thisese EALs escalates from HU1.4 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in visible
damage to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has
caused damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by Control Room indications
of degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report should not be
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interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made
in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a
particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude
to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction IGsEALs.

[These E-Aks should spocGty s6t specifi structres Or aPRas that contain safeqty systomg, 0;
componont and functions Freguirnd far safe htonoftopat Site specific Safe Shutdown
Ana•lyis shoulda bo cnsultod for equipment and plant areoas rquired to estabfish or maintafin safe
shetdown.1

E=AL-#-I

Soismic- ovcnts of this magnitudo .. a.n ro.ult in a VITAL AREA. being subjected to forc. boyeond
docign limits, and thus. damago may bo assumod to havo occurrod to plant safoty systoms.

[This threshold sho-uld bo based on site specific FSAR design basis. See ERR! sponsorOd"Guidolinoa for Nuclear Plant Response to an Eaflhquake", dated October 1989, fr- infation on.

so~m~covot atogie&ls]

Tho Naiofinal E-aflhquako Contor can confirm if an oarthquako has occui-rrod intho aroa of tho plant-

EAL-#2

This EAL^ is b•asd on a tornado striking (touchiAg down) Or high winds that havo causod VISIBLE
D.AAAMA.GE to tructuros containing functions orsyrstemRs required for cafo shuitdoi-wn of the plant.

[The high wind v'al.ue. sheoul beo basod on sito spocific FSAR dosign basis as long as it is within the
rango of the inst-mentatien available for Wind speed.]

This E.L addrocsse tho offect of internalfding -caused by everts suc;h as Asompornnt failurgs,
equipment misalignment, Or outage activity mishaps. it is based en the degraded pedermanwe at

syrstems, or has c-reated- inAdu-strial safty hazards (e.g., electrical check) that proclude nocossary,
access. to operate orF mon-ito-Frsa-fety equipment. The inability to access, operate or mon~itor safety
equipment represents an actual or substantial potential degradation of the level of safety of the

Flooding as used- in this EAL describes A conditien where water is entering the room factor than
6iinstalled equipment is. capable of removal, resulting in a rise of wa;A.terf level w. iFffithin the room.
Classific~ation of this E=AL should not be delayed while correctiv action~s are being taken to isolate
the waFter souFrca
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[The site sp o .... ". as......d. th...o 9ar. .

plant, wh-h are not d.si.nod to be pa.L---
hat Gcntain systomts ;-qu'id for Safe s
o-" f-l!y submerged. The plant's !PEE.may

do in aft M

knsight Wer am-as to- be rcon-sidaoo i en deuolcp.'g W6~ EAI~.

EAiL-#4

This EAL addresses the threat to safety related equipment imposed by projectiles generated by

main turbine rotating component failures. Therefore, this EAL is consistent with the definition of an

Alert in that the potential exists for actual or substantial potential degradation of the level of safety

of the plant.

[The site speoific- list of areoas Should -pitud all ams coent-aining 6afoty strUcturo, sy~stom, 0:
cornpenent, thoir contmls6, and their- power- 6upp&6o.)

This A.L addrossss .'fehice crashes " within the PROTECTED ARFA. that res'uts in ISBE,-
DAM^AGE_ to VITAL ARASr in, dAicAtiQoAQf da magS to safe structure,, Systems, or components
containing functions and systems roquirod Ifr cAbf chutdown of tho plant.

This &AL addresses ether site specific phenm.n.a that result in VISIBLE DA.M..AGE to VITAL
AREAS or. .rut in i..ndicAto•n of dam=ag to ser.o" ' tructur, .ystm.... or .. m..... con .. taining
functions and system s raquirod lfo s-afo AshutdoWnV of tho pbnt (suc-h as hurricano, flood, or soicho)
that can also be PrBGUF6ors Of mor eeiu - even -4ts.

[Sites subjoct to sousa logathor as dofinad in tho All MARC station blackout initiativos; rhouW
Wnal1udo an C-41 bagod an Qastiation of tha rat ora iwoaathaF mitloiatn &Focodumas (a. a..
-9Fr --911 autna R' 6.401tdo014n 8. diosoli testing, staff call out~s, otc.).]

Plant-Specific

The turbine generator stores large amounts of rotational kinetic energy in its rotor. In the

unlikely event of a major mechanical failure, this energy may be transformed into both

rotational and translational energy of rotor fragments. These fragments may impact the

surrounding stationary parts. If the energy-absorbing capability of these stationary turbine

generator parts is insufficient, external projectiles will be released. These ejected

projectiles may impact various plant structures, including those housing safety related

equipment.
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Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class I Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown.

Definitions:

Projectile

An object directed toward a NPP that could cause concern for its continued operability,
reliability, or personnel safety.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
2. UFSAR Section 5A.2 Classes of Structures, Systems, and Equipment
3. CCIPEEE RAN 97-031 High Winds, Floods and Other External Events Analysis

Section 5.3.1
4. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.5 Alert

Bay water level Ž_ top of the traveling screen cover housing
OR

Bay water level or inside travelling screen water level < 16.0 ft below intake concrete level
(-72.0 in. Mean Sea Level)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

ThccoEA r'LcAI a• at• o fmn HU in W , IthAt tho occrronA of tho av.ant has resuled inVISI B L E

DAMAGE to plant srutFurosF or areas containing eguipmont necessary fo a safe rshutdown, Or has
caused damago to the safety systems in those stru-ure'rs ovidenAed by control room indications of
degrFadod systemA responco or podoFFrmn. A ho ocurnoofVSBEDAMAGERdando
degradod syrstem rposoisinodod to- d-iseciminato againet lowerF events. The initial rpepo

shold ot o iterretd a madating a longthy damago assossmont prior to lsiicto.N
attompt is made in this EAL' to aesess the actual magnitudo of tho damnago. Tho significanca heroS
iVsr not that a paisularsystem or struI r a.. w.as damagsd, but rathe, that thc ovont was.. o.fsu
magnitude to cause this degradation.

Escalatio- n of this emergencay clarssificzation level, if appropriate, wo-uld- be b-ased- on Systemf
Mal4functionn Irc.

9ALs-#2--#4

[Those E,4ts should spocit,' site spociffi struetyrese. area that contain safety system, 0;
cor ponent and functions required; f'r safe shutdowvn of.th plant. Sit specifi Sofa Shutdw 4-n

Analysis should bo- consrulto-d fo-r equipment and plant amoas require d- to sabls or maintain safea

EAL-#t

S-eismic- evenAts- of this magnitude c~an result in a VITAL AREA being rsubjected to forces. beyond
design limnits, and thus. damage may be assumed- to- -have occurr-IFed to plant Safety systems.

[This threshold should -bo baRsed en site spoc~ifi SAR dosign -basigs. Sese EEPRI sponsored
"Guoidolinos for Aulea Pnlo 1gant Response to an aFlhquako'; dated Octaobr 1980, f~orinfatin on
aesfno-sn ev~oent rcatogeFios.]
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Tho National Eaflhquako Cantor caw;nconfirm if an oadthquako hac occurred in tho arpa of tho plant-

EAL4-f

This EA^ ibasd AR A tornad8o ctriking (t o.uching down) Or high windc, that havo caused VISIBR
DAMAGE to ctructurc corntariing furctionc rO systems requi"rd for cafe chu-tdemown of the plart.

[The high wind value Theuld be based en site speeifi FSAR design basis as long as it is within the
.ange of the 9ntmnt... available alr wi'/.n.d sFpeed.]

EAL-fl

This EAI addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events cuch as component failures,
.quipmcnt m.isalignent, Or outago ac.tivity m.Eishaps. It ic based on the degraded pe~od ance of
syctemc, Or has c-reated- -indu-strial safot hazards (e.g., oloctrical shocak) that precludo neaerssary~
access to opara-to or monito~r safcty aquipmont. The inability to accsess, aporato or moenitor safetyp
equipm~ent FPArep -rsnts--- an actualI or substantial potential dsgradation- of tho oeval of safety of tho

Flooding as usdcd in this EAL docr.•i•bs a conditio.n Awhore waVter is ontering theA room fact.r than
installod equipment is sapablo of memoval, rosulting in a rise ofvwater oeval wvithin tho room.
Cl assification; o-f this E.AL s-houl--d not bo delayed w.hile cor~retive actions are being taken to isolats
the water source.

[The cit specific areas include these areas that contain systems required for-safe shultdown of the
plant, whiEh are net designed to be paf.ie•,y r. fully submegrnd. The plant's ,PSEBE may provide
insight into a.as.. to be ... onsid d when developing this E,•AL.]

E-AL-#4

This EA.1 and-draseesss the threat to safety related equipment imporsed by PROJEC=TIlLEs generated
by main turbine rotating compone-.t failre-s. Therefore, this EA.L is cnse with.,,, the defiitiaoAn a
.A . ET in. that the potential exists for actual orF substantial potential degradation ef the leveA^ l o. f
safet of the plant.

[The site specif-ic list of area Should ".inude alla Tare•a containig safetystru•cture, sstenm, 0
component, their conftrols, and their- power- supplios.]

EAL-#6

This RAIL addresses vehicle cas~hes within the PROTECTED AREA. that results in VISMIBLE
DA.MA.Gre to VITAL AREA.S er iniainof d~amage to safet structures, systems, Or campenonts,
centaining functios and systems6 required far safe- shutAdAown of the plant.

This EAL addresses other site specific phenomena that result in visible damage to vital areas or
results in indication of damage to safety structures, systems, or components containing functions
and systems required for safe shutdown of the plant (such as hurricane, flood, Or sceihe) that can
also be precursors of more serious events.
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[Sites s. bj. . t te Sev.r. we.h.. s. do.n.d in theAft N UMAR. station blkmit iia...tivrs . hg., d
Annlu do an EAL lbotoad- anp _aatiiA-*gn of tho @_ a; F woothor Miggobon PF Oed~roo (0.g.,-
preau3~t!Oflor- shtdoeio, doso! toting, staff Gat! euts; WtSJ.]

Plant-Specific

This threshold covers high and low water level conditions that may have resulted in a plant

Vital Area being subjected to levels beyond design limits, and thus damage may be

assumed to have occurred to plant safety systems.

Since the Intake Structure houses the saltwater pumps that are essential for safe

shutdown of CCNPP, the structure was designed as a Category I structure for seismic,

tornado, and hurricane conditions. The Intake Structure is also designed to protect the

saltwater pump motors from external flooding due to the maximum hypothetical hurricane

tide and storm surges, including wave action. The Intake Structure design loads and

conditions are shown in UFSAR Table 5-7.

18 ft Mean Sea Level (+216 in., top of the travelling screen cover) is the design flood level.

The predicted extreme low tide elevation is -3.6 ft Mean Sea Level. However, the plant has

been designed for -4.0 ft Mean Sea Level and can continue to operate with an extreme low

water Elevation of -6.0 ft (-72.0 in.) Mean Sea Level. This EAL criterion is met if the water

is 16 ft below the intake concrete level by observation. This measurement requires

judgment because the Bay surface is not normally still. Bay water level is upstream (i.e.,

before) the travelling screens. Inside travelling screen water level is considered at the Alert

classification because differential pressure across the screens may depress the level

below the bay water level and reduce NPSH available to the saltwater pumps. The top of

the saltwater pump intake is at -9.5 ft Mean Sea Level.

Radar probes (1-LIT-1100 & 2-LIT-2100) have been installed which provide local indication

(1-LI-1 100 & 2-LI-2100) of Intake water level in inches relative to Mean Sea Level (ref. 4).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Sections 2.8.3.6 and 2.8.3.7
2. UFSAR Table 5-7
3. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 14 Alarm Manual, J-23
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4. ECP-10-000208
5. NEI 99-01 HAI
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.6 Alert

Vehicle crash resulting in EITHER:

VISIBLE DAMAGE to ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR
COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Control Room

* Containment

• Auxiliary Building

" Diesel Generator Rooms

* Intake Structure

* 1A/OC DG Buildings

* RWT

* RWNT Rooms

* CST No. 12

* FOST No. 21

" Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

TIA F Ilc AJL oci;A~ltA tram 141 'Ian triAt trio occrmnco trA oM ovont riac FocAtA Vn'ISIBLE
DAMAGE to plant ctRwctuFRo or aroas, containing@ cuipment nococcary for a safo chutdown, or her.
caucod damage to the cfc cyystems in these str'-ct'-rure 'vidoncd by control rz.m .ndi,.tic.c af
deqradcd s'ystem rspoons. Or prform.an-.c. The occurrence of visible damaae and/or degraded
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report should not be
interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made
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in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a
particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude
to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction IGsEALs.

[Those 4ts sheould spocify s n spoctic strcturos or areas that ontain safot system, 0;

coMponent and funttion-s returd for safo shutdewn ofrthe plant. Sitoe specific Sofa Shutdwn
Analsisshold o cnsutedFo equipment and plant props rnguiad- to establish or m-aint-ain s-afe

Soicmisr ovonts of this magnitude can result ina VITAL AREA boing subjoctod to forces boyond
dosign limitc, and thus damago mnay bo acsumed to havoe occrro_,~d to plant safet syctoms.

[Thi throshold shod• ! bo banod on cite spoefi EFSAR design bas:s. Soo EPRR p .n'ero!
TGu n-aS for Nu crlear P lafnt R-es8pon to adn EafhYoaedatd O c,-0at "ob e: 1-089, fo inf"Maaen on
coicm-4c ev1.ent ca-to gafes.]

The N atinal Earthquako Cnter . . An confirm if an oafthq uako has oc . .. urrod in tho aroa of the plant,.f

Th~fis E-AL is bAsod on A tornado striking (touching down) Or high;.w.inds that havo caucod VISIBLE
D.AMAAA.GE to st-ructurec. contafining functios Or systoms roquirod for safo shutdownA of tho plant.

[The high wind ivatlue shoudldbe based on cite specific AR design basis as long asit is within thn
range of the intuetainaail-da-ble farF wi.4nd speed.]

This EAL addres•ss thp cfnet ef intornal flooding raused by events such as. cemponnt failures,
.quipm..nt mi.alignmot, Or outago activity mishaps. it is basod on the dogradod pepfFmanca ef

systemAs, Or has cre-ated indus16trial safty hazards (e.g., electFrial shock) that preclud-e necessar9_Qy
access to operate or monitor safet equipment. The inability to accsess, oporato Or mon-RitorF safet
equipment represents an actual Or Substantial potential degradatfion of the lee of saet ofth

Flooding as used in this E=AL describes. a condition whore water is enteing the roomR faster than
installed cquipment is csapable of removal, rcsulting in a rise of; water leve; l w ithin the roomA.

Classifiatoof this EAL should not be delayed while corcieactions are boing takon toislt
the water source.

[Thesitespecificaraeasinclude these areastht co~ntain systems roguired for safa shutdownof the
plant, which ame net designed to be padiall or- "ol subme.od. The plant's 1IRESE May pmGVid
insight into aro-as to bhe cosdrdwhen developing this EAL.]
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Thug E=AL addraggng tho throat to safot rolated equipment imposed by PROJECTILEs genReatod
by m~ain tU~bino rotating 63omponon-t failu-roc Thorofor, thus EAL is congiptont with the definitfion of

An.ALE RT_ i-n that the potential exists for actuWal or a ubstantial potontial degradation of the level of
sa" f t-ehe plat,

F J I
Ro 8ifri SpoorWNG ::r 9F aroas GRO6010 !nG!Uoo a:: aroaS Genraimng sarory, SEowroU, Gycrr, O.

1

GOM'pononr, FRno: Genwewýs and theiF pewer- supp::os.

This EAL addresses vehicle crashes within the Protected Area that results in visible damage to
vital areas or indication of damage to safety structures, systems, or components containing
functions and systems required for safe shutdown of the plant.

Tho FA.kadd-
ARSAR nF res

r4t4 e9s other site epeoific phIr
s R dict•tion. of damage to
stems required foa.r safo sh-u

•dmnRa that elt i,-•n VISIBL.E DAMAGE to VITAL
sact etructures, cyctomeS, or compGOnete containingf

itdownF of tho oAnAt (91u9h mA hurricAno. flood, or spoih&I
.n i .... ..... Io .................... ~ o onr

Briny c sijbot to~ Fevo weather as dofinod in tho ACll1C RG tation blgaka it AnW9t1atwo shoul l J

[8&Wnok Fel an EALI barod on o-twa4tion oftho so'orn woathor rn~tgaton prnoduos (e.g.-,
or OF9ut11OnRv9 shutdoRWnS. d~igsfol tooting. 8st9Aff 0a9Y Outs& 99P.J.1

Plant-Specific

This EAL is intended to address crashes of vehicle types large enough to cause significant

damage to plant structures containing functions and systems required for safe shutdown of

the plant. Vehicle types include automobiles, aircraft, trucks, cranes, forklifts, waterborne

craft, etc.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class I Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown.

Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown.
condition;
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(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
2. UFSAR Section 5A.2 Classes of Structures, Systems, and Equipment
3. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 2 - Fire or Explosion

Initiating Condition: Fire within the Protected Area not extinguished within 15 min. of
detection or explosion within the Protected Area

EAL:

HU2.1 Unusual Event

FIRE not extinguished within 15 min. of Control Room notification or verification of a
Control Room fire alarm in the North Service Building, Turbine Building, Butler Building* or
ANY Table H-1 area (Note 4)
* Butler Building is only considered adjacent in Modes 5, 6 or D.

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

" Control Room
* Containment
" Auxiliary Building
" Diesel Generator Rooms
* Intake Structure
* 1A/OC DG Buildings
* RWT
* RWT Rooms
* CST No. 12
* FOSTNo. 21
* Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses the magnitude and extent of fires or EXPLOS IONS that may be potentially
significant precursors of damage to safety systems. It addresses the FIRE/ XE.PLOSIO.N, and not
the degradation in performance of affected systems that may result.

As used here, detection is visual observation and report by plant personnel or sensor alarm
indication.
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The purpose of this threshold is to address the magqnitude and extent of fires that may be
potentially significant precursors to damage to safety systems. As used here, notification is visual
observation and report by plant personnel or sensor alarm indication. The 15-minute period to
extinguish the fire begins with a credible notification that a fire is occurring or indication of a valid
fire detection system alarm. Determination of a valid fire detection system alarm includes actions
that can be taken within the Control Room or at nearby Fire Panels to determine that the alarm is
not spurious. These actions include the use of direct or indirect indications such as redundant
alarms or instrumentation readings associated with the area to ensure the alarm is not spurious
and is an indication of a fire. An alarm verified in this manner is assumed to be an indication of a
fire unless personnel dispatched to the scene disprove the alarm within the 15-minute period. The
report, however, shall not be required to verify the alarm. If the alarm cannot be verified by
redundant Control Room or nearby Fire Panel indications, notification from the field that a fire
exists would be required to start the 15-minute classification and fire extinguishment clocks.The-4-5
m~inuto time poriod begins with a c~rodiblo no-tific-ation that a fireo. is ocurg or iniation of a fern
dotoestion system al.arf..ma.!ctu-ationR. Vr.:ifi.ation of a firo detoctistn ystom - la.m!-'u-t.on inc'udoc
actione that can bo takon within the Control Room Or othor noearby site cpesdfic location to onsuro
that it is not spu-ro-s. An alarm.. i :aumod to bo Mn indcation of A firo unlsos it is dispro-,d within
the 15 mninuto poriod by porsonnol dispatchod to- the scano.n In othor words, a porsonnol roport fro
the ccono mnay be used to dicroPF~y a sonsor alarm iof reeeived- within 16 minu,-tocA Of the alarmA, but
shall not be roguiFrd to . erify the alaFrm.

The intent of this 15 minute duration is to size the fire and to discriminate against small fires that
are readily extinguished (e.g., smoldering waste paper basket).

[The skto spoci4fic Uis4 Sho-HO be limitod and appfies to buidin~gs and aroas in antual nontant with OF
immodiatoly adjacont to VITAL -4AREAS or othor :siwni.cant b'-ings o:r aroas. ThA intont of this IC
is not to inc!i-do be'!ding•s 1.e., warohoeuss) or .a.as that ... nt in act"al ontant .ith ot
immediately adjacont to VITAL A4REAS. This oxcnludos FIRESR wih dminigtratien buidingS,
i4a9sto baskot FIRES, and ether- amall FIRES of no saA~t' consoguanco. knmmdiatol ajacont
implis that the amea immodiatoly adjacoent contains or- may contain ouiPrn;ont OF cabling that GoLl
impact equipmeont faocat d- in VI1TAL- ý AR-EAS or the fire could damago equipmeont Windo VITALI
AREAS'~ OF thar I~rocuds aGcoss. to 11.411 ARE9I

This &-A.1L addrocc s only those EXPLOSIO1NS of s-ffidciont forco to damago porma..nt tru-cturoc
or equipm.n.t withiR tho PROTECTED AREA.

No aftsmpt is made to assocs~r the actual magnitude of the damage. The ossu-rronca of the
E=X PLOSION is- sufciot for docnlaration.

The Em...gn.y director .also- nood. to ns..ider. any sority apo, ' of the EXPLOSION,dif
applueable.

Esc-Aalation of this esmo9RGonY classification WWIo, if appFGPriate, would IDA b2asd on HA2.

Plant-Specific
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Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class I Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown. The North Service Building,

Turbine Building and Butler Building (only when in Modes 5, 6 or D) are adjacent

structures.

Definitions:

Fire

Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute fires. Observation of flame is
preferred but is not required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
2. UFSAR Section 5A.2 Classes of Structures, Systems, and Equipment
3. AOP-9 Series Fire Procedures
4. NEI 99-01 HU2
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 2 - Fire or Explosion

Initiating Condition: Fire within the Protected Area not extinguished within 15 min. of
detection or explosion within the Protected Area

EAL:

HU2.2 Unusual Event

EXPLOSION within the PROTECTED AREA

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses the magnitude and extent of FIRES e; xplosions that may be potentially
significant precursors of damage to safety systems. It addresses the F4R9--explosion, and not the
degradation in performance of affected systems that may result.

Asx ucod ncra, dooton 1 .1sa Aobsor':atlon 83nd ropot lay plant porsonncl Or GeROne a!aFF

Tho 15 minuteA time p.. i.d b^ogns wi..th a .radao notificatin that a FIRE is occurring, or i.ndiation

of a firo detection systom alaFmF'.a'./ct.-atiRn. Ver ification of R firo dotoction systcm alam.act-uation
i.n.c'--dos actions thAt cAn bo takon within tho control room or othor noeay sito spFcific location to
onSu-e that it is not "puo"us. AAn alrm is assu'med to beo an indication of a FIRE unlees it is
disproved within the 15 min.ute period by pr.nnel dispathd to- the . . en.e. In other.wo.ds, a

pemnnel repo froem the sc--no may b• used to diSPFoye a soncor alarm if roeivod %vithin 15
miRut.S of the alari, but shall not be required to ,•.E, f the alarm.

The intnt of this 15 minute durationi to si~zt the FIRE and to discriminate against small FIRES
that arc readily extinguished (e.g., smoldering waste paper basket).

[Tho 0at specific- lst sh-idW -he limitd and applies to biildings and areas in actual coentacot with OW
Limoediatol adyacont to VITAL1 A4REAS eothor 09e significant &lqudings or-areas. Tho_ intent -of this 1GC
4s a-at to inoclL'doe buildings 0i.e., warohouses) or- aroas that are not in 909t1I c9Ontac With OF
immodit*l adlacont to VITAL-AREAS. This oxcisdoc FIRES 14thin administration bcildings,
Wastea-basket FIRES; and other- small FIRE of n aeycno~no'Imdaoyajcn
4npfios that the amea immoditol adjaont Gontains or maeotanquipment or- cabling that Gou~ld
kn1pact equipment loca-te-d in VITAL4 AREAS2 or the fiff noz.'l damnage equipment insido VITAL
AREAS or- that pmcisudos acc~ss to 147TAL AREA S.1
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This EAL addresses only those explosions of sufficient force to damage permanent structures or
equipment within the Protected Area.

No attempt is made to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The occurrence of the
explosion is sufficient for declaration.

The Emergency director also needs to consider any security aspects of the explosion, if applicable.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA2.1.

Plant-Specific

While some explosions may also result in fires that exceed EAL HU2.1, no fire is

necessary to declare an emergency in the event of an explosion. If a fire also occurs as a

result or with an explosion, declare the Unusual Event based on the explosion and monitor

the progress of the fire for potential escalation due to fire damage.

When used in the context of an explosion, "catastrophic failure" of a component (e.g., tank,

heat exchanger, etc.) signifies a rupture of sufficient magnitude that adjacent or nearby

components are affected.

Operatinq experience

6/25/09 Davis-Besse - A transitory Alert condition was determined to have existed based

on 'Onsite Explosion Affecting Plant Operation'. A catastrophic failure-explosion of the

Constant Current Potential Device (CCPD) on 'J' Bus near Air Circuit Breaker (ACB) 34563

resulted in a loss of switchyard 345 KV Bus 'J'. This event de-energized Startup

Transformer 01 which is a tie from offsite sources to the Unit 13.8 KV Busses. The

licensee stated that initially, the severity of the CCPD failure was not recognized because

of the night time conditions and minimal lighting in the area. After daylight examination of

the location of the event, it was determined that the failure of the CCPD should have been

classified as an explosion affecting plant operation. Consequently, the licensee made the

after-the-fact declaration.

10/27/08 Quad Cities - Quad Cities Station declared an Unusual Event due to an explosion

in the protected area. The radwaste floor drain surge tank building had physical damage

after reports of an explosion in the area. The damage was to the block structure of the
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radwaste floor drain surge tank building but the radwaste tank itself was not impacted. The

cause of the explosion was still unknown but appeared to be related to a buildup of some

kind of hydrocarbon gas.

Definitions:

Explosion

A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially
damage permanent structures, systems, or components.

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the
security Protected Area fence.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
2. NEI 99-01 HU2
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 2 - Fire or Explosion

Initiating Condition: Fire or explosion affecting the operability of plant safety systems
required to establish or maintain safe shutdown

EAL:

HA2.1 Alert

FIRE or EXPLOSION resulting in EITHER:
VISIBLE DAMAGE to ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR
COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR
Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Control Room

" Containment

* Auxiliary Building

" Diesel Generator Rooms

" Intake Structure

* 1A/OC DG Buildings

* RWT

" RWT Rooms

* CST No. 12
* FOSTNo. 21

• Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Visible damage is used to identify the magnitude of the fire or explosion and to discriminate against
minor fires and explosions.

The reference to structures containing safety systems or components is included to discriminate
against fires or explosions in areas having a low probability of affecting safe operation. The
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significance here is not that a safety system was degraded but the fact that the fire or explosion
was large enough to cause damage to these systems.

The use of visible damage should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment
prior to classification. The declaration of an Alert and the activation of the Technical Support
Center will provide the Emergency Director with the resources needed to perform detailed damage
assessments.

The Emergency Director also needs to consider any security aspects of the explosion.

[Thi~s EAL sheuld speGfy sto 8pocifir struotu-os or aroas tMgt Ge tain &afot 6ystorn, or- Gempenon
_aRd- fh~n- rh-n- 6 Fem for- cae sh UtdWe-4n of th - plantA Site speoolfic Sa fe Sh UtdWe A n alyis 6hol
bo .o.n..l.. .f equipment and plant areas re,,imad to ostablch or maintain safa shu.,tdown..

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on EALs in Syee
MeAf",etiRCateqorV S, Fi-ion- Product B•afri DerFad tioCategoryF or br ... Lo.o..!
Radiological Effluont ICsCateaorv R.

Plant-Specific

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class I Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown.

Definitions:

Explosion

A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially
damage permanent structures, systems, or components.

Fire

Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute fires. Observation of flame is
preferred but is not required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Visible Damage
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Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
2. UFSAR Section 5A.2 Classes of Structures, Systems, and Equipment
3. NEI 99-01 HA2
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 3 - Hazardous Gas

Initiating Condition: Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases
deemed detrimental to normal plant operations

EAL:

HU3.1 Unusual Event

Toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases in amounts that have or could adversely
affect NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is based on the release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases of sufficient
quantity to affect normal plant operations.

The fact that SCBA may be worn does not eliminate the need to declare the event.

This 4G-EAL is not intended to require significant assessment or quantification. It assumes an
uncontrolled process that has the potential to affect plant operations. This would preclude small or
incidental releases, or releases that do not impact structures needed for plant operation.

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous levels.
Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed environment. This
reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%, which can lead to
breathing difficulties, unconsciousness or even death.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA3.1.

Plant-Specific

Asphyxiant gases include carbon dioxide, smoke, etc.

Definitions:

Normal Plant Operations

Activities at the plant site associated with routine testing, maintenance, or equipment
operations, in accordance with normal operating or administrative procedures. Entry
into abnormal or emergency operating procedures, or deviation from normal security or
radiological controls posture, is a departure from Normal Plant Operations.
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CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HU3
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 3 - Hazardous Gas
Initiating Condition: Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases

deemed detrimental to normal plant operations

EAL:

HU3.2 Unusual Event

Recommendation by local, county or state officials to evacuate or shelter site personnel
based on offsite event

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

ThiEsala is basod on the rleenassi of toxio, lOeOive, asphyxiant wo fammable gases of sufficHont
quantity to afoct NORMAL P1 NT OPERTIONS

The facnt that SOB1A mnay be worn dooAs -not olim*inato the -Rnod- to doacdaaro than oaon.;Ap

This ICC is n t intended t roguiro signifi:ant asssment Or quantificai It assumoc an
h ffoct plant 9p9-a0i1ns ThisHUould prludosmallo

Rincidonta- roloacos, Or roloasos that do not imnpact StrUcturS needed for plant oporation.

An asphyxiant is a gar. capable of rodusing the level of exygon in the body to dangorous levels.
Moct ceAFROnly, aephyxiants waok by moroely displacing air in an onslocosd- onW.FronMent. This
radu-as tho oncorntrtatin of nxygon bolowthe nRemal level of around 190%, which can load to
broathing difficultios, uncon~sciousnocs 9r ovon death.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA3.1.

Plant-Specific

None

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HU3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

3 - Hazardous Gas

Access to a Vital Area is prohibited due to toxic, corrosive,
asphyxiant or flammable gases which jeopardize operation of
operable equipment required to maintain safe operations or safely
shutdown the reactor

EAL:

HA3.1 Alert

Access to ANY Table H-1 area is prohibited due to toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or
flammable gases which jeopardize operation of ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE,
SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT (Note 5)

Note 5: If the equipment in the stated area was already inoperable, or out of service, before the event occurred, then
EAL HA3.1 should not be declared as it will have no adverse impact on the ability of the plant to safely
operate or safely shutdown beyond that already allowed by Technical Specifications at the time of the event.

Table H-I Safe Shutdown Areas

* Control Room

* Containment

" Auxiliary Building

* Diesel Generator Rooms

* Intake Structure

* 1A/OC DG Buildings

" RWT

" RWT Rooms

* CST No. 12

" FOST No. 21

* Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Gases in a Vital Area can affect the ability to safely operate or safely shutdown the reactor.

The fact that SCBA may be worn does not eliminate the need to declare the event.
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Declaration should not be delayed for confirmation from atmospheric testing if the atmosphere
poses an immediate threat to life and health or an immediate threat of severe exposure to gases.
This could be based upon documented analysis, indication of personal ill effects from exposure, or
operating experience with the hazards.

If access is not required at the time the unsafe concentrations exist in the affected area or ilf the
equipment in the stated area was already inoperable, or out of service, before the event occurred,
then this EAL should not be declared as it will have no adverse impact on the ability of the plant to
safely operate or safely shutdown beyond that already allowed by Technical Specifications at the
time of the event.

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous levels.
Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed environment. This
reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%, which can lead to
breathing difficulties, unconsciousness or even death.

An uncontrolled release of flammable gasses within a facility structure has the potential to affect
safe operation of the plant by limiting either operator or equipment operations due to the potential
for ignition and resulting equipment damage/personnel injury. Flammable gasses, such as
hydrogen and acetylene, are routinely used to maintain plant systems (hydrogen) or to repair
equipment/components (acetylene - used in welding). This EAL assumes concentrations of
flammable gasses which can ignite/support combustion.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on System
Ma~f"•etie~eEALs in Cateqory S. Cateaorv F or Cateaqory R, Fi~cci Product Barrior Dogradation,
or Abnorml Rad Levels ! Radoanctivc Effluont ICc.

Plant-Specific

Table H-I Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class I Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown.

If hazardous gas concentration in a Table H-i area restricts access but the equipment is

not required to be operable or will not be required to operate before access can be

reestablished (e.g., fans are ventilating the area), this EAL should not be declared.

Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;
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(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
2. UFSAR Section 5A.2 Classes of Structures, Systems, and Equipment

3. NEI 99-01 HA3
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

4 - Security

Initiating Condition: Confirmed security condition or threat which indicates a potential
degradation in the level of safety of the plant

EAL:

HU4.1 Unusual Event

A SECURITY CONDITION that does not involve a HOSTILE ACTION as reported by
Security Shift Supervisor

OR

A credible site-specific security threat notification

OR

A validated notification from NRC providing information of an aircraft threat

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Note: Timely and accurate communication between Security Shift Supervision and the Control
Room is crucial for the implementation of effective Security EALs.

Security events which do not represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant are
reported under 10 CFR 73.71 or in some cases under 10 CFR 50.72. Security events assessed as
hostile actions are classifiable under EAL HA4.1, EAL HS4.1 and EAL HG4HG4.1.

A higher initial classification could be made based upon the nature and timing of the security threat
and potential consequences. The licensee shall consider upgrading the emergency response
status and emergency classification level in accordance with the &4e4-CCNPP Security and
Safeguards Contingency Plan and , EmArgncy Plan.

EAL-#4-First Condition

Reference is made to Lhe Qte-spee..i.-security shift "peFyi ee-I.supervisor because these
individuals are the designated personnel on-site qualified and trained to confirm that a security
event is occurring or has occurred. Training on security event classification confirmation is closely
controlled due to the strict secrecy controls placed on the plant Security and Safeguards
Contingency Plan.

This threshold is based on site ,pc.ifie s..u.ity p,.nthe CCNPP Security and Safeguards
Contingency Plan. Seto epcic 1G Saf.guar.. Contingoncy Plane a:rThe CCNPP Security and
Safeguards Contingency Plan is based on guidance provided by NEI 03-12.
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EAL--#2Second Condition

This threshold is included to ensure that appropriate notifications for the security threat are made in
a timely manner. This includes information of a credible threat. Only the plant to which the specific
threat is made need declare the Notifiction of an.. Unusual Event.

The determination of "credible" is made through use of information found in the CCNPP Security
and Safeguards Contingency Plan .it. r.p..i... Saf.guar.d Con...g...; Plan.

EAL-#3Third Condition

The intent of this EAL is to ensure that notifications for the aircraft threat are made in a timely
manner and that Offsite Resoonse Oranizations and plant personnel are at a state of heightened
awareness regarding the credible threat. It is not the intent of this EAL to replace existing non-
hostile related EALs involving aircraft.

This EAL is met when a plant receives information regarding an aircraft threat from NRC.
Validation is performed by calling the NRC or by other approved methods of authentication. Only
the plant to which the specific threat is made need declare the Unusual Event.

The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee if the threat
involves an airliner (airliner is meant to be a large aircraft with the potential for causing significant
damage to the plant). The status and size of the plane may be provided by NORAD through the
NRC.

Escalation to Alert emergency classification level weuk-be-via EAL HA4.1 would be appropriate if
the threat involves an airliner within 30 minutes of the plant.

Plant-Specific

If the Security Shift Supervisor determines that a threat notification is credible, the Security

Shift Supervisor will notify the Operations Shift Manager that a "Credible Threat" condition

exists for Calvert Cliffs. Generally, Calvert Cliffs Security Procedures address standard

practices for determining credibility. The three main criteria for determining credibility are:

technical feasibility, operational feasibility, and resolve. For Calvert Cliffs, a validated

notification delivered by the FBI, NRC or similar agency is treated as credible.

Definitions:

AirlinerlLarge Aircraft

Any size or type of aircraft with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant
(refer to the Security Plan for a more detailed definition).

Hostile Action
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An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).

Security Condition

Any security event as listed in the approved security contingency plan that constitutes a
threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a potential
degradation to the level of safety of the plant. A security condition does not involve a
hostile action.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. CCNPP Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan
2. NEI 99-01 HU4
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4 - Security

Initiating Condition: Hostile action within the Owner Controlled Area or airborne attack
threat

EAL:

HA4.1 Alert

A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the Owner Controlled Area as
reported by Security Shift Supervisor

OR

A validated notification from NRC of an AIRLINER attack threat within 30 min. of the site

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Note: Timely and accurate communication between Security Shift Supervision and the Control
Room is crucial for the implementation of effective Security EALs.

:Thewe-This EALs addresses the contingency for a very rapid progression of events, such as that
experienced on September 11, 2001. They are not premised solely on the potential for a
radiological release. Rather the issue includes the need for rapid assistance due to the possibility
for significant and indeterminate damage from additional air, land or water attack elements.

The fact that the site is under serious attack or is an identified attack target with minimal time
available for further preparation or additional assistance to arrive requires a heightened state of
readiness and implementation of protective measures that can be effective (such as on-site
evacuation, dispersal or sheltering).

EAL-#4-First Condition

This FAL-condition addresses the potential for a very rapid progression of events due to a hostile
action. It is not intended to address incidents that are accidental events or acts of civil
disobedience, such as small aircraft impact, hunters, or physical disputes between employees
within the Owner Controlled Area. Those events are adequately addressed by other EALs.

Note that this FAL-condition is applicable for any hostile action occurring, or that has occurred, in
the Owner Controlled Area. Th-i s inneludcs d Is th"at m.ay be.. ut.ido eho;• PRTECTE"D AREA but
stil "wi thi tho OWhER CONTROLLED 1 A7REA.
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r #,he gh n.... a r.plnt , .... ty no.. Gffiro -a "4-! troinhd and p•oparFed to pmtect ag,:inat HOSTILE
A CT40N it is appmprlote for- OR Q-6 toab a nQ -a d-oti on o~nc god to begin atA""t^on (Of theyd
net n..a!y* to be better pm•.orod Sho-ld .t be neoeoa.y to .on.id-or f-.hr actions.]

[Wf net pmviovcly notifiod by the AIRC that tho ai~oro WO ST11LF ACGTION was itentieno.', then it
would be oxpectod, aftheugh not Gedain, that notifiation by an appropriato Fodoro! agoncy we~I -----.. ,.--. - -...-.-.- ..--.....

However-, the doclorat-ion Sheo_#4 not be unduly dekiyed awaitng Federal no~tication.

E-AL42Second Condition

This EAL-condition addresses the immediacy of an expected threat arrival or impact on the site
within a relatively short time.

The intent of this E-AL-condition is to ensure that notifications for the airliner attack threat are made
in a timely manner and that Offsite Response Organizations (OROs. and plant personnel are at a
state of heightened awareness regarding the credible threat. Airliner is meant to be a large aircraft
with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant.

This A ondition is met when a plant receives information regarding an airliner attack threat from
NRC and the airliner is within 30 minutes of the plant. Only the plant to which the specific threat is
made need declare the Alert.

The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee if the threat
involves an airliner (airliner is meant to be a large aircraft with the potential for causing significant
damage to the plant). The status and size of the plane may be provided by NORAD through the
NRC.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Airliner/Large Aircraft

Any size or type of aircraft with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant
(refer to the Security Plan for a more detailed definition).

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).
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CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. CCNPP Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan
2. NEI 99-01 HA4
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

4 - Security

Initiating Condition: Hostile action within the Protected Area

EAL:

HS4.1 Site Area Emergency

A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the PROTECTED AREA as
reported by Security Shift Supervisor

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This condition represents an escalated threat to plant safety above that contained in the Alert in
that a hostile force has progressed from the Owner Controlled Area to the Protected Area.

This EAL addresses the contingency for a very rapid progression of events, such as that
experienced on September 11, 2001. It is not premised solely on the potential for a radiological
release. Rather the issue includes the need for rapid assistance due to the possibility for significant
and indeterminate damage from additional air, land or water attack elements.

The fact that the site is under serious attack with minimal time available for further preparation or
additional assistance to arrive requires Offsite Response Organization (ORO) readiness and
preparation for the implementation of protective measures.

This EAL addresses the potential for a very rapid progression of events due to a hostile action. It is
not intended to address incidents that are accidental events or acts of civil disobedience, such as
small aircraft impact, hunters, or physical disputes between employees within the Protected Area.
Those events are adequately addressed by other EALs.

[Alt o gh nueler-plnt seenty offigars ire wAoni! troinod and propord to proteot againot HOSTIL
ACT4ON, it is appropriate Afo O-RQ; t9o bonothfiad aind ainnouraged to begin prepartions for pub
protectiu action(if thy do .not n.a.. to be betr^ .p..par.d sho-uld- it, b nocoso•a. 9to •oSnido
fu~her- a~ibns.

[if not proiously notiod by IRC that the aL..n.. HOSTILE ACTION w4as9 int.ntina ..th.nitwou
..x-p.t.d., a0though not c•otain, that notification by an appmpriate Fedora! agency would f.. lw.,

in tW6 case, approprate foderal agency is intend-ed- to- -be NOAQ, FBI, FAA or NIRC. HWao'or, the
declWaration She-uld not be HUnduy delayed awaitig Foderali notifiatin.]

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on actual plant
status after impact or progression of attack.

Plant-Specific
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A hostile action that occurs or has occurred within the ISFSI area is not classified under

this EAL. The ISFSI is located in the OCA and hostile action occurring in the ISFSI would

be classified under HA4.1. If hostile action in the ISFSI results in damage to a cask

confinement boundary, the event would meet the Unusual Event classification threshold for

EAL EU1.1 as well as HA4.1.

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the
security Protected Area fence.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. CCNPP Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan
2. NEI 99-01 HS4
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

4 - Security

Hostile action resulting in loss of physical control of the facility

HG4.1 General Emergency

A HOSTILE ACTION has occurred such that plant personnel are unable to operate
equipment required to maintain ANY of the following safety function acceptance criteria:

" Reactivity control (RC)

" Vital Auxiliaries (VA)

" RCS pressure and inventory control (PIC)

" Core & RCS heat removal (HR)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

EA4---I

This EAL encompasses conditions under which a hostile action has resulted in a loss of physical
control of Vital Areas (containing vital equipment or controls of vital equipment) required to
maintain safety functions and control of that equipment cannot be transferred to and operated from
another location.

[T'p,,l;, these safety functions are reaot.. y on",tr! (abi!ity to Shuit do...n the ... t.r. and k,^p i
shutdown) Feactor- Kater iovol (ability~ to Gee! the core), and docoy heat removal (abilit to maint'i

ohoat sink) for- a B14R. Tho ogUivelont functions far a P'4R ame ractiVity contro.' RCS inVontorA
and scondw.'y heat :erno "o!.]

the ab/iity to maint.Wain afe" funtion. peor s-o. Doigen of the remote shutdown capabil!ty and the
location of the transfer swi4tches should ho tokon into acogunt. Primar,' emphasis shoUld be placod

on thoo compnants and instrurnont6 that sUPPly protoctin for- and- information about safetY

If control of the plant equipment necessary to maintain safety functions can be transferred to
another location, then the threshold is not met.

E=Ak-#-#
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This ^A, addrcc.. failure of spent fuel cooling systems as a Fec -i-t of ACTI iP -

IMMINEENT fuel1 damage ir. likely, such 2ar %Ahen- a freshly off loaded reac-tor core is-nth pntfe

[A fWchy off Iclded reacto; Gcrn ig dofi..d by .... .po ..Gcf G.],gei

Plant-Specific

Safety functions of concern in this EAL include:

* Reactivity control

" RCS inventory control

* RCS pressure control

" Core & RCS heat removal

These safety functions are maintained by meeting the relevant EOP Safety Function

Acceptance Criteria (ref. 1).

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. CCNPP Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan
2. CEN-152 Combustion Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines
3. NEI 99-01 HG1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4 - Security

Initiating Condition: Hostile action resulting in loss of physical control of the facility

EAL:

HG4.2 General Emergency

A HOSTILE ACTION has caused failure of Spent Fuel Cooling systems

AND

IMMINENT fuel damage is likely

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

EAL--#

Ths IG A I o~ncmpacsose cGOnittonc unord8~~ Anc MOST I E~ Ac GI IN nag roauio -Ten1 a oles o;
phycic~al conrol of VTAL AREAS (containing vital oguipmont oFrecntrolc of ital oguipmon~t)
reguirod to maintain cafoty func-tione and cnetrol of that oguipmon-t cawnnot be tFranfarro~d to and
opcratcd frm anothc.• lca.tion.

[Typicalls thoso safet functions ame roactiviy coltrel 'ab~y to shUt dowmln tho meachr- and koop4i
shutdown) eactor- wator- levol cabilit, to coal tho coro), and dacay boat romoval (ability to maintain
a hoat snk) for• a .WR. The q'uivalont f-unctioans far -a PWR. a•a oa2ty, con.trol, RGS .i•to:',
and socondary boat rome va]

[Less of physicalW con.tl of tho cn.tml room or mmoto shutdo'wn capabilit alono may not pmvont
tho abiliy to maintin safety functins par- so. Dosign of the inmate shutdown capability and the
loc-ation Q~of transfo i,4toha F~ouldbo tgako into account. Primary omphasis should bo placod
on those compononts, and instrumonts that suýpplyprtoc ton fo and intermationabout safety

If GcOn'o f the plant equipment nocac.ary to maintain safety functiens can bo trarsforred to
anothor loCAtion, thon tho threshold is not me~t.

This EAL addresses failure of spent fuel cooling systems as a result of hostile action if imminent
fuel damage is likely, such as whon a freshly off loaded • r•ona-ctr cre is in the spent fuol pool.

[A troshlvx off loaded macta ar cao rais do)finoad by s itosSOo t a ntWo aria.1I

Plant-Specific
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Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).

Imminent

Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will occur.
Where imminent timeframes are specified, they shall apply.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. CCNPP Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan
2. NEI 99-01 HG1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 5 - Control Room Evacuation

Initiating Condition: Control Room evacuation has been initiated

EAL:

HA5.1 Alert

Control Room evacuation has been initiated

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

With the Control Room evacuated, additional support, monitoring and direction through the
Technical Support Center and/or other emergency response facilities may be necessary.

Inability to establish plant control from outside the Control Room will escalate this event to a Site
Area Emergency.

Plant-Specific

AOP-9A Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown Due to a Severe Control Room

Fire and AOP- 11 Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown - Non-Fire Conditions

provide specific instructions for evacuating the Control Room/Building and establishing

plant control in alternate locations.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. AOP-9A Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown Due to a Severe Control Room
Fire

2. AOP-1 1 Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown - Non-Fire Conditions
3. NEI 99-01 HA5
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

5 - Control Room Evacuation

Initiating Condition: Control Room evacuation has been initiated and plant control
cannot be established

EAL:

HS5.1 Site Area Emergency

Control Room evacuation has been initiated AND EITHER:

Inability to establish Auxiliary Feedwater to at least one steam generator within 30 min.
(Note 4)

OR
Inability to establish reactor coolant make-up (charging pump flow) within 60 min. (Note
4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon
as it is determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The intent of this IG-EAL is to capture those events where control of the plant cannot be
reestablished in a timely manner. In this case, expeditious transfer of control of safety systems has
not occurred (although fission product barrier damage may not yet be indicated).

The intent of the EAL is to establish control of important plant equipment and knowledge of
important plant parameters in a timely manner. Primary emphasis should be placed on those
components and instruments that supply protection for and information about safety functions.
Typically, these safety functions are reactivity control (ability to shutdown the reactor and maintain
it shutdown), reactor water level (ability to cool the core), and decay heat removal (ability to
maintain a heat sink) for A W•R. The equivalent fun'ction for W ^ PAR Are reactivity cntrl, RCS
inventory, and . ec.nda.y heat . moval..

The determination of whether or not control is established at the remote shutdown panel is based
on Emergency Director (ED) judgment. The Emergency Director is expected to make a reasonable,
informed judgment within the site specific time for transfer that the licensee has control of the plant
from the remote shutdown panel.

[The •ite 8pecif.c t6m- fair ransfris b. a•ad on ana..si. or• asse.sm-a.n.ts g s ta ow quicky cantro!
rn~~~~~~~st~~~ baratb9sa ihatcr ncv~gad/or nam damnage. This t#me show FW not awnaad

16 MR11ntan 1.i.t~holi additiangl 41 thficat~an.1
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Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be by EALs in Category F or
Cateaorv RFiccion Product 9arrior Do•radation or Abnormal Rad L.,lc!R.diologi'al Effluent

EALs.

Plant-Specific

AOP-9A Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown Due to a Severe Control Room

Fire and AOP-1 1 Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown - Non-Fire Conditions

provide specific instructions for evacuating the Control Room/Building and establishing

plant control in alternate locations.

An analysis was performed to determine how quickly control must be re-established at

CCNPP without core uncovery or damage. A RETRAN simulation shows that the steam

generators go dry at about 47 minutes for the AOP-9 (station fire) scenario. RCS pressure

reaches the lowest pressurizer safety valve setpoint soon thereafter. Restoring feedwater

within 45 minutes assures that RCS pressure remains below the safety valve setpoint thus

avoiding inventory loss. The maximum time allowable to restore RCS inventory for

Appendix R (station fire) scenarios is 90 minutes. Site Emergency declaration at 30

minutes and 60 minutes for inability to restore feedwater and RCS make-up respectively

thus constitutes a conservative action for emergency response.

This EAL is based on analysis and actual procedure walk throughs. Licensee Event Report

(LER) 50-371/89-009, Rev. 2, (transmitted to the NRC on July 7, 1989) documents the

analysis that demonstrates the ability to safely shutdown Unit 1 in accordance with AOP-9.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. AOP-9A Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown Due to a Severe Control Room
Fire

2. AOP-1 1 Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown - Non-Fire Conditions
3. Letter, L.B. Russell (BG&E) to James H. Joyner (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Region I), Emergency Action Level Review Meeting, June 6, 1991
4. NEI 99-01 HS2
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 6 - Judgment

Initiating Condition: Other conditions existing that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a UE

EAL:

HU6.1 Unusual Event

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which:

Indicate a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant

OR

Indicate a security threat to facility protection has been initiated

No releases of radioactive material requiring offsite response or monitoring are expected
unless further degradation of safety systems occurs

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the NQUE emergency classification level.

Plant-Specific

None

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HU5
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - Judgment

Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of an Alert

EAL:

HA6.1 Alert

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve:

An actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant

OR

A security event that involves probable life threatening risk to site personnel or damage
to site equipment because of HOSTILE ACTION

ANY releases are expected to be limited to small fractions of the EPA Protective Action
Guideline exposure levels (1,000 mRem TEDE and 5,000 mRem thyroid CDE)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic
This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the Alert emergency classification level.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).
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CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HA6
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 6 - Judgment

Initiating Condition: Other conditions existing that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a Site Area Emergency

EAL:

HS6.1 Site Area Emergency

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve:

Actual or likely major failures of plant functions needed for protection of the public

OR

HOSTILE ACTION that results in intentional damage or malicious acts; (1) toward site
personnel or equipment that could lead to the likely failure of or; (2) that prevent
effective access to equipment needed for the protection of the public

ANY releases are not expected to result in exposure levels which exceed EPA Protective
Action Guideline exposure levels (1,000 mRem TEDE and 5,000 mRem thyroid CDE)
beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for Site Area Emergency.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
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should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HS3
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - Judgment

Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a General Emergency

EAL:

HG6.1 General Emergency

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve:

Actual or IMMINENT substantial core degradation or melting with potential for loss of
Containment integrity

OR

HOSTILE ACTION that results in an actual loss of physical control of the facility.

Releases can be reasonably expected to exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline
exposure levels (1,000 mRem TEDE and 5,000 mRem thyroid CDE) offsite for more than
the immediate site area

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for General Emergency.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
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should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).

Imminent

Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will occur.
Where imminent timeframes are specified, they shall apply.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HG2
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Cateaorv S - System Malfunction

EAL Group: Hot Conditions (RCS temperature > 2001F);

EALs in this category are applicable only in

one or more hot operating modes.

Numerous system-related equipment failure events that warrant emergency classification

have been identified in this category. They may pose actual or potential threats to plant

safety.

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Loss of AC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of onsite and offsite power sources for the 4 kV safeguard buses.

2. Loss of DC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of power to the 125 VDC buses.

3. Criticality & RPS Failure

Inadvertent criticalities pose potential personnel safety hazards as well being indicative

of losses of reactivity control.

Events related to failure of the Reactor Protection System (RPS) to initiate and

complete reactor trips. In the plant licensing basis, postulated failures of the RPS to

complete a reactor trip comprise a specific set of analyzed events referred to as

Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) events. For EAL classification however,

ATWS is intended to mean any trip failure event that does not achieve reactor

shutdown. If RPS actuation fails to assure reactor shutdown, positive control of
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reactivity is at risk and could cause a threat to fuel clad, RCS and Containment

integrity.

4. Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions

System malfunctions may lead to failure of the plant to be brought to the required plant

operating condition required by technical specifications if a limiting condition for

operation (LCO) is not met.

5. Instrumentation

Certain events that degrade plant operator ability to effectively assess plant conditions

within the plant warrant emergency classification. Losses of annunciators are in this

subcategory.

6. Communications

Certain events that degrade plant operator ability to effectively communicate with

essential personnel within or external to the plant warrant emergency classification.

7. Fuel Clad Degradation

During normal operation, reactor coolant fission product activity is very low. Small

concentrations of fission products in the coolant are primarily from the fission of tramp

uranium in the fuel clad or minor perforations in the clad itself. Any significant increase

from these base-line levels (2% - 5% clad failures) is indicative of fuel failures and is

covered under Category F, Fission Product Barrier Degradation. However, lesser

amounts of clad damage may result in coolant activity exceeding Technical

Specification limits. These fission products will be circulated with the reactor coolant

and can be detected by coolant sampling and/or the Letdown radiation monitor.

8. RCS Leakage

The Reactor Vessel provides a volume for the coolant that covers the reactor core. The

Reactor Vessel and associated pressure piping (reactor coolant system) together

provide a barrier to limit the release of radioactive material should the reactor fuel clad

integrity fail.
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Excessive RCS leakage greater than Technical Specification limits are utilized to

indicate potential pipe cracks that may propagate to an extent threatening fuel clad,

RCS and Containment integrity.
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 1 - Loss of AC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite AC power to 4kV vital buses for Ž_ 15 min.

EAL:

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

* 1(2)A DG

A *1(2)B DG
0 OC DG, if aligned

* 500kV transmission line 5051*

* 500kV transmission line 5052*

. 500kV transmission line 5072*

O 0 SMECO line, if aligned
• A credited 500kV line must have an

independent 13kV service transformer

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

Prolonged loss of off-site AC power reduces required redundancy and potentially degrades the
level of safety of the plant by rendering the plant more vulnerable to a complete loss of AC power
to emergency busses.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of off-site
power.

E MUM un a 66-0Y Q 14 ..- -M r- ---Stan M.9ttfres. SUGP
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thair iga. Hcwover- these stations must also consider- the impact of this condition on other shs ro
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Plant-Specific

CCNPP essential buses are 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24). There are five offsite

power sources available to these buses:

* Three 500kV transmission lines (Lines 5051, 5052, and 5072) supply offsite power

to the 500kV switchyard via the transmission network.

* One 69kV/1 3kV Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative (SMECO) line may be

manually connected to either 13kV bus and then to the 4kV vital buses. Under

certain operational conditions, 13kV bus(es) may be receiving power from SMECO

or may be quickly connected to the SMECO tie-line. The SMECO line is not used to

carry loads for an operating unit and may provide power to no more than two 4kV

vital buses simultaneously.

* If a fault affects only one unit, power may be obtained from the 500kV supply of the

unaffected unit through a single 13kV transformer. This is considered an offsite AC

power source available to the affected unit.

Based on operational experience, if the SMECO line or the OC DG is not already aligned,

these cannot be considered available/capable of supplying the bus due to the time it will

take to align them. In any case, if this cannot be accomplished within 15 minutes, they are

not available and an Unusual Event must be declared.

In-house power is fed back from the 500kV ring bus through 2 13kV transformers

(designated P-13000-1 and P-1 3000-2). Normally P-1 3000-1 supplies all of Unit -1 (except

14 4kV bus) and 21 4kV bus. P-13000-2 supplies all of Unit-2 (except 21 4kV bus) and 14

4kV bus. Either P-13000 is capable of supplying all loads on both Units.

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):
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1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8-1
2. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating
3. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating
4. STP-O-90 AC Sources and On-site Power Distribution Systems 7 Day Operability

Verification
5. EOP-2 Loss of Off-site Power
6. NEI 99-01 SUl
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 1 - Loss of AC Power

Initiating Condition: AC power capability to 4kV vital buses reduced to a single power
source for _15 min. such that ANY additional single failure would
result in a complete loss of all 4kV vital bus power

EAL:

SAI.1 Alert

AC power capability to 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24) reduced to a single power
source, Table S-1, for >_ 15 min. (Note 4)

AND

ANY additional single power source failure will result in a complete loss of all 4kV vital bus
power

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

* 1(2)A DG
0u• .1(2)B DG

0 OC DG, if aligned

* 500kV transmission line 5051"

* 500kV transmission line 5052*

42 500kV transmission line 5072*

o 0 SMECO line, if aligned
* A credited 500kV line must have an

independent 13kV service transformer

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

[T-his 1G and the asseciated EAI~s ara Wetnded tGpmvide an escalatien ftmr !G SO', "Loss of Ah!
Off- Rita ACG Pei r- To E-mrgno~ny BU6sosfor Groator Than 15 Muntes. 1
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The condition indicated by this 4,-EAL is the degradation of the off-site and on-site AC power
systems such that any additional single failure would result in a complete loss of 4kV vital bus AC
power to one or both units.t.ti.n bbc...... This condition could occur due to a loss of off-site
power with a concurrent failure of all but one emergency generator to supply power to its
emergency busses. Another related condition could be the loss of all off-site power and loss of on-
site emergency generators with only one train of eFF@8Ren-_kV vital busses being backfed from
the unit main generator, or the loss of on-site emergency generators with only one train of
eFA8Fre-AkV vital busses being backfed from off-site power. The subsequent loss of this single
power source would escalate the event to a Site Area Emergency in accordance with EAL SS1.1.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of power.

[At multi unit stations, the EAL6 should allow crodit Wo oporation Of WnStalfod- d9sign foatUros, 6s119
asP crossGR6 Gip or- swing diosols, pm vided that abnormal or- ornrgency oporating paracduirosR addros6
th-ir u-se. Neo ouor, these stations must also considor- the imp act of th is onedition on othor sh aro
sGAfty functions in devoloping the site spOcGiX EA.L.]

[Plants that have a procodur•aizod capabgiity te cross tie A.C pawer from •.. off Sitoe Gp r &-pply of
a companion unit may take cdit for tho rodundant p'wor suc-'o in tho essaciatad =A4L for this

Plant-Specific

CCNPP essential buses are 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24). There are five offsite

power sources available to these buses:

" Three 500kV transmission lines (Lines 5051, 5052, and 5072) supply offsite power

to the 500kV switchyard via the transmission network.

* One 69kV/1 3kV Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative (SMECO) line may be

manually connected to either 13kV bus and then to the 4kV vital buses. Under

certain operational conditions, 13kV bus(es) may be receiving power from SMECO

or may be quickly connected to the SMECO tie-line. The SMECO line is not used to

carry loads for an operating unit and may provide power to no more than two 4kV

vital buses simultaneously.

* If a fault affects only one unit, power may be obtained from the 500kV supply of the

unaffected unit through a single 13 kV transformer. This is considered an offsite AC

power source available to the affected unit.

Based on operational experience, if the SMECO line or the OC DG is not already aligned,

these cannot be considered available/capable of supplying the bus due to the time it will
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take to align them. In any case, if this cannot be accomplished within 15 minutes, they are

not available and the appropriate emergency classification must be declared.

In-house power is fed back from the 500kV ring bus through 2 13kV transformers

(designated P-13000-1 and P-13000-2). Normally P-13000-1 supplies all of Unit -1 (except

14 4KV bus) and 21 4kV bus. P-13000-2 supplies all of Unit-2 (except 21 4kV bus) and 14

4kV bus. Either P-13000 is capable of supplying all loads on both Units.

There are five onsite AC power sources:

* 1A DG for bus 11

* 1B DG for bus 14

* 2A DG for bus 21

* 2B DG for bus 24

* OC DG may be aligned to any vital 4kV bus on either unit.

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If the capability for multiple sources to energize the unit vital buses within 15 minutes is not

restored, an Alert is declared under this EAL. The subsequent loss of the single remaining

power source escalates the event to a Site Area Emergency under EAL SS1.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8-1
2. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating
3. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating
4. OI-21A-1 1A Diesel Generator
5. OI-21A-2 2A Diesel Generator
6. 01-21B-1 1B Diesel Generator
7. 01-21 B-2 2B Diesel Generator
8. OI-21C OC Diesel Generator
9. STP-O-90 AC Sources and On-site Power Distribution Systems 7 Day Operability

Verification
10.AOP-71 Loss of 4kV, 480 Volt, or 208/120 Volt Instrument Bus Power
11.AOP-3F Loss of Off-site Power While in MODES 3, 4, 5, or 6
12. EOP-0 Post-trip Immediate Actions
13. EOP-2 Loss of Off-site Power
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14. EOP-7 Station Blackout
15. EOP-8 Functional Recovery
16.NEI 99-01 SA5
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Category:

Subcategory:

S - System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to 4kV vital buses for _
15 min.

EAL:

SSl.1 Site Area Emergency

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power, Table S-1, to 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24)
for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

* 1(2)A DG

0 1(2)B DG
0 0 OC DG, if aligned

* 500kV transmission line 5051*

* 500kV transmission line 5052*

* 500kV transmission line 5072*

O * SMECO line, if aligned
* A credited 500kV line must have an

independent 13kV service transformer

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

Loss of all AC power to emergency busses compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric
power including RHR, ECCS, Containment Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink. Prolonged
loss of all AC power to eme9-gen•y.-4kV vital busses will lead to loss of Fuel Clad, RCS, and
Containment, thus this event can escalate to a General Emergency.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of off-site
power.
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Plant-Specific

The CCNPP vital buses are 4kV buses 11(21) and 14(24). There are five offsite power

sources available to these buses:

* Three 500kV transmission lines (Lines 5051, 5052, and 5072) supply offsite power

to the 500kV switchyard via the transmission network.

* One 69kV/1 3kV Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative (SMECO) line may be

manually connected to either vital 13kV bus and then to the 4kV vital buses. Under

certain operational conditions, 13kV bus(es) may be receiving power from SMECO

or may be quickly connected to the SMECO tie-line. The SMECO line is not used to

carry loads for an operating unit and may provide power to no more than two 4kV

vital buses simultaneously.

* If a fault affects only one unit, power may be obtained from the 500kV supply of the

unaffected unit through a single 13kV transformer. This is considered an offsite AC

power source available to the affected unit.

In-house power is fed back from the 500kV ring bus through 2 13kV transformers

(designated P-13000-1 and P-13000-2). Normally P-13000-1 supplies all of Unit -1 (except

14 4kV bus) and 21 4kV bus. P-1 3000-2 supplies all of Unit-2 (except 21 4kV bus) and 14

4kV bus. Either P-13000 is capable of supplying all loads on both Units.

There are five onsite AC power sources:

1A DG for bus 11
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0 1B DG for bus 14

0 2A DG for bus 21

0 2B DG for bus 24

a OC DG may be aligned to any vital 4kV bus on either unit.

Based on operational experience, if the SMECO line or the OC DG is not already aligned,

these cannot be considered available/capable of supplying the bus due to the time it will

take to align them. In any case, if this cannot be accomplished within 15 minutes, they are

not available and a Site Area Emergency must be declared.

Consideration should be given to operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or

provide Reactor Vessel makeup capability when evaluating loss of all AC power to vital

buses. Even though an essential bus may be energized, if necessary loads (i.e., loads that

if lost would inhibit decay heat removal capability or Reactor Vessel makeup capability) are

not operable on the energized bus then the bus should not be considered operable.

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If the OC DG is available but is not powering a vital bus within 15 minutes, the EAL remains

applicable.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8-1
2. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating
3. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating
4. O-21A-1 1A Diesel Generator
5. OI-21A-2 2A Diesel Generator
6. OI-21B-1 1B Diesel Generator
7. 01-21 B-2 2B Diesel Generator
8. O-21C OC Diesel Generator
9. STP-O-90 AC Sources and On-site Power Distribution Systems 7 Day Operability

Verification
10.AOP-71 Loss of 4kV, 480 Volt, or 208/120 Volt Instrument Bus Power
11.AOP-3F Loss of Off-site Power While in MODES 3, 4, 5, or 6
12. EOP-0 Post-trip Immediate Actions
13. EOP-2 Loss of Off-site Power
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14. EOP-7 Station Blackout
15. EOP-8 Functional Recovery
16. NEI 99-01 SS1
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Category: S -System Malfunction

Subcategory: 1 - Loss of Power

Initiating Condition: Prolonged loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to 4kV vital
buses

EAL:

SGI.1 General Emergency

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power, Table S-1, to 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24)

AND EITHER:

Restoration of at least one 4kV vital bus within 4 hours is not likely

OR

CET readings > 700OF

Table S-I AC Power Sources

* 1(2)A DG

w .1(2)B DG
0 OC DG, if aligned

* 500kV transmission line 5051*

* 500kV transmission line 5052*

* 500kV transmission line 5072*

O SMECO line, if aligned
* A credited 500kV line must have an

independent 13kV service transformer

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

Loss of all AC power to emergency busses compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric
power including RHR, ECCS, Containment Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink. Prolonged
loss of all AC power to emergency busses will lead to loss of fuel clad, RCS, and Containment,
thus warranting declaration of a General Emergency.
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This IG-J,-AL is specified to assure that in the unlikely event of a prolonged station bl.koutl.oss of
all AC power to vital 4kV buses, timely recognition of the seriousness of the event occurs and that
declaration of a General Emergency occurs as early as is appropriate, based on a reasonable
assessment of the event trajectory.

The likelihood of restoring at least one emefgenýy-vital bus should be based on a realistic
appraisal of the situation since a delay in an upgrade decision based on only a chance of mitigating
the event could result in a loss of valuable time in preparing and implementing public protective
actions.

In addition, under these conditions, fission product barrier monitoring capability may be degraded.

[Alhcugh it may bo diffcul to prodict when powoir con bo Froestod, it is nocoscory to give tho
&emogoncy Di~rector a aronaonblo idea of how quickl (s)he may nood to doclore a Gonoral
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Plant-Specific

The CCNPP vital buses are 4kV buses 11(21) and 14(24). There are five offsite power

sources available to these buses:

* Three 500kV transmission lines (Lines 5051, 5052, and 5072) supply offsite power

to the 500kV switchyard via the transmission network.

* One 69kV/1 3kV Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative (SM ECO) line may be

manually connected to either vital 13kV bus and then to the 4kV vital buses. Under

certain operational conditions, 13kV bus(es) may be receiving power from SMECO
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or may be quickly connected to the SMECO tie-line. The SMECO line is not used to

carry loads for an operating unit and may provide power to no more than two 4kV

vital buses simultaneously.

If a fault affects only one unit, power may be obtained from the 500kV supply of the

unaffected unit through a single 13kV transformer. This is considered an offsite AC

power source available to the affected unit.

In-house power is fed back from the 500kV ring bus through 2 13kV transformers

(designated P-13000-1 and P-13000-2). Normally P-13000-1 supplies all of Unit -1 (except

14 4kV bus) and 21 4kV bus. P-13000-2 supplies all of Unit-2 (except 21 4kV bus) and 14

4kV bus. Either P-13000 is capable of supplying all loads on both Units.

There are five onsite AC power sources:

* 1A DG for bus 11

0 1B DG for bus 14

* 2A DG for bus 21

* 2B DG for bus 24

0 OC DG may be aligned to any vital 4kV bus on either unit..

Consideration should be given to operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or

provide Reactor Vessel makeup capability when evaluating loss of all AC power to vital

buses. Even though a vital bus may be energized, if necessary loads (i.e., loads that if lost

would inhibit decay heat removal capability or Reactor Vessel makeup capability) are not

operable on the energized bus then the bus should not be considered operable.

CCNPP is licensed both for a four hour SBO coping category and a one hour SBO coping

category. The ability of each unit to cope with a four hour SBO duration was based on an

assessment of condensate inventory required for decay heat removal, Class 1 E battery

capacity, compressed air availability or manual operation of certain valves, effects of loss

of ventilation, Containment isolation valve operability, and reactor coolant inventory loss. A

plant-specific analysis indicates that the expected rates of reactor coolant inventory loss
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under SBO conditions do not result in core uncovery in a SBO for four hours. Therefore,

makeup systems in addition to those currently available under SBO conditions are not

required to maintain core cooling under natural circulation (including reflux cooling). Thus,

conditions in which restoration of AC power within four hours is not likely are included in

the EAL.

Installation of the SBO diesel allowed CCNPP to operate as a plant having a one hour

coping capability. This allowance is in recognition that sufficient diesel generator back-up

reduces the likelihood of station blackout. The analysis for the four hour coping category

however, provides the source of the appropriate estimate of the time to core uncovery

following SBO from which the plant cannot recover. This time (four hours) is therefore used

as the basis for determining when to declare a General Emergency subsequent to a

prolonged SBO.

Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) are a component of the Inadequate Core Cooling

Instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad temperature by measuring

the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core region. A superheat condition is

indicated by a CET readings above 7001F. The RCS Pressure Safety Limit is 2750 psia

per CCNPP Technical Specifications. The saturation temperature for this pressure is

682.2°F. Per Action Value Bases Document EOP-24.33, the uncertainty on CET

Temperature is +/- 39.8°F. If one or more CETs indicate 722°F (682.2 + 39.8), subcooling

has been lost for at least some locations in the core. CET indications at or above 7220 F

are a clear sign that core heat removal capability is lost or greatly reduced and one fission

product barrier, the fuel clad, is threatened due to elevated fuel temperatures. 700°F

qualifies as a condition representing a potential loss of the fuel clad barrier (ref. 16).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8-1
2. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating
3. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating
4. OI-21A-1 1A Diesel Generator
5. O-21A-2 2A Diesel Generator

6. OI-21B-1 1B Diesel Generator
7. 01-21B-2 2B Diesel Generator
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8. OI-21C OC Diesel Generator
9. STP-O-90 AC Sources and On-site Power Distribution Systems 7 Day Operability

Verification
10. AOP-71 Loss of 4kV, 480 Volt, or 208/120 Volt Instrument Bus Power
11. AOP-3F Loss of Off-site Power While in MODES 3, 4, 5, or 6
12. EOP-0 Post-trip Immediate Actions
13. EOP-2 Loss of Off-site Power
14. EOP-7 Station Blackout
15. EOP-8 Functional Recovery
16. EOP-24.33 Action Value Bases Document
17. ERIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
18. ERPIP-802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
19. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident

20. CEN-152 Emergency Procedure Guidelines
21. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
22. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
23. Letter dated March 6, 1997 from Charles H. Cruse to USNRC "Revision to Emergency

Action Levels Technical Basis Document"
24. NEI 99-01 SG1
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 2 - Loss of DC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of all vital DC power for _> 15 min.

EAL:

SS2.1 Site Area Emergency

< 105 VDC on all 125 VDC buses (11, 12, 21 and 22) for >_ 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

Loss of all DC power compromises ability to monitor and control plant safety functions. Prolonged
loss of all DC power will cause core uncovering and loss of Containment integrity when there is
significant decay heat and sensible heat in the reactor system.

[Site specifi bus voetsge Ghru od he bared an tho rninrnmi i bs voltage ne essFy fer- the~
operaton ef sfoty ^ F 'te .equipment. This .. 'oetag va.. she.. d i^' eiporato a ma.gin Of at les 1a
rmintes ef oporatien -bofo-ro the onset of inabifity, to eporate thss to-ad-S. hi-s ioetage is uuq)

northe rnlioinuln voltage seleoted iwhon batt" sizing i6 pegfomoed. Typically the value for- the
on.tir battr",st isa pprxim..atoly 105 VDC. For a 60GO s!! strng of battorieS the Go!! ve!tago is
typ•sally 1. 7-5 Vos p.. .... Fo. a 58 st;rig ba#tto set thM minimum v..tag. is ttpically 1.'81 Volt
per- ee#.J

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Escalation to a General Emergency would occur by EALs in Category R and Category FAba.em;a
Rod Lvols!Radi.l.gica .Effluent, Ficcion Pro'duct Borario De@radation.

Plant-Specific

The 125 VDC vital system is divided into four independent and isolated channels. Each

channel consists of one battery, two battery chargers, one DC bus, multiple DC unit control

panels, and two inverters. Each inverter has an associated vital AC distribution panel

board. Power to the DC bus, DC unit control panels, and inverters is supplied by the

station batteries and/or the battery chargers. Each battery charger is fully rated and can

recharge a discharged battery while at the same time supplying the steady state power
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requirements of the system. A reserve 125 VDC system for the plant is completely

independent and isolated from all four separation groups, yet is capable of replacing any of

the 125 VDC batteries. This system consists of one battery, one battery charger, and the

associated DC switching equipment. Only the battery may be transferred for replacement

duty.

The safety-related station batteries have been sized to carry their expected shutdown

loads following a plant trip/LOCA and loss of offsite power or following a station blackout

without battery terminal voltage falling below 105 volts. The loss of the 1A Diesel

Generator 125 VDC bus 14 or OC Diesel Generator bus 16 does not constitute an entry

condition for this EAL.

This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition loss of DC power

EAL CU2.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8.4.3 and Figure 8.9
2. EOP-0 Post-Trip Immediate Actions
3. EOP-2 Loss of Off-Site Power, Section V
4. AOP-7J Loss of 120 Volt Vital AC or 125 Volt Vital DC Power
5. Technical Specifications Bases 3.8.4
6. NEI 99-01 SS3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition: Inadvertent criticality

EAL:

SU3.1 Unusual Event

An UNPLANNED sustained positive startup rate observed on nuclear instrumentation

Mode Applicability:

3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This IG-EAL addresses inadvertent criticality events. While the primary concern of this 4,-EAL is
criticality This 4G-EAL_ addresses inadvertent criticality events. This IG-EAL indicates a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant, warranting a NOUE classification. This IG-EAL
excludes inadvertent criticalities that occur during planned reactivity changes associated with
reactor startups (e.g., criticality earlier than estimated).

[Thi6 ",ndi.n GanR bh dW.tiaMed uslng poFrd mr.nitomt•tr.t.up Fate monito;. The te.arm "S,-sta•in,-ad" 4s
used in artlor te lo 9oxo-11sio -aROf 9XP9Gtod shOrt tarni pocitwo parids/ctarPFate rotosfm planned
Go ntl Pe1 ad m 1fam vrant96 for PWs and 8WR6 (such as 6hutdewin ban~k wi4td~rawal for PW"s).

macasho tani pesitve peod&'cta~tup rates amo tho rasuft -of tha Tho.-aasa in neutron pqpUlAtion
due to subGMci•eal t qr-tipation. ]

Escalation would be by the Ficsion Produ--ct Barrier T:bhlEALs in Category F, as appropriate to the
operating mode at the time of the event.

Plant-Specific

The term "sustained" is used to allow exclusion of expected short-term positive startup

rates from planned fuel bundle or control rod movements during core alteration. These

short-term positive startup rates are the result of the rise in neutron population due to

subcritical multiplication.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.
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CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 7.5.2

2. 1C05-ALM Reactivity Control Alarm Manual, Window D-05, D-15
3. AOP-1A Inadvertent Boron Dilution
4. NEI 99-01 SU8
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

3 - Criticality & RPS Failure

Automatic trip failed to shut down the reactor and the manual
actions taken from the reactor control console are successful in
shutting down the reactor

SA3.1 Alert

An automatic reactor trip failed to shut down the reactor
AND

Manual actions taken at the Control Room panels successfully shut down the reactor as
indicated by reactor power < 5%

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation

Basis:

Generic

[The reactor should be considered shutdown when it producing less heat than the maximum decay
heat load for which the safety systems are designed (typially 3 te 5% power). Ferp!t usi.n.

S',FS7Ts; Wt EAL equates to the cn.da used to deoteR a val;id ub,•••i•litl; Red Path. IFo
B.. th E.A.L sh'ld b1 th- -A PR.A d.Wc.cxa! t.p setpoint.]

Manual 6Gram-(trip) actions taken at the roactor cGOntro conolControl Room panels are any set of
actions by the reactor operator(s) which causes or should cause control rods to be rapidly inserted
into the core and shuts down the reactor.

[Wf the mana s..am .04 ..p) ait ............ on the cont... room .. nsol. p.a..s .r.
GGeftIUd d~0RdffG: :nPLU :nR10 Fuw0 FR-acror MWE9GR~On Sy699m, a fa:;vrn to acram (bnp} ;WMn

any othor otraltic i tovdm-ako thir thrashold applicablo.]

This condition indicates failure of the automatic protection system to seraFA-(trip) the reactor. This
condition is more than a potential degradation of a safety system in that a front line automatic
protection system did not function in response to a plant transient. Thus the plant safety has been
compromised because design limits of the fuel may have been exceeded. An Alert is indicated
because conditions may exist that lead to potential loss of fuel clad barrier or RCS barrier and
because of the failure of the Reactor Protection System to automatically shut-down the plant.

If manual actions taken at the reactor control console fail to shut-down the reactor, the event would
escalate to a Site Area Emergency.

Plant-Specific
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Following a successful reactor trip, nuclear power promptly drops to about six percent of

the original power level and then decays to a level some 8 decades less at a startup rate

(SUR) of about (-)1/3 DPM. The reactor power drop continues until reactor power reaches

the point at which the influence of source neutrons on reactor power starts to be

observable. A predictable post-trip response from an automatic reactor trip signal should

therefore consist of a prompt drop in reactor power as sensed by the nuclear

instrumentation (NI) and a negative SUR as nuclear power drops into the source range.

The RPS setpoints listed in Figure S-1 should result in an automatic reactor trip:

Figure S-1 Automatic RPS Trips

REACTOR TRIP
High Power Level 2/4 Variable
High Rate-of-Change of Power 2/4 below 15% Pwr 2.6 decade/min.
Low Reactor Coolant Flow 2/4 above 10-4% Pwr Variable
Low Steam Generator Pressure 2/4 670 psig
Low Steam Generator Water Level 2/4 10 in. below top of feed ring
High Pressurizer Pressure 2/4 2385 psig
Thermal Margin/Low Pressure 2/4 above 10-4% Pwr Variable
Loss of Load 2/4 above 15% Pwr N/A
High Containment Pressure 2/4 4 psig
Axial Flux Offset 2/4 Variable
Thermal Margin/SG Press. Diff. Hi 2/4 above 10-4% Pwr 135 psid

Per EOP-0, Post-Trip Immediate Actions, the operator ensures that the reactor has tripped

by depressing one set of Manual Reactor Trip buttons immediately following any

symptoms of a reactor trip. The symptoms include:

" Reactor Trip alarm

" Control Element Assembly (CEA) Circuit Breaker(s) Trip alarms

" Rapid Lowering in Reactor Power

" Protection Channel Trip alarm

" Reactor Protective System (RPS) Trip Bistable Lights lit

Following depression of the reactor trip buttons, the operator verifies that reactor power is

decreasing. If these responses cannot be verified, as part of contingency actions, the

operator is instructed to open the motor generator (MG) set feeder breakers that provide

power to the Control Element Drive Mechanism (CEDM).
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If reactor power is above 5%, the reactor is producing more heat than the Auxiliary

Feedwater system and Atmospheric Dump Valves are designed to remove (ref. 6, 7, 8).

The Alert emergency classification is required whenever the Shift Manager determines that

a required automatic reactor trip did not succeed in reducing reactor power to 5% or lower.

It is recognized that EOP-0 instructs the operator to depress the manual trip buttons

whether or not a required automatic reactor trip actually occurred. However, the failure of

the RPS to complete a reactor trip that reduced reactor power to 5% or lower following

receipt of an automatic trip signal meets the Alert classification threshold of potential

substantial degradation in the level of safety of the plant. This is true even if no radiation

alarms indicate fuel problems.

In the event that the operator identifies a reactor trip is imminent and successfully initiates

a manual reactor trip before the automatic trip setpoint is reached, no declaration is

required. The successful manual trip of the reactor before it reaches its automatic trip

setpoint or reactor trip signals caused by instrumentation channel failures do not lead to a

potential fission product barrier loss. If manual reactor trip actions at the Control Room

panels (following an unsuccessful automatic reactor trip) fail to reduce reactor power to or

below 5%, the event escalates to the Site Area Emergency under EAL SS3.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications 3.3.1, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation -
Operating

2. Technical Specifications 3.3.2, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation -
Shutdown

3. Technical Specifications 3.3.3, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip
Initiation

4. EOP-0 Post-Trip Immediate Actions
5. UFSAR Section 7
6. AOP-3G Malfunction of Main Feedwater System
7. UFSAR 14.1.2.2.e
8. UFSAR 14.4.1 & Table 14.1-2
9. NEI 99-01 SA2
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - Criticality & RPS Failure

Initiating Condition: Automatic trip and manual actions taken from the reactor control
console failed to shut down the reactor

EAL:

SS3.1 Site Area Emergency

An automatic reactor trip failed to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power >
5%

AND
Manual actions taken at the Control Room panels do not shut down the reactor as
indicated by reactor power > 5%

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation

Basis:

Generic

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay heat load for
which the safety systems are designed and efforts to bring the reactor subcritical are unsuccessful.
A Site Area Emergency is warranted because conditions exist that lead to imminent loss or
potential loss of both fuel clad and RCS.

[The reactor should be considered shutdown when it producing less heat than the maximum decay
heat load for which the safety systems are designed (-ypraW-& 3 to-5% power). Fer-!an~ts "sng

Cý&L- -- ,;A- LAS

04 r thi Uv 4 .1L nhoo! FW tha 4 f'-'HM gewnsGcae tar) Raf~aint I

Manual scram (trip) actions taken at the ;cat-r co.n.trol conAclControl Room panels are any set of
actions by the reactor operator(s) at which causes or should cause control rods to be rapidly
inserted into the core and shuts down the reactor.

Manual eefam.J-trip) actions are not considered successful if action away from the Feaetr .-.eotel
censeeontrol Room oanels is required to serametrip) the reactor. This EAL is still applicable even
if actions taken away from the roactor con.trol cnc.-.oloControl Room panels are successful in
shutting the reactor down because the design limits of the fuel may have been exceeded or
because of the gross failure of the Reactor Protection System to shutdown the plant.

[Alt eugh this 1G may be i awed as rodundant ta th -Fi-ssiOn Pro duct-o BQarrior Degadation 1Q, its
Wr-fku-son iS nocoessa~y to bettor- asuo Loy aegngitin and eRlefflncY FesPense.]

I
Escalation of this event to a General Emergency would be due to a prolonged condition leading to
an extreme challenge to either core-cooling or heat removal.
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Plant-Specific

Following a successful reactor trip, nuclear power promptly drops to about six percent of

the original power level and then decays to a level some 8 decades less at a startup rate

(SUR) of about (-)1/3 DPM. The reactor power drop continues until reactor power reaches

the point at which the influence of source neutrons on reactor power starts to be

observable. A predictable post-trip response from an automatic reactor trip signal should

therefore consist of a prompt drop in reactor power as sensed by the nuclear

instrumentation (NI) and a negative SUR as nuclear power drops into the source range.

The RPS setpoints listed in Figure S-1 should result in an automatic reactor trip:

Figure S-1 Automatic RPS Trips

REACTOR TRIP
High Power Level 2/4 Variable
High Rate-of-Change of Power 2/4 below 15% Pwr 2.6 decade/min.
Low Reactor Coolant Flow 2/4 above 10-4% Pwr Variable
Low Steam Generator Pressure 2/4 670 psig
Low Steam Generator Water Level 2/4 10 in. below top of feed ring
High Pressurizer Pressure 2/4 2385 psig
Thermal Margin/Low Pressure 2/4 above 104% Pwr Variable
Loss of Load 2/4 above 15% Pwr N/A
High Containment Pressure 2/4 4 psig
Axial Flux Offset 2/4 Variable
Thermal Margin/SG Press. Diff. Hi 2/4 above 10-4% Pwr 135 psid

Per EOP-0, Post-Trip Immediate Actions, the operator ensures that the reactor has tripped

by depressing one set of Manual Reactor Trip buttons immediately following any

symptoms of a reactor trip. The symptoms include:

" Reactor Trip alarm

" Control Element Assembly (CEA) Circuit Breaker(s) Trip alarms

" Rapid Lowering in Reactor Power

" Protection Channel Trip alarm
* Reactor Protective System (RPS) Trip Bistable Lights lit

Following depression of the reactor trip buttons, the operator verifies that reactor power is

decreasing. If these responses cannot be verified, as part of contingency actions, the
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operator is instructed to open the motor generator (MG) set feeder breakers that provide

power to the Control Element Drive Mechanism (CEDM).

If reactor power is above 5%, the reactor is producing more heat than the Auxiliary

Feedwater system and Atmospheric Dump Valves are designed to remove (ref. 7, 8, 9).

Fast boration is thus required and there is an actual major failure of a system intended for

protection of the public. The combination of failure of both front line and backup protection

systems to function in response to a plant transient, along with the continued production of

heat poses a direct threat to the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers and warrants declaration of a

Site Area Emergency.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications 3.3.1, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation -
Operating

2. Technical Specifications 3.3.2, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation -
Shutdown

3. Technical Specifications 3.3.3, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip
Initiation

4. EOP-0 Post-Trip Immediate Actions
5. EOP-8 Functional Recovery
6. UFSAR Section 7
7. AOP-3G Malfunction of Main Feedwater System
8. UFSAR 14.1.2.2.e
9. UFSAR 14.4.1 & Table 14.1-2
10 NEI 99-01 SS2
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - Criticality & RPS Failure

Initiating Condition: Automatic trip and all manual actions fail to shut down the reactor
and indication of an extreme challenge to the ability to cool the
core exists

EAL:

SG3.1 General Emergency

An automatic reactor trip failed to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power >
5%

AND

All manual actions fail to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power > 5%

AND

ANY of the following exist or have occurred:

" CET readings > 700OF

" RCS pressure > PORV setpoint

" RCS subcooling < 25OF

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation

Basis:

Generic

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay heat load for
which the safety systems are designed and efforts to bring the reactor subcritical are unsuccessful.

[The reactor should be considered shutdown when it producing less heat than the maximum decay
heat load for which the safety systems are designed (,ypiGaly 3 ,te 5% power)._ FoPtant ..S;ig
CSrEST&, this EAL equater, to the cGo~e<a used to detennine a -volid Sb-~c~~ Red Path. FoF
BR14R this 541 should be the APRAM downscalo trip cotpoint.],

[For-PWR6, the oxtrnrn Ghallongo to the abilty to- cool the oaren 4; intondod to moan that the Goem
emit tornperaturs arg at or- apprncig10 dgroo F- or- that tho ranactr wosso! water- !ot! is
bolow the top of anctiv hu'o!. Foir plnuigCF~s hsSLo~ates to a Corn Cooling RD
Gonditin combinod with a S~bGWitiaiit RED Gondfitin.]

[For- 9WRs, the oxtrnrno chalango to the abiliy to coao' t 'he co *ro is intondod to mean that the
.roac9torF 10osse1149atr laical ca;nnot bo rostobrad and maintainod abeve AMimum~r Steam Coofing RAV
Wator Level as' docor-ibsd- W ths EOP b9asos.]
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Antito'r-Gqnpidarafia ir. tha mniiihd't9 initaia~magown haat dyrin thqai tri fti
6eqgeneo. r-er fv't-S, :rS W-9orgon.WN 99~W~~ nMw:E nsmcm throv *M 0 Irng~n Or-QQar
Fequimd 19y design fmrn at leat on tar ooa to-, an extmRoni chalinge sheuld be eenaidoro
to emiat. Fer plants u'sing CSF=S Ta, 6hsEL gao to 8, Hoat Sink RED=_ Gon-ditioen Gombnoqd ;ith a
S'-bc.tla!ity RED condition.]

Fmur- a vvf 4, se.p-spew ra- Awn-sk, rwutte tHatpff fty Ito ra-Move he-at via the FR-eim -or wa FFiQ-
L • n

a~pposson p0! r-terus ~.g.,, -v Io ng !Water- tornporawro).

In the event either of these challenges exists at a time that the reactor has not been brought below
the power associated with the safety system design a core melt sequence exists. In this situation,
core degradation can occur rapidly. For this reason, the General Emergency declaration is
intended to be anticipatory of the fission product barrier table declaration to permit maximum off-
site intervention time.

Plant-Specific

Following a successful reactor trip, nuclear power promptly drops to about six percent of

the original power level and then decays to a level some 8 decades less at a startup rate

(SUR) of about (-)1/3 DPM. The reactor power drop continues until reactor power reaches

the point at which the influence of source neutrons on reactor power starts to be

observable. A predictable post-trip response from an automatic reactor trip signal should

therefore consist of a prompt drop in reactor power as sensed by the nuclear

instrumentation (NI) and a negative SUR as nuclear power drops into the source range.

The RPS setpoints listed in Figure S-1 should result in an automatic reactor trip:

Figure S-I Automatic RPS Trips

REACTOR TRIP
High Power Level 2/4 Variable
High Rate-of-Change of Power 2/4 below 15% Pwr 2.6 decade/min.
Low Reactor Coolant Flow 2/4 above 104% Pwr Variable
Low Steam Generator Pressure 2/4 670 psig
Low Steam Generator Water Level 2/4 10 in. below top of feed ring
High Pressurizer Pressure 2/4 2385 psig
Thermal Margin/Low Pressure 2/4 above 10-4% Pwr Variable
Loss of Load 2/4 above 15% Pwr N/A
High Containment Pressure 2/4 4 psig
Axial Flux Offset 2/4 Variable
Thermal Margin/SG Press. Diff. Hi 2/4 above 10-4% Pwr 135 psid

Per EOP-0, Post-Trip Immediate Actions, the operator ensures that the reactor has tripped

by depressing one set of Manual Reactor Trip buttons immediately following any

symptoms of a reactor trip. The symptoms include:
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" Reactor Trip alarm
" Control Element Assembly (CEA) Circuit Breaker(s) Trip alarms
" Rapid Lowering in Reactor Power
" Protection Channel Trip alarm
" Reactor Protective System (RPS) Trip Bistable Lights lit

Following depression of the reactor trip buttons, the operator verifies that reactor power is

decreasing. If these responses cannot be verified, as part of contingency actions, the

operator is instructed to open the motor generator (MG) set feeder breakers that provide

power to the Control Element Drive Mechanism (CEDM).

If reactor power is above 5%, the reactor is producing more heat than the Auxiliary

Feedwater system and Atmospheric Dump Valves are designed to remove (ref. 7, 8, 9).

Fast boration is thus required and there is an actual major failure of a system intended for

protection of the public. The combination of failure of both front line and backup protection

systems to function in response to a plant transient, along with the continued production of

heat poses a direct threat to the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers.

Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) are a component of the Inadequate Core Cooling

Instrumentation system and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad temperature by

measuring the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core region. The RCS

Pressure Safety Limit is 2750 psia per CCNPP Technical Specifications. The saturation

temperature for this pressure is 682.2°F. Per Action Value Bases Document EOP-24.33,

the uncertainty on CET Temperature is +/- 39.8°F. If one or more CETs indicate 722°F

(682.2 + 39.8), subcooling has been lost for at least some locations in the core. CET

indications at or above 722°F are a clear sign that core heat removal capability is lost or

greatly reduced and one fission product barrier, the fuel clad, is threatened due to elevated

fuel temperatures. 700°F qualifies as a condition representing a potential loss of the fuel

clad barrier (ref. 13).

Inability to remove heat from the RCS to the ultimate heat sink (bay or atmosphere) is a

loss of function required for hot shutdown with the reactor at pressure and temperature

and thus represents potential loss of the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers.
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The combination of these conditions (reactor power greater than 5% with loss of

subcooling margin or inability to remove heat from the RCS) indicates the ultimate heat

sink function is under extreme challenge, a core melt sequence may exist and rapid

degradation of the fuel clad could begin. To permit maximum offsite intervention time, the

General Emergency declaration is appropriate in anticipation of an inevitable General

Emergency declaration due to loss and potential loss of fission product barriers.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications 3.3.1, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation -
Operating

2. Technical Specifications 3.3.2, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation -
Shutdown

3. Technical Specifications 3.3.3, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip
Initiation

4. EOP-0 Post-Trip Immediate Actions
5. EOP-8 Functional Recovery
6. UFSAR Section 7
7. AOP-3G Malfunction of Main Feedwater System
8. UFSAR 14.1.2.2.e
9. UFSAR 14.4.1 & Table 14.1-2
10. ERIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
11. ERPIP-802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
12. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident
13. EOP-24.33 Action Value Bases Document
14. CEN-152 Emergency Procedure Guidelines
15. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
15. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
16. NEI 99-01 SG2
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 4 - Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions

Initiating Condition: Inability to reach required shutdown within Technical Specification
limits

EAL:

SU4.1 Unusual Event

Plant is not brought to required operating mode within Technical Specifications LCO
required action completion time

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

Limiting Conditions of Operation (LCOs) require the plant to be brought to a required operating
mode when the Technical Specification required configuration cannot be restored. Depending on
the circumstances, this may or may not be an emergency or precursor to a more severe condition.
In any case, the initiation of plant shutdown required by the site Technical Specifications requires a
four hour report under 10 CFR 50.72 (b) Non-emergency events. The plant is within its safety
envelope when being shut down within the allowable required action statemeM-tcompletiontime in
the Technical Specifications. An immediate NOUE is required when the plant is not brought to the
required operating mode within the allowable reguired action state Fte.-tcompletion time in the
Technical Specifications. Declaration of a NQUE is based on the time at which the LCO-specified
required action etatementgcompletion time period elapses under the site Technical Specifications
and is not related to how long a condition may have existed.

[Other- Fequkod Technical Spa nficatien -ph tdownis that inivelve proewurse to mor Uoosoot

Plant-Specific

None

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications 3.0, Limiting Conditions for Operations (LCO) Applicability
2. NEI 99-01 SU2
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 5 - Instrumentation

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of safety system annunciation or indication in the
Control Room for _> 15 min.

EAL:

SU5.1 Unusual Event

UNPLANNED loss of greater than approximately 75% of safety system annunciation or
indication on Control Room panels for _Ž 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This IC and its aacrcaato,,d EAL Wfe-is_ intended to recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring
changing plant conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication
equipment.

Recognition of the availability of computer based indication equipment is considered [e.g., 9PDS,
plant Gemp.ter., tc.].

"Planned" loss of annunciators or indicators includes scheduled maintenance and testing activities.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety system
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition could
go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the
instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the
plant conditions.

It is further recognized that mest-plant designs provides redundant safety system indication
powered from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of
annunciators is more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in
this EAL due to difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or
several, safety system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component
operability status. This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a
Technical Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument loss will be reported via
10CFR50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with the Technical Specification action, the NQUE
is based on EAL SU2 "Inabl•'ty to Reoah Roquirod Shu-tdo-n.. •rAthin Torhn^i.al Spcrification
u-mtr,.l1.•
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[Sate- peer.'i "annunciators or indicators for this EAL must include those identified in the Abnormal
Operating Procedures, in the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other EALs (e.g., area,
process, and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.).1

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

[Due t thc " i t-,a .U..bef -of Sxa"ft 8...t. n^ in ope~rti.n dur.inng e.ld shut&dW' , fuo..ng, and
defueled medeno !G .ia C indisated du rig these maeder ef eperatlJn.]

This NOUE will be escalated to an Alert based on a concurrent loss of compensatory indications or
if a significant transient is in progress during the loss of annunciation or indication.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Sections 7.6 and 7.7
2. AOP-7J Loss of 120 Volt Vital AC or 125 Volt Vital DC Power
3. UFSAR 7.5.5
4. OI-50A Plant Computer
5. CNG-OP-1.01-2003 Alarm Response and Control
6. NEI 99-01 SU3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

5 - Instrumentation

Unplanned loss of safety system annunciation or indication in the
Control Room with either (1) a significant transient in progress, or
(2) compensatory indicators are unavailable

EAL:

SA5.1 Alert

UNPLANNED loss of greater than approximately 75% of safety system annunciation or
indication on Control Room panels for _Ž 15 min. (Note 4)

AND EITHER:
A significant transient is in progress, Table S-2

OR
Compensatory indications are unavailable (Plant Computer, SPDS)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Table S-2 Significant Transients

" Automatic turbine runback > 25% thermal power

" Electric load rejection > 25% full electrical load

" Reactor trip

* Safety Injection actuation

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This 4Q-EAL_ is intended to recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring changing plant
conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication equipment during a
significant transient.

. _ =...

[.~ocagnithn of the 3~availawty ef cornpuler- bosoeI mndieaftn equipment is Gensiderod (e.g., SPD&,
plant won~pu.ter, etG.).]

I
"Planned" loss of annunciators or indicators includes scheduled maintenance and testing activities.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety system
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition could
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go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the
instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the
plant conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift Supewvisa-Managerbe tasked with making a
judgment decision as to whether additional personnel are required to provide increased monitoring
of system operation.

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system indication powered
from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of annunciators is
more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to
difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or several, safety
system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component operability status.
This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a Technical
Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument loss will be reported via 10 CFR
50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with the Technical Specification action, the NQUE is
based on EAL SU2 "Inability to Reach Requi•ed ShutdoWn AN.thi.. Toch.•ial Specification

mws.4 .1.

[Sate epereiG-BAnnunciators or indicators for this EAL must-include those identified in the Abnormal
Operating Procedures, in the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other EALs (e.g., area,
process, and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.).1

"Compensatory indications" in this context includes computer based information such as Plant
Process Computer and SPDS. [This - hruld •,,,d, a#, oom, uterp cy.t,, a.. ilablo for, thi• use
depending on sp.c.fic plant design and sb"sequnt . t. o fRt., if both a major portion of the
annun.ati. n sy•,tem and all computr mo..nitoring a. .unavailable, the Alert is roquirod.

[rn,, to the lirnitod n••.br- of aAf" .y'tors• in .p.. tion du"n" cold shutdw.., .efuo.ing and

dof-o-wd modoc, no 1GC i6 ..di-atd du-.g thcse .medoc of p.aratioin.]

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

This Alert will be escalated to a Site Area Emergency if the operating crew cannot monitor the
transient in progress due to a concurrent loss of compensatory indications with a significant
transient in progress during the loss of annunciation or indication.

Plant-Specific

Plant Process Computer and SPDS are considered compensatory indication.

Significant transients are listed in Table S-2.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.
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CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Sections 7.6 and 7.7
2. AOP-7J Loss of 120 Volt Vital AC or 125 Volt Vital DC Power
3. UFSAR 7.5.5
4. OI-50A Plant Computer
5. CNG-OP-1.01-2003 Alarm Response and Control
6. NEI 99-01 SA4
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Category:

Subcategory:

S - System Malfunction

5 - Instrumentation

Initiating Condition: Inability to monitor a significant transient in progress

EAL:

SS5.1 Site Area Emergency

Loss of greater than approximately 75% of safety system annunciation or indication on
Control Room panels for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

AND

A significant transient is in progress, Table S-2

AND

Compensatory indications are unavailable (Plant Computer, SPDS)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Table S-2 Significant Transients

" Automatic turbine runback > 25% thermal power

* Electric load rejection > 25% full electrical load

* Reactor trip

* Safety Injection actuation

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This 4Q-EAL is intended to recognize the threat to plant safety associated with the complete loss of
capability of the Control Room staff to monitor plant response to a significant transient.

"Planned" and "unplanned" actions are not differentiated since the loss of instrumentation of this
magnitude is of such significance during a transient that the cause of the loss is not an
ameliorating factor.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety system
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition could
go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the
instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the
plant conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift Supe.iseor -Manager be tasked with making a
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judgment decision as to whether additional personnel are required to provide increased monitoring
of system operation.

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system indication powered
from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of annunciators is
more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to
difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or several, safety
system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component operability status.
This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a Technical
Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument loss will be reported via 10 CFR
50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with the Technical Specification action, the NOUE is
based on EAL SU2 "Inability te Roash Required Shutdown Within Technical Spcification

A Site Area Emergency is considered to exist if the Control Room staff cannot monitor safety
functions needed for protection of the public while a significant transient is in progress.

[Site sperifie -Annunciators for this EAL sho'3ld beare limited to include those identified in the
Abnormal Operating Procedures, in the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other EALs (.g.,
area, process, and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.)1

S94&epeof,,--,Indications needed to monitor safety functions necessary for protection of the public
Fn, -include Control Room indications, computer generated indications and dedicated
annunciation capability.

[Th76 spocifi indicationn nhoidd ha thaos imod to dotnrmins w~r functians as the ability to shut
dewn the Feacto.-, maintain the core GOO"e, to maintain the 'rac9tor Goolant systemg intact, mgainti
the spent fuel cooed, and to maintain cntainm.nt in.tact.]

"Compensatory indications" in this context includes computer based information such as Plant
Process Computer and SPDS. This should include all computer systems av"'ailable for this use
dependi.g on sp...... plant dosign and 'ub"equ.,t rotrefits.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

[Due ,^ th o t dn tt •;mite ... r -of safety systemgs in opor.tin dur•ig cold shUtdg•., refueling and

defyeled medos, nog 1G is indiatod during those modes of operation.

Plant-Specific

Plant computer and SPDS are considered compensatory indication.

Significant transients are listed in Table S-2.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Sections 7.6 and 7.7
2. AOP-7J Loss of 120 Volt Vital AC or 125 Volt Vital DC Power
3. UFSAR 7.5.5
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4. OI-50A Plant Computer
5. CNG-OP-1.01-2003 Alarm Response and Control
6. NEI 99-01 SS6
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 6 - Communications

Initiating Condition: Loss of all onsite or offsite communications capabilities

EAL:

SU6.1 Unusual Event

Loss of all Table S-3 onsite (internal) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform routine operations

OR

Loss of all Table S-3 offsite (external) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform offsite notifications to any agency

Table S-3 Communications Systems

System Onsite Offsite(internal) (external)

Commercial phone system X X

Plant page system X

Microwave telephone (Hot-Lines) (EOB) X X

Dedicated offsite agency telephone system X

FTS 2001 telephone system X

CCNPP Radio System X X

Satellite Phone System X

Cellular Phone System X X

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic
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The purpose of this IC .nd its asccc:itcd _EALe is to recognize a loss of communications capability
that either defeats the plant operations staff ability to perform routine tasks necessary for plant
operations or the ability to communicate issues with off-site authorities.

[The loss of off-site communications ability is expected to be significantly more comprehensive
than the condition addressed by 10 CFR 50.72.1

The availability of one method of ordinary off-site communications is sufficient to inform federal,
state, and local authorities of plant problems. This EAL is intended to be used only when
extraordinary means (e.g., relaying of information from non-routine radio transmissions, individuals
being sent to off-site locations, etc.) are being used to make communications possible.

... spo. W W O. n a" ................. a.n. S...... m-ust nco•eRm.p8ss thoe !os of a!! ma•.n4" of
nommuniations (eog., Gcommorcia1 telephenes, sound poworod pheno systorng, page paft' &Y6tr
(Goitrnics) and radios6./14AaWkh; talkio) Foutinoly used for operatiens.]

[Site 6pociffi Wit for off sito comuiatos s must encompacs the foss of all Means of
cOrnrnl'atkanc With Off Agto autho~gitio This shquld inrluda tho ES omriltlpoolns
teolopy transmissions, and dedicatod phone 6)stonqs that are routinoly u~sed for e-ffto ampergncy

Plant-Specific

Onsite/offsite communications systems are listed in Table S-3 (ref. 1, 2, 3).

This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition EAL CU5.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1.
2.
3.
4.

UFSAR Section 7.8
ERPIP 901 Communications Equipment
NO-1 -113, Control of Radio Transmitter (PRT)
NEI 99-01 SU6
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 7 - Fuel Clad Degradation

Initiating Condition: Fuel clad degradation

EAL:

SU7.1 Unusual Event

Coolant activity > ANY of the following:

* Dose equivalent 1-131 0.5 uCi/gm for 100 hrs. continuous

" Dose equivalent 1-131 acceptable region of T.S. Fig. 3.4.15-1

* Dose equivalent 1-131 137.5 uCi/gm

" Gross activity 100/E-bar uCi/gm

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is included because it is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as result, is
considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Escalation of this EAL to the Alert level is via the Fiecion Praduct -Ba rrieorEALs in Cateqorv F.

EAL-#4

Thic throshold Rd-d-roeoc sito epoci~fic radiation mon~itor roadingre that provido indication of a
dogradation of fuel clad intogrityý.

[SUch a6S WR air ej9GtGF R99nitor, PWR fA9#d fUel monitors, etc'.]

This threshold addresses coolant samples exceeding coolant technical specifications fei--trPanrie8

iedi.e sp.'k.g limits.

Plant-Specific

Elevated reactor coolant activity represents a potential degradation in the level of safety of

the plant and a potential precursor of more serious problems. This EAL addresses reactor
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coolant samples exceeding coolant technical specifications (including allowable transient

time limits permitted in the Technical Specifications). Though the referenced Technical

Specification limits are mode dependent, it is appropriate that the EAL be applicable in

modes 1-4, as it indicates a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

For mode 4, conditions are not governed by the Technical Specification applicability.

While in mode 4 however, any abnormal chemistry sample that is reported will be

compared to the criteria of this EAL and an Unusual Event will be declared if met.

The maximum value shown on T.S. Figure 3.4. 15-1 is 137.5 uCi/gm dose equivalent I-

131; therefore this value is included in the EAL threshold to address plant conditions below

that shown in the T.S. figure. (ref. 1, 2).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specification 3.4.15 Reactor Coolant System - RCS Specific Activity
2. AOP-6A Abnormal Reactor Coolant Chemistry/Activity
3. 1(2)C07-ALM F-21 RAD MON LVL HI
4. NEI 99-01 SU4
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 7 - Fuel Clad Degradation

Initiating Condition: Fuel clad degradation

EAL:

SU7.2 Unusual Event

Letdown Monitor (RY-202-1) high alarm (> 1 E+06 cpm)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is included because it is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as result, is
considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Escalation of this EAL to the Alert level is via the EALs in Category F.

This threshold addresses site Speeie radiation monitor readings that provide indication of a
degradation of fuel clad integrity.

Plant-Specific

This EAL addresses indication of gross failed fuel that may be in excess of Technical

Specification (ref. 1) coolant activity limits.

The Letdown Radiation Monitor (1(2)-RY-202-1)) gross radiation channel continuously

monitors the activity in a sample drawn from the RCS and actuates an alarm in the Control

Room if a predetermined activity level is reached (ref. 3). The sensor is a gross-gamma

plus specific isotope ([-135) monitor; the system is designed to detect activity release from

the fuel to the reactor coolant within five minutes of the event (ref. 2, 3). The instrument

range is 10 - 1E+6 cpm. RY-202-1 does not read out in pCi/cc (ref. 4).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specification 3.4.15 Reactor Coolant System - RCS Specific Activity
2. AOP-6A Abnormal Reactor Coolant Chemistry/Activity
3. 1(2)C07-ALM F-21 RAD MON LVL HI
4. UFSAR Section 9.1.3
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5. NEI 99-01 SU4
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 8 - RCS Leakage

Initiating Condition: RCS leakage

EAL:

SU8.1 Unusual Event

Unidentified or pressure boundary leakage > 10 gpm for > 15 min. (Note 4)

OR

Identified leakage > 25 gpm for > 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The EC should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon

as it is determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This IG-EAL is included as a NOUE because it may be a precursor of more serious conditions and,
as result, is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The 10 gpm
value for the unidentified or pressure boundary leakage was selected as it is observable with
normal Control Room indications. Lesser values must generally be determined through time-
consuming surveillance tests (e.g., mass balances).

Relief valve normal operation should be excluded from this IGEAL. However, a relief valve that
operates and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to this 4,-EAL if the relief
valve cannot be isolated.

The EAL for identified leakage is set at a higher value due to the lesser significance of identified
leakage in comparison to unidentified or pressure boundary leakage. In either case, escalation of
this CG-EAL-to the Alert level is via Friccion. Product a..rrior DogradatiRn ICcEALs in Category F.

Plant-Specific

STP 0-27-1(2), RCS Leakage Evaluation, provides instructions for calculating primary

system leak rate by manual or PC program methods (ref. 2). AOP-2A-1 (2), Excessive

Reactor Coolant Leakage, provides direction for determining RCS leakage for off normal

events and for operations troubleshooting (ref. 3).
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Calvert Cliffs Technical Specifications do not treat Steam Generator tube leakage as RCS

pressure boundary leakage. Since Steam Generator tube leakage is identified leakage,

the threshold for Unususal Event is > 25 gpm under this initiating condition.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications 3.4.13, Reactor Coolant System Operational Leakage
2. AOP-2A Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage
3. STP 0-27-1(2) RCS Leakage Evaluation
4. Technical Specifications 1.1, Definitions
5. NEI 99-01 SU5
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Category F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

EAL Group: Hot Conditions (RCS temperature > 2000 F);

EALs in this category are applicable only in

one or more hot operating modes.

EALs in this category represent threats to the defense in depth design concept that

precludes the release of highly radioactive fission products to the environment. This

concept relies on multiple physical barriers any one of which, if maintained intact,

precludes the release of significant amounts of radioactive fission products to the

environment. The primary fission product barriers are:

A. Reactor Fuel Clad (FC): The fuel clad barrier consists of fuel bundle tubes

composed of zirconium-based alloys that contain the fuel pellets.

B. Reactor Coolant System (RCS): The RCS Barrier includes the RCS primary side

and its connections up to and including the pressurizer safety and relief valves, and

other connections up to and including the primary isolation valves.

C. Containment (CNMT): The Containment Barrier includes the Containment building

and connections up to and including the outermost Containment isolation valves.

This barrier also includes the main steam, feedwater, and blowdown line extensions

outside the Containment building up to and including the outermost secondary side

isolation valve.

The EALs in this category require evaluation of the loss and potential loss thresholds listed

in the fission product barrier matrix of Table F-1 (Attachment 2). "Loss" and "Potential

Loss" signify the relative damage and threat of damage to the barrier. "Loss" means the

barrier no longer assures Containment of radioactive materials. "Potential Loss" means

integrity of the barrier is threatened and could be lost if conditions continue to degrade.

The number of barriers that are lost or potentially lost and the following criteria determine

the appropriate emergency classification level:

Unusual Event:
Any loss or any potential loss of Containment

Alert:
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Any loss or any potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS

Site Area Emergency:
Loss or potential loss of any two barriers

General Emergency:
Loss of any two barriers and loss or potential loss of the third barrier

The logic used for Category F EALs reflects the following considerations:

" The Fuel Clad Barrier and the RCS Barrier are weighted more heavily than the

Containment Barrier. UE EALs associated with RCS and Fuel Clad Barriers are

addressed under Category S.

" At the Site Area Emergency level, there must be some ability to dynamically assess

how far present conditions are from the threshold for a General Emergency. For

example, if Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier "Loss" thresholds existed, that, in addition to

off-site dose assessments, would require continual assessments of radioactive

inventory and Containment integrity. Alternatively, if both Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier

"Potential Loss" thresholds existed, the ED would have more assurance that there

was no immediate need to escalate to a General Emergency.

" The ability to escalate to higher emergency classification levels as an event

deteriorates must be maintained. For example, RCS leakage steadily increasing

would represent an increasing risk to public health and safety.

* The Containment Barrier should not be declared lost or potentially lost based on

exceeding Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there is an event

in progress requiring mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is in

progress (Loss or Potential Loss of either Fuel Clad and/or RCS) the Containment

Barrier status is addressed by Technical Specifications.
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Subcategory: N/A

Initiating Condition: ANY loss or ANY potential loss of Containment

EAL:

FUI.1 Unusual Event
ANY loss or ANY potential loss of Containment (Table F-i)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

Fuel Clad and RCS barriers are weighted more heavily than the Containment barrier.

Unlike the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers, the loss of either of which results in an Alert (EAL

FA1.1), loss of the Containment barrier in and of itself does not result in the relocation of

radioactive materials or the potential for degradation of core cooling capability. However,

loss or potential loss of the Containment barrier in combination with the loss or potential

loss of either the Fuel Clad or RCS barrier results in declaration of a Site Area Emergency

under EAL FS1.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FU1
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Subcategory: N/A

Initiating Condition: ANY loss or ANY potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS

EAL:

FAI.1 Alert

ANY loss or ANY potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS (Table F-i)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

At the Alert classification level, Fuel Clad and RCS barriers are weighted more heavily

than the Containment barrier. Unlike the Containment barrier, loss or potential loss of

either the Fuel Clad or RCS barrier may result in the relocation of radioactive materials or

degradation of core cooling capability. Note that the loss or potential loss of Containment

barrier in combination with loss or potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS barrier results

in declaration of a Site Area Emergency under EAL FS1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FA1
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Subcategory: N/A

Initiating Condition: Loss or potential loss of ANY two barriers

EAL:

FSl.1 Site Area Emergency

Loss or potential loss of ANY two barriers (Table F-1)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

At the Site Area Emergency classification level, each barrier is weighted equally. A Site

Area Emergency is therefore appropriate for any combination of the following conditions:

* One barrier loss and a second barrier loss (i.e., loss - loss)

* One barrier loss and a second barrier potential loss (i.e., loss - potential loss)

" One barrier potential loss and a second barrier potential loss (i.e., potential loss -
potential loss)

At the Site Area Emergency classification level, the ability to dynamically assess the

proximity of present conditions with respect to the threshold for a General Emergency is

important. For example, the existence of Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier loss thresholds in

addition to offsite dose assessments would require continual assessments of radioactive

inventory and Containment integrity in anticipation of reaching a General Emergency

classification. Alternatively, if both Fuel Clad and RCS potential loss thresholds existed,

the Emergency Director would have greater assurance that escalation to a General

Emergency is less imminent.
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CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FS1
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Subcategory: N/A

Initiating Condition: Loss of ANY two barriers and loss or potential loss of the third
barrier

EAL:

FGI.1 General Emergency

Loss of ANY two barriers

AND

Loss or potential loss of the third barrier (Table F-i)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

At the General Emergency classification level each barrier is weighted equally. A General

Emergency is therefore appropriate for any combination of the following conditions:

* Loss of Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment barriers

" Loss of Fuel Clad and RCS barriers with potential loss of Containment barrier

" Loss of RCS and Containment barriers with potential loss of Fuel Clad barrier

* Loss of Fuel Clad and Containment barriers with potential loss of RCS barrier

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FG1
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Introduction

Table F-1 lists the threshold conditions that define the Loss and Potential Loss of the three

fission product barriers (Fuel Clad, Reactor Coolant System, and Containment). The table

is structured so that each of the three barriers occupies adjacent columns. Each fission

product barrier column is further divided into two columns; one for Loss thresholds and one

for Potential Loss thresholds.

The first column of the table (to the left of the Fuel Clad Loss column) lists the categories

(types) of fission product barrier thresholds. The fission product barrier categories are:

A. Core Cooling / Heat Removal

B. Inventory

C. Radiation / Coolant Activity

D. Isolation Status

E. Judgment

Each category occupies a row in Table F-1 thus forming a matrix defined by the category

rows and the Loss/Potential Loss columns. The intersection of each category row with

each Loss/Potential Loss column forms a cell in which one or more fission product barrier

thresholds appear. If NEI 99-01 does not define a threshold for a barrier Loss/Potential

Loss, the word "None" is entered in the cell.

Thresholds are assigned sequential numbers within each Loss and Potential Loss column

beginning with number one. In this manner, a threshold can be identified by its category

title and number. For example, the first Fuel Clad barrier Loss in Category A is "FC Loss

A.l," the third Containment barrier Potential Loss is "CNMT P-Loss B.3," etc.

If a cell in Table F-1 contains more than one numbered threshold, each of the numbered

thresholds, if exceeded, signifies a Loss or Potential Loss of the barrier. It is not necessary

to exceed all of the thresholds in a category before declaring a barrier Loss/Potential Loss.
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Subdivision of Table F-1 by category facilitates association of plant conditions to the

applicable fission product barrier Loss and Potential Loss thresholds. This structure

promotes a systematic approach to assessing the classification status of the fission

product barriers.

When equipped with knowledge of plant conditions related to the fission product barriers,

the EAL-user first scans down the category column of Table F-i, locates the likely

category and then reads across the row of fission product barrier Loss and Potential Loss

thresholds in that category to determine if any threshold has been exceeded. If a threshold

has not been exceeded in that category row, the EAL-user proceeds to the next likely

category and continues review of the row of thresholds in the new category

The EAL-user must examine each of the three fission product barriers to determine if other

barrier thresholds in the category are lost or potentially lost. For example, if Containment

radiation is sufficiently high (i.e., greater than 14,000 R/hr), a Loss of the Fuel Clad and

RCS barriers and a Potential Loss of the Containment barrier exist. Barrier Losses and

Potential Losses are then applied to the algorithms given in EALs FG1.1, FS1.1, FA1.1

and FU 1.1 to determine the appropriate emergency classification.

In the remainder of this Attachment, the Fuel Clad barrier threshold bases appear first,

followed by the RCS barrier and finally the Containment barrier threshold bases. In each

barrier, the bases are given according category Loss followed by category Potential Loss

beginning with Category A, then B... E.
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Table F-I Fission Product Barrier Matrix

Fuel Clad Barrier Reactor Coolant System Barrier Containment Barrier

category Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss
1. OTCC flow established

1. CET readings > 700F 2. RCS heat removal cannot be 1. CET readings cannot be restored
estabDITHed < 1.200°F within 15 min.
AND EITHER:

A2. RCb heat removal cannot be RGS presoure > PORV
Core 1 ET readings> 1200F established None setpoi 2. CET readings > 7O00F

Cooling i EAND EITHER OR AN
Heat RCS pressure > PORV RSsboln<2°FAND

Heat R RCb suboocting < 25F Reactor vessel water level cannot
Removal OR be restored > RVLMS 10 in. alarm

3. Uncontrolled RCS cooldow•r and to within 15 min.Rob subobotirig <>25F left of Max Operating Pressure

Curve (EOP Attachment 1, RCS
Pressure Temperature Limits)

1. A Containment pressure rme
followed by a rapid unexplained
drop in Containment pressure 3. Containment pressure i 50 psig

and rising

2. Containment pressure or sump
level response not consistent 4. Containment hydrogen

1. RCS leak rate > vailable with LOCA conditions concentration ý! 4%
makeup capacity as indicated by
a loss of RCS suboohingB None 3. RVLMO beset10 in. lamn (< 25OF) 4. RCS leak rate > 50 gcpm vwith 3. RUPTURED SbG (> 50 gpm) is 5. Containment pressure > 4.25

Inventory letdown isolated also FAULTED outside of psig AND cannot meet ANY of
vn Containment the follotung conditions.
2. RUPTURED S/iG result> in an

ECCS (SIAS) actuation - 2 Containment Spray Pumps
4. Pnmary-to-secondary leakrate Operating

b 1gpm * 3 CACs Operating
AND * 1 Containment Spray Pump

Unisolable prolonged steam and 2 CACs Operating
release from affected S/G to the
environment

2 Containment radiation monitor

(5317A[B) reading > 3,500 RlhrC 3

Radiation 3. Post-acodent sample dose rate 3. Containment radiatio monitor
Radiation 4d mRerrscl (1 ft hem sample) Noon (5317NB) reading > 6 Rhr None None 6. Containment radiation m0 nitm

I Coolant (Note 8) (5317A1) reading 14,000 Rfh

Activity 4 Coolant actvity >300 pJCi/c

DED 1-131

5. Failure of all valves in ANY one

D line to close

None None None None AND None
Isolation Direct downstream pahy to
Status the environment en11, after

Containment niolation signal

E 5D ANY condition in the opinion or 4. ANy condition in the opinion o n the 6. ANY condition in the opinion of 7. ANY condition in the opinion of theE the Emergency Director that tie Emergency Director fiat 4,AYcodion in Ph oiono 5.AYoditin mte opinions ote the Emergency Director that Emergency Director that indicates

indicates toss ci the fuel clad indicates potential loss of the fuel the Emergency Director that Emergency Director that indicates indicates toss or the Containment potential tios or the Containment

Judg bent harrier clad bather indicates loss of the RCS bamner potential loss of the RCS barrier biate balner
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

1. CET readings > 1,200°F

Basis:

Generic

[Cora Exit Theoco~eqo Readings aw^ incl.d.d in ,ddition to tho tnRI Safo9Y F-Unctin
inc!udo conditions -When th- CGF9 mn"ay not be in use (initiatin . fis- S! is ba-ckod) or plants Which
do net ha'-i a CSF schome.]

[-Apr ThFrcch ld A
The 1.200*Fshte-sPeGifiG reading sheuld-corresponds to significant superheating of the coolant.

[This v'ala typicall son-osponds to the tomporaturo roading that indicatos Goro Gooling RED in
Fol Clad •af4•.r loss th.shodl.W 14 ih. s u..a..y a" ut 1200 dog.oes F.]

Potont-al L0c6 Throchotd .A

The site spepiic reading should .e•eO...pnd to lee Of •c•ub,•^,g.-

[This value lypicall coRresponds to the tornporatwo Feadig that indicatos Gom cooling GRANGE
in Fuel Clad Barrior potontial loses threshold IA whic i6 usu'aiy abe ut 700 to 900 degrees F.]

Plant-Specific

Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) are a component of Inadequate Core Cooling

Instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad temperature by measuring

the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core region. The threshold

temperature is consistent with Attachment 3 of ERPIP-802, Core Damage Assessment

Using Core Exit Thermocouples. Although clad rupture due to high temperature is not

expected for CET readings less than the threshold, temperatures of this magnitude signal

significant superheating of the reactor coolant and core uncovery. Events that result in

CET readings above the loss threshold are classified severe accidents and lead to a
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Severe Accident Management Guideline "Badly Damaged (BD)" condition. The BD

descriptor signifies possible core overheating to the point clad ballooning/collapse may

have occurred and portions of the core may melt.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.9
2. ERPIP-600 Severe Accident Management
3. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
4. ERPIP-802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
5. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident

6. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
7. CEN-152 Emergency Procedure Guidelines
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: A. Core Cooling/Heat Removal

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

1. CET readings> 700°F

Basis:

Generic

[Gorn Exit Thornmocouple Roadinge are Anch.udod in addition to the Critical Safoty F-Unctinst
inclydo conditionsq- 1444n tho CSFc may not b in useo initiatio after SI i4s blockd) or-plant6 which
do n.t have a CSF scheom..]

Loss Throshold-A

The site specific roading should correspond to signiflcant 8uperheating of the coolant.

(This v.aime typicall Gorrospends to the tomporaturn rading th-at iniao on- cooling RED in
Fuwel Clad 19nnior loss throshold 1. 4Which is usually about 1200 degroos A.]

Potenti-al LoeThmcshold A

The Sito SPcific r-.oadi.g sheuldCET readings > 700°F corresponds to loss of subcooling.

[T-hia value typically cRrosponds to the tomporaturo rading tMgt indicatoscrn cooleeing RA4NG
in Fuel Cgld Ban:r potential /orr throshold l.A '4 ý ' i's ll;y about 700 to O00 deg F.]

Plant-Specific

Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) are a component of the Inadequate Core Cooling

Instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad temperature by measuring

the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core region. The RCS Pressure

Safety Limit is 2750 psia per CCNPP Technical Specifications. The saturation

temperature for this pressure is 682.20 F. Per Action Value Bases Document EOP-24.33,

the uncertainty on CET Temperature is +/- 39.8°F. If one or more CETs indicate 722°F

(682.2 + 39.8), subcooling has been lost for at least some locations in the core. CET

indications at or above 722°F are a clear sign that core heat removal capability is lost or

greatly reduced and one fission product barrier, the fuel clad, is threatened due to elevated
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fuel temperatures. 700'F qualifies as a condition representing a potential loss of the fuel

clad barrier (ref. 6).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.9

2. ERIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
3. ERPIP-802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
4. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident
5. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
6. EOP-24.33 Action Value Bases Document
7. CEN-152 Emergency Procedure Guidelines
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: A. Core Cooling/Heat Removal

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

2. RCS heat removal cannot be established

AND EITHER:

RCS pressure > PORV setpoint

OR

RCS subcooling < 25°F

Basis:

Generic

This subcategory addresses other site specific thresholds that may be included to indicate loss or
potential loss of the Fuel Clad barrier.

Plant-Specific

The steam generators (S/Gs) provide the normal means of heat transfer from the RCS to

the main condenser and ultimate heat sink. EOP-5, Loss of Coolant Accident, requires

maintenance of S/G heat removal at all times during a LOCA, if at all possible. Once RCS

pressure and temperature are reduced, RCS heat removal can be provided by Shutdown

Cooling (SDC). Once the SDC is placed in service, the S/G heat sink capability is no

longer necessary.

S/Gs are available for RCS heat removal if the level in at least one S/G can be restored

and maintained above -170 in. and TCOLD is not increasing. Core and RCS heat removal is

available if CET readings are less than superheated and the temperature difference

between hot leg temperature and cold leg temperature is less than 50°F (10°F with forced

circulation). If RCS pressure approaches the PORV setpoint (2,400 psia), heat input to the

RCS is likely raising pressure instead of reaching the ultimate heat sink. If RCS subcooling

approaches 25'F, the margin to superheated conditions is being reduced. Following an

uncomplicated reactor trip, subcooling margin should be in excess of 50 0F. Subcooling
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margin greater than 25°F ensures the fluid surrounding the core is sufficiently cooled and

provides margin for reestablishing flow should subcooling deteriorate when SI flow is

secured. Voids may exist in some parts of the RCS (e.g., Reactor Vessel head) but are

permissible as long as core heat removal is maintained.

The combination of these conditions indicates the ultimate heat sink function is under

extreme challenge. This threshold addresses loss of functions required for hot shutdown

with the reactor at pressure and temperature and thus a potential loss of the Fuel Clad

barrier. This is also a potential loss of the RCS barrier and therefore results in at least a

Site Area Emergency.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 7.5.9
2. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
3. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
4. ERPIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
5. ERPIP 802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
6. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident
7. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
8. EOP-23.02 Subcooling Margin (SCM): 25 Deg F Subcooled
9. CEN-152 Emergency Procedure Guidelines
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

3. RVLMS < 10 in. alarm

Basis:

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The site specific value for the Potential Loss threshold corresponds to the top of the active fuel.

[F-GF Sitos Ugig CSPSTS, the Pt000-9! -19-9- th4hod9 d-R-f~ied by the Gore CGoolng ORANG
path. Theok -st .pcilo4i i ti thraphold s~hQ111 ho oncictont w494 tho CQFSPT- vs is.]

Plant-Specific

The Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System (RVLMS) is based on the CE Heated

Junction Thermocouple (HJTC) system. The HJTC system measures reactor coolant liquid

inventory with discrete HJTC sensors located at different levels within a separator tube

ranging from the fuel alignment plate (i.e., near top of active fuel) to the top of the Reactor

Vessel head. The basic principle of system operation is detection of a temperature

difference between heated and unheated thermocouples.

Reactor Vessel water level below the top of the core may lead to a Severe Accident

Management Guideline "Badly Damaged (BD)" condition. The BD descriptor signifies

possible core overheating to the point of clad ballooning/collapse and melting. When

Reactor Vessel/RCS water level drops to 32.9 ft el., core uncovery is about to occur. The

closest RVLMS indication is the 10 in. alarm. This signals inadequate coolant inventory,

loss of subcooling and the occurrence of possible fuel clad damage.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.9
2. ERIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
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3. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
4. ERPIP-600 Severe Accident Management
5. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

2. Containment radiation monitor (5317A/B) reading > 3,500 R/hr

Basis:

Generic

The site-speG&3,500 R/hr Containment radiation monitor reading is a value which indicates the
release of reactor coolant, with elevated activity indicative of fuel damage, into the Containment.

I 9~ Foad~na GAGUo 09 Gaiclatect asscminen Me. Instantaneous roloaaso and dMsfOrSal Of the Fmacto;
coolant noblo gas and id'inv ;nt... as&,. iatod with a ' onc..entr•atio-n of 300 #Ci/gm doso
o,"iant 1 131 into the c•.ntainmont atrnosphere.]

I
Reactor coolant concentrations of this magnitude are several times larger than the maximum
concentrations (including iodine spiking) allowed within technical specifications and are therefore
indicative of fuel damage.

This value is higher than that specified for RCS barrier Loss threshold #36. Thus, this threshold
indicates a loss of both the Fuel Clad barrier and RCS barrier that appropriately escalates the
emergency classification level to a Site Area Emergency.

(Gaution: it is impo~ant to recognizo that in the event the rad'siatio mo-niter is sensitive to shin
f..m the Feato voso or piping, " pu s " adings wil" be pesant and anothar indicetor o•f•-il
slad damnage is nocossapl or- Gompensatod fr- in the th roRho Wd alue.]

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

Containment radiation is indicated on 1(2)-RI-5317 A&B.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. ERPIP-801 Core Damage Assessment Using Containment Radiation Dose Rates
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: C. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

3. Post-accident sample dose rate Ž40 mRem/hr (1 ft from sample)

Basis:

Generic

The site-speipost accident sample dose rate value corresponds to 300 iCi/gm 1-131 equivalent.
Assessment by the EAL Task Force indicates that this amount of coolant activity is well above that
expected for iodine spikes and corresponds to less than 5% fuel clad damage. This amount of
radioactivity indicates significant clad damage and thus the Fuel Clad Barrier is considered lost.
£'The v.... Gan he .. press.d eithr An -mn'hRr absp..d o. n " ho sa3•pl e- a6 ;Cigm roc.'!tm from

analysis.]

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

A shielded 12.5 ml pressurized bomb sample would read 40 mRem/hr at one foot from the

sample (168 mRem/hr unshielded) for 5% fuel clad damage. When reactor coolant activity

reaches this level, significant clad heating has occurred and thus the Fuel Clad barrier is

considered lost (ref. 1).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. BG&E Fuel Degradation EALs Calculation Worksheet, JSB Associates, February 18,
1993
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

4. Coolant activity > 300 pCi/cc DEQ 1-131

Basis:

Generic

The site specific value corresponds to 300 pCi/gm-c --1-31 equivalent. Assessment by the EAL
Task Force indicates that this amount of coolant activity is well above that expected for iodine
spikes and corresponds to less than 5% fuel clad damage. This amount of radioactivity indicates
significant clad damage and thus the Fuel Clad Barrier is considered lost.

Reh~ value ean he exprnssed eigher in mnR4;r ebser'.'d on ft
ana~is.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

None

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Revision 5, pg 35

9, sa ,e 9F as ,#Qtgffl F9606t from
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: C. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: D. Isolation Status

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: D. Isolation Status

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

5. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates loss of the Fuel
Clad barrier

Basis:

Generic

These-This thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director
in determining whether the Fuel Clad barrier is lost or potentially lost. In addition, the inability to
monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered lost-9Fpotetially•la.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Fuel Clad barrier is lost. Such a determination should include imminent

barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident sequences.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

4. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential loss of
the Fuel Clad barrier

Basis:

Generic

These-This thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director
in determining whether the Fuel Clad barrier is lest.-e potentially lost. In addition, the inability to
monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered e1t-er--potentially lost.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Fuel Clad barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should include

imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

None
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Barrier: Reac

Category: A. Cc

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

tor Coolant System

re Cooling/Heat Removal

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: A. Core Cooling/Heat Removal

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

1. OTCC flow established

Basis:

Generic

This subcategory addresses other site specific thresholds that may be included to indicate loss or
potential loss of the RCS barrier.

Plant-Specific

CCNPP is a CE plant with Once Through Core Cooling (OTCC) capability and has a

procedure that intentionally opens the RCS barrier to cool the core when normal means

fail. This procedure is employed when the heat removal function is extremely challenged.

Establishment of OTCC flow represents a potential loss of the RCS barrier due to PORVs

being intentionally maintained open to establish adequate core heat removal capability.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-3 Loss of All Feedwater
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

2. RCS heat removal cannot be established

AND EITHER:

RCS pressure > PORV setpoint

OR

RCS subcooling < 25°F

Basis:

Generic

This subcategory addresses other site specific thresholds that may be included to indicate loss or

potential loss of the RCS barrier.

Plant-Specific

The steam generators (S/Gs) provide the normal means of heat transfer from the RCS to

the main condenser and ultimate heat sink. By cooling down the S/Gs, heat input to the

RCS from the reactor core is reduced. EOP-5, Loss of Coolant Accident, requires

maintenance of S/G heat removal at all times during a LOCA, if at all possible. Once RCS

pressure and temperature are reduced, RCS heat removal can be provided by the

Shutdown Cooling (SDC). Once the SDC is placed in service, the S/G heat sink capability

is no longer necessary.

S/Gs are available for RCS heat removal if the level in at least one S/G can be restored

and maintained above -170 in. and TCOLD is not increasing. Core and RCS heat removal is

available if CET readings are less than superheated and the temperature difference

between hot leg temperature and cold leg temperature is less than 50OF (101F with forced

circulation). If RCS pressure approaches the PORV setpoint (2400 psia), heat input to the
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RCS is likely raising pressure instead of reaching the ultimate heat sink. If RCS subcooling

approaches 25 0F, the margin to superheated conditions is being reduced. Following an

uncomplicated reactor trip, subcooling margin should be in excess of 50 0F. Subcooling

margin greater than 25 0 F ensures the fluid surrounding the core is sufficiently cooled and

provides margin for reestablishing flow should subcooling deteriorate when SI flow is

secured. Voids may exist in some parts of the RCS (e.g., Reactor Vessel head) but are

permissible as long as core heat removal is maintained.

The combination of these conditions indicates the ultimate heat sink function is under

extreme challenge. This threshold addresses loss of functions required for hot shutdown

with the reactor at pressure and temperature and thus a potential loss of the RCS barrier.

This is also a potential loss of the Fuel Clad barrier and therefore results in at least a Site

Area Emergency.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 7.5.9

2. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
3. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
4. ERPIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
5. ERPIP 802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples

6. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident
7. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure

8. EOP-23.02 Subcooling Margin (SCM): 25 Deg F Subcooled
9. CEN-152 Emergency Procedure Guidelines
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: A. Core Cooling/Heat Removal

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

3. Uncontrolled RCS cooldown and to left of Max Operating Pressure Curve (EOP
Attachment 1, RCS Pressure Temperature Limits)

Basis:

Generic

This subcategory addresses other site specific thresholds that may be included to indicate loss or
potential loss of the RCS barrier.

Plant-Specific

'Uncontrolled" means that the RCS cooldown was not the result of deliberate action

performed in accordance with plant procedures and exceeds allowable vessel cooldown

limits. Among the EOP safety functions to be maintained is RCS Pressure Control. Per

EOP-4, Excess Steam Demand Event, the potential exists for pressurized thermal shock

from an excessive cooldown rate followed by a repressurization.

The Max Operating Pressure Curve and RCS cooldown rate limits are established to

prevent the effects of pressurized thermal shock. The region to the left of the curve is

labeled the "Non-Operating Area." Several curves are included in EOP Attachment 1

based on the combinations of Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs) in operation. The

combination of the conditions of this potential loss threshold indicates the RCS barrier is

under significant challenge.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-4 Excessive Steam Demand Event
2. EOP-Attachments, Attachment 1 RCS Pressure Temperature Limits
3. EOP-Attachments, Attachment 14 RCS Cooldown Data Sheet
4. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

1. RCS leak rate > available makeup capacity as indicated by a loss of RCS subcooling
(< 25 0F)

Basis:

Generic

Lonss; Throshold -A

This threshold addresses conditions where leakage from the RCS is greater than available
inventory control capacity such that a loss of subcooling has occurred. The loss of subcooling is
the fundamental indication that the inventory control systems are inadequate in maintaining RCS
pressure and inventory against the mass loss through the leak.

Potontial Loss Threshold A

Thir thraph•ld is based en the apparont inability to maintainR normal liquid irventoy' within tho
ReacO•to Colant System (RCS) by .. .al operation of tho Chemical- and Nol' umo Control Syster

whih i cosidrodto be tho flow rato oquivalont to ono charging pump dischargling to the
shamging header. Isolating letdown is a standard abno~mal operating procedure actio and mnay
pr8evet unnecessary classifications when a non RCS leakage path such as a CVCS owak mexits.
Tho intent of this candition s met if attempts to iselate LAtdeown aro NOT suc^casfu-. Additional

n

Grg:Oin.g PUmPS ocing roguire: IS Inai.-cti;vo nT; a Auo-tanua. W.. ea-K.

[F; plants With low . .pat • pum a 50 gpm indiated loak rato vale may be used to
indicate the Potential Loss.]

Plant-Specific

AOP-2A, Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage, provides a list of conditions that may be

observed when excessive RCS leakage occurs and provides appropriate actions to

prevent and mitigate the consequences of RCS leakage. Following an uncomplicated

reactor trip, subcooling margin should be in the range of 500 F to 75 0F. Subcooling margin

greater than or equal to 250 F ensures the fluid surrounding the core is sufficiently cooled

and provides margin for reestablishing flow should subcooling deteriorate when SIS flow is

secured. Voids may exist in some parts of the RCS (e.g., Reactor Vessel head) but are
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permissible as long as core heat removal is maintained. The loss of subcooling is

therefore the fundamental indication that the inventory control systems are incapable of

counteracting the mass loss through the leak in the RCS.

The loss of subcooling as a result of inability to establish RCS heat transfer to the ultimate

heat sink is indicative of potential losses of the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-8 Subcooling Margin (SCM): 25 Deg F Subcooled
2. AOP-2A Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage
3. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident
4. EOP-6 Steam Generator Tube Rupture
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

2. RUPTURED S/G results in an ECCS (SIAS) actuation

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses the full spectrum of Steam Generator (SG) tube rupture events in
conjunction with Containment barrier loss thresholds. It addresses ruptured SG(s) for which the
leakage is large enough to cause actuation of ECCS (SILS). This is consistent to the RCS leak
rate barrier potential loss threshold.

[F-r pa~nts tha~t haveo :rnpeprnwao wesrinonouse 6;vnqrs (iroep emne~uencv Fes~nse guide.&.~
cand~~cfl s O3.lD9Y DVýnV 3 nRv 1Et 4 Foqwroo OV L-64-4'S I

I
By itself, this threshold will result in the declaration of an Alert. However, if the SG is also faulted
(i.e., two barriers failed), the declaration escalates to a Site Area Emergency per Containment
barrier loss thresholds.

There is no potential loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Ruptured

In a steam generator, existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of a magnitude
sufficient to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident
2. EOP-6 Steam Generator Tube Rupture
3. 1C08-ALM ESFAS 11, G-05
4. Technical Specifications Table 3.3.4-1
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

4. RCS leak rate > 50 gpm with letdown isolated

Basis:

Generic

This throshold addraeccc con-.d~ition.s. Oho•ro leakage from the RCS is g•rator than availabloa n...tory ... trcl capacity ;uch that -A loss of . uboeelg has .... rr.d. The less of subcr.ling ic
tho fu•ndAmntli that the iAh e to.. ; control systems aro inadeq"ato in maintaining Ro
prossuro and inyentor,' againet the mass loss through !he loak.

Potontial Loss Threshold A

This threshold is based on the apparent inability to maintain normal liquid inventory within the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) by normal operation of the Chemical and Volume Control System
which is considered to be the flow rate equivalent to one charging pump discharging to the
charging header. Isolating letdown is a standard abnormal operating procedure action and may
prevent unnecessary classifications when a non-RCS leakage path such as a CVCS leak exists.
The intent of this condition is met if attempts to isolate Letdown are NOT successful. Additional
charging pumps being required is indicative of a substantial RCS leak.

Wnd-icate tho Pastential Less.]

Plant-Specific

Ghamana eumas. a 159 aGm indinatad !alak ata v'ah-Fo mat be-imad t

The CVCS includes three positive displacement horizontal pumps with a capacity of 44

gpm each. The pressurizer level control program regulates letdown purification subsystem

flow by adjusting the letdown flow control valve so that the reactor coolant pump (RCP)

controlled leak-off plus the letdown flow matches the input from the operating charging

pump. Equilibrium pressurizer level conditions may be disturbed due to RCS temperature

changes, power changes, or RCS inventory loss due to leakage. A decrease in pressurizer

water level below the programmed level results in a control signal to start one or both
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standby charging pumps to restore water level. The need for a second or third charging

pump to makeup leakage in excess of letdown flow would be indicative of substantial RCS

leakage. The single charging pump capacity is rounded up to 50 gpm for this threshold

and clearly signals that operation of more than one charging pump is needed.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 9.1.3
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: C. R•

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

adiation / Coolant Activity

3. Containment radiation monitor (5317A/B) reading > 6 R/hr (Note 8)

Note 8: High temperature in Containment may induce a current error in the Mineral Insulated (MI) cable running
through Containment to the meter. The CHRRM 1(2)-RI-5317 A&B may not detect this value (6 R/hr) under
these conditions. When Containment temperature reaches 300°F, the meter will indicate approximately 40
R/hr for a few minutes then drop to approximately 10 R/hr after three hours. This information is to provide
guidance on determining the validity of the readings under the specified high temperature conditions.

Basis:

Generic

The site specific reading is a value which indicates the release of reactor coolant to the
Containment.

[The ading Sh.... e ...........a......Ulat.d asuM.ing th .. t.nstn..nA. uS8. se a e rsa! ef the :ac to;
cooelant noble g.s and- ieod,,e in,.'ntQ"y ... ,at.d. With n.m... oporting .onc.nt.ations (:.o., wit"in
T.S) into the containmont atrMncphero.]

This reading wil-beis less than that specified for Fuel Clad barrier threshold 62. Thus, this
threshold would be indicative of a RCS leak only. If the radiation monitor reading increased to that
specified by Fuel Clad barrier threshold, fuel damage would also be indicated.

[However-, if the site spooific physical location of the rcontginimont radiation monitor is sunh MWa
Fa-&.F-960-9- WH-FR -9 GFO-110- A-& Faw-9-99-F4 P*F- a gag 96 Gewfu RGt me. EHff:f6 fl~flOM TRIGOX: on-f

ajd~ent pipin andu G~.pnen GenJUJf eiy Jt WU ranw. r netU t affL x: , ERn: FrO6%n

bhA-o- omi-4tted an d- thor sRi-te Sno aift in dicatin of R -S lo-aka ao -4 u-b 8it-iitad-I
Id-she~

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

The specified reading is based assuming the instantaneous release and dispersal of the

reactor coolant noble gas and iodine inventory associated with normal operating

concentrations (i.e., within Technical Specifications) into the Containment atmosphere.

Because of the very high fuel clad integrity, only small amounts of noble gases would be

dissolved in the reactor coolant. The reading is less than that specified for Fuel Clad
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barrier Loss #2 because no damage to the fuel clad is assumed. Only leakage from the

RCS is assumed for this barrier loss threshold.

It is important to recognize that the radiation monitor may be sensitive to shine from the

Reactor Vessel or RCS piping. Containment radiation is indicated on 1(2)-RI-5317 A&B.

Typical Containment radiation readings at full power are 1 to 1.2 R/hr. The Containment

radiation monitors alarm at 6 R/hr and so is operationally significant.

Additionally, high temperatures in Containment may induce a current error in the Mineral

Insulated (MI) cable running through Containment to the meter. The CHRRM may not

detect this value (6 R/hr) under these conditions. CCNPP replaced the original cable with

an improved MI cable under ES199602293 to reduce the induced error to a minimum.

When Containment temperature reaches 300 degrees F, the meter will indicate

approximately 40 R/hr for a few minutes then drop to approximately 10 R/hr after three

hours. This information is to provide guidance on determining the validity of the readings

under the specified high temperature conditions. This information has been added as a

note.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. ERPIP-801 Core Damage Assessment Using Containment Radiation Dose Rates
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: C. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: D. Isolation Status

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: D. Isolation Status

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

4. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates loss of the RCS
barrier

Basis:

Generic

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the RCS barrier is Iost eF potentially- e9 . In addition, the inability to monitor
the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered lost oe potentially let.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the RCS barrier is lost. Such a determination should include imminent

barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident sequences.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

5. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential loss of
the RCS barrier

Basis:

Generic

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the RCS barrier is Jlestr-Fpotentially lost. In addition, the inability to monitor
the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered lest-oe-potentially lost.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the RCS barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should include

imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

None
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Containment

Category: A. Core Cooling / Heat Removal

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

1. CET readings cannot be restored < 1,200°F within 15 min.

Basis:

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The conditions in these--this thresholds represents an imminent core melt sequence which, if not
corrected, could lead to vessel failure and an increased potential for Containment failure. In
conjunction with the Core Cooling and RCS Leakage criteria in the Fuel Clad and RCS barrier
columns, this threshold would result in the declaration of a General Emergency -- loss of two
barriers and the potential loss of a third. If the function restoration procedures are ineffective, there
is no "success" path.

The function restoration procedures are those emergency operating procedures that address the
recovery of the core cooling critical safety functions. The procedure is considered effective if the
temperature is decreasing or if the vessel water level is increasing.

[F-r- units using the CSF Gtct-us tMnes, a dirst Ge..nlaiatn to there status tmoc can be made if the
ef&tive.n.ess of th resteration prced-,res is als•o . .wktad as stated beG,,.]

[Sevoro accident ana~lyss (eog., NgREG 15)h~ocnlddta Lnto otrto
prmsed'res Gan n-.ost coro do radat."o -- thin tae roactor "eoss! in a significant fmation of ths ceor
damage seen.nrios, and that the likeliheed of eentainment fils-n is Ve." sma!! in these evente.
Given this, it is apprp.'iate to pmvide a masenable peried to ale'w fnction rmsteration peed'-ros
to en.ost the eoer melt seoue..e.]

Whether or not the procedures will be effective should be apparent within 15 minutes. The
Emergency Director should make the declaration as soon as it is determined that the procedures
have been, or will be ineffective.

PotAntial Loes Threshold R

(Th;e Feaster vessel loyal chanon rhoyld he consistent with the eno.honoy roip'ns. gudo
applicablo to tho faiit.

Plant-Specific
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This threshold indicates significant core exit superheating and core uncovery. If Core Exit

Thermocouple (CET) readings are greater than 12000F, Fuel Clad barrier is lost. CETs

are a component of the Inadequate Core Cooling Instrumentation system and provide an

indirect indication of fuel clad temperature by measuring the temperature of the reactor

coolant that leaves the core region. The threshold temperature is consistent with

Attachment 3 of ERPIP-802, Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples.

Although clad rupture due to high temperature is not expected for CET readings less than

the threshold, temperatures of this magnitude signal significant superheating of the

reactor coolant and core uncovery. Events that result in CET readings above the loss

threshold are classified severe accidents and lead to a Severe Accident Management

Guideline "Badly Damaged (BD)" condition. The BD descriptor signifies possible core

overheating to the point that clad ballooning/collapse may occur and portions of the core

may have melted.

It must also be assumed the loss of RCS inventory is a result of a loss of the RCS barrier.

These conditions, if not mitigated, can lead to core melt which in turn may result in a loss

of Containment. Severe accident analyses (e. g., NUREG-1 150) have concluded that

function restoration procedures can arrest core degradation within the Reactor Vessel in a

significant fraction of the core damage scenarios, and the likelihood of Containment failure

is very small in these events. Given this, it is appropriate to provide a reasonable period to

allow function restoration procedures to arrest the core melt sequence. The phrase
"cannot be restored <" infers CET readings have exceeded the threshold temperature and

procedural guidance used to restore RCS inventory has been attempted but is thus far

unsuccessful. Whether or not guidance is effective should be apparent within fifteen

minutes. The ED should make the declaration as soon as it is determined the guidance

has not been or will not be effective in restoring temperature below the threshold.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. ERPIP-600 Severe Accident Management
2. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
3. ERPIP-802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
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Barrier: Containment

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Category:

Threshold:

A. Core Cooling / Heat Removal

2. CET readings > 700°F

AND

Reactor vessel water level cannot be restored > RVLMS 10 in. alarm within 15 min.

Basis:

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The conditions in thesee-this_ thresholds represents an imminent core melt sequence which, if not
corrected, could lead to vessel failure and an increased potential for Containment failure. In
conjunction with the Core Cooling and RCS Leakage criteria in the Fuel Clad and RCS barrier
columns, this threshold would result in the declaration of a General Emergency -- loss of two
barriers and the potential loss of a third. If the function restoration procedures are ineffective, there
is no "success" path.

The function restoration procedures are those emergency operating procedures that address the
recovery of the core cooling critical safety functions. The procedure is considered effective if the
temperature is decreasing or if the vessel water level is increasing.

[Far- units using the C2F. ptatus ems, a dimet cearrlatien to those status. troaa pan ha mada if the
eff-nthgenos-ss of tho Festemtion prncadurns is also- ovaluwatod- asz stated bolow.]

[Sevem aGcident ana4ysos (e.g., INJLREG 1150) have Genvludod that function restoratien
presadufes can affet Gore do gradation within the Foacter vossol in a significant ffmctien of the Gera
danmage &cGnariS, and that thU !n-k!ihood of contaminant failure is ve' 6smagl in thoese evnts.
Given this, it is appr•....t. to pnv/ide a reasonabl! por-id to allw fun.tion r"stat.e•an p... dur..
to a..est the coGe melt soquen~c.]

Whether or not the procedures will be effective should be apparent within 15 minutes. The
Emergency Director should make the declaration as soon as it is determined that the procedures
have been, or will be ineffective.

Pot.ntia.t Locc Throchold B

[The- .. a. tO. Vassa levol •hoa..n h...d be

apIcal to t.ho . faci4L. ~]
9consisentFa With tha- QoMo-ranocV re~aaong 9Yde

Plant-Specific
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This threshold indicates loss of inventory control resulting in significant core exit

superheating. The Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System (RVLMS) can provide

indication of potential core uncovery when level decreases to 10 in. alarm. RVLMS is

based on the CE Heated Junction Thermocouple (HJTC) system. The HJTC system

measures reactor coolant liquid inventory with discrete HJTC sensors located at different

levels within a separator tube ranging from the fuel alignment plate (i.e., near top of active

fuel) to the Reactor Vessel head. The basic principle of system operation is detection of a

temperature difference between heated and unheated thermocouples. Reactor Vessel

water level below the top of the core may lead to a Severe Accident Management

Guideline "Badly Damaged (BD)" condition. The BD descriptor signifies possible core

overheating to the point that clad ballooning/collapse may occur and portions of the core

may have melted. Reactor Vessel water level at the 10 in. alarm signals inadequate

coolant inventory, loss of subcooling and the occurrence of possible fuel clad damage.

Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) are a component of the Inadequate Core Cooling

Instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad temperature by measuring

the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core region. The RCS Pressure

Safety Limit is 2750 psia per CCNPP Technical Specifications. The saturation

temperature for this pressure is 682.2°F. Per Action Value Bases Document EOP-24.33,

the uncertainty on CET Temperature is +/- 39.8°F. If one or more CETs indicate 722°F

(682.2 + 39.8), subcooling has been lost for at least some locations in the core. CET

indications at or above 722°F are a clear sign that core heat removal capability is lost or

greatly reduced and one fission product barrier, the fuel clad, is threatened due to elevated

fuel temperatures. 700°F qualifies as a condition representing a potential loss of the fuel

clad barrier (ref. 4).

It must be assumed the loss of RCS inventory is a result of a loss of the RCS barrier.

These conditions, if not mitigated, likely lead to core melt which in turn may result in a loss

of Containment. Severe accident analyses (e. g., NUREG-1 150) have concluded that

function restoration procedures can arrest core degradation within the Reactor Vessel in a

significant fraction of the core damage scenarios, and that the likelihood of Containment

failure is very small in these events. Given this, it is appropriate to provide a reasonable
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period to allow function restoration procedures to arrest the core melt sequence. The

phrase "cannot be restored >" infers core uncovery has begun and procedural guidance

used to restore RCS inventory has been attempted but is thus far unsuccessful. Whether

or not guidance is effective should be apparent within fifteen minutes. The ED should

make the declaration as soon as it is determined that the guidance has not been or will not

be effective in restoring vessel water level above the threshold.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. ERPIP-600 Severe Accident Management
2. ERPIP-802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
3. CEN-152 Emergency Procedure Guidelines
4. EOP-24.33 Action Value Bases Document
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Barrier:

Category:

Containment

B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

1. A Containment pressure rise followed by a rapid unexplained drop in Containment
pressure

Basis:

Generic

Locc Throtho1d r A. and- Br

Rapid unexplained loss of pressure (i.e., not attributable to Containment spray or condensation
effects) following an initial pressure increase from a primary or secondary high energy line break
indicates a loss of Containment integrity. Containment pressure and- sumap lev4elshould increase
as a result of mass and energy release into Containment from a LOCA. Thus, sump Ievel oe
pressure not increasing indicates Containment bypass and a loss of Containment integrity.

This indicator relies on operator recognition of an unexpected response for the condition and
therefore does not have a specific value associated with it. The unexpected response is important
because it is the indicator for a Containment bypass condition.

Potential Loss Throsh•-ld .A.

no sie 618speciti prOSSUre IS iSei0 On Einc containmR8En cosign prcsurFe.

Eixistenco of an explosivo mnixturo moans a hydrogen and o~ygon concentratio n of At least th
lowor doflagration lim-it c-urvo exists. The ini~c_4%ations. of potential loss undcrF thiss EýAL corF~reponds to
come of these loading to the RED path in potential le-es thres-hold 1 .A above and May be declr.d
by those sites using CSFSTsr..

This thrcheld rpprasants a potontisl loss of containment in that the con~tainmnent heat
romovyal'dopreccurization system (e.g., containment sprays, is* cnene fans, etca., butno
including containment venting strategies) are either lest or pedormFing in; a degraded manner, as
indicated by containment pFresure groatar than the sotpoint at which the equipment was suppoed
to have actuated-.

Plant-Specific
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UFSAR Section 14.20 describes Containment pressure response for a bounding LOCA.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 14.20
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Barrier: Containment

Category, B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

2. Containment pressure or sump level response not consistent with LOCA conditions

Basis:

Generic

Loc T sIh ro-holdc.A. Rand- -

Rapid unexplainod locc of prossuro (i.o., Rot attributablo to coentainment spray or coendonsation
-ffoctc) follo:ding an initial proccure. incr.aso from a prim.ary or ce..ndar; high eRnrgy line brakinRdicates a locc of containmon integrity.ainmtainment pffessu%- sump levels should increase

as a result of mass and energy release into Containment from a LOCA. Thus, sump level OF
p-essur-e-not increasing indicates Containment bypass and a loss of Containment integrity.

This indicator relies on operator recognition of an unexpected response for the condition and
therefore does not have a specific value associated with it. The unexpected response is important
because it is the indicator for a Containment bypass condition.

The cite spe••ic preccuric b bod-^A• AM the con.tainm.Bt desig•n pessure.

Eixirstenso Of an explosive m~i~ure moons la hydro9gen and oxygon concentra1tion- Of at leasMt the
lower deflafratioA limit csur~e exsts. The niain of potential lecs un-der-F this EAL cor~reponds to
come of those loading tc the RED path in potentiall loss thrcshold 1 .A ob90ey and ma" bc dccard
by there ciles using CSFST-s.

Potential Loss Thrcshold C

This thereshold roproconts a potential lou6 Of containmen-t in that the containment heat
rem..o..dpr8...urization system (e.g., containment sFrays, ico G-ndcns.r fans, etc., but not
including. containment venting strategies) oro either lost Or pod~ing in a degraded m~anner, as

indicated by containment pressrWe greater than the setpoint at which the sguipment was suppoed
to have actuated.

Plant-Specific
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The Containment pressure and temperature response and Containment sump water

temperature response versus time are given in UFSAR Figures 6.2.1-1 through 6.2.1-6b

for the most severe LOCAs. During the LOCA injection mode of ECCS operation,

Containment sump and RWST levels are monitored to ensure switch-over from injection to

cold leg recirculation is initiated automatically and completed via timely operator action.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Figures 6.2.1-1 through 6.2.1-6b
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Barrier: Containment

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

3. RUPTURED S/G is also FAULTED outside of Containment

Basis:

Generic

The loss threshold recognizes that SG tube leakage can represent a bypass of the Containment
barrier as well as a loss of the RCS barrier.

Users should realize that the tw-e lssis threshold and Containment Potentiaýl-oss B.4s could be
considered redundant. This was recognized during the development process. The inclusion of an
threshold that uses Emergency Procedure commonly used terms like "ruptured and faulted" adds
to the ease of the classification process and has been included based on this human factor
concern.

This threshold results in a NQUE for smaller breaks that; (1) do not exceed the normal charging
capacity threshold in RCS leak rate barrier Potential Loss threshold, or (2) do not result in ECCS
actuation in RCS SG tube rupture barrier Loss threshold. For larger breaks, RCS barrier threshold
criteria would result in an Alert. For SG tube ruptures which may involve multiple steam generators
or unisolable secondary line breaks, this threshold would exist in conjunction with RCS barrier
thresholds and would result in a Site Area Emergency. Escalation to General Emergency would be
based on "Potential Loss" of the Fuel Clad Barrier.

Loccs Throchold A

This threshold addresses the condition in which a ruptured steam generator is also faulted. This
condition represents a bypass of the RCS and Containment barriers and is a subset of the
Containment Potential-loss B.4socond throehold. In conjunction with RCS leak rate barrier loss
threshold, this would always result in the declaration of a Site Area Emergency.

This th.e.^hld dro-sc... tb-_ oaks that oxcod 10 gpm. in conjunction With an U.ISO.BL"
roloaco path to the niomn fro~m the affocetod steam gonorator. The throchold for establishing
the UNISOLABLE secondary side roleaco is intended te be a pralongcd roloace Of Fadioactiy.ity
from thO RUPTURED steam .gereator diroetly te the e'iro.nme.nt. Thiu could be expected to occur
when the main cnden6 or .. na .. aia .ble to accpt t cotaiatod steam (.ae., SG tub. rupture

ith ncurr.t loss of off cite pwr and the RUtodr

•c!ldown or a stuck open relief '.'alvo). if the main condenSer is available, there may be8...l.asc
Via air SjOcterS, gland seal exhaustors, and ether s-imilar controlled, and ofteAnemnitored, pathway&.
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Thsce pathways de not meet tho ,,tant oef an UNIR-C L.-'BR oo ^, ^aco. path to the en..ir.nm.nt.
These-: minor releoare aro asseeood using Abnormal Rad Leve'-s ! Radioelgiacal Effluent ICc.

[The leakage thresheld for thin threchold has been in.reased with Re'i-ien 3. In the oa0l,/F
thr~~sean, tha th...-hald Wa9-9S Lakage g-.atr. than TIS Wall.;abla. S:inc threahpid ]

plants .haa mplentad raducad steamn goner-ta TI1S fimit (ag., 150 gpdg as a defense in depth
associatad %4th altornato stoarn gonerater- plugging Gritoia. The 150 gpd theshold ig daomind too
law far- use as an ornamanpy thrash old. A pmessvr beynda~y leakage of 10 gprn %w& used as tha
thrcshold in 4C S9L' RCS Leakage, and is deemead appraprata faor this thFrohold.]

Plant-Specific

A faulted S/G means the existence of secondary side leakage that results in an

uncontrolled decrease in steam generator pressure or the steam generator being

completely depressurized. A ruptured S/G means the existence of primary-to-secondary

leakage of a magnitude sufficient to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection.

Definitions:

Faulted

In a steam generator, the existence of secondary side leakage that results in an
uncontrolled drop in steam generator pressure or the steam generator being completely
depressurized.

Ruptured

In a steam generator, existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of a magnitude
sufficient to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-6 Steam Generator Tube Rupture
2. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
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Barrier:

Category:

Containment

B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

4. Primary-to-secondary leakrate > 10 gpm

AND

Unisolable or prolonged steam release from affected S/G to the environment

Basis:

Generic

The loss threshold recognizes that SG tube leakage can represent a bypass of the Containment
barrier as well as a loss of the RCS barrier.

Users should realize that the twe-this loss threshold and Containment loss B.36 could be
considered redundant. This was recognized during the development process. The inclusion of an
threshold that uses Emergency Procedure commonly used terms like "ruptured and faulted" adds
to the ease of the classification process and has been included based on this human factor
concern.

This threshold results in a NQUE for smaller breaks that; (1) do not exceed the normal charging
capacity threshold in RCS leak rate barrier Potential Loss threshold, or (2) do not result in ECCS
actuation in RCS SG tube rupture barrier Loss threshold. For larger breaks, RCS barrier threshold
criteria would result in an Alert. For SG tube ruptures which may involve multiple steam generators
or unisolable secondary line breaks, this threshold would exist in conjunction with RCS barrier
thresholds and would result in a Site Area Emergency. Escalation to General Emergency would be
based on "Potential Loss" of the Fuel Clad Barrier.

L-ess- Thr-hld A

Th•i throchold addroccoe the co.diti--o.n in which a RUPTURED s•tam gen.rator i Riga FPAW ULTED.
Thi46 cOndition ropraconte a bypass of the RCS a-ndl cntaAainmon-t -bariOAM ndI ic ! cbest of the
cocond therohold. In senjunction;.vith RCS oeak rato baricr less throcheld, this would always Feul
in tlo, doaratio•n- of a Site A.Fea Emr-•geny.

Losae -AsT-h- ro -h- e ld B

This threshold addresses SG tube leaks that exceed 10 gpm in conjunction with an unisolable
release path to the environment from the affected steam generator. The threshold for establishing
the unisolable secondary side release is intended to be a prolonged release of radioactivity from
the ruptured steam generator directly to the environment. This could be expected to occur when
the main condenser is unavailable to accept the contaminated steam (i.e., SG tube rupture with
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concurrent loss of off-site power and the ruptured steam generator is required for plant cooldown
or a stuck open relief valve). If the main condenser is available, there may be releases via air
ejectors, gland seal exhausters, and other similar controlled, and often monitored, pathways.
These pathways do not meet the intent of an unisolable release path to the environment. These
minor releases are assessed using Ab..rmal Rad L eveos ! Radiologi•a' Efflu.nt ICcEALs in
Cateqorv R.
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[The leakage thbrshod far this thoha;ld bar h•a on • .o.as. d With R•.•,• A3. In the 9a.
ricntho throshold awas loamage groater. than T4S allowablo. ncthporosoiml

plats ovoLmlenmonted Feduood steam yonooter- 743 Aim&t (e.g., 150 gpeg an a defense in adopth
asseciated ith alt9-Mato sAtoar genReatGF Pligo~g cGto.ia. The 150 gpd taheohld is deemeodto
low for- use as an ornorgency throshold. A pmasumr bounday leakage of 10 gpn "as usod as the
throsahold in 1C S95, RCS Leaka ge, and is deemeod appropp~ate faor this threshold-.]

Plant-Specific

Cool downs conducted to allow controlled isolation of the affected S/G per emergency

procedures are not considered prolonged releases. The criterion for prolonged release is

met if the objective of EOP-6 or EOP-8 to isolate the affected S/G cannot be met.

Definitions:

Unisolable

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control Room panels.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-6 Steam Generator Tube Rupture
2. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
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Barrier: Containment

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

3. Containment pressure a 50 psig and rising

Basis:

Generic

Loss Thrheshods A and R

Rapid unexplained loss of pressure (ilo., not aWifrbuta-ble to- contaiRnmont spray or sondonsation
eoects) following an initial pressure increase fr prim' er s.cond... high energy le br
indisates a loss of cotainmont integrity. Centainmont prossure and sump lovels should inoae
as a result of m~ass and enor~gy rolearso intoF cotimn fro aLCA. Thus'r,wsump level or
pressure not incroasing indicates containment bypass and a less of rontaf-inment integrity.

This indiator rolios On eporator recognition of an unoxpocted responso for the condition and
theoforo~ docs. not havo a spocific_ Valluo asoiae fith it. Tho unoxpoctad rosponso sipotn
because it is the indcator for Fa cntainment bypass cendition.

Po9tential Loss Throshold A

The site specific pressure is based on the Containment design pressure.

Potential LossThoadB

ExistenRG of an oxpo.ive8 mixt . moans a hydrogen and oxygen concentration of a-t lAst the
IoWar deflagration limit cur:o exists. Tho indications of potential less under this EAL correspends to
some of theso loading to the RED path in potontial loss throshold 1 .A above and m~ay be declra
by these sites using CSFSTs.

Potential LOss Threshold C

This throchold represents a potential loss Of containment inthat the containmen~t heat
irmoval/dretessurization systcm (0eg., centaftinmont sprays, ico -erdcn•srAN fans, ete., butnt
including contai~nment venting strategies) ara either lost or pe~forming in; a degraded m~annFer, as*
indicated by eentainment p.rossuro geater than the setpoint at which the equipmfet waS suppe
to have actuated.

Plant-Specific
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This threshold is the Containment design pressure and is in excess of that expected from

the design basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Proper actuation and operation of the

Containment spray system when required should maintain Containment pressure well

below the design pressure. The pressure-time responses for the spectrum of LOCAs

considered in the plant design basis are described in Section 14 of the UFSAR. The

threshold is therefore indicative of a loss of both RCS and Fuel Clad barriers in that it

should not be reached without severe core degradation (metal-water reaction) or failure to

scram in combination with RCS breach. This condition would be expected to require the

declaration of a General Emergency.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 1.2.5
2. UFSAR 5.1.1
3. UFSAR 14.20
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Barrier: Containment

B. InventoryCategory:

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

4. Containment hydrogen concentration Ž 4%

Basis:

Generic

Lo-ss Throshnode A and R

Rapid unaxplainod loss Of pressur~e (ije., noat attribu,-tab-lo to- containmfent spray or condensation
offsts) following an initial pres•sur... inc .re.ase fro p . . ......m o sonda high enor.gy line breai ndicato.c a loSs of ^c9Antai;n.mont iAtogrity. Containmont prcccuro and sump lovolc should incroaco
as. a rosult of m~ass and onorgy roloaso into caentainmonRt fromr -a LOCrA.. Thus, rsump lovl o
prossura not incrasin indicates . .ntainmont bypass and a los o . f c-o-ntainm.ent intogrity.

This indicator relios on opeoatoFr reagnition of an unoxpoctod rospeons for tho • ondition and
thorforo doer. not havo a sepoific value assocdiatod w~ith it. The unexpoctod Frospenco is mpoean
bceaueo it is the ind-ic-1ator for a co ntainment bypass cniin

The 0ito cpcrifi.c pressur e is bawd-on• n tho cor.trainmrent dorsign preassuro.

Existence of an explosive mixture means a hydrogen and oxygen concentration of at least the
lower deflagration limit curve exists. The indications of potential loss under this EAL corresponds to
some of those leading to the-RED-path-in-Containment potential loss threshold A.l1 !.Aabove-and
mnay be doclared by those sites. using CSFST-s.

Pete~til LOS Th.-,..k-hIAd Q

This thareshld represents a potential loss of cnainWment inthat the contaiAnment heat
removal/dopresurWizatien saystem (e.g., coentainment sprays, ice con~denser fans, 8et., butno
including containment Yenting strategies.) are either larst Or performin~g in a degraded m~anner, as
i ndicated by containment pressure graater than the setpoint at which; the equipment was suppose
to have artuated.

Plant-Specific
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After a LOCA, the Containment atmosphere is a homogeneous mixture of steam, air, solid

and gaseous fission products, hydrogen, and water droplets containing boron and sodium

hydroxide. During and following a LOCA, the hydrogen concentration in the Containment

results from radiolytic decomposition of water, metal-water reaction, and aluminum/zinc

reaction with the spray solution. If hydrogen concentration reaches or exceeds the lower

flammability limit (4%) in an oxygen rich environment, a potentially explosive mixture

exists. If the combustible mixture ignites inside Containment, loss of the Containment

barrier could occur. To generate such levels of combustible gas, loss of the Fuel Clad and

RCS barriers must also have occurred. Since this threshold is also indicative of loss of

both Fuel Clad and RCS barriers with the potential loss of the Containment barrier, it

therefore will likely warrant declaration of a General Emergency.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.8
2. Technical Specifications Table 3.3.10-1
3. OI-41A Hydrogen Recombiners

4. 1C1O-ALM ESFAS 14 Alarm Manual, J-09
5. ERPIP-803 Core Damage Assessment Using Hydrogen
6. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
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Barrier: Containment

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

5. Containment pressure > 4.25 psig AND cannot meet ANY of the following conditions:

* 2 Containment Spray Pumps Operating

* 3 CACs Operating

* 1 Containment Spray Pump and 2 CACs Operating

Basis:

Generic

Lse Thrphahldg A and R

Rapid unexplained less Of pos.e.. (i.e., not at•ri,,tabl. to c.nt.inm•ent spray Or .... IoAtioN
offocrt\) follWoing an initial p......... ire... from a prm.' recandary high e•n.gy line broak
indic.ahtos _R lo6; of c.ntainment integFity'. Containant prossuro .nd sump le'els should incroase
as a • rsult of m..s• s and on.rgy r..easo into Roninm.nt I a CA.. Thus, sump l o.. r

prassure not incr=easing indiGato containment• bypaSc and a laes of c-ntainment integrity.

This ind-ic-ator rolios on oporator rocognition of an unoxpoctod rocponso for the condition and
therofore does not have a specific Wluo a...c^ated with it. The un.xpect. d rosponse ic impo.t.nt
becaue it is tho indicator for a centainment bypass cenditien.

Potontial Loss Thnsho^, A

The site specific pressure is basQod^ oN the con.tainment design p.r.s....

Poton"tial Lose Threshold

Er-,iAtne.A• of an_. explesive mixturo mo.ans a hydrogen and oxygen conc.. tratin. o, f a, t last th
Icwor deflagrationA limit ' urio . Xi.te. Tho -ind.ica .tions of potential less un..der_^ this EAL c.r.sp.nd.. to
eomo of thost loading to the RED path in potential loss thrcehn'd 4 A •abve and may be decr
by those sites using GSFST-s.

Potential Loss Threshold C

This threshold represents a potential loss of Containment in that the Containment heat
removal/depressurization system (e.g., Containment sprays, ice -cndenser fnsACs, etc., but not
including Containment venting strategies) are either lost or performing in a degraded manner, as
indicated by Containment pressure greater than the setpoint at which the equipment was supposed
to have actuated.
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Plant-Specific

Two Containment Spray Pumps, three Containment air cooling units or the combination of

one Containment spray pump and two Containment air cooling units is defined to be one

full train of depressurization equipment. This equipment provides 100% of the required

cooling capacity during post-accident conditions. Each Containment spray system consists

of a spray pump, spray header, nozzles, valves, piping, instruments, and controls to

ensure an operable flow path capable of taking suction from the RWST upon an actuation

signal. Each Containment aircooling unit consists of cooling coils, accident backdraft

damper, accident fan, service water outlet valves, and controls necessary to ensure an

operable service water flow path. The Containment pressure setpoint (4.25 psig) is the

pressure at which the equipment should actuate and begin performing its function.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. 1C08-ALM ESFAS 11 Alarm Manual, G-07, ACTUATION SYSTEM CSAS TRIP
2. Technical Specifications Table 3.3.4-1
3. Technical Specifications 3.6.6
4. EOP-8 Functional Recovery, Appendix 5, CE-3
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Barrier: Containment

Category: C. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Containment

Category: C. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

6. Containment radiation monitor (5317A/B) reading > 14,000 R/hr

Basis:

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The site specific reading is a value which indicates significant fuel damage well in excess of the
thresholds associated with both loss of Fuel Clad and loss of RCS barriers. As MAtd in o
3,8,-e major release of radioactivity requiring off-site protective actions from core damage is not
possible unless a major failure of fuel clad allows radioactive material to be released from the core
into the reactor coolant.

Regardless of whether Containment is challenged, this amount of activity in Containment, if
released, could have such severe consequences that it is prudent to treat this as a potential loss of
Containment, such that a General Emergency declaration is warranted.

[NUREG 1229,, ".S... ei r ,ati.ns During !c.dont Response to Revere ^W., loar P....r Pa1
Aseidents," in-dicato-s that ssunh Gonditions do not oxist whon the amvotnt o'f nlad damnage i6 los
thain 2206%. 1UnfeoSa themn is a (-sito spocifle) anaiy Asis jystifyig a higher- vaiue, it is rcmoddta
a radiatio-n Fnoenitor- Foadng comocpending to 263% fvl o! -ad- daraob p8iidhr.

Plant-Specific

The Containment radiation monitor reading is a value that indicates significant fuel

damage well in excess of that required for loss of the RCS barrier and the Fuel Clad

barrier. NUREG-1 228 "Source Estimations During Incident Response to Severe Nuclear

Power Plant Accidents" states that such readings do not exist when the amount of clad

damage is less than 20%. A major release of radioactivity requiring offsite protective

actions from core damage is not possible unless a major failure into the reactor coolant

has occurred. Regardless of whether the Containment barrier itself is challenged, this

amount of activity in Containment could have severe consequences if released. It is,

therefore, prudent to treat this as a potential loss of the Containment barrier. The reading
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is higher than that specified for Fuel Clad barrier Loss #3 and RCS barrier Loss #3.

Containment radiation readings at or above the Containment barrier potential loss

threshold, therefore, signify a loss of two fission product barriers and potential loss of a

third, indicating the need to upgrade the emergency classification to a General

Emergency.

Containment radiation is indicated on 1(2)-RI-5317 A&B. Typical Containment radiation

readings at full power are 1 to 1.2 R/hr. The Containment radiation monitors alarm at 6

R/hr.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. ERPIP-801 Core Damage Assessment Using Containment Radiation Dose Rates
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Barrier: Containment

Category: D. Isolation Status

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

5. Failure of all valves in ANY one line to close

AND

Direct downstream pathway to the environment exists after Containment isolation
signal

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses incomplete Containment isolation that allows direct release to the
environment.

The use of the modifier "direct" in defining the release path discriminates against release paths
through interfacing liquid systems. The existence of an in-line charcoal filter does not make a
release path indirect since the filter is not effective at removing fission product noble gases. Typical
filters have an efficiency of 95-99% removal of iodine. Given the magnitude of the core inventory of
iodine, significant releases could still occur. In addition, since the fission product release would be
driven by boiling in the reactor vessel, the high humidity in the release stream can be expected to
render the filters ineffective in a short period.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

None

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
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Barrier: Containment

Category: D. Isolation Status

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Containment

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

6. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates loss of the
Containment barrier

Basis:

Generic

Thiseee thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Containment barrier is lost --F pe-te tti•, lest. In addition, the inability to
monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered Iost-OF-potenetiallyl-a.

The Containment barrier should not be declared lost or potentially lost based on exceeding
Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there is an event in progress requiring
mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is in progress (Loss or Potential Loss of
either Fuel Clad and/or RCS) the Containment barrier status is addressed by Technical
Specifications.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Containment barrier is lost. Such a determination should include

imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

None
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Barrier: Containment

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

7. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential loss of
the Containment barrier

Basis:

Generic

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Containment barrier is loes-tiepotentially lost. In addition, the inability to
monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered lest.-9-potentially lost.

The Containment barrier should not be declared lost or potentially lost based on exceeding
Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there is an event in progress requiring
mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is in progress (Loss or Potential Loss of
either Fuel Clad and/or RCS) the Containment barrier status is addressed by Technical
Specifications.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Containment barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should

include imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

None
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1.0 PURPOSE

This document provides an explanation and rationale for each Emergency Action Level

(EAL) included in the EAL Upgrade Project for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant

(CCNPP). It should be used to facilitate review of the CCNPP EALs and provide historical

documentation for future reference. Decision-makers responsible for implementation of

ERPIP-3.0 "Immediate Actions Attachment 1, Emergency Action Levels" and the

Emergency Action Level Matrix, may use this document as a technical reference in

support of EAL interpretation. This information may assist the Emergency Director in

making classifications, particularly those involving judgment or multiple events. The basis

information may also be useful in training, for explaining event classifications to off-site

officials, and facilitates regulatory review and approval of the classification scheme.

The expectation is that emergency classifications are to be made as soon as conditions

are present and recognizable for the classification, but within 15 minutes in all cases of

conditions present. Use of this document for assistance is not intended to delay the

emergency classification.

2.0 DISCUSSION

2.1 Background

EALs are the plant-specific indications, conditions or instrument readings that are utilized

to classify emergency conditions defined in the CCNPP Emergency Plan.

In 1992, the NRC endorsed NUMARC/NESP-007 "Methodology for Development of

Emergency Action Levels" as an alternative to NUREG-0654 EAL guidance.

NEI 99-01 (NUMARC/NESP-007) Revision 4 was subsequently issued for industry

implementation. Enhancements over earlier revisions included:

Consolidating the system malfunction initiating conditions and example emergency

action levels which address conditions that may be postulated to occur during plant

shutdown conditions.
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" Initiating conditions and example emergency action levels that fully address

conditions that may be postulated to occur at permanently Defueled Stations and

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations (ISFSIs).

* Simplifying the fission product barrier EAL threshold for a Site Area Emergency.

Subsequently, Revision 5 of NEI 99-01 has been issued which incorporates resolutions to

numerous implementation issues including the NRC EAL FAQs. Using NEI 99-01 Revision

5 Final (February 2008), CCNPP conducted an EAL implementation upgrade project that

produced the EALs discussed herein.

2.2 Fission Product Barriers

Many of the EALs derived from the NEI methodology are fission product barrier based.

That is, the conditions that define the EALs are based upon loss or potential loss of one or

more of the three fission product barriers. "Loss" and "Potential Loss" signify the relative

damage and threat of damage to the barrier. "Loss" means the barrier no longer assures

Containment of radioactive materials; "potential loss" infers an increased probability of

barrier loss and decreased certainty of maintaining the barrier.

The primary fission product barriers are:

A. Fuel Clad (FC): The fuel clad barrier consists of fuel bundle tubes composed of
zirconium-based alloys that contain the fuel pellets.

B. Reactor Coolant System (RCS): The RCS Barrier includes the RCS primary side
and its connections up to and including the pressurizer safety and relief valves, and
other connections up to and including the primary isolation valves.

C. Containment (CNMT): The Containment Barrier includes the Containment building
and connections up to and including the outermost Containment isolation valves.
This barrier also includes the main steam, feedwater, and blowdown line extensions
outside the Containment building up to and including the outermost secondary side
isolation valve.

2.3 Emergency Classification Based on Fission Product Barrier Degradation

The following criteria are the bases for event classification related to fission product barrier

loss or potential loss:

Unusual Event:
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Any loss or any potential loss of Containment

Alert:

Any loss or any potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS

Site Area Emergqency:

Loss or potential loss of any two barriers

General Emergency:

Loss of any two barriers and loss or potential loss of third barrier

2.4 EAL Relationship to EOPs and Critical Safety Function Status

Where possible, the EALs have been made consistent with and utilize the conditions

defined in the CCNPP Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) network. While the

symptoms that drive operator actions specified in the EOPs are not indicative of all

possible conditions which warrant emergency classification, they define the symptoms,

independent of initiating events, for which reactor plant safety and/or fission product barrier

integrity are threatened. When these symptoms are clearly representative of one of the

NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Initiating Conditions, they have been utilized as an EAL. This permits

rapid classification of emergency situations based on plant conditions without the need for

additional evaluation or event diagnosis. Although some of the EALs presented here are

based on conditions defined in the EOPs, classification of emergencies using these EALs

is not dependent upon EOP entry or execution. The EALs can be utilized independently or

in conjunction with the EOPs.

2.5 Symptom-Based vs. Event-Based Approach

To the extent possible, the EALs are symptom-based. That is, the action level threshold is

defined by values of key plant operating parameters that identify emergency or potential

emergency conditions. This approach is appropriate because it allows the full scope of

variations in the types of events to be classified as emergencies. However, a purely

symptom-based approach is not sufficient to address all events for which emergency

classification is appropriate. Particular events to which no predetermined symptoms can be
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ascribed have also been utilized as EALs since they may be indicative of potentially more

serious conditions not yet fully realized.

2.6 EAL Organization

The CCNPP EAL scheme includes the following features:

" Division of the EAL set into three broad groups:

o EALs applicable under all plant operating modes - This group would be

reviewed by the EAL-user any time emergency classification is considered.

o EALs applicable only under hot operating modes - This group would only be

reviewed by the EAL-user when the plant is in Hot Shutdown, Hot Standby,

Startup, or Power Operation mode.

o EALs applicable only under cold operating modes - This group would only be

reviewed by the EAL-user when the plant is in Cold Shutdown, Refueling or

Defueled mode.

The purpose of the groups is to avoid review of hot condition EALs when the plant is

in a cold condition and avoid review of cold condition EALs when the plant is in a

hot condition. This approach significantly minimizes the total number of EALs that

must be reviewed by the EAL-user for a given plant condition, reduces EAL-user

reading burden and, thereby, speeds identification of the EAL that applies to the

emergency.

* Within each of the above three groups, assignment of EALs to

categories/subcategories - Category and subcategory titles are selected to

represent conditions that are operationally significant to the EAL-user.

Subcategories are used as necessary to further divide the EALs of a category into

logical sets of possible emergency classification thresholds. The CCNPP EAL

categories/subcategories and their relationship to NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Recognition

Categories are listed below.
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EAL Groups, Categories and Subcategories

EAL Group/Category EAL Subcategory

Any Operatinq Mode:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions
2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

3 - CR/CAS/SAS Rad

H - Hazards and Other Conditions 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena
Affecting Plant Safety 2 - Fire or Explosion

3 - Hazardous Gas
4 - Security
5 - Control Room Evacuation
6 - Judgment

None
E - ISFSI/DSC

Hot Conditions:

S - System Malfunction 1 - Loss of AC Power
2 - Loss of DC Power
3 - Criticality & RPS Failure
4 - Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions
5 - Instrumentation
6 - Communications
7 - Fuel Clad Degradation
8 - RCS Leakage

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation None

Cold Conditions:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System 1 - Loss of AC Power
Malfunction 2 - Loss of DC Power

3 - RCS Level
4 - RCS Temperature
5 - Communications
6 - Inadvertent Criticality
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The primary tool for determining the emergency classification level is the EAL

Classification Matrix. The user of the EAL Classification Matrix may (but is not required to)

consult the EAL Technical Bases Document in order to obtain additional information

concerning the EALs under classification consideration. The user should consult Sections

2.7 and 2.8, and Attachments 1 and 2 of this document for such information.

2.7 Technical Bases Information

EAL technical bases are provided in Attachment 1 for each EAL according to EAL group

(Any, Hot, Cold), EAL category (R, E, C, H, S and F) and EAL subcategory. A summary

explanation of each category and subcategory is given at the beginning of the technical

bases discussions of the EALs included in the category. For each EAL, the following

information is provided:

Categqory Letter & Title

Subcategory Number & Title

Initiatinq Condition (IC)

Site-specific description of the generic IC given in NEI 99-01 Rev. 5.

EAL Identifier (enclosed in rectangle)

Each EAL is assigned a unique identifier to support accurate communication of the

emergency classification to onsite and offsite personnel. Four characters define each

EAL identifier:

1. First character (letter): Corresponds to the EAL category as described above (R,

E, C, H, S or F)

2. Second character (letter): The emergency classification (G, S, A or U)

G = General Emergency

S = Site Area Emergency

A = Alert

U = Unusual Event

3. Third character (number): Subcategory number within the given category.

Subcategories are sequentially numbered beginning with the number one (1). If
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a category does not have a subcategory, this character is assigned the number

one (1).

4. Fourth character (number): The numerical sequence of the EAL within the EAL

subcategory. If the subcategory has only one EAL, it is given the number one

(1).

Classification (enclosed in rectangle):

Unusual Event (U), Alert (A), Site Area Emergency (S) or General Emergency (G)

EAL (enclosed in rectangle)

Wording of the EAL as it appears in the EAL Classification Matrix. Note that defined

terms are presented in all uppercase letters within the EAL wording.

Mode Applicability

One or more of the following plant operating conditions comprise the mode to which

each EAL is applicable: 1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot

Shutdown, 5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled, or All. (See Section 2.8 for

operating mode definitions.)

Basis:

A Generic basis section provides a description of the rationale for the EAL as provided

in NEI 99-01 Rev. 5. This is followed by a Plant-Specific basis section that provides

CCNPP-relevant information concerning the EAL. If the EAL wording contains a

defined term, the definition of the term is included at the end of the plant-specific basis

discussion.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

Site-specific source documentation from which the EAL is derived

2.8 Operating Mode Applicability (Technical Specifications Table 1.2)

1 Power Operations

Reactor shutdown margin is less than Technical Specification minimum required

(keff > 0.99) and greater than 5% rated thermal power.

2 Startup
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Reactor shutdown margin is less than Technical Specification minimum required

(keff > 0.99) and less than or equal to 5% rated thermal power.

3 Hot Standby

Reactor shutdown margin greater than Technical Specification minimum required

(keff < 0.99) with coolant temperature (Tavg) greater than or equal to 3000F.

4 Hot Shutdown

Reactor shutdown margin greater than Technical Specification minimum required

(keff < 0.99) with coolant temperature (Tavg) less than 300°F and greater than

2000F.

5 Cold Shutdown

Reactor shutdown margin greater than Technical Specification minimum required

(keff < 0.99) with coolant temperature (Tavg) less than or equal to 2000F.

6 Refuel

Reactor vessel head is unbolted.

D Defueled

All reactor fuel removed from reactor pressure vessel (full core off load during

refueling or extended outage).

The plant operating mode that exists at the time that the event occurs (prior to any

protective system or operator action is initiated in response to the condition) should be

compared to the mode applicability of the EALs. If a lower or higher plant operating mode

is reached before the emergency classification is made, the declaration shall be based on

the mode that existed at the time the event occurred.

2.9 Validation of Indications, Reports and Conditions

All emergency classifications shall be based upon valid indications, reports or conditions:

An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be valid when it is verified by (1) an

instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indicators, or (3) by

direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator's operability,
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the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in this definition is

the need for timely assessment.

2.10 Planned vs. Unplanned Events

Planned evolutions involve preplanning to address the limitations imposed by the

condition, the performance of required surveillance testing, and the implementation of

specific controls prior to knowingly entering the condition in accordance with the specific

requirements of the site's Technical Specifications. Activities which cause the site to

operate beyond that allowed by the site's Technical Specifications, planned or unplanned,

may result in an EAL threshold being met or exceeded. Planned evolutions to test,

manipulate, repair, perform maintenance or modifications to systems and equipment that

result in an EAL value being met or exceeded are not subject to classification and

activation requirements as long as the evolution proceeds as planned and is within the

operational limitations imposed by the specific operating license. However, these

conditions may be subject to the reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.72.

2.11 Classifying Transient Events

For some events, the condition may be corrected before a declaration has been made.

The key consideration in this situation is to determine whether or not further plant damage

occurred while the corrective actions were being taken. In some situations, this can be

readily determined, in other situations, further analyses may be necessary (e.g., coolant

radiochemistry following an ATWS event, plant structural examination following an

earthquake, etc.). Classify the event as indicated and terminate the emergency once

assessment shows that there were no consequences from the event and other termination

criteria are met.

Existing guidance for classifying transient events addresses the period of time of event

recognition and classification (15 minutes). However, in cases when EAL declaration

criteria may be met momentarily during the normal expected response of the plant,

declaration requirements should not be considered to be met when the conditions are a

part of the designed plant response, or result from appropriate Operator actions.
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There may be cases in which a plant condition that exceeded an EAL was not recognized

at the time of occurrence but is identified well after the condition has occurred (e.g., as a

result of routine log or record review), and the condition no longer exists. In these cases,

an emergency should not be declared. Reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 are

applicable and the guidance of NUREG-1 022, Event Reporting Guidelines 10 CFR 50.72

and 50.73, should be applied.

2.12 Multiple Simultaneous Events and Imminent EAL Thresholds

When multiple simultaneous events occur, the emergency classification level is based on

the highest EAL reached. For example, two Alerts remain in the Alert category. Or, an Alert

and a Site Area Emergency is a Site Area Emergency. Further guidance is provided in RIS

2007-02, Clarification of NRC Guidance for Emergency Notifications During Quickly

Changing Events.

Since CCNPP is a multi-unit station with shared safety-related system and functions,

emergency classification level upgrading must also consider the effects of a loss of a

common system on more than one unit (e.g., potential for radioactive release from more

than one core). For example, the control panels for both units are in close proximity within

the same room. Thus, Control Room evacuation most likely would affect both units. There

are a number of other systems and functions which may be shared. This must be

considered in the emergency classification level declaration.

Although the majority of the EALs provide very specific thresholds, the Emergency Director

(ED) must remain alert to events or conditions that lead to the conclusion that exceeding

the EAL threshold is imminent. If, in the judgment of the ED, an imminent situation is at

hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold has been exceeded. While this

is particularly prudent at the higher emergency classes (the early classification may permit

more effective implementation of protective measures), it is nonetheless applicable to all

emergency classes.

2.13 Emergency Classification Level Downgrading
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Another important aspect of usable EAL guidance is the consideration of what to do when

the risk posed by an emergency is clearly decreasing. A combination approach involving

recovery from General Emergencies and some Site Area Emergencies and termination

from Unusual Events, Alerts, and certain Site Area Emergencies causing no long term

plant damage appears to be the best choice. Downgrading to lower emergency

classification levels adds notifications but may have merit under certain circumstances.
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3.0 REFERENCES

3.1 Developmental

3.1.1 NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Final, Methodology for Development of Emergency
Action Levels, February 2008, ADAMS Accession Number ML080450149

3.1.2 NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2003-18, Supplement 2, Use of
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 99-01, Methodology for Development of
Emergency Action Levels Revision 4, Dated January 2003 (December 12,
2005)

3.1.3 RIS 2007-02 Clarification of NRC Guidance for Emergency Notifications
During Quickly Changing Events

3.2 Implementing

3.2.1 ERPIP-3.0 Immediate Actions Attachment 1, Emergency Action Levels
3.2.2 EAL Comparison Matrix
3.2.3 EAL Matrix

3.3 Commitments

None
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4.0 DEFINITIONS (ref. 3.1.1 except as noted)

Affecting Safe Shutdown

Event in progress has adversely affected functions that are necessary to bring the plant to
and maintain it in the applicable hot or cold shutdown condition. Plant condition
applicability is determined by Technical Specification LCOs in effect.

Example 1: Event causes damage that results in entry into an LCO that requires the
plant to be placed in hot shutdown. Hot shutdown is achievable, but cold shutdown is
not. This event is not "affecting safe shutdown."

Example 2: Event causes damage that results in entry into an LCO that requires the
plant to be placed in cold shutdown. Hot shutdown is achievable, but cold shutdown is
not. This event is "affecting safe shutdown."

Airliner/Large Aircraft

Any size or type of aircraft with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant
(refer to the Security Plan for a more detailed definition).

Bomb

Refers to an explosive device suspected of having sufficient force to damage plant
systems or structures.

Civil Disturbance

A group of people violently protesting station operations or activities at the site.

Confinement Boundary

The barrier(s) between areas containing radioactive substances and the environment.

Containment Closure

The site specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure Containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission product
release under existing plant conditions. As applied to CCNPP, Containment Closure is the
action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated systems, structures or
components (SSC), as listed in STP O-55A, provide a functional barrier to fission product
release.

Explosion

A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of pressurized/energized
equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially damage permanent
structures, systems, or components.

Extortion

An attempt to cause an action at the station by threat of force.

Faulted
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In a steam generator, the existence of secondary side leakage that results in an
uncontrolled drop in steam generator pressure or the steam generator being completely
depressurized.

Fire

Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive belts
or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute fires. Observation of flame is
preferred but is not required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

Hostage

A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will be met by the
station.

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This includes
attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or other devices
used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs should
be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the owner
controlled area).

Hostile Force

One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault, overtly or by stealth
and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming, or causing
destruction.

Imminent

Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will occur. Where
imminent timeframes are specified, they shall apply.

Intrusion

The act of entering without authorization. Discovery of a bomb in a specified area is
indication of intrusion into that area by a hostile force.

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)

A complex that is designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel
and other radioactive materials associated with spent fuel storage.

Normal Levels

As applied to radiological IC/EALs, the highest reading in the past twenty-four hours
excluding the current peak value.

Normal Plant Operations
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Activities at the plant site associated with routine testing, maintenance, or equipment
operations, in accordance with normal operating or administrative procedures. Entry into
abnormal or emergency operating procedures, or deviation from normal security or
radiological controls posture, is a departure from Normal Plant Operations.

Projectile

An object directed toward a NPP that could cause concern for its continued operability,
reliability, or personnel safety.

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the security
Protected Area fence.

Ruptured

In a steam generator, existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of a magnitude sufficient
to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection.

Sabotage

Deliberate damage, mis-alignment, or mis-operation of plant equipment with the intent to
render the equipment inoperable. Equipment found tampered with or damaged due to
malicious mischief may not meet the definition of sabotage until this determination is made
by security supervision.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems or Component (as defined in 1 OCFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Security Condition

Any security event as listed in the approved security contingency plan that constitutes a
threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a potential degradation
to the level of safety of the plant. A security condition does not involve a hostile action.

Strike Action

Work stoppage within the Protected Area by a body of workers to enforce compliance with
demands made on CCNPP. The strike action must threaten to interrupt Normal Plant
Operations.

Unisolable

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control Room panels.
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Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown, that is
not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

Valid

An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be valid when it is verified by (1) an
instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indicators, or (3) by
direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator's operability,
the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in this definition is
the need for timely assessment.

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not be
included.

Vital Area

Any areas, normally within the CCNPP Protected Area, that contains equipment, systems,
components, or material, the failure, destruction, or release of which could directly or
indirectly endanger the public health and safety by exposure to radiation.
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5.0 CCNPP-TO-NEI 99-01 EAL CROSSREFERENCE

This cross-reference is provided to facilitate association and location of a CCNPP EAL

within the NEI 99-01 IC/EAL identification scheme. Further information regarding the

development of the CCNPP EALs based on the NEI guidance can be found in the EAL

Comparison Matrix.

CCNPP NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

RU1.1 AU1 1

RU1.2 AU1 2

RU1.3 AU1 3

RU2.1 AU2 1

RU2.2 AU2 2

RA1.1 AA1 1

RA1.2 AA1 2

RA1.3 AA1 3

RA2.1 AA2 2

RA2.2 AA2 1

RA3.1 AA3 1

RS1.1 AS1 1

RS1.2 AS1 2

RS1.3 AS1 4

RG1.1 AG1 1

RG1.2 AG1 2

RG1.3 AG1 4
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CCNPP NEI 99-01
EAL IC Example

EAL

EU1.1 E-HU1 1

CUI.1 CU3 1

CU2.1 CU7 1

CU3.1 CUI 1

CU3.2 CU2 1

CU3.3 CU2 2

CU4.1 CU4 1

CU4.2 CU4 2

CU5.1 CU6 1, 2

CU6.1 CU8 2

CA1.1 CA3 1

CA3.1 CA1 1,2

CA4.1 CA4 1,2

CS3.1 CS1 1

CS3.2 CS1 2

CS3.3 CS1 3

CG3.1 CG1 1

CG3.2 CG1 2

FU1.1 FU1 1

FA1.1 FA1 1

FSI.1 FS1 1

FGI.1 FG1 1

HU1.1 HU1 1
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CCNPP NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example

EAL

HU1.2 HU1 2

HU1.3 HU1 3

HU1.4 HU1 4

HU1.5 HU1 5

HU2.1 HU2 1

HU2.2 HU2 2

HU3.1 HU3 1

HU3.2 HU3 2

HU4.1 HU4 1,2,3

HU6.1 HU5 1

HA1.1 HA1 1

HA1.2 HA1 2

HA1.3 HA1 3

HA1.4 HA1 4

HA1.5 HA1 6

HA1.6 HA1 5

HA2.1 HA2 1

HA3.1 HA3 1

HA4.1 HA4 1,2

HA5.1 HA5 1

HA6.1 HA6 1

HS4.1 HS4 1

HS5.1 HS2 1
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CCNPP NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example

EAL

HS6.1 HS3 1

HG4.1 HG1 1

HG4.2 HG1 2

HG6.1 HG2 1

SUI.1 SUl 1

SU3.1 SU8 1

SU4.1 SU2 1

SU5.1 SU3 1

SU6.1 SU6 1,2

SU7.1 SU4 2

SU7.2 SU4 1

SU8.1 SU5 1,2

SAI.1 SA5 1

SA3.1 SA2 1

SA5.1 SA4 1

SS1.1 SSI 1

SS2.1 SS3 1

SS3.1 SS2 1

SS5.1 SS6 1

SG1.1 SG1 1

SG3.1 SG2 1
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6.0 ATTACHMENTS

6.1 Attachment 1, Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

6.2 Attachment 2, Fission Product Barrier Loss / Potential Loss Matrix and Basis
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Category R - Abnormal Rad Levels I Rad Effluents

EAL Group: ANY (EALs in this category are applicable to

any plant condition, hot or cold.)

Many EALs are based on actual or potential degradation of fission product barriers

because of the elevated potential for offsite radioactivity release. Degradation of fission

product barriers though is not always apparent via non-radiological symptoms. Therefore,

direct indication of elevated radiological effluents or area radiation levels are appropriate

symptoms for emergency classification.

At lower levels, abnormal radioactivity releases may be indicative of a failure of

Containment systems or precursors to more significant releases. At higher release rates,

offsite radiological conditions may result which require offsite protective actions. Elevated

area radiation levels in plant may also be indicative of the failure of Containment systems

or preclude access to plant vital equipment necessary to ensure plant safety.

Events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Offsite Rad Conditions

Direct indication of effluent radiation monitoring systems provides a rapid assessment

mechanism to determine releases in excess of classifiable limits. Projected offsite

doses, actual offsite field measurements or measured release rates via sampling

indicate doses or dose rates above classifiable limits.

2. Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Sustained general area radiation levels in excess of those indicating loss of control of

radioactive materials or those levels which may preclude access to vital plant areas

also warrant emergency classification.

3. CR/CAS/SAS Rad

Sustained general area radiation levels which may preclude access to areas requiring

continuous occupancy also warrant emergency classification.
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes or longer

EAL:

RUI.1 Unusual Event

ANY gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 column "UE" for _> 60 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert UE

Gaseous
WRNGM 3.2E+09 pCi/sec 3.2E+08 pCi/sec 3.2E+07 pCi/sec 3.2E+05 pCi/sec
(RIC-5415)
Main Steam Effluent 40.0 rem/hr 4.0 rem/hr 0.40 rem/hr N/A
(RI-5421, RI-5422)
Main Vent N/A N/A N/A 2.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5415)
Waste Processing N/A N/A N/A 4.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5410)
Fuel Handling Area Vent N/A N/A N/A 3.4E+05 cpm
(RI-5420)
Liquid
Liquid Waste Disch* N/A N/A off-scale hi 8.4E+05 cpm
(RE-2201)

* with effluent discharge not isolated

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This EAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.
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Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled
radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features and/or
controls.

The 2 x ODCM limit multiples are specified only to distinguish between non-emergency conditions.
While these multiples obviously correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in
classifying these events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of
the associated dose or dose rate.

Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4x ODCM for 30
minutes does not meet the threshold.

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the IC.

This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on non-routine release
pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared.

Plant-Specific

The main plant vents consist of the exhaust flow from the auxiliary building ventilation

systems and the condenser offgas system. Batch releases from the Waste Gas Decay

Tanks, Containment vents and Containment purges are also directed into this stream. Per

ODCM Attachment 7, the Unit 1 and Unit 2 vent flow rates are assumed to be 56.3 m3 /sec

and 42.7 m3 /sec, respectively. Each plant vent is monitored by a beta sensitive plastic

scintillator Wide Range Noble Gas Monitor (WRNGM 1-RIC-5415 and 2-RIC-5415) which

is displayed in pCi/sec and a Geiger-Muller tube Main Vent Monitor (1-RI-5415 and 2-RI-

5415) which is displayed in CPM. The EAL values were determined assuming annual

average meteorology, RCS noble gas concentrations and dose conversion factors used for

emergency preparedness offsite dose assessment. The total gaseous release

corresponding to 2 times ODCM limits is approximately 0.114 mrem in one hour as

calculated below.

1. 2 x ODCM = 2 x 500 mrem/year = 1000 mrem/year
2. Hours/year = 24 x 365 = 8760 hours/year
3. (1000 mrem/year) / (8760 hours/year) = 0.114 mrem/hour (or 1.14E-3 mSv/hour)
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The values for the vent radiation monitor readings are based on 90% of the 2 maximum

permissible concentration (MPC) as discussed in ODCM 3.11.2.1 at the site boundary.

This reduction will account for events that may result in releases through both unit vents.

The 10% factor allowance for the other unit vent is conservative because it is two to three

orders of magnitude larger than the normal releases through each vent. For the main vent

monitors, which read in CPM, the Unit 1 flow rate is assumed because it yields the lowest

(most limiting) concentration.

RIC-5415 EAL Threshold

ODCM limit corresponds to 1.8 E+5 pCi/sec (site total)

2 x 1.8 E+5 pCi/sec = 3.6 E+5 pCi/sec

Assume event in one unit, allow 10% for release from other unit

RIC-5415 EAL Threshold = 0.9 x 3.6 E+5 pCi/sec = 3.24 E+5 pCi/sec

Read as 3.2 E+5 pCi/sec

Minimum Concentration Corresponding to RI-5415 Reading

Concentration = Release rate (uCi/sec)

Flow rate (cc/sec)

Unit 1 0DCM flow rates = 56.3 m3/sec

Unit 1 Concentration = 3.24 E+5 uCi/sec

56.3 m3 /sec x 106 cc/m3

=5.7 E-3 pCi/cc

Unit 2 ODCM flow rates = 42.7 m3/sec

Unit 1 Concentration = 3.24 E+5 ijCi/sec

42.7 m 3/sec x 106 cc/m3

=7.6 E-3 iiCi/cc

The calculated concentration result is converted to CPM so it can be read on RI-5415.
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Isotope RCS Conc. % Total Unit 1 Conc. Unit 2 Conc. Monitor Eff. Unit 1 Unit 2
IsotopeRC Coc __oa (pCi/cc) (pCi/cc) (CPM/10-6) CPM CPM

Kr-85 0.43 9.62 5.5 E-4 7.3 E-4 35 1.9 E+4 2.6 E+4

Kr-85m 0.16 3.58 2.1 E-4 2.7 E-4 55 1.2 E+4 1.5 E+4

Kr-87 0.15 3.36 1.9 E-4 2.6 E-4 218 4.1 E+4 5.6 E+4

Kr-88 0.28 6.36 3.7 E-4 4.8 E-4 289 1.1 E+5 1.4 E+5

Xe-133 2.6 58.17 3.3 E-3 4.4 E-3 1.87 6.2 E+3 8.3 E+3

Xe-135 0.85 19.01 1.1 E-3 1.4 E-3 70 7.7 E+4 1.0 E+5
Totals 4.47 100.00 5.7 E-3 7,6 E-3 2.7 E+5 3.5 E+5

The lower of the Unit 1 and Unit 2 values is conservatively rounded to 2.0E+5 CPM.

In a similar manner, values were determined for the Waste Processing Monitor (1-RI-5410

and 2-RI-5410) assuming noble gas distribution for Waste Gas Decay Tank rupture,

average annual meteorology and a nominal waste processing ventilation flow of 23.4

m3 /sec (49,500 CFM). At 2 DAC at the site boundary, this corresponds to a reading of 4.0

E+5 CPM.

In a similar manner to that shown for RI-5415, values were determined for the Fuel

Handling Area Vent Monitor (0-RI-5420) assuming only monitor response to noble gas

released from a Fuel Handling Incident, average annual meteorology and a nominal fuel

handling area ventilation flow of 15.1 m3 /sec (32,000 CFM). At 2 DAC at the site

boundary, per Reference 2 this corresponds to a reading of 3.4 E+5 CPM.

Analysis was also performed for potential releases through Access Control Point and

ECCS Pump (PP) Room. Per Reference 2, 2 DAC at the site boundary corresponds to

monitor readings for each of these locations that are greater than 1 E+6 CPM (i.e., off-scale

high). The ECCS PP Room Monitors (1/2-RI-5406) and the Access Control Monitor (0-RI-

5425) are not considered here because they will be offscale high at the Unusual Event

emergency classification level. Therefore, these monitors provide no useful information for

this EAL and are excluded from consideration.
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The designation "N/A" in Table R-1 indicates that the listed instrument range is insufficient

to indicate the specified value and therefore no value is used.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Radioactivity Release Emergency Action Levels, J.B. Mcllvaine, JSB Associates, Inc.,
September 1990

2. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
3. NEI 99-01 AU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes or longer

EAL:

RU1.2 Unusual Event

Liquid monitor reading > Table R-1 column "UE" for __ 60 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert UE

Gaseous
WRNGM 3.2E+09 pCi/sec 3.2E+08 pCi/sec 3.2E+07 pCi/sec 3.2E+05 pCi/sec
(RIC-5415)
Main Steam Effluent 40.0 rem/hr 4.0 rem/hr 0.40 rem/hr N/A
(RI-5421, RI-5422)
Main Vent N/A N/A N/A 2.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5415)
Waste Processing N/A N/A N/A 4.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5410)
Fuel Handling Area Vent N/A N/A N/A 3.4E+05 cpm
(RI-5420)
Liquid
Liquid Waste Disch* N/A N/A off-scale hi 8.4E+05 cpm
(RE-2201) I

* with effluent discharge not isolated

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This IC addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.
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Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled
radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features and/or
controls.

The 2 x ODCM limit multiples are specified only to distinguish between non-emergency conditions.
While these multiples obviously correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in
classifying these events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of
the associated dose or dose rate.

Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4x ODCM for 30
minutes does not meet the threshold.

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the EAL established by the radioactivity
discharge permit. This value may be associated with a planned batch release, or a continuous
release path.

Plant-Specific

Liquid effluent is monitored by the Liquid Waste Discharge Radiation Monitor (0-RE-2201).

A high radiation alarm from this monitor results in a signal to close the Liquid Waste

Discharge Valves. If these valves do not shut, the operators stop the pump being used for

the discharge and shut the Liquid Waste RMS Outlet valve.

The Steam Generator Blowdown liquid effluent monitor upper range cannot detect

releases associated with two times the ODCM limits and therefore would be assessed per

EAL RU1.3 sample analysis.

The designation "N/A" in Table R-1 indicates that the listed instrument range is insufficient

to indicate the specified value and therefore no value is used.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):
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1. Radioactivity Release Emergency Action Levels, J.B. Mcllvaine, JSB Associates, Inc.,
September 1990

2. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
3. AOP-6B Accidental Release of Radioactive Liquid Waste
4. UFSAR Section 11.1.2.1 Liquid Waste Processing System
5. NEI 99-01 AU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes or longer

EAL:

RU1.3 Unusual Event

Confirmed sample analyses for gaseous or liquid releases indicate concentrations or
release rates > 2 x ODCM limits for > 60 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This EAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled
radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features and/or
controls.

The 2 x ODCM limit multiples are specified only to distinguish between non-emergency conditions.
While these multiples obviously correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in
classifying these events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of
the associated dose or dose rate.

Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4x ODCM for 30
minutes does not meet the threshold.

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.
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This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, particularly on
unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger leakage
in river water systems, etc.

Plant-Specific

Releases in excess of two times the site Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) (ref. 1)

instantaneous limits that continue for 60 minutes or longer represent an uncontrolled

situation and hence, a potential degradation in the level of safety. The final integrated dose

(which is very low in the Unusual Event emergency class) is not the primary concern here;

it is the degradation in plant control implied by the fact that the release was not isolated

within 60 minutes. Therefore, it is not intended that the release be averaged over 60

minutes. For example, a release of 4 times the ODCM limit for 30 minutes does not exceed

this initiating condition. Further, the ED should not wait until 60 minutes has elapsed, but

should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the release duration has or will

likely exceed 60 minutes.

Sample analyses are "confirmed" when the analytical results have been confirmed by

Chemistry.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
2. NEI 99-01 AU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 200 times the ODCM for 15 minutes or longer

EAL:

RA1.1 Alert

ANY gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 column "Alert" for > 15 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert UE

Gaseous
WRNGM 3.2E+09 pCi/sec 3.2E+08 pCi/sec 3.2E+07 pCi/sec 3.2E+05 pCi/sec
(RIC-5415)
Main Steam Effluent 40.0 rem/hr 4.0 rem/hr 0.40 rem/hr N/A
(RI-5421, RI-5422)
Main Vent N/A N/A N/A 2.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5415)
Waste Processing N/A N/A N/A 4.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5410)
Fuel Handling Area Vent N/A N/A N/A 3.4E+05 cpm
(RI-5420)
Liquid
Liquid Waste Disch* N/A N/A off-scale hi 8.4E+05 cpm
(RE-2201)

* with effluent discharge not isolated

Mode Applicability: All

Basis:

Generic

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This EAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as
indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of
time.
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Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled
radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features and/or
controls.

The 200 x ODCM limit multiples are specified only to distinguish between non-emergency
conditions. While these multiples obviously correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the
emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level of safety of the Releases
should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 600 x ODCM for 5 minutes
does not meet the threshold.

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on non-routine release
pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared.

Plant-Specific

A description of the applicable monitors and the methods used to calculate EAL values is

shown in the Bases for RU 1.1. Values for this EAL are based on the values shown in

RUI.1 multiplied by 100.

The ECCS PP Room Monitors (1/2-RI-5406) and the Access Control Monitor (0-RI-5425)

are not considered here because they will be offscale high at the Unusual Event

emergency classification level. At the Alert level, the readings on the main vent monitors

(1/2-RI-5415), the Waste Processing Vent Monitors (1/2-RI-5410), and the Fuel Handling

Area Vent Monitor (0-RI-5420) are well above the top of the instrument indicated range

(1.0E+6 CPM). Therefore, these monitors provide no useful information for this EAL and

are excluded from consideration.

The purpose of the Main Steam Effluent Radiation Monitor System is to monitor possible

noble gas releases to the atmosphere from the main steam line through the atmospheric

steam dump valves, the main steam safety relief valves, and the auxiliary feedwater steam

turbine exhaust. The system includes two radiation monitors (1/2-RI-5421 and 1/2-RI-

5422) per unit - one radiation monitor for each steam generator. The noble gas release

rate of 3.2E+7 pCi/second (which corresponds to a whole body dose of 10 mrem in one
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hour at the site boundary) may also occur through release via main steam safety valve or

atmospheric dump valve.

Attachment 3 of ERPIP 821 is used to calculate dose rate thresholds in rem/hr as follow:

RAI.1 Threshold for RI-5421, RI-5422

Release Rate = 3.2 E+7 pCi/sec (see above)

Release Coefficient (for SG Tube Rupture

releasing RCS activity) = 30 uCi/cm3

rem/hr

Atmospheric Dump Valve Flow Rate = 1.4 E+6 cm3 /sec

Safety Valve Flow Rate = 2.4 E+6 cm3 /sec

Main Steam Monitor Reading (rem/hr) Release Rate
Release Coefficient x Flow Rate

For safety valve rem/hr 3.2 E+7

30 x 2.4 E+6
= .444 remlhr (read as .4) (4 mSvlhr)

For atmospheric dump valve rem/hr = 3.2 E+7

30 x 1.4 E+6

= .762 rem/hr (read as .8) (8 mSv/hr)

The lower of the dose rates for the safety valve and atmospheric dump valve is

conservatively rounded to 0.40 mRem/hr. Based on the March 14, 1993 SG tube rupture

event at Palo Verde Unit 2, the main steam effluent monitors (RI-5421, RI-5422) may read

N1 6 immediately following SG tube rupture and prior to reactor trip. However, given the

short half-life of N1 6 , this should clear within the first minute following reactor trip.

The designation "N/A" in Table R-1 indicates that the listed instrument range is insufficient

to indicate the specified value and therefore no value is used.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Radioactivity Release Emergency Action Levels, J.B. Mcllvaine, JSB Associates, Inc.,
September 1990

2. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
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3. NEI 99-01 AA1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 200 times the ODCM for 15 minutes or longer

EAL:

RA1.2 Alert

Liquid monitor reading > Table R-1 column "Alert" for -> 15 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert UE

Gaseous
WRNGM 3.2E+09 pCi/sec 3.2E+08 pCi/sec 3.2E+07 pCi/sec 3.2E+05 pCi/sec
(RIC-5415)
Main Steam Effluent 40.0 rem/hr 4.0 rem/hr 0.40 rem/hr N/A
(RI-5421, RI-5422)
Main Vent N/A N/A N/A 2.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5415)
Waste Processing N/A N/A N/A 4.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5410)
Fuel Handling Area Vent N/A N/A N/A 3.4E+05 cpm
(RI-5420)
Liquid
Liquid Waste Disch* N/A N/A off-scale hi 8.4E+05 cpm
(RE-2201)

. with effluent discharge not isolated

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This EAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as
indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of
time.
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Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled
radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features and/or
controls.

The 200 x ODCM limit multiples are specified only to distinguish between non-emergency
conditions. While these multiples obviously correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the
emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the
magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 600x ODCM for 5
minutes does not meet the threshold.

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the EAL established by the radioactivity
discharge permit. This value may be associated with a planned batch release, or a continuous
release path.

Plant-Specific

A description of the applicable monitors and the methods used to calculate EAL values is

shown in the Bases for RU1.2. The value for this EAL, while indicated as offscale high, is

based on the values shown in RU1.2 multiplied by 100.

Liquid effluent is monitored by the Liquid Waste Discharge Radiation Monitor (0-RE-2201).

A high radiation alarm from this monitor results in a signal to close the Liquid Waste

Discharge Valves. If these valves do not shut, the operators stop the pump being used for

the discharge and shut the Liquid Waste RMS Outlet valve.

The Steam Generator Blowdown liquid effluent monitor upper range cannot detect

releases associated with either two or two hundred times the ODCM limits and therefore

would be assessed per EAL RA1.3 sample analysis.

The designation "N/A" in Table R-1 indicates that the listed instrument range is insufficient

to indicate the specified value and therefore no value is used.
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A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Radioactivity Release Emergency Action Levels, J.B. Mcllvaine, JSB Associates, Inc.,
September 1990

2. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
3. AOP-6B Accidental Release of Radioactive Liquid Waste
4. UFSAR Section 11.1.2.1 Liquid Waste Processing System
5. NEI 99-01 AA1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 200 times the ODCM for 15 minutes or longer

EAL:

RA1.3 Alert

Confirmed sample analyses for gaseous or liquid releases indicate concentrations or
release rates > 200 x ODCM limits for > 15 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This EAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as
indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of
time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled
radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features and/or
controls.

The 200 x ODCM limit are specified only to distinguish between non-emergency conditions. While
these multiples obviously correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying
these events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the
associated dose or dose rate.

Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 600 x ODCM for
5 minutes does not meet the threshold.

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.
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This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, particularly on

unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger leakage.

Plant-Specific

Confirmed sample analyses in excess of two hundred times the site Offsite Dose

Calculation Manual (ODCM) limits that continue for 15 minutes or longer represent an

uncontrolled situation and hence, a potential degradation in the level of safety. This event

escalates from the Unusual Event by raising the magnitude of the release by a factor of

100 over the Unusual Event level (i.e., 200 times ODCM). Prorating the 500 mRem/yr

basis of the 10 CFR 20 non-occupational MPC limits for both time (8766 hr/yr) and the 200

multiplier, the associated Exclusion Area Boundary dose rate would be approximately 10

mRem/hr. If sample analysis indicates the threshold is met and nothing is done within 15

minutes to effect a release reduction, the ED can conclude that the EAL threshold is met

without second sample results.

Sample analyses are "confirmed" when the analytical results have been confirmed by

Chemistry.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
2. NEI 99-01 AA1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

EAL:

RSI.1 Site Area Emergency

ANY radiation monitor reading > Table R-1 column "SAE" for > 15 min. (Note 1)

* Do not delay declaration awaiting dose assessment results

* If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on dose
assessment instead of radiation monitor values (see EAL RS1.2)

Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert UE
SGaseous

WRNGM 3.2E+09 pCi/sec 3.2E+08 pCi/sec 3.2E+07 pCi/sec 3.2E+05 pCi/sec
(RIC-5415)
Main Steam Effluent 40.0 rem/hr 4.0 rem/hr 0.40 rem/hr N/A
(RI-5421, RI-5422)
Main Vent N/A N/A N/A 2.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5415)
Waste Processing N/A N/A N/A 4.0E+05 cpm
(RI-5410)
Fuel Handling Area Vent N/A N/A N/A 3.4E+05 cpm
(RI-5420)

Liquidg
Liquid Waste Disch* N/A N/A off-scale hi 8.4E+05 cpm
(RE-2201)

* with effluent discharge not isolated

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.
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The site specific monitor list in Table R-1 includes effluent monitors on all potential release
pathways.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director (ED) should not wait until 15 minutes has elapsed, but should

declare the event as soon as it is determined that the release duration has or will likely

exceed 15 minutes.

A description of the applicable monitors and the methods used to calculate EAL values for

the WRNGM is shown in RU1.1. Values for this EAL are based on the values shown in

RUI.1 scaled up from 0.114 mrem in an hour (i.e., hourly rate resulting in 2 X 500 mrem in

one year) to 100 mrem (TEDE) (1 mSV) in an hour.

The meteorology and source term (noble gases) used in determining the monitor readings

in EAL RS1.1 are the same as those used for determining the monitor readings in EALs

RU1.1 and RA1.1. Consistent use of these variables for all three EALs creates a protocol

that maintains consistent intervals between the monitor readings for the four emergency

classifications. The monitor readings developed with this protocol are intended to be used

only in situations in which normal dose assessment cannot be accomplished. Normal dose

assessment methods incorporate the actual accident meteorological variables and are the

preferred methods for determining when this EAL is met.

In keeping with this protocol, the monitor response release coefficient for a steam

generator tube rupture contaminated with RCS activity is used rather than the release

coefficient for a steam generator tube rupture contaminated with gap activity. This choice

of source terms may appear to be non-conservative. It is important to consider, however,

that the EALs in other categories compensate for the apparent lack of conservatism. A loss

or challenge to plant safety systems is a precursor EAL for a radiological release of this
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magnitude. Furthermore, normal dose assessment is the primary method for determining

the offsite consequences and takes into account accident meteorology and source term.

RSI.1 Threshold for RIC-5415

Scale up from RU1.1 uncorrected release rate of 3.6 E+5 pCi/sec

RS1.1 Value = 100 mRem/hr x 3.6 E+5 WCi/sec

0.114 mRem/hr (or .00114 mSv/hr)

= 3.2 E+8 pCi/sec

This value corresponds to a concentration of about 5 pCi/cc and falls well within the range

of the WRNGM.

The purpose of the Main Steam Effluent Radiation Monitor System is to monitor possible

noble gas releases to the atmosphere from the main steam line through the atmospheric

steam dump valves, the main steam safety relief valves and the auxiliary feedwater steam

turbine exhaust. The system includes two radiation monitors (1/2-RI-5421 and 1/2-RI-

5422) per unit - one radiation monitor for each steam generator.

The noble gas release rate of 3.2E+8 pCi/sec (which corresponds a whole body dose of

100 mrem in one hour at the site boundary) may also occur through release via the main

steam safety valve or atmospheric dump valve.

Attachment 3 of ERPIP 821 is used to calculate dose rate thresholds in rem/hr as follows:

RSI.1 Threshold for RI-5421, RI-5422

Release Rate = 3.2 E+8 pCi/sec (see above)

Release Coefficient (for SG Tube Rupture releasing RCS activity) = 30 uICi/cm3

rem/hr

Atmospheric Dump Valve Flow Rate = 1.4 E+6 cm 3/sec

Safety Valve Flow Rate = 2.4 E+6 cm 3/sec

Main Steam Monitor Reading (rem/hr) = Release Rate

Release Coefficient x Flow Rate

For safety valve rem/hr = 3.2 E+8

30 x 2.4 E+6
= 4.444 remlhr (read as 4) (40 mSvlhr)

For atmospheric dump valve rem/hr = 3.2 E+8
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30 x 1.4 E+6

= 7.619 rem/hr (read as 8) (80 mSv/hr)

The lower of the dose rates for the safety valve and atmospheric dump valve is

conservatively rounded to 4.0 rem/hr. Based on the March 14, 1993 SG tube rupture event

at Palo Verde Unit 2, the main steam effluent monitors (RI-5421, RI-5422) may read N1 6

immediately following SG tube rupture and prior to reactor trip. However, given the short

half-life of N16 , this should clear within the first minute following reactor trip.

Dose assessment performed in accordance with ERPIP 822, Initial Dose Assessment

Manual Calculation Methods, or ERPIP 823, Dose Assessment Computer, is based on

actual meteorology but the monitor reading thresholds in this EAL are based on assumed

meteorology. As a result, dose assessment may indicate that emergency classification is

not warranted, even though the monitor reading threshold has been exceeded. For this

reason, emergency implementing procedures call for the timely performance of dose

assessments using actual meteorology and release information. If the results of dose

assessments are available when emergency classification is being evaluated (e.g.,

initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results override the monitor

readings listed in Table R-1.

The designation "N/A" in Table R-1 indicates that the listed instrument range is insufficient

to indicate the specified value and therefore no value is used.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Radioactivity Release Emergency Action Levels, J.B. Mcllvaine, JSB Associates, Inc.,
September 1990

2. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
3. ERPIP 822, Initial Dose Assessment Manual Calculation Methods
4. ERPIP 823, Dose Assessment Computer
5. NEI 99-01 AS1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

EAL:

RS1.2 Site Area Emergency

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses > 100 mRem TEDE or
500 mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

The 100 mRem TEDE dose is set at 10% of the EPA PAG, while the 500 mRem thyroid

CDE was established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and

thyroid CDE.

The site boundary is depicted on CCNPP ODCM Attachment 18 "Environmental

Monitoring Sites" (ref. 1). The site boundary is approximately a one-mile radius around the

Protected Area. Per dose assessment methodology, the SB designated the Exclusion
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Area Boundary (EAB) is defined as 1150 meters (0.71 miles), which is the minimum

distance to the SB. ERPIP-822 assumes a SB or EAB of 0.7 miles.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
2. ERPIP 822, Initial Dose Assessment Manual Calculation Methods
3. NEI 99-01 AS1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

EAL:

RS1.3 Site Area Emergency

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates > 100 mRem/hr expected to
continue for Ž_ 60 min. at or beyond the site boundary

OR

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE > 500 mRem for 1 hr of inhalation at
or beyond the site boundary (Note 1)

Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

The site boundary is depicted on CCNPP ODCM Attachment 18 "Environmental

Monitoring Sites" (ref. 1). The site boundary is approximately a one-mile radius around the

Protected Area. Per dose assessment methodology, the SB designated the Exclusion
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Area Boundary (EAB) is defined as 1150 meters (0.71 miles), which is the minimum

distance to the SB. ERPIP-822 assumes a SB or EAB of 0.7 miles.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
2. NEI 99-01 AS1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity greater than 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
mRem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the
release using actual meteorology

EAL:

RG1.1 General Emergency

ANY radiation monitor reading > Table R-1 column "GE" for - 15 min. (Note 1)

" Do not delay declaration awaiting dose assessment results
* If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on dose

assessment instead of radiation monitor values (see EAL RG1.2)

Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor GE SAE Alert UE

Gaseous
WRNGM 3.2E+09 pCi/sec 3.2E+08 pCi/sec 3.2E+07 pCi/sec 3.2E+05 pCi/sec
(RIC-5415)
Main Steam Effluent 40.0 rem/hr 4.0 rem/hr 0.40 rem/hr N/A
(RI-5421, RI-5422)
Main Vent N/A N/A N/A 2.OE+05 cpm
(RI-5415)
Waste Processing N/A N/A N/A 4.OE+05 cpm
(RI-5410)
Fuel Handling Area Vent N/A N/A N/A 3.4E+05 cpm
(RI-5420)

Lgiqui
Liquid Waste Disch* N/A N/A off-scale hi 8.4E+05 cpm
(RE-2201)

*with effluent discharge not isolated

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.
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The monitor list in Table R-1 includes effluent monitors on all potential release pathways.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

A description of the applicable monitors and the methods used to calculate EAL values for

the WRNGM is shown in EAL RU1.1. Values for this EAL are based on the values shown

in RU1.1 scaled up from 0.114 mrem in an hour (i.e., hourly rate resulting in 2 X 500 mrem

in one year) to 1000 mrem (TEDE) (10 mSV) in an hour.

The meteorology and source term (noble gases) used in determining the monitor reading

EAL in RG1.1 are the same as those used for determining the monitor reading EALs in

EALs RU1.1, RA1.1 and RS1.1. Consistent use of these variables for all four EALs creates

a protocol that maintains consistent intervals between the monitor readings for the four

emergency classifications. The monitor readings developed with this protocol are intended

to be used only in situations in which normal dose assessment cannot be accomplished.

Normal dose assessment methods incorporate the actual accident meteorological

variables and are the preferred methods for determining when this EAL is met.

In keeping with this protocol, the monitor response release coefficient for a steam

generator tube rupture contaminated with RCS activity is used rather than the release

coefficient for a steam generator tube rupture contaminated with gap activity. This choice

of source terms may appear to be non-conservative. The EALs in other categories

compensate for this apparent lack of conservatism. A loss or challenge to plant safety

systems is a precursor EAL for a radiological release of this magnitude. Normal dose

assessment is the primary method for determining the offsite consequences and takes into

account the accident meteorology and source term.
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RG1.1 Threshold for RIC-5415

Scale up from RUI.1 uncorrected release rate of 3.6 E+5 pCi/sec

RGI.1 Value = 1000 mRem/hr x 3.6 E+5 uCi/sec

0.114 mRem/hr (or .00114 mSv/hr)

= 3.2 E+9 pCi/sec

This value corresponds to a concentration of about 50 pCi/cc and falls well within the

range of the WRNGM.

The purpose of the Main Steam Effluent Radiation Monitor System is to monitor possible

noble gas releases to the atmosphere from the main steam line through the atmospheric

steam dump valves, the main steam safety relief valves, and the auxiliary feedwater steam

turbine exhaust. The system includes two radiation monitors (1/2-RI-5421 and 1/2-RI-

5422) per unit - one radiation monitor for each steam generator.

The noble gas release rate of 3.2 E+9 pCi/sec (which corresponds a whole body dose of

1000 mrem in one hour at the site boundary) may also occur through release via main

steam safety valve or atmospheric dump valve.
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Attachment 3 of ERPIP 821 is used to calculate dose rate thresholds in rem/hr as follows:

RGI.1 Threshold for RI-5421, RI-5422

Release Rate = 3.2 E+9 pCi/sec (see above)

Release Coefficient (for SG Tube Rupture releasing RCS activity) = 30 uCi/cm3

rem/hr

Atmospheric Dump Valve Flow Rate = 1.4 E+6 cm 3/sec

Safety Valve Flow Rate = 2.4 E+6 cm 3/sec

Main Steam Monitor Reading (rem/hr) = Release Rate

Release Coefficient x Flow Rate

For safety valve rem/hr = 3.2 E+9

30 x 2.4 E+6

= 44.44 rem/hr (read as 44) (400 mSvlhr)

For atmospheric dump valve rem/hr = 3.2 E+9

30 x 1.4 E+6

= 76.19 rem/hr (read as 80) (800 mSv/hr)

The lower of the dose rates for the safety valve and atmospheric dump valve is

conservatively rounded to 40.0 rem/hr. Based on the March 14, 1993 SG tube rupture

event at Palo Verde Unit 2, the main steam effluent monitors (RI-5421, RI-5422) may read

N16 immediately following SG tube rupture and prior to reactor trip. However, given the

short half-life of N1 6 , this should clear within the first minute following reactor trip.

Dose assessment performed in accordance with ERPIP 822, Initial Dose Assessment

Manual Calculation Methods, or by use of ERPIP 823, Dose Assessment Computer, is

based on actual meteorology but the monitor reading thresholds in this EAL are based on

assumed meteorology. As a result, dose assessment may indicate that emergency

classification is not warranted, even though the monitor reading threshold has been

exceeded. For this reason, emergency implementing procedures call for the timely

performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology and release information. If the

results of dose assessments are available when emergency classification is being
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evaluated (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results

override the monitor readings listed in Table R-1.

The designation "N/A" in Table R-1 indicates that the listed instrument range is insufficient

to indicate the specified value and therefore no value is used.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Radioactivity Release Emergency Action Levels, J.B. Mcllvaine, JSB Associates, Inc.,
September 1990

2. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
3. ERPIP 822, Initial Dose Assessment Manual Calculation Methods
4. ERPIP 823, Dose Assessment Computer
5. NEI 99-01 AG1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity greater than 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
mRem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the
release using actual meteorology

EAL:

RG1.2 General Emergency

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses > 1,000 mRem TEDE or
5,000 mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

The 1,000 mRem TEDE dose is set at 100% of the EPA PAG, while the 5,000 mRem

thyroid CDE was established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE

and thyroid CDE.

The site boundary is depicted on CCNPP ODCM Attachment 18 "Environmental

Monitoring Sites" (ref. 1). The site boundary is approximately a one-mile radius around the

Protected Area. Per dose assessment methodology, the SB designated the Exclusion
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Area Boundary (EAB) is defined as 1150 meters (0.71 miles), which is the minimum

distance to the SB. ERPIP-822 assumes a SB or EAB of 0.7 miles.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
2. ERPIP 822, Initial Dose Assessment Manual Calculation Methods
3. NEI 99-01 AG1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity greater than 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
mRem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the
release using actual meteorology

EAL:

RG1.3 General Emergency

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates > 1,000 mRem/hr expected to
continue for _> 60 min. at or beyond the site boundary

OR

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE > 5,000 mRem for 1 hr of inhalation
at or beyond the site boundary (Note 1)

Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

The site boundary is depicted on CCNPP ODCM Attachment 18 "Environmental

Monitoring Sites" (ref. 1). The site boundary is approximately a one-mile radius around the

Protected Area. Per dose assessment methodology, the SB designated the Exclusion
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Area Boundary (EAB) is defined as 1150 meters (0.71 miles), which is the minimum

distance to the SB. ERPIP-822 assumes a SB or EAB of 0.7 miles.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
2. NEI 99-01 AGI
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Category:

Subcategory: 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Initiating Condition: Unplanned rise in plant radiation levels

EAL:

RU2.1 Unusual Event

UNPLANNED water level drop in a reactor refueling pathway as indicated by ANY of the
following (Note 3):

" Inability to restore and maintain SFP level > Technical Specification limit (65 ft 7 in)
" Inability to restore and maintain RFP level > Technical Specification limit (56 ft 8.5

in)
" Report of visual observation of an uncontrolled drop in water level in the RFP or

SFP

AND

Area radiation monitor reading rise on ANY of the following:
* SFP Area RM-320 EL-69 (RI-7024)
" Spent Fuel Handling Machine (RI-7025)
* Unit 1/2 CNTMT EL-69 (RI-5316A/B/C/D)

Note 3: If loss of water level in the refueling pathway occurs while in Mode 5, 6 or D, consider classification under
EALs CU3.1, CU3.2 or CU3.3

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses increased radiation levels as a result of water level decreases above
irradiated fuel or events that have resulted, or may result, in unplanned increases in radiation dose
rates within plant buildings. These radiation increases represent a loss of control over radioactive
material and represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

The refueling pathway is a combination of cavities, tubes, canals and pools. While a radiation
monitor could detect an increase in dose rate due to a drop in the water level, it might not be a
reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered.

For refueling events where the water level drops below the RPV flange classification would be via
EAL CU3.1, CU3.2 or CU3.3. This event escalates to an Alert per EAL RA2.1 if irradiated fuel
outside the reactor vessel is uncovered. For events involving irradiated fuel in the reactor vessel,
escalation would be via the Fission Product Barrier Table for events in operating modes 1-4.
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Plant-Specific

The reactor refueling pool (RFP), spent fuel pool (SFP) and fuel transfer canal comprise

the refueling pathway.

The Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) is normally filled with borated water to a level of 67 ft. The SFP

is equipped with a level switch in each half that actuates a low level alarm at 66 ft 6 in. The

minimum level per Technical Specifications is 65 feet, 8.5 inches (21 feet, 6 inches above

the fuel seated in the SFP) (ref. 6). The phrase "... inability to restore and maintain... level

>..." allows the operator to visually observe the low water level condition, if possible, and to

attempt water level restoration instructions as long as water level remains above the top of

irradiated fuel.

When the fuel transfer canal is directly connected to the spent fuel pool and refueling pool,

there could exist the possibility of uncovering irradiated fuel in the fuel transfer canal.

Therefore, this EAL is applicable to cold conditions in which irradiated fuel is being

transferred to and from the Reactor Vessel and refueling pool. In hot conditions, the

refueling pool is empty and this EAL would apply to irradiated fuel in the spent fuel pool.

Technical Specifications requires that refueling pool water level be maintained 23 ft above

irradiated fuel seated in the Reactor Vessel when moving fuel.

While a radiation monitor could detect a rise in dose due to a drop in the water level, it

might not be a reliable indication, in and of itself, of whether or not the fuel is uncovered.

For example, the reading on an area radiation monitor located on the refueling bridge may

rise due to planned evolutions such as head lift, or even a fuel assembly being raised in

the manipulator mast. Elevated radiation monitor indications will need to be combined with

another indicator (or personnel report) of water loss.

This event escalates to an Alert if irradiated fuel outside the reactor vessel is uncovered.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.
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CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. AOP-6E Loss of Refueling Pool Level
2. System Description No. 67/68 Spent Fuel Pool and Cooling System
3. Shutdown Safety Surveillance H (Fuel Movement Observation)
4. Technical Specifications Section 3.9.6 Refueling Pool Water Level
5. Technical Specifications Section 3.7.13 SFP Water Level
6. AIT 3R200501911 and CR IRE-008-345
7. TS-05.01 Technical Specification Action Value Bases Document
8. NEI 99-01 AU2
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Category: R - Radioactivity Release / Area Radiation

Subcategory: 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Initiating Condition: Unplanned rise in plant radiation levels

EAL:

RU2.2 Unusual Event

UNPLANNED area radiation readings increases by a factor of 1,000 over NORMAL
LEVELS

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses increased radiation levels as a result of water level decreases above
irradiated fuel or events that have resulted, or may result, in unplanned increases in radiation dose
rates within plant buildings. These radiation increases represent a loss of control over radioactive
material and represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

This EAL addresses increases in plant radiation levels that represent a loss of control of
radioactive material resulting in a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

This EAL excludes radiation level increases that result from planned activities such as use of
radiographic sources and movement of radioactive waste materials. A specific list of ARMs is not
required as it would restrict the applicability of the threshold. The intent is to identify loss of control
of radioactive material in any monitored area.

Plant-Specific

Assessment of this EAL may be made with survey readings using portable instruments as

well as installed radiation monitors.

Definitions:

Unplanned
A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

Normal Levels

As applied to radiological IC/EALs, the highest reading in the past twenty-four hours
excluding the current peak value.
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CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 AU2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has resulted or
will result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel outside the Reactor
Vessel

RA2.1 Alert

Alarm on ANY of the following radiation monitors due to damage to irradiated fuel or loss
of water level:

* Fuel Handling Area Vent (RI-5420)
" SFP Area RM-320 EL-69 (RI-7024)
" Spent Fuel Handling Machine (RI-7025)
* Unit 1/2 CNTMT EL-69 (RI-5316A/B/C/D)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses increases in radiation dose rates within plant buildings, and may be a
precursor to a radioactivity release to the environment. These events represent a loss of control
over radioactive material and represent an actual or substantial potential degradation in the level of
safety of the plant.

This EAL addresses radiation monitor indications of fuel uncovery and/or fuel damage.

Increased ventilation monitor readings may be indication of a radioactivity release from the fuel,
confirming that damage has occurred. Increased background at the ventilation monitor due to
water level decrease may mask increased ventilation exhaust airborne activity and needs to be
considered.

While a radiation monitor could detect an increase in dose rate due to a drop in the water level, it
might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on RS1.1, RS1.2,
RS1.3, RGI.1, RG1.2 or RG1.3.

Plant-Specific

This EAL is defined by the specific areas where irradiated fuel is located such as the

refueling pool, reactor vessel, or spent fuel pool.
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The bases for the area radiation high alarms and Containment radiation high alarms are a

spent fuel handling accident and are, therefore, appropriate for this EAL. Elevated

readings on ventilation monitors may also be indication of a radioactivity release from the

fuel, confirming that damage has occurred. However, elevated background at the monitor

due to water level lowering may mask elevated ventilation exhaust airborne activity and

needs to be considered. However, while radiation monitors may detect a rise in dose rate

due to a drop in the water level, it might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the

fuel is covered. The following are examples of events in which the monitor could be

responding properly yet not signaling damage to or uncovery of irradiated fuel outside the

reactor vessel:

* Transfer or relocation of a source stored in or near the fuel pool.

" A planned evolution such as removal of the reactor head.

" Movement of spent fuel with fuel rods that have been known to be leaking.

Interpretation of these EAL thresholds requires some understanding of the actual

radiological conditions present in the vicinity of the monitors.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. 1(2)AOP-6E Loss of Refueling Pool Level
2. OP-07 Shutdown Operations, Section 6.9.B Checklist for Fuel Movement"
3. NEI 99-01 AA2
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Category: R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

Subcategory: 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Initiating Condition: Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has resulted or
will result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel outside the Reactor
Vessel

EAL:

RA2.2 Alert

A water level drop in a reactor refueling pathway that will result in irradiated fuel becoming
uncovered

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This event represents a loss of control over radioactive material and represent an actual or
substantial potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on RS1.1, RS1.2,
RS1.3, RG1.1, RG1.2 or RG1.3.

Plant-Specific

This EAL is defined by the specific areas where irradiated fuel is located such as the

refueling pool, Reactor Vessel or Spent Fuel Pool.

There is no direct indication that water level in the Spent Fuel Pool or refueling pool has

dropped to the level of the fuel other than visual observation. Since there is no level

indicating system in the fuel transfer canal, visual observation of loss of water level would

also be required. If available, video cameras may allow remote observation. Depending on

available level indication, the declared threshold may need to be based on indications of

makeup rate or lowering in Refueling Water Storage Tank level (ref. 1).

The movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within Containment requires a minimum water

level of 23 ft above the Reactor Vessel flange and the top of spent fuel in the SFP. During

refueling activities, this maintains sufficient water level in the refueling cavity, fuel transfer
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canal and SFP. Sufficient water is necessary to retain iodine fission product activity in the

water in the event of a fuel handling accident (ref. 2, 3).

Allowing level to decrease could result in spent fuel being uncovered, reducing spent fuel

decay heat removal and creating an extremely hazardous radiation environment.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. 1(2)AOP-6E Loss of Refueling Pool Level
2. Technical Specifications Section 3.9.6 Refueling Pool Water Level
3. Technical Specifications Section 3.7.13 SFP Water Level
4. NEI 99-01 AA2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

3 - CR/CAS/SAS Rad

Rise in radiation levels within the facility that impedes operation of
systems required to maintain plant safety functions

RA3.1 Alert

Dose rates > 15 mRem/hr in ANY of the following areas requiring continuous occupancy to
maintain plant safety functions:

" Control Room
" CAS
" SAS

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses increased radiation levels that: impact continued operation in areas requiring
continuous occupancy to maintain safe operation or to perform a safe shutdown.

The cause and/or magnitude of the increase in radiation levels is not a concern of this EAL. The
Emergency Director must consider the source or cause of the increased radiation levels and
determine if any other EAL may be involved.

Areas requiring continuous occupancy include the Control Room and any other control stations
that are staffed continuously, such as the security alarm stations CAS and SAS.

Plant-Specific

The Control Room, Central Alarm Station (CAS), and Secondary Alarm Station (SAS) must

be continuously occupied in all plant operating modes at CCNPP.

There is no area radiation monitoring system at CCNPP for the Control Room, CAS, or

SAS. Abnormal radiation levels may be initially detected by routine radiological surveys

and abnormal responses from electronic personnel dosimeters worn by personnel

occupying these spaces.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. System Description # 77/79 Radiation Monitoring System
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2. UFSAR Section 11.2.2.5 Auxiliary Building Shielding
34. NEI 99-01 AA3
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Category E - Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI/DSC)

EAL Group: Not Applicable (the EAL in this category is

applicable independent of plant operating

mode)

An independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) is a complex that is designed and

constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel and other radioactive materials

associated with spent fuel storage. A significant amount of the radioactive material

contained within a cask/canister must escape its packaging and enter the biosphere for

there to be a significant environmental effect resulting from an accident involving the dry

storage of spent nuclear fuel. Formal offsite planning is not required because the

postulated worst-case accident involving an ISFSI has insignificant consequences to the

public health and safety.

A Notification of Unusual Event is declared on the basis of the occurrence of an event of

sufficient magnitude that a loaded cask confinement boundary is damaged or violated.

This includes classification based on a loaded fuel storage cask/canister confinement

boundary loss leading to the degradation of the fuel during storage or posing an

operational safety problem with respect to its removal from storage.

A hostile security event that leads to a potential loss in the level of safety of the ISFSI is a

classifiable event under Security category EAL HA4.1.

Minor surface damage that does not affect storage cask/canister boundary is excluded

from the scope of these EALs.
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Category: E - ISFSI/DSC

Subcategory: Not Applicable

Initiating Condition: Damage to a loaded cask confinement boundary

EAL:

EUI.1 Unusual Event

Damage to a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY

Mode Applicability:

Not applicable

Basis:

Generic

An UE in this EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude
that a loaded cask confinement boundary is damaged or violated. This includes classification
based on a loaded fuel storage cask confinement boundary loss leading to the degradation of the
fuel during storage or posing an operational safety problem with respect to its removal from
storage.

This EAL addresses a dropped cask, a tipped over cask, EXPLOSION, PROJECTILE damage,
FIRE damage or natural phenomena affecting a cask (e.g., seismic event, tornado, etc.).

Plant-Specific

The CCNPP ISFSI utilizes the NUHOMS dry spent fuel storage system.

This EAL addresses any condition which indicates a loss of a cask confinement boundary

and thus a potential degradation in the level of safety of the ISFSI. The cask confinement

boundary is considered the Dry Shielded Canister (DSC).

Definitions:

Confinement Boundary

The barrier(s) between areas containing radioactive substances and the
environment.

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)

A complex that is designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear
fuel and other radioactive materials associated with spent fuel storage.
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CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Calvert Cliffs ISFSI USAR
2. NEI 99-01 E-HU1
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Category C - Cold Shutdown I Refueling System Malfunction

EAL Group: Cold Conditions (RCS temperature - 200°F);

EALs in this category are applicable only in

one or more cold operating modes.

Category C EALs are directly associated with cold shutdown or refueling system safety

functions. Given the variability of plant configurations (e.g., systems out-of-service for

maintenance, Containment open, reduced AC power redundancy, time since shutdown)

during these periods, the consequences of any given initiating event can vary greatly. For

example, a loss of decay heat removal capability that occurs at the end of an extended

outage has less significance than a similar loss occurring during the first week after

shutdown. Compounding these events is the likelihood that instrumentation necessary for

assessment may also be inoperable. The cold shutdown and refueling system malfunction

EALs are based on performance capability to the extent possible with consideration given

to RCS integrity, Containment closure, and fuel clad integrity for the applicable operating

modes (5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled).

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Loss of AC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of onsite and offsite power sources for the 4 kV safeguard buses.

2. Loss of DC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of power to the 125 VDC buses.
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3. RCS Level

Reactor Vessel or RCS water level is directly related to the status of adequate core

cooling and, therefore, fuel clad integrity. RCS levels associated with Category C EALs

are listed in Table C-5.

4. RCS Temperature

Uncontrolled or inadvertent temperature or pressure increases are indicative of a

potential loss of safety functions.

5. Communications

Certain events that degrade plant operator ability to effectively communicate with

essential personnel within or external to the plant warrant emergency classification.

6. Inadvertent Criticality

Inadvertent criticalities pose potential personnel safety hazards as well being indicative

of losses of reactivity control.
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

AC power capability to 4kV vital buses reduced to a single power
source for _15 min. such that ANY additional single failure would
result in a complete loss of all 4kV vital bus power

EAL:

CUI.1 Unusual Event

AC power capability to 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24) reduced to a single power
source, Table C-1, for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

AND

ANY additional single power source failure will result in a complete loss of all 4kV vital bus
power

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-1 AC Power Sources

* 1(2)A DG

* 1(2)B DG
0 0 OC DG, if aligned

* 500kV transmission line 5051"

* 500kV transmission line 5052*

• 500kV transmission line 5072*

o 0 SMECO line, if aligned
* A credited 500kV line must have an

independent 13kV service transformer

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled

Basis:

Generic

The condition indicated by this EAL is the degradation of the off-site and on-site AC power systems
such that any additional single failure would result in a complete loss of 4 kV vital bus AC power to
one or both units. This condition could occur due to a loss of off-site power with a concurrent failure
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of all but one emergency generator to supply power to its emergency bus. The subsequent loss of

this single power source would escalate the event to an Alert in accordance with EAL CA1.1.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of power.

Plant-Specific

CCNPP essential buses are 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24). There are five offsite

power sources available to these buses:

* Three 500kV transmission lines (Lines 5051, 5052, and 5072) supply offsite power

to the 500kV switchyard via the transmission network.

" One 69kV/1 3kV Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative (SMECO) line may be

manually connected to either 13kV bus and then to the 4kV vital buses. Under

certain operational conditions, 13kV bus(es) may be receiving power from SMECO

or may be quickly connected to the SMECO tie-line. The SMECO line is not used to

carry loads for an operating unit and may provide power to no more than two 4kV

vital buses simultaneously.

* If a fault affects only one unit, power may be obtained from the 500kV supply of the

unaffected unit through a single 13kV transformer. This is considered an offsite AC

power source available to the affected unit.

Based on operational experience, if the SMECO line or the OC DG is not already aligned,

these cannot be considered available/capable of supplying the bus due to the time it will

take to align them. In any case, if this cannot be accomplished within 15 minutes, they are

not available and an Unusual Event must be declared.

In-house power is fed back from the 500KV ring bus through 2 13kV transformers

(designated P-13000-1 and P-13000-2). Normally P-13000-1 supplies all of Unit-1 (except

14 4kV bus) and 21 4kV bus. P-1 3000-2 supplies all of Unit-2 (except 21 4kV bus) and 14

4kV bus. Either P-13000 is capable of supplying all loads on both Units.

There are five onsite AC power sources:

* 1ADGforbus1l
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0 1B DG for bus14

0 2A DG for bus 21

0 2B DG for bus 24

0 OC DG may be aligned to any vital 4kV bus on either unit.

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If multiple sources fail to energize the unit safety-related buses within 15 minutes, an

Unusual Event is declared under this EAL. The subsequent loss of the single remaining

power source escalates the event to an Alert under EAL CA1.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8-1
2. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.2 AC Sources-Shutdown
3. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.10 Distribution Systems-Shutdown
4. OI-21A-1 1A Diesel Generator
5. OI-21A-2 2A Diesel Generator
6. OI-21B-1 1B Diesel Generator
7. 01-21B-2 2B Diesel Generator
8. OI-21C OC Diesel Generator
9. STP-O-90 AC Sources and On-site Power Distribution Systems 7 Day Operability

Verification
10.AOP-71 Loss of 4kV, 480 Volt, or 208/120 Volt Instrument Bus Power
11 .AOP-3F Loss of Off-site Power While in MODES 3, 4, 5, or 6
12. EOP-2 Loss of Off-site Power
13. NEI 99-01 CU3
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to 4kV vital buses for _
15 min.

EAL:

CA1.1 Alert

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power, Table C-1, to 4kV vital buses 11 (21) and 14(24)
for _Ž 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-1 AC Power Sources

* 1(2)A DG

0 *1(2)B DG
0 0 OC DG, if aligned

* 500kV transmission line 5051

* 500kV transmission line 50520
0 500kV transmission line 5072

o 0 SMECO line, if aligned
* A credited 500kV line must have an

independent 13kV service transformer

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled

Basis:

Generic

Loss of all AC power compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric power including RHR,
ECCS, Containment Heat Removal, Spent Fuel Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink.

The event can be classified as an Alert when in cold shutdown, refuel, or defueled mode because
of the significantly reduced decay heat and lower temperature and pressure, increasing the time to
restore one of the emergency busses, relative to that specified for the Site Area Emergency EAL.
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Escalating to Site Area Emergency, if appropriate, is by EALs in Category R.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Plant-Specific

The CCNPP vital buses are 4kV buses 11(21) and 14(24). There are five offsite power

sources available to these buses:

* Three 500kV transmission lines (Lines 5051, 5052, and 5072) supply offsite power

to the 500kV switchyard via the transmission network.

* One 69kV/13kV Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative (SMECO) line may be

manually connected to either vital 13kV bus and then to the 4kV vital buses. Under

certain operational conditions, 13kV bus(es) may be receiving power from SMECO

or may be quickly connected to the SMECO tie-line. The SMECO line is not used to

carry loads for an operating unit and may provide power to no more than two 4kV

vital buses simultaneously.

* If a fault affects only one unit, power may be obtained from the 500kV supply of the

unaffected unit through a single 13 kV transformer. This is considered an offsite AC

power source available to the affected unit.

In-house power is fed back from the 500kV ring bus through 2 13kV transformers

(designated P-1 3000-1 and P-1 3000-2). Normally P-1 3000-1 supplies all of Unit -1 (except

14 4kV bus) and 21 4kV bus. P-1 3000-2 supplies all of Unit-2 (except 21 4kV bus) and 14

4kV bus. Either P-1 3000 is capable of supplying all loads on both Units.

There are five onsite AC power sources:

* 1ADGforbus11

* 1B DG for bus 14

* 2A DG for bus 21

* 2B DG for bus 24

0 OC DG may be aligned to any vital 4kV bus on either unit.
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Based on operational experience, if the SMECO line or the OC DG is not already aligned,

these cannot be considered available/capable of supplying the bus due to the time it will

take to align them. In any case, if this cannot be accomplished within 15 minutes, they are

not available and an Alert must be declared.

Consideration should be given to operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or

provide Reactor Vessel makeup capability when evaluating loss of all AC power to vital

buses. Even though an essential bus may be energized, if necessary loads (i.e., loads that

if lost would inhibit decay heat removal capability or Reactor Vessel makeup capability) are

not operable on the energized bus then the bus should not be considered operable.

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If the OC DG is available but is not powering a vital bus within 15 minutes, the EAL remains

applicable. The following examples of abnormal bus alignments do NOT meet this EAL

threshold:

* Offsite power is restored to at least one 4kV vital bus on a unit within 15 minutes

(whether from the 500kV lines or from the 69kV/1 3kV SMECO tie-line), even if the

dedicated DG or 0C DG fails to energize the other bus.

" Offsite power is restored to at least one 4kV vital bus on a unit within 15 minutes

even if downstream ESF power supplies may be de-energized, including those on

the opposite train/load group (e.g., vital 480 VAC load center or MCC).

" Only one 4kV vital bus loses offsite power on the unit (e.g., due to loss of a single

P-1 3000 or U-4000 transformer or 13kV vital bus), even if the dedicated DG or OC

DG fails to energize the bus.

* Only one 4kV vital bus loses offsite power on the unit even if downstream ESF

power supplies may be de-energized, including those on the opposite train/load

group (e.g., vital 480 VAC load center or MCC).

" Onsite power is restored to one 4kV vital bus within 15 minutes (whether from a

dedicated DG or the OC DG), even if downstream ESF power supplies may be de-

energized (e.g., vital 480 VAC load center or MCC).
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This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition loss of all AC power EAL

SS1.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8-1
2. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.2 AC Sources-Shutdown
3. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.10 Distribution Systems-Shutdown
4. OI-21A-1 1A Diesel Generator
5. OI-21A-2 2A Diesel Generator
6. OI-21B-1 1B Diesel Generator
7. OI-21B-2 2B Diesel Generator
8. OI-21C OC Diesel Generator
9. STP-O-90 AC Sources and On-site Power Distribution Systems 7 Day Operability

Verification
10.AOP-71 Loss of 4kV, 480 Volt, or 208/120 Volt Instrument Bus Power
11 .AOP-3F Loss of Off-site Power While in MODES 3, 4, 5, or 6
12. EOP-2 Loss of Off-site Power
13. EOP-7 Station Blackout
14. EOP-8 Functional Recovery
15.NEI 99-01 CA3
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 2 - Loss of DC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of required DC power for_Ž 15 min.

EAL:

CU2.1 Unusual Event

< 105 VDC for Ž_ 15 min. on the 125 VDC buses (11, 12, 21 or 22) that are required to
monitor and control the removal of decay heat (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

The purpose of this EAL is to recognize a loss of DC power compromising the ability to monitor and
control the removal of decay heat during Cold Shutdown or Refueling operations.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Plant-Specific

The 125 VDC vital system is divided into four independent and isolated channels. Each

channel consists of one battery, two battery chargers, one DC bus, multiple DC unit control

panels, and two inverters. Each inverter has an associated vital AC distribution panel

board. Power to the DC bus, DC unit control panels, and inverters is supplied by the

station batteries and/or the battery chargers. Each battery charger is fully rated and can

recharge a discharged battery while at the same time supplying the steady state power

requirements of the system. A reserve 125 VDC system for the plant is completely

independent and isolated from all four separation groups, yet is capable of replacing any of

the 125 VDC batteries. This system consists of one battery, one battery charger, and the

associated DC switching equipment. Only the battery may be transferred for replacement

duty.
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The safety-related station batteries have been sized to carry their expected shutdown

loads following a plant trip/LOCA and loss of offsite power or following a station blackout

without battery terminal voltage falling below 105 volts. The fifteen-minute interval was

selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses. The loss of the

1A Diesel Generator 125 VDC bus 14 or OC Diesel Generator bus 16 does not constitute

an entry condition for this EAL.

Maintenance on a DC bus may be performed periodically during shutdown conditions. The
"required" 125 VDC buses signifies the minimum allowed by Technical Specifications for

the mode of operation (Refer to Technical Specification 3.8.10 for required 125V DC

Buses). If loss of the "required" bus results in the inability to maintain cold shutdown,

consideration should be given to escalation to an Alert under EAL CA4.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8.4.3 and Figure 8.9
2. EOP-0 Post-Trip Immediate Actions
3. EOP-2 Loss of Off-Site Power, Section V
4. AOP-7J Loss of 120 Volt Vital AC or 125 Volt Vital DC Power
5. Technical Specifications Bases 3.8.10
6. NEI 99-01 CU7
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: -3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: RCS leakage

EAL:

CU3.1 Unusual Event

RCS leakage results in the inability to maintain or restore EITHER of the following for
Ž15 min. (Note 4):

Pressurizer level> 101 in.

OR

RCS level within the target band established by procedure (when the level band was
established below 101 in.)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The inability
to maintain or restore level is indicative of loss of RCS inventory.

Relief valve normal operation should be excluded from this EAL. However, a relief valve that
operates and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to this EAL if the relief valve
cannot be isolated.

Prolonged loss of RCS inventory may result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA4.1 or EAL CA3.1.

Plant-Specific

When pressurizer level drops to 101 in., pressurizer heaters are deenergized. This

condition is signaled by annunciator 1C06-ALM Window E-35, PZR HTR CUTOFF.

In Cold Shutdown mode, pressurizer level may be intentionally lowered below the heater

cutoff setpoint (e.g., in preparation to detension the reactor vessel head, etc.). For such

evolutions, this EAL is applicable if RCS level cannot be restored and maintained within

the prescribed target band specified by procedure.
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CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. 1 C06-ALM Window E-35, PZR HTR CUTOFF
2. AOP-2, Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage
3. UFSAR 7.4.4
4. NEI 99-01 CU1
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: RCS Leakage

EAL:

CU3.2 Unusual Event

UNPLANNED RCS level drop below EITHER of the following for - 15 min. (Note 4):
Reactor Vessel flange (44 ft) (when the level band was established above the flange)

OR
Target band (when the level band was established below the flange)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is

determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and considered to be a potential degradation of
the level of safety of the plant.

Refueling evolutions that decrease RCS water level below the Reactor Vessel flange are carefully
planned and procedurally controlled. An unplanned event that results in water level decreasing
below the Reactor Vessel flange, or below the planned RCS water level for the given evolution (if
the planned RCS water level is already below the Reactor Vessel flange), warrants declaration of a
UE due to the reduced RCS inventory that is available to keep the core covered.

The allowance of 15 minutes was chosen because it is reasonable to assume that level can be
restored within this time frame using one or more of the redundant means of refill that should be
available. If level cannot be restored in this time frame then it may indicate a more serious
condition exists.

Continued loss of RCS Inventory will result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA4.1 or EAL CA3.1.

This EAL involves a decrease in RCS level below the top of the Reactor Vessel flange that
continues for 15 minutes due to an unplanned event. This EAL is not applicable to decreases in
flooded reactor cavity level, which is addressed by EAL RU2.1, until such time as the level
decreases to the level of the vessel flange.

Plant-Specific
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The Reactor Vessel flange level is at 44 ft (43.97 ft) Refueling Pool level (ref. 2). RCS

elevations and level indication capabilities are illustrated in Attachment 15 of AOP-3B (ref.

2).

Figure C-1 illustrates the RCS levels associated with Category C EALs.

This EAL involves a lowering in RCS level below the top of the Reactor Vessel flange, or

the inability to maintain water level above the intended level when level is being

intentionally maintained below the flange, that continues for fifteen minutes due to an

unplanned event. This EAL is not applicable to drops in flooded refueling pool level

(covered by lowering spent fuel pool water level in EAL RU2.1) until such time as the level

lowers to the level of the vessel flange. If level continues to lower and reaches the bottom

of the RCS Hot Leg (35.58 ft), escalation to the Alert level under EAL CA3.1 would be

appropriate. If the level lowering is accompanied by RCS heatup, escalation to the Alert

level under EAL CA4.1 may also be appropriate.

In Cold Shutdown mode, the RCS will normally be intact and standard RCS inventory and

level monitoring means are available. In the Refuel mode, the RCS is not intact and

Reactor Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different means. In the Refuel mode,

normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level indication may not be

available. Redundant means of Reactor Vessel level indication will normally be installed

(including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level will

not be interrupted. Reactor Vessel water level is normally monitored using the following

instruments:

" Refueling Pool Level LI-4140

" RCS Level Narrow Range LI-4138

" RCS Level Wide Range LI-4139

* Local refueling level indicator (LG-4139 and tygon tubing)

* Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System (RVLMS)

If RCS water level will be below the bottom of the Pressurizer (48.5 ft el.), IM installs and

calibrates the Refueling Level Cart in the Control Room and places the RCS Wide Range

Level Monitoring System in service (LI-4139). The Wide Range Level High/Low alarms
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(LAH/L-4139) and Narrow Range Level High/Low alarms (LAH/L-4138) are set

above/below the target RCS level. As water level is changed, the alarms are reset every

two feet. Table 1 of OP-7, Shutdown Operations, provides a cross-reference of Refueling

Pool level and RVLMS alarm lights to various plant component elevations.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. AOP-2, Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage
2. AOP-3B, Abnormal Shutdown Cooling Conditions
3. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
4. NEI 99-01 CU2
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Figure C-1: RCS Levels Thresholds (ref. 2)

RVLMS RCS EAL

Reactor Vessel Flange 44.0' CU3.2

- Bottom of Hotleg 29 in. alarm (6th) 35.6'

10 in. < Bottom of Hotleg 19 in. alarm (7th)

CAM.
CS3.1

CS3.2
CG3.1

Top of Active Fuel 10 in. alarm (8th)*

* RVLMS last alarm
actuates at 10" above
Top of Active Fuel and
should only be used if
valid RCS level
indication is not
available
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3- RCS Level

Initiating Condition: RCS Leakage

EAL:

CU3.3 Unusual Event

RCS level cannot be monitored with a loss of RCS inventory as indicated by an
unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment sump

* Auxiliary Building sumps

* Miscellaneous Waste System Tanks

* RWT

* RC Waste System Tank

Mode Applicability:

6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and considered to be a potential degradation of
the level of safety of the plant.

Refueling evolutions that decrease RCS water level below the Reactor Vessel flange are carefully
planned and procedurally controlled. An UNPLANNED event that results in water level decreasing
below the Reactor Vessel flange, or below the planned RCS water level for the given evolution (if
the planned RCS water level is already below the Reactor Vessel flange), warrants declaration of a
UE due to the reduced RCS inventory that is available to keep the core covered.

Continued loss of RCS Inventory will result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA3.1 or EAL CA4.1.
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This EAL addresses conditions in the refueling mode when normal means of core temperature
indication and RCS level indication may not be available. Redundant means of RCS level
indication will normally be installed (including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the
ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. However, if all level indication were to be lost during a
loss of RCS inventory event, the operators would need to determine that RCS inventory loss was
occurring by observing sump and tank level changes. Sump and tank level increases must be
evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the
Containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.

Plant-Specific

In this EAL, all level indication would be unavailable and, the Reactor Vessel inventory loss

must be detected by Containment sump, Auxiliary Building sumps, Miscellaneous Waste

System Tanks, or RWT level changes. AOP-2A-1 (2), Excessive Reactor Coolant

Leakage, provides direction for determining RCS leakage for off normal events and for

operations troubleshooting. Containment Sump narrow range level instrumentation (LI-

4144/4145) on 1C08 (2C08) and 1C09 (2CO9) indicate level in the Containment

Emergency Sump and can be trended prior to receiving the Containment Sump Level Hi

alarm. Sump and tank level increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of

leakage such as cooling water sources inside the Containment to ensure they are

indicative of RCS leakage.

Definitions:

Unisolable

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from Control Room panels.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. AOP-2A Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage
2. STP 0-27-1(2) RCS Leakage Evaluation
3. NEI 99-01 CU2
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

3- RCS Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory

EAL:

CA3.1 Alert

Loss of inventory as indicated by RCS water level < 35.6 ft (29 in. 6th alarm on RVLMS)

OR
RCS level cannot be monitored for >_ 15 min. with a loss of RCS inventory as indicated by
an unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage
(Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment sump

* Auxiliary Building sumps

* Miscellaneous Waste System Tanks

* RWT

* RC Waste System Tank

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This EAL serves as a precursor to a loss of ability to adequately cool the fuel. The magnitude of
this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may not be capable
of preventing further RCS level decrease and potential core uncovery. This condition will result in a
minimum emergency classification level of an Alert.

The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint would be indicative of a
failure of the RCS barrier.

If RCS level continues to lower then escalation to Site Area Emergency will be via EAL CS3.1, EAL
CS3.2 or EAL CS3.3.

Plant-Specific
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Figure C-1 illustrates the RCS levels associated with Category C EALs.

When RCS water level lowers to 35.58 ft (rounded to 35.6 ft), the bottom of the RCS hot

leg is uncovered. This level can be monitored by:

* Refueling Pool Level LI-4140
* RCS Level Narrow Range LI-4138
* RCS Level Wide Range LI-4139
* Local refueling level indicator (LG-4139 and tygon tubing)
" RVLMS (6th RVLMS Alarm [29 in.I) corresponds to 35.58 ft

This EAL serves as a precursor to a loss of ability to adequately cool the fuel. The

magnitude of this loss of water indicates makeup systems have not been effective and

may not be capable of preventing further RCS or Reactor Vessel level lowering and

potential core uncovery. The bottom of the hot leg is the level equal to the bottom of the

Reactor Vessel loop penetration, not the low point of the loop. This level was chosen

because remote RCS level indication may be lost and loss of suction to decay heat

removal systems has occurred. The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching

this setpoint infers a failure of the RCS barrier.

In Cold Shutdown, the decay heat available to raise RCS temperature during a loss of

inventory or heat removal event may be significantly greater than in the Refuel mode.

Entry into Cold Shutdown mode may be attained within hours of operating at power or

hours after refueling is completed. Entry into the Refuel mode may not occur for many

hours after the reactor has been shutdown. Thus, the heatup and the threat to damaging

the fuel clad may be lower for events that occur in the Refuel mode with irradiated fuel in

the Reactor Vessel. Note that the heatup threat could be lower for Cold Shutdown

conditions if the entry into Cold Shutdown was following a refueling.

In Cold Shutdown mode, the RCS will normally be intact and standard RCS inventory and

level monitoring means are available. In the Refuel mode, the RCS is not intact and

Reactor Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different means. In the Refuel mode,

normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level indication may not be

available. Redundant means of Reactor Vessel level indication will normally be installed
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(including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level will

not be interrupted.

In the second condition of this EAL, all level indication would be unavailable and, the

Reactor Vessel/RCS inventory loss must be detected by Containment sump, Auxiliary

Building sumps, Miscellaneous Waste System Tanks, or RWT level changes. AOP-2A-

1(2), Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage, provides direction for determining RCS leakage

for off normal events and for operations troubleshooting. Containment Sump narrow range

level instrumentation (LI-4144/4145) on 1C08(2C08) and 1C09(2CO9) indicate level in the

Containment Emergency Sump and can be trended prior to receiving the Containment

Sump Level Hi alarm. Sump level increases must be evaluated against other potential

sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the Containment to ensure they

are indicative of RCS leakage.

The 15-minute interval for the loss of level indication was chosen because it is half of the

Site Area Emergency EAL duration. The interval allows this EAL to be an effective

precursor to the Site Area Emergency EAL CS3.3. Therefore this EAL meets the definition

for an Alert emergency.

Definitions:

Unisolable

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from Control Room panels.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
2. AOP-2A Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage
3. AOP-3B, Abnormal Shutdown Cooling Conditions
4. STP 0-27-1(2) RCS Leakage Evaluation
5. NEI 99-01 CA1
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Figure C-1: RCS Levels Thresholds (ref. 2)

RVLMS RCS EAL
I 4

Reactor Vessel Flange 44.0' CU3.2

- Bottom of Hotleg

10 in. < Bottom of Hotleg

Top of Active Fuel

29 in. alarm (6th)

19 in. alarm (7th)

10 in. alarm (8th)*

35.6' CA3.1

CS3.1

CS3.2
CG3.1

* RVLMS last alarm
actuates at 10" above
Top of Active Fuel and
should only be used if
valid RCS level
indication is not
available
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3- RCS Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory affecting core decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CS3.1 Site Area Emergency

With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established, RCS level < 34.7 ft (19 in. 7th alarm on
RVLMS)

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

Under the conditions specified by this EAL, continued decrease in RCS level is indicative of a loss
of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an RCS breach, pressure boundary leakage, or
continued boiling in the RCS. Thus, declaration of a Site Area Emergency is warranted.

Escalation to a General Emergency is via EAL CG3.1, EAL CG3.2, RG1.1, RG1.2 or RG1.3.

_6" below the bottom ID of the RCS Loop should be the level equal to 6" below the bottom of the
RPV loop penetration (not the low point of the loop). PWRs unable to measure this level should
choose the first observable point below the bottom ID of the loop as the EAL value. If a water level
instrument is not available such that the PWR EAL value cannot be determined, then CS3.3 should
be used to determine if the IC has been met.

Plant-Specific

Figure C-1 illustrates the RCS levels associated with Category C EALs.

When Reactor Vessel water level drops to 34.74 ft el. (rounded to 34.7 ft), level is ten

inches below the bottom of the RCS hot leg vessel penetration. This level can be

monitored by:

* Refueling Pool Level LI-4140
* RCS Level Narrow Range LI-4138
* RCS Level Wide Range LI-4139
" Local refueling level indicator (LG-4139 and tygon tubing)
* RVLMS (7th RVLMS Alarm) corresponds to 34.74 ft
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Under the conditions specified in this EAL, continued lowering of RCS water level is

indicative of a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to a vessel breach, RCS

pressure boundary leakage or continued boiling in the Reactor Vessel. The magnitude of

this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may not be

capable of preventing further RCS or Reactor Vessel water level lowering and core

uncovery. The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint infers a

failure of the RCS barrier and potential loss of the Fuel Clad barrier.

Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its

associated systems, structures or components, as listed in STP O-55A, provide a

functional barrier to fission product release. Containment closure is initiated by the Shift

Manager if plant conditions change that could raise the risk of a fission product release as

a result of a loss of decay heat removal. Containment closure requires that, upon a loss of

decay heat removal, any open penetration must be closed or capable of being closed prior

to RCS bulk boiling.

Definitions:

Containment Closure

The site specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure Containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions. As applied to CCNPP, Containment
Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated
systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in STP O-55A, provide a functional
barrier to fission product release.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.9
2. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
3. AOP-3B, Abnormal Shutdown Cooling Conditions
4. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
5. NO-1-1 14 Containment Closure
6. STP O-55A-1 (2) Containment Closure Verification
7. NEI 99-01 CS1
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Figure C-1: RCS Levels Thresholds (ref. 2)

RVLMS RCS EAL

Reactor Vessel Flange 44.0' CU3.2

-- Bottom of Hotleg

10 in. < Bottom of Hotleg

Top of Active Fuel

29 in. alarm (6th)

19 in. alarm (7th)

10 in. alarm (8th)*

RVLMS last alarm
actuates at 10" above
Top of Active Fuel and
should only be used if
valid RCS level
indication is not
available

35.6' CA3.1

CS3.1

CS3.2
CG3.1
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3- RCS Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory affecting core decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CS3.2 Site Area Emergency

With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE established, RCS level < 32.9 ft (10 in. alarm on RVLMS
(Note 6))

Note 6: The lowest RVLMS indication is the 10 in. alarm, which is 10 in. above top of active fuel. Therefore, this
indicator should only be used when a valid RFP/RCS level indication is not available.

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refueling

Basis:

Generic

Under the conditions specified by this EAL, continued decrease in RCS level is indicative of a loss
of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an RCS breach, pressure boundary leakage, or
continued boiling in the RPV. Thus, declaration of a Site Area Emergency is warranted.

Escalation to a General Emergency is via EAL CG3.1, EAL CG3.2, RG1.1, RG1.2 or RG1.3.

Plant-Specific

Figure C-1 illustrates the RCS levels associated with Category C EALs.

When Reactor Vessel/RCS water level drops to 32.9 ft el., core uncovery is about to occur.

This level is below the lowest indicated hot leg level. The closest RVLMS indication is the

10 in. alarm. Therefore, this indicator should only be used when a valid RFP/RCS level

indication is not available.

This level can be monitored by:

* Refueling Pool Level LI-4140
* RCS Level Narrow Range LI-4138
* RCS Level Wide Range LI-4139
* Local refueling level indicator (LG-4139 and tygon tubing)
* RVLMS (7th RVLMS Alarm) corresponds to 34.74 ft
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Under the conditions specified in this EAL, continued lowering of RCS water level is

indicative of a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to a vessel breach, RCS

pressure boundary leakage or continued boiling in the Reactor Vessel. The magnitude of

this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may not be

capable of preventing further RCS or Reactor Vessel water level lowering and core

uncovery. The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint infers a

failure of the RCS barrier and potential loss of the Fuel Clad barrier.

Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its

associated systems, structures or components, as listed in STP O-55A, provide a

functional barrier to fission product release. Containment closure is initiated by the Shift

Manager if plant conditions change that could raise the risk of a fission product release as

a result of a loss of decay heat removal. Containment closure requires that, upon a loss of

decay heat removal, any open penetration must be closed or capable of being closed prior

to RCS bulk boiling.

Definitions:

Containment Closure

The site specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure Containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions. As applied to CCNPP, Containment
Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated
systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in STP O-55A, provide a functional
barrier to fission product release.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.9
2. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
3. AOP-3B, Abnormal Shutdown Cooling Conditions
4. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
5. NO-1-114 Containment Closure
6. STP O-55A-1 (2) Containment Closure Verification
7. NEI 99-01 CS1
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Figure C-1: RCS Levels Thresholds (ref. 2)
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

3 - RCS Level

Loss of RCS inventory affecting core decay heat removal capability

CS3.3 Site Area Emergency

RCS level cannot be monitored for Ž_ 30 min.with a loss of RCS inventory as indicated by
ANY of the following (Note 4):

" Containment radiation > 6 R/hr

" Erratic WRNI indication

" Unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment sump

* Auxiliary Building sumps

" Miscellaneous Waste System Tanks

" RWT

* RC Waste System Tank

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

Under the conditions specified by this EAL, continued decrease in RCS level is indicative of a loss
of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an RCS breach, pressure boundary leakage, or
continued boiling in the RCS. Thus, declaration of a Site Area Emergency is warranted.

Escalation to a General Emergency is via EAL CG3.1, EAL CG3.2, RG1.1, RG1.2 or R G1.3.

The 30-minute duration allows sufficient time for actions to be performed to recover inventory
control equipment.

As water level in the Reactor Vessel lowers, the dose rate above the core will increase. The dose
rate due to this core shine should result in site specific monitor indication and possible alarm.
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Plant-Specific

In Refuel or Cold Shutdown mode, normal RCS level indication (e.g., RVLMS) may be

unavailable but alternate means of level indication are normally installed (including visual

observation) to assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. If all means of

level monitoring are not available, however, the Reactor Vessel inventory loss may be

detected by the following indirect methods:

* As water level in the Reactor Vessel lowers, the dose rate above the core will rise.

The dose rate due to this core shine should result in on-scale Containment radiation

monitor indication and possible alarm. Containment radiation is indicated on 1(2)-

RI-5317 A&B. Typical Containment radiation readings at full power are 1 to 1.2 R/hr.

The Containment radiation monitors alarm at 6 R/hr. The 6 R/hr setpoint has been

selected to be operationally significant and above that expected under normal plant

conditions while in the Refuel mode.

* Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate

erratically when the core is uncovered and that source range monitors such as Wide

Range Nuclear Instrumentation JI-001, -002, -003, -004 and the Shutdown Monitor

can be used as a tool for making such determinations. Figure C-2 shows the

response of the source range monitor during the first few hours of the TMI-2

accident. The instrument reported an increasing signal about 30 minutes into the

accident. At this time, the reactor coolant pumps were running and the core was

adequately cooled as indicated by the core outlet thermocouples. Hence, the

increasing signal was the result of an increasing two-phase void fraction in the

reactor core and vessel downcomer and the reduced shielding that the two-phase

mixture provides to the source range monitor. Per CCNPP core damage

assessment studies, core uncovery may be indicated when incore Rhodium neutron

detectors or excore nuclear instruments indicate an output with the reactor known to

be shutdown.

* If water level indication is unavailable, the RCS inventory loss may be detected by

sump or tank level changes (Table C-2). Procedures provide instructions for
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calculating primary system leak rate by manual or computer-based water inventory

balances. Sump/tank level increases must be evaluated against other potential

sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the Containment to ensure

they are indicative of RCS leakage.

Definitions:

Unisolable

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from Control Room panels.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.2
2. 01-35 Radiation Monitoring System
3. 1C1O-ALM ESFAS 14 Alarm Manual, J-04
4. TS-76.01 RMS Area Radiation (Containment High Range) - Operable
5. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
6. ERPIP 602 Severe Accident Management Verification of Diagnosis
7. ERPIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
8. ERPIP-801 Core Damage Assessment Using Containment Radiation Dose Rates
9. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
10.AOP-2A Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage
11. STP 0-27-1(2) RCS Leakage Evaluation
12. NEI 99-01 CS1
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Figure C-2: Response of the TMI-2 Source Range Measurement

During the First Six Hours of the Accident
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

3 - RCS Level

Loss of RCS inventory affecting fuel clad integrity with
Containment challenged

EAL:

CG3.1 General Emergency

RCS level < 32.9 ft (10 in. alarm on RVLMS, Note 6) for Ž_ 30 min. (Note 4)

AND

ANY Containment Challenge Indication, Table C-3

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Note 6: The lowest RVLMS indication is the 10 in. alarm, which is 10 in. above top of active fuel. Therefore, this
indicator should only be used when a valid RFP/RCS level indication is not available.

Table C-3 Containment Challenge Indications

* CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established

* Hydrogen concentration in Containment > 4%

* UNPLANNED rise in Containment pressure

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This EAL represents the inability to restore and maintain RCS level to above the top of active fuel
with Containment challenged. Fuel damage is probable if RCS level cannot be restored, as
available decay heat will cause boiling, further reducing the RCS level. With the Containment
breached or challenged then the potential for unmonitored fission product release to the
environment is high. This represents a direct path for radioactive inventory to be released to the
environment. This is consistent with the definition of a GE. The GE is declared on the occurrence
of the loss or imminent loss of function of all three barriers.

A number of variables can have a significant impact on heat removal capability challenging the fuel
clad barrier. Examples include: mid-loop, reduced level/flange level, head in place, cavity flooded,
RCS venting strategy, decay heat removal system design, vortexing pre-disposition, steam
generator U-tube draining
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Analysis indicates that core damage may occur within an hour following continued core uncovery
therefore, 30 minutes was conservatively chosen.

If Containment Closure is re-established prior to exceeding the 30 minute core uncovery time limit
then escalation to General Emergency would not occur.

Plant-Specific

Figure C-1 illustrates the RCS levels associated with Category C EALs.

When Reactor Vessel water level drops to 32.90 ft el., core uncovery is about to occur.

This level is below the lowest indicated hot leg level. The lowest RVLMS indication is the

last alarm, which is at 10 in. above top of active fuel.

Under the conditions specified in this EAL, continued lowering of RCS water level is

indicative of a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to a vessel breach, RCS

pressure boundary leakage or continued boiling in the Reactor Vessel. The magnitude of

this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may not be

capable of preventing further RCS or Reactor Vessel water level lowering and core

uncovery. The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint infers a

failure of the RCS barrier and potential loss of the Fuel Clad barrier. Fuel damage is

probable if core submergence cannot be restored as available decay heat will cause

boiling and further lowers the vessel level.

Three indications are associated with Containment challenges:

" Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its

associated systems, structures or components, as listed in STP O-55A, provide a

functional barrier to fission product release. Containment closure is initiated by the

Shift Manager if plant conditions change that could raise the risk of a fission product

release as a result of a loss of decay heat removal. Containment closure requires

that, upon a loss of decay heat removal, any open penetration must be closed or

capable of being closed prior to RCS bulk boiling.

* In the early stages of a core uncovery event, it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup due

to a core uncovery could result in an explosive mixture of dissolved gases in

Containment. However, Containment monitoring and/or sampling should be
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performed to verify this assumption. A combustible mixture can be formed when

hydrogen gas concentration in the Containment atmosphere is greater than 4% by

volume.

Unplanned Containment pressure increases are not expected during Cold

Shutdown or Refuel mode. The threshold is indicative of conditions challenging

containment closure.

Definitions:

Containment Closure

The site specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure Containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions. As applied to CCNPP, Containment
Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated
systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in STP O-55A, provide a functional
barrier to fission product release.

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.9
2. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
3. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
4. ERPIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
5. NO-1-114 Containment Closure
6. STP O-55A-1 (2) Containment Closure Verification
7. UFSAR 7.5.8
8. Technical Specifications Table 3.3.10-1
9. OI-41A Hydrogen Recombiners
10. 1C1O-ALM ESFAS 14 Alarm Manual, J-09
11. ERPIP-803 Core Damage Assessment Using Hydrogen
12. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
13. EOP-13.02 Hydrogen Concentration 4.0%
14. UFSAR 1.2.5
15. UFSAR 5.1.1
16. Operating License Amendment No. 242/DPR-53 & 216/DPR-69
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17. NEI 99-01 CG1
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Table C-1: RCS Levels Thresholds (ref. 2)

RVLMS RCS EAL
t I

Reactor Vessel Flange 44.0' CU3.2

A - Bottom of Hotleg

10 in. < Bottom of Hotleg

Top of Active Fuel

29 in. alarm (6th)

19 in. alarm (7th)

10 in. alarm (8th)*

* RVLMS last alarm

actuates at 10" above
Top of Active Fuel and
should only be used if
valid RCS level
indication is not
available

35.6' CA3.1

CS3.1

CS3.2
CG3.1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

3 - RCS Level

Loss of Reactor Vessel inventory affecting fuel clad integrity with
Containment challenged

EAL:

CG3.2 General Emergency

RCS level cannot be monitored with core uncovery indicated by ANY of the following for>
30 min. (Note 4):

" Containment radiation > 6 R/hr

" Erratic WRNI indication

* Unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage

AND

ANY Containment Challenge Indication, Table C-3

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment sump

* Auxiliary Building sumps

* Miscellaneous Waste System Tanks

* RWT

* RC Waste System Tank

Table C-3 Containment Challenge Indications

* CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established

* Hydrogen concentration in Containment - 4%

* UNPLANNED rise in Containment pressure

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel
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Basis:

Generic

This EAL represents the inability to restore and maintain RCS level to above the top of active fuel
with Containment challenged. Fuel damage is probable if RCS level cannot be restored, as
available decay heat will cause boiling, further reducing the RCS level. With the Containment
breached or challenged then the potential for unmonitored fission product release to the
environment is high. This represents a direct path for radioactive inventory to be released to the
environment. This is consistent with the definition of a GE. The GE is declared on the occurrence
of the loss or imminent loss of function of all three barriers.

A number of variables can have a significant impact on heat removal capability challenging the fuel
clad barrier. Examples include: mid-loop, reduced level/flange level, head in place, cavity flooded,
RCS venting strategy, decay heat removal system design, vortexing pre-disposition, steam
generator U-tube draining

Analysis indicates that core damage may occur within an hour following continued core uncovery
therefore, 30 minutes was conservatively chosen.

If Containment Closure is re-established prior to exceeding the 30 minute core uncovery time limit
then escalation to General Emergency would not occur.

Sump and tank level increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such
as cooling water sources inside the Containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.

As water level in the RCS lowers, the dose rate above the core will increase. The dose rate due to
this core shine should result in site specific monitor indication and possible alarm.

Post-TM I studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate erratically when
the core is uncovered and that this should be used as a tool for making such determinations.

Plant-Specific

In Refuel or Cold Shutdown mode, normal RCS level indication (e.g., RVLMS) may be

unavailable but alternate means of level indication are normally installed (including visual

observation) to assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. If all means of

level monitoring are not available, however, the Reactor Vessel inventory loss may be

detected by the following indirect methods:

As water level in the Reactor Vessel lowers, the dose rate above the core will rise.

The dose rate due to this core shine should result in on-scale Containment radiation

monitor indication and possible alarm. Containment radiation is indicated on 1(2)-

RI-5317 A&B. Typical Containment radiation readings at full power are 1 to 1.2 R/hr.
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The Containment radiation monitors alarm at 6 R/hr. The 6 R/hr setpoint has been

selected to be operationally significant and above that expected under normal plant

conditions while in the Refuel mode.

" Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate

erratically when the core is uncovered and that source range monitors such as Wide

Range Nuclear Instrumentation JI-001, -002, -003, -004 and the Shutdown Monitor

can be used as a tool for making such determinations. Figure C-2 shows the

response of the source range monitor during the first few hours of the TMI-2

accident. The instrument reported an increasing signal about 30 minutes into the

accident. At this time, the reactor coolant pumps were running and the core was

adequately cooled as indicated by the core outlet thermocouples. Hence, the

increasing signal was the result of an increasing two-phase void fraction in the

reactor core and vessel downcomer and the reduced shielding that the two-phase

mixture provides to the source range monitor. Per CCNPP core damage

assessment studies, core uncovery may be indicated when incore Rhodium neutron

detectors or excore nuclear instruments indicate an output with the reactor known to

be shutdown.

" If water level indication is unavailable, the RCS inventory loss may be detected by

sump or tank level changes (Table C-2). Procedures provide instructions for

calculating primary system leak rate by manual or computer-based water inventory

balances. Sump/tank level increases must be evaluated against other potential

sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the Containment to ensure

they are indicative of RCS leakage.

Three indications are associated with Containment challenges:

Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its

associated systems, structures or components, as listed in STP O-55A, provide a

functional barrier to fission product release. Containment closure is initiated by the

Shift Manager if plant conditions change that could raise the risk of a fission product

release as a result of a loss of decay heat removal. Containment closure requires
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that, upon a loss of decay heat removal, any open penetration must be closed or

capable of being closed prior to RCS bulk boiling.

In the early stages of a core uncovery event, it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup due

to a core uncovery could result in an explosive mixture of dissolved gases in

Containment. However, Containment monitoring and/or sampling should be

performed to verify this assumption. A combustible mixture can be formed when

hydrogen gas concentration in the Containment atmosphere is greater than 4% by

volume.

" Unplanned Containment pressure increases are not expected during cold shutdown

or refuel mode. The threshold is indicative of conditions challenging Containment

closure.

Definitions:

Containment Closure

The site specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure Containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions. As applied to CCNPP, Containment
Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated
systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in STP O-55A, provide a functional
barrier to fission product release.

Unisolable

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control Room panels.

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.9
2. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
3. ERPIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
4. NO-1-1 14 Containment Closure
5. STP O-55A-1 (2) Containment Closure Verification
6. UFSAR 7.5.8
7. Technical Specifications Table 3.3.10-1
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8. OI-41A Hydrogen Recombiners
9. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 14 Alarm Manual, J-09
10. ERPIP-803 Core Damage Assessment Using Hydrogen
11. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
12. EOP-13.02 Hydrogen Concentration 4.0%
13. UFSAR 1.2.5
14. UFSAR 5.1.1
15. Operating License Amendment No. 242/DPR-53 & 216/DPR-69
16. NEI 99-01 CG1
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Figure C-2: Response of the TMI-2 Source Range Measurement

During the First Six Hours of the Accident (ref. 10, 11)
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

4 - RCS Temperature

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CU4.1 Unusual Event

UNPLANNED event results in RCS temperature > 200OF

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a result, is considered to be a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant. In cold shutdown the ability to remove decay heat
relies primarily on forced cooling flow. Operation of the systems that provide this forced cooling
may be jeopardized due to the unlikely loss of electrical power or RCS inventory. Since the RCS
usually remains intact in the cold shutdown mode a large inventory of water is available to keep the
core covered.

During refueling the level in the RCS will normally be maintained above the Reactor Vessel flange.
Refueling evolutions that decrease water level below the Reactor Vessel flange are carefully
planned and procedurally controlled. Loss of forced decay heat removal at reduced inventory may
result in more rapid increases in RCS temperatures depending on the time since shutdown.

Normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level indication may not be available in the
refueling mode. Redundant means of RCS level indication are therefore procedurally installed to
assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. Escalation to Alert would be via EAL
CA3.1 based on an inventory loss or EAL CA4.1 based on exceeding its temperature duration or
pressure criteria.

Plant-Specific

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect to

the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2000 F). These include TI-

112C and TI-1 22C for forced circulation, CETs for natural circulation and TR-351 for SDC

flow.

Definitions:

Unplanned
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A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
2. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
3. OP-1 Plant Startup from Cold Shutdown
4. NEI 99-01 CU4
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

4 - RCS Temperature

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CU4.2 Unusual Event

Loss of all RCS temperature and RCS level indication for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a result, is considered to be a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant. In cold shutdown the ability to remove decay heat
relies primarily on forced cooling flow. Operation of the systems that provide this forced cooling
may be jeopardized due to the unlikely loss of electrical power or RCS inventory. Since the RCS
usually remains intact in the cold shutdown mode a large inventory of water is available to keep the
core covered.

During refueling the level in the RCS will normally be maintained above the Reactor Vessel flange.
Refueling evolutions that decrease water level below the Reactor Vessel flange are carefully
planned and procedurally controlled. Loss of forced decay heat removal at reduced inventory may
result in more rapid increases in RCS temperatures depending on the time since shutdown.

Normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level indication may not be available in the
refueling mode. Redundant means of RCS level indication are therefore procedurally installed to
assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. However, if all level and temperature
indication were to be lost in either the cold shutdown of refueling modes, this EAL would result in
declaration of a UE if both temperature and level indication cannot be restored within 15 minutes
from the loss of both means of indication. Escalation to Alert would be via EAL CA3.1 based on an
inventory loss or EAL CA4.1 based on exceeding its temperature criteria.

Plant-Specific

Reactor Vessel water level may be monitored using any of the following instruments:

. Refueling Pool Level LE-4140

. RCS Level Narrow Range LE-4138
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* RCS Level Wide Range LE-4139

* Local refueling level indicator (LG-4139 and tygon tubing)

" Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System (RVLMS)

If RCS water level will be below the bottom of the Pressurizer (48.5 ft el.), IM installs and

calibrates the Refueling Level Cart in the Control Room and places the RCS Wide Range

Level Monitoring System in service (LE-4139). The Wide Range Level High/Low alarms

and Narrow Range Level High/Low alarms are set above/below the target RCS level.

Table 1 of OP-7, Shutdown Operations, provides a cross-reference of Refueling Pool level

and RVLMS alarm lights to various plant component elevations. If all RCS water level

indication is lost during RCS drain down, OP-7 requires the following:

* Stop the RCS drain down and evaluate the reason for the loss of level indication.

* When at least two remote and one local RCS level indicator have been restored and

are reading within 0.5 ft of each other, continue RCS drain down. Allow 15 min. for

pressures to equalize. If level readings are not within 0.5 ft, call IM to investigate

discrepancies.

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect to

the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2000F). These include TI-

112C and TI-1 22C for forced circulation, CETs for natural circulation and TR-351 for SDC

flow.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
2. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
3. 01-11 Post Accident Monitoring System Instrumentation
4. OP-1 Plant Startup from Cold Shutdown
5. NEI 99-01 CU4
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 4 - RCS Temperature

Initiating Condition: Inability to maintain plant in cold shutdown

EAL:

CA4.1 Alert

An UNPLANNED event results in EITHER:

RCS temperature > 200OF for > Table C-4 duration

OR

RCS pressure increase > 10 psi due to an UNPLANNED loss of decay heat removal
capability (this condition is not applicable in solid plant conditions)

Table C-4 RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds

CO NTAI NME NT
RCS Status COSURE DurationCLOSURE Status

Intact AND not *

reduced inventory

Not intact OR Established 20 min.*
reduced inventory Not established 0 min.

* If an RCS heat removal system is in operation within this time
frame and RCS temperature is being reduced, the EAL is not
applicable.

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

The RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds table addresses complete loss of functions required for core
cooling for greater than 60 minutes during refuel and cold shutdown modes when RCS integrity is
established. RCS integrity should be considered to be in place when the RCS pressure boundary
is in its normal condition for the cold shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle
dams). The status of CONTAINMENT CLOSURE in this condition is immaterial given that the RCS
is providing a high pressure barrier to fission product release to the environment. The 60 minute
time frame should allow sufficient time to restore cooling without there being a substantial
degradation in plant safety.

The RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds table also addresses the complete loss of functions required
for core cooling for greater than 20 minutes during refuel and cold shutdown modes when
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Containment Closure is established but RCS integrity is not established or RCS inventory is
reduced (e.g., mid-loop operation in PWRs)]. [As discussed above, RCS integrity should be
assumed to be in place when the RCS pressure boundary is in its normal condition for the cold
shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle dams) . The allowed 20 minute time
frame was included to allow operator action to restore the heat removal function, if possible. The
allowed time frame is consistent with the guidance provided by Generic Letter 88-17, "Loss of
Decay Heat Removal" (discussed later in this basis) and is believed to be conservative given that a
low pressure Containment barrier to fission product release is established.

Finally, complete loss of functions required for core cooling during refuel and cold shutdown modes
when neither Containment Closure nor RCS integrity are established is addressed. RCS integrity is
in place when the RCS pressure boundary is in its normal condition for the cold shutdown mode of
operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle dams). No delay time is allowed because the evaporated
reactor coolant that may be released into the Containment during this heatup condition could also
be directly released to the environment.

The note (*) indicates that this EAL is not applicable if actions are successful in restoring an RCS
heat removal system to operation and RCS temperature is being reduced within the specified time
frame.

The 10 psi pressure increase addresses situations where, due to high decay heat loads, the time
provided to restore temperature control, should be less than 60 minutes. The RCS pressure
setpoint was chosen because it is the lowest pressure that the site can read on installed Control
Board instrumentation that is equal to or greater than 10 psi.

Escalation to Site Area Emergency would be via EAL CS3.1 should boiling result in significant RPV
level loss leading to core uncovery.

A loss of Technical Specification components alone is not intended to constitute an Alert. The
same is true of a momentary unplanned excursion above the Technical Specification cold
shutdown temperature limit when the heat removal function is available.

The Emergency Director must remain alert to events or conditions that lead to the conclusion that
exceeding the EAL is imminent. If, in the judgment of the Emergency Director, an imminent
situation is at hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold has been exceeded.

Plant-Specific

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect to

the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2001F). These include TI-

112C and TI-122C for forced circulation, CETs for natural circulation and TR-351 for SDC

flow.

Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its

associated systems, structures or components, as listed in STP O-55A, provide a

functional barrier to fission product release. Containment closure is initiated by the Shift
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Manager if plant conditions change that could raise the risk of a fission product release as

a result of a loss of decay heat removal. Containment closure requires, upon a loss of

decay heat removal, any open penetration must be closed or capable of being closed prior

to RCS boiling.

"Reduced inventory" is the condition when the reactor vessel contains irradiated fuel

assemblies and RCS water level is at or below 41 ft el.

The pressure rise of greater than 10 psi infers an RCS temperature in excess of the

Technical Specification cold shutdown limit (2001F) for which this EAL would otherwise

permit up to sixty minutes to restore RCS cooling before declaration of an Alert (RCS

intact). This EAL therefore covers situations in which it is determined that, due to high

decay heat loads, the time provided to reestablish temperature control should be less than

sixty minutes (as indicated by significant RCS re-pressurization).

Pressure indicators P1-103, P1-103-1 and P1-105 are capable of measuring pressure

changes of 10 psi. Escalation to a Site Area Emergency would be under EAL CS2.1

should boiling result in significant Reactor Vessel level loss leading to core uncovery.

Definitions:

Containment Closure

The site specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure Containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions. As applied to CCNPP, Containment
Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated
systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in STP O-55A, provide a functional
barrier to fission product release.

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
2. NO-1-114 Containment Closure
3. STP O-55A-1(2) Containment Closure Verification
4. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
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5. OP-1 Plant Startup from Cold Shutdown
6. NEI 99-01 CA4
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

5 - Communications

Loss of all onsite or offsite communications capabilities

CU5.1 Unusual Event

Loss of all Table C-5 onsite (internal) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform routine operations

OR

Loss of all Table C-5 offsite (external) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform offsite notifications to any agency

Table C-5 Communications Systems

System Onsite Offsite
(internal) (external)

Commercial phone system X X

Plant page system X

Microwave telephone (Hot-Lines) (EOB) X X

Dedicated offsite agency telephone system X

FTS 2001 telephone system X

CCNPP Radio System X X

Satellite Phone System X

Cellular Phone System X X

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled

Basis:

Generic

The purpose of this EAL is to recognize a loss of communications capability that either defeats the
plant operations staff ability to perform routine tasks necessary for plant operations or the ability to
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communicate issues with any off-site authorities. The loss of off-site communications ability is
expected to be significantly more comprehensive than the condition addressed by 10 CFR 50.72.

The availability of one method of ordinary off-site communications is sufficient to inform federal,
state, and local authorities of plant issues. This EAL is intended to be used only when
extraordinary means (e.g., relaying of information from radio transmissions, individuals being sent
to off-site locations, etc.) are being utilized to make communications possible.

Plant-Specific

Onsite/offsite communications systems are listed in Table C-2 (ref. 1, 2, 3).

This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition EAL SU6.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 7.8
2. ERPIP 901 Communications Equipment
3. NO-1-113, Control of Radio Transmitter (PRT)
4. NEI 99-01 CU6
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 6 - Inadvertent Criticality

Initiating Condition: Inadvertent criticality

EAL:

CU6.1 Unusual Event

An UNPLANNED sustained positive startup rate observed on nuclear instrumentation

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses criticality events that occur in Cold Shutdown or Refueling modes such as fuel
mis-loading events and inadvertent dilution events. This EAL indicates a potential degradation of
the level of safety of the plant, warranting a UE classification.

Escalation would be by Emergency Director judgment.

Plant-Specific

The term "sustained" is used to allow exclusion of expected short-term positive startup

rates from planned fuel bundle or control rod movements during core alteration. These

short-term positive startup rates are the result of the rise in neutron population due to

subcritical multiplication.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 7.5.2.2.
2. Technical Specifications 3.9.2
3. 1C05-ALM Reactivity Control Alarm Manual, Window D-05, D-15
4. AOP-1A Inadvertent Boron Dilution
5. NEI 99-01 CU8
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Category H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

EAL Group: ANY (EALs in this category are applicable to

any plant condition, hot or cold.)

Hazards are non-plant, system-related events that can directly or indirectly affect plant

operation, reactor plant safety or personnel safety.

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Natural events include hurricanes, earthquakes or tornados that have potential to

cause plant structure or equipment damage of sufficient magnitude to threaten

personnel or plant safety. Non-naturally occurring events that can cause damage to

plant facilities and include aircraft crashes, missile impacts, etc.

2. Fire or Explosion

Fires can pose significant hazards to personnel and reactor safety. Appropriate for

classification are fires within the site Protected Area or which may affect operability of

equipment needed for safe shutdown

3. Hazardous Gas

Non-naturally occurring events that can cause damage to plant facilities and include

toxic, asphyxiant, corrosive or flammable gas leaks.

4. Security

Unauthorized entry attempts into the Protected Area, bomb threats, sabotage attempts,

and actual security compromises threatening loss of physical control of the plant.

5. Control Room Evacuation

Events that are indicative of loss of Control Room habitability. If the Control Room must

be evacuated, additional support for monitoring and controlling plant functions is

necessary through the emergency response facilities.
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6. Judgment

The EALs defined in other categories specify the predetermined symptoms or events

that are indicative of emergency or potential emergency conditions and thus warrant

classification. While these EALs have been developed to address the full spectrum of

possible emergency conditions which may warrant classification and subsequent

implementation of the Emergency Plan, a provision for classification of emergencies

based on operator/management experience and judgment is still necessary. The EALs

of this category provide the Emergency Director the latitude to classify emergency

conditions consistent with the established classification criteria based upon Emergency

Director judgment.
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HUI.1 Unusual Event

Seismic event identified by ANY two of the following:

* Seismic Acceleration Recorder (0-YRC-001) Event Indicator alarms indicate seismic
event detected

* Earthquake felt in plant

* National Earthquake Information Center (Note 7)

Note 7: The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select option #1 and inform the analyst you wish to
confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity of Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the
following CCNPP coordinates: 380 25' 39.7" north latitude, 760 26' 45" west longitude.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude to be of
concern to plant operators.

Damage may be caused to some portions of the site, but should not affect ability of safety
functions to operate.

As defined in the EPRI-sponsored Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an Earthquake, dated
October 1989, a "felt earthquake" is: An earthquake of sufficient intensity such that: (a) the
vibratory ground motion is felt at the nuclear plant site and recognized as an earthquake based on
a consensus of Control Room operators on duty at the time, and (b) for plants with operable
seismic instrumentation, the seismic switches of the plant are activated.

The National Earthquake Center can confirm if an earthquake has occurred in the area of the plant.

Plant-Specific

CCNPP seismic instrumentation actuates at 0.01g upon sensing any ground motion.

Damage to some portions of the site may occur as a result of the felt earthquake but it

should not affect the ability of safety functions to operate. This event escalates to an Alert
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under EAL HA1.1 if the earthquake exceeds the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE)

magnitude of (0.08 g horizontal, 0.053g vertical. (ref. 1)

The National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) can confirm seismic activity in the

vicinity of the CCNPP. The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select

option #1 and inform the analyst you wish to confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity

of Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the following CCNPP

coordinates: 380 25' 39.7" north latitude, 760 26' 45" west longitude (ref. 3).

Alternatively, information regarding the extent of a near-site earthquake can be obtained

by calling the University of Delaware (302) 821-1576.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. 01-46 Seismic Measurement Equipment
2. UFSAR Section 7.5.7 Seismic Instrumentation
3. Calvert Cliffs ISFSI USAR Section 2.1.1 Site Location
4. STPI M-260-0 Seismic Instrumentation Channel Check
5. NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

HU1.2 Unusual Event

Tornado striking within PROTECTED AREA BOUNDARY

OR

Sustained high winds > 45 m/sec (100 mph)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude to be of
concern to plant operators.

This EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds within the Protected Area.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on visible damage,
or by other in plant conditions, via EAL HA1.2.

Plant-Specific

All Class 1 safe shutdown structures are designed for a wind velocity of 100 mph, 30 feet

above ground using a gust factor of 1.1. The meteorological tower 15-minute average wind

speed readings are the "sustained" wind speeds used to assess this EAL.

Definitions:

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the
security Protected Area fence.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. ES-005 Civil and Structural Design Criteria
2. CCIPEEE RAN 97-031 High Winds, Floods and Other External Events Analysis
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3. NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HU1.3 Unusual Event

Internal flooding that has the potential to affect ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE,
SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT required by Technical Specifications for the current operating
mode in ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Control Room
" Containment
* Auxiliary Building
* Diesel Generator Rooms
* Intake Structure
* 1A/OC DG Buildings
* RWT
* RWT Rooms
" CST No. 12
* FOSTNo. 21
* Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude to be of
concern to plant operators.

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as component failures,
equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based visible damage via
EAL HA1.3, or by other plant conditions.

Plant-Specific
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This threshold addresses the affect of flooding caused by internal events such as

component failures, Circulating, Saltwater, Component Cooling or Service Water line

ruptures, equipment misalignment, fire suppression system actuation, and outage activity

mishaps. The internal flooding areas contain systems that are:

" Required for safe shutdown of the plant

* Not designed to be wetted or submerged

" Susceptible to internal flooding events

Flooding as used in this EAL describes a condition where water is entering the room faster

than installed equipment is capable of removal, resulting in a rise of water level within the

room. Classification of this EAL should not be delayed while corrective actions are being

taken to isolate the water source.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class I Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. CCPRA RAN: 96-024FLOOD Flood Rule Development
2. CCPRA RAN: 98-062, Internal Flood Initiating Event Frequencies
3. CCPRA RAN: 98-065, Flood Evaluations (Flood Queries)
4. 1C1O-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-17, CC PP RM LVL HI
5. 1C1O-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-18, SRW PP RM LVL HI
6. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-22, CNDSR PIT LVL HI
7. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-23, INTAKE SUMP STRUCTURE LVL HI
8. 1C1O-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-24, INTAKE STRUCTURE CH TRIP
9. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
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10. UFSAR Section 5A.2 Classes of Structures, Systems, and Equipment
11.NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HUl.4 Unusual Event

Turbine failure resulting in casing penetration or damage to turbine or generator seals

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

These EALs are categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude to
be of concern to plant operators.

This EAL addresses main turbine rotating component failures of sufficient magnitude to cause
observable damage to the turbine casing or to the seals of the turbine generator. Generator seal
damage observed after generator purge does not meet the intent of this EAL because it did not
impact normal operation of the plant.

Of major concern is the potential for leakage of combustible fluids (lubricating oils) and gases
(hydrogen cooling) to the plant environs. Actual FIRES and flammable gas build up are
appropriately classified via EAL HU2.1 and EAL HU3.1.

This EAL is consistent with the definition of a UE while maintaining the anticipatory nature desired
and recognizing the risk to non-safety related equipment.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be to EAL HA1.4 based on
damage done by PROJECTILES generated by the failure or in conjunction with a steam generator
tube rupture. These latter events would be classified by the Category R EALs or Category F EALs.

Plant-Specific

The turbine generator stores large amounts of rotational kinetic energy in its rotor. In the

unlikely event of a major mechanical failure, this energy may be transformed into both

rotational and translational energy of rotor fragments. These fragments may impact the

surrounding stationary parts. If the energy-absorbing capability of these stationary turbine

generator parts is insufficient, external projectiles will be released. These ejected

projectiles may impact various plant structures, including those housing safety related

equipment.
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In the event of projectile ejection, the probability of a strike on a plant region is a function

of the energy and direction of an ejected projectile and of the orientation of the turbine with

respect to the plant region.

Failure of turbine or generator seals may be indicated by a loss of seal oil pressure or loss

of condenser vacuum (ref. 2, 3).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. AOP-7E Main Turbine Malfunction
2. AOP-7G Loss of Condenser Vacuum
3. 1C02-ALM B-10 Seal Oil Diff Press Lo
4. NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HU1.5 Unusual Event

Bay water level >- bottom of the traveling screen cover housing (+ 120 in. Mean Sea Level)
OR

Bay water level < 13.6 ft below intake concrete level (- 43.2 in. Mean Sea Level)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude to be of
concern to plant operators.

This EAL addresses other site specific phenomena that can also be precursors of more serious
events.

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses high and low bay water level conditions that could be a precursor

of more serious events.

Since the Intake Structure houses the saltwater pumps that are essential for safe

shutdown of CCNPP, the structure was designed as a Category I structure for seismic,

tornado, and hurricane conditions. The Intake Structure is also designed to protect the

saltwater pump motors from external flooding due to the maximum hypothetical hurricane

tide and storm surges, including wave action. The Intake Structure design loads and

conditions are shown in UFSAR Table 5-7.

10 ft (+120 in.) Mean Sea Level (approximately bottom of the travelling screen cover) is

the still water level used for the Intake Structural Analysis. This value was selected to be

anticipatory to the design level of 18 ft Mean Sea Level (top of the travelling screen cover).
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The predicted extreme low tide elevation is -3.6 ft (-43.2 in.) Mean Sea Level. However,

the plant has been designed for -4.0 ft Mean Sea Level and can continue to operate with

an extreme low water Elevation of -6.0 ft Mean Sea Level. The top of the saltwater pump

intakes is at -9.5 ft Mean Sea Level.

Operations can measure water level from the intake concrete walking level to the Bay

surface with a tape measure. This level is measured upstream (i.e., before) the trash

racks. This EAL criterion is met if the water is 13.6 ft below the intake concrete level by

observation. This measurement requires judgment because the Bay surface is not

normally still.

Radar probes (1-LIT-1100 & 2-LIT-2100) have been installed which provide local indication

(1-L1-1i100 & 2-LI-2100) of Intake water level in inches relative to Mean Sea Level (ref. 4).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Sections 2.8.3.6 and 2.8.3.7
2. UFSAR Table 5-7
3. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 14 Alarm Manual, J-23
4. ECP-10-000208
5. NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HAI.1 Alert

EITHER:

Seismic Acceleration Recorder (0-YRC-001) Event Indicator indicates seismic event
> OBE (0.08 g horizontal, 0.053g vertical)

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT

AND
Earthquake confirmed by EITHER:

Earthquake felt in plant

OR

National Earthquake Information Center (Note 7)

Note 7: The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select option #1 and inform the analyst you wish to
confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity of Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the
following CCNPP coordinates: 380 25' 39.7" north latitude, 760 26' 45" west longitude.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

These EALs escalate from HU1.1 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has
caused damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by Control Room indications
of degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report should not be
interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made
in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a
particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude
to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction EALs.
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Seismic events of this magnitude can result in a VITAL AREA being subjected to forces beyond
design limits, and thus damage may be assumed to have occurred to plant safety systems.

The National Earthquake Information Center can confirm if an earthquake has occurred in the area
of the plant.

Plant-Specific

This EAL is based on the UFSAR design Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) of 0.08 g

horizontal or 0.053 g vertical acceleration. Seismic events of this magnitude can cause

damage to plant safety functions.

The method of detection relies on actuation of the CCNPP seismic monitor OBE alarm or

degraded system performance confirmed by shift operators on duty in the Control Room

determining that the ground motion was felt or corroborated by the NEIC. According to 01-

46, confirmation by one or more Control Room operators with respect to ground motion

helps avoid unnecessary classification if the seismic switches inadvertently trip or detect

vibrations not related to an earthquake.

CCNPP seismic instrumentation actuates at 0.01g upon sensing any seismic activity.

The National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) can confirm seismic activity in the

vicinity of the CCNPP. The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select

option #1 and inform the analyst you wish to confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity

of Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the following CCNPP

coordinates: 380 25' 39.7" north latitude, 760 26' 45" west longitude (ref. 3).

Alternatively, information regarding the extent of a near-site earthquake can be obtained

by calling the University of Delaware (302) 821-1576.

Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;
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(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. 01-46 Seismic Measurement Equipment
2. UFSAR Section 7.5.7 Seismic Instrumentation
3. Calvert Cliffs ISFSI USAR Section 2.1.1 Site Location
4. STPI M-260-0 Seismic Instrumentation Channel Check
5. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

HA1.2 Alert

Tornado striking or sustained high winds > 45 m/sec (100 mph) resulting in EITHER:

VISIBLE DAMAGE to ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR
COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

" Control Room
* Containment
" Auxiliary Building
" Diesel Generator Rooms
* Intake Structure
* 1A/OC DG Buildings
* RWT
" RW'I Rooms
" CST No. 12
* FOSTNo. 21
* Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL escalates from HU1.2 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in visible damage
to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has caused
damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by Control Room indications of
degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report should not be
interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made
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in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a
particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude
to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction EALs.

This EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds that have caused visible
damage to structures containing functions or systems required for safe shutdown of the plant.

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses events that may have resulted in a Safe Shutdown Area being

subjected to forces beyond design limits and thus damage may be assumed to have

occurred to plant safety systems. Safe Shutdown Areas are vital areas that house

equipment the operation of which may be needed to ensure the reactor safely reaches and

is maintained in cold shutdown. Safe Shutdown Areas include structures that contain the

equipment of concern. The Alert classification is appropriate if relevant plant parameters

indicate that the performance of safety systems in the affected Safe Shutdown Areas has

been degraded. No attempt should be made to fully inventory the actual magnitude of the

damage or quantify the degradation of safety system performance prior to declaration of

an Alert under this threshold.

This EAL is based on the structural design basis of 100 mph. Wind loads of this magnitude

can cause damage to safety functions. The meteorological tower 15-minute average wind

speed readings are the "sustained" wind speeds used to assess this EAL.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class I Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown.

Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;
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(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. ES-005 Civil and Structural Design Criteria
2. CCIPEEE RAN 97-031 High Winds, Floods and Other External Events Analysis

Section 5.3.1
3. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
4. UFSAR Section 5A.2 Classes of Structures, Systems, and Equipment
5. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.3 Alert

Internal flooding in ANY Table H-1 area resulting in EITHER:

An electrical shock hazard that precludes access to operate or monitor ANY SAFETY-
RELATED STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Control Room
* Containment
* Auxiliary Building
* Diesel Generator Rooms
* Intake Structure

* 1A/OC DG Buildings
" RWT

* RWT Rooms
* CST No. 12
* FOSTNo. 21
* Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction EALs.

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as component failures,
equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps. It is based on the degraded performance of
systems, or has created industrial safety hazards (e.g., electrical shock) that preclude necessary
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access to operate or monitor safety equipment. The inability to access, operate or monitor safety
equipment represents an actual or substantial potential degradation of the level of safety of the
plant.

Flooding as used in this EAL describes a condition where water is entering the room faster than
installed equipment is capable of removal, resulting in a rise of water level within the room.
Classification of this EAL should not be delayed while corrective actions are being taken to isolate
the water source.

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses the effect of flooding caused by internal events such as

component failures such as Circulating, Saltwater, Component Cooling or Service Water

line ruptures, equipment misalignment, fire suppression system actuation, steam leaks or

outage activity mishaps. The Internal Flooding Areas contain systems that are:

" Required for safe shutdown of the plant

" Not designed to be wetted or submerged

" Susceptible to internal flooding events

Uncontrolled internal flooding that has degraded safety-related equipment or created a

safety hazard precluding access necessary for the safe operation or monitoring of safety

equipment warrants declaration of an Alert.

Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. CCPRA RAN: 96-024FLOOD Flood Rule Development
2. CCPRA RAN: 98-062, Internal Flood Initiating Event Frequencies
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3. CCPRA RAN: 98-065, Flood Evaluations (Flood Queries)
4. 1C1O-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-17, CC PP RM LVL HI
5. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-18, SRW PP RM LVL HI
6. lC1O-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-22, CNDSR PIT LVL HI
7. 1C1O-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-23, INTAKE SUMP STRUCTURE LVL HI
8. lClO-ALM ESFAS 13 Alarm Manual, J-24, INTAKE STRUCTURE CH TRIP
9. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.4 Alert

Turbine failure-generated PROJECTILES resulting in EITHER:

VISIBLE DAMAGE to or penetration of ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE,
SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Control Room
" Containment

* Auxiliary Building
* Diesel Generator Rooms
* Intake Structure
* 1A/OC DG Buildings
* RWT

* RWT Rooms
* CST No. 12
* FOSTNo. 21
* Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL escalates from HU1.4 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in visible damage
to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has caused
damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by Control Room indications of
degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report should not be
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interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made
in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a
particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude
to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System

Malfunction EALs.

This EAL addresses the threat to safety related equipment imposed by projectiles generated by

main turbine rotating component failures. Therefore, this EAL is consistent with the definition of an

Alert in that the potential exists for actual or substantial potential degradation of the level of safety

of the plant.

Plant-Specific

The turbine generator stores large amounts of rotational kinetic energy in its rotor. In the

unlikely event of a major mechanical failure, this energy may be transformed into both

rotational and translational energy of rotor fragments. These fragments may impact the

surrounding stationary parts. If the energy-absorbing capability of these stationary turbine

generator parts is insufficient, external projectiles will be released. These ejected

projectiles may impact various plant structures, including those housing safety related

equipment.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class I Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown.

Definitions:

Projectile

An object directed toward a NPP that could cause concern for its continued operability,
reliability, or personnel safety.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.
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Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
2. UFSAR Section 5A.2 Classes of Structures, Systems, and Equipment
3. CCIPEEE RAN 97-031 High Winds, Floods and Other External Events Analysis

Section 5.3.1
4. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.5 Alert

Bay water level > top of the traveling screen cover housing
OR

Bay water level or inside travelling screen water level < 16.0 ft below intake concrete level
(-72.0 in. Mean Sea Level)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses other site specific phenomena that result in visible damage to vital areas or
results in indication of damage to safety structures, systems, or components containing functions
and systems required for safe shutdown of the plant that can also be precursors of more serious
events.

Plant-Specific

This threshold covers high and low water level conditions that may have resulted in a plant

Vital Area being subjected to levels beyond design limits, and thus damage may be

assumed to have occurred to plant safety systems.

Since the Intake Structure houses the saltwater pumps that are essential for safe

shutdown of CCNPP, the structure was designed as a Category I structure for seismic,

tornado, and hurricane conditions. The Intake Structure is also designed to protect the

saltwater pump motors from external flooding due to the maximum hypothetical hurricane

tide and storm surges, including wave action. The Intake Structure design loads and

conditions are shown in UFSAR Table 5-7.

18 ft Mean Sea Level (+216 in., top of the travelling screen cover) is the design flood level.
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The predicted extreme low tide elevation is -3.6 ft Mean Sea Level. However, the plant has

been designed for -4.0 ft Mean Sea Level and can continue to operate with an extreme low

water Elevation of -6.0 ft (-72.0 in.) Mean Sea Level. This EAL criterion is met if the water

is 16 ft below the intake concrete level by observation. This measurement requires

judgment because the Bay surface is not normally still. Bay water level is upstream (i.e.,

before) the travelling screens. Inside travelling screen water level is considered at the Alert

classification because differential pressure across the screens may depress the level

below the bay water level and reduce NPSH available to the saltwater pumps. The top of

the saltwater pump intake is at -9.5 ft Mean Sea Level.

Radar probes (1-LIT-1 100 & 2-LIT-2100) have been installed which provide local indication

(1-L1-1i100 & 2-LI-2100) of Intake water level in inches relative to Mean Sea Level (ref. 4).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Sections 2.8.3.6 and 2.8.3.7
2. UFSAR Table 5-7
3. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 14 Alarm Manual, J-23
4. ECP-10-000208
5. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.6 Alert

Vehicle crash resulting in EITHER:

VISIBLE DAMAGE to ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR
COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Control Room
* Containment

" Auxiliary Building
* Diesel Generator Rooms
" Intake Structure
* 1A/OC DG Buildings
" RWT
" RWT Rooms
" CST No. 12
* FOST No. 21

" Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded system response is intended to discriminate
against lesser events. The initial report should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage
assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude
of the damage. The significance here is not that a particular system or structure was damaged, but
rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude to cause this degradation.
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Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction EALs.

This EAL addresses vehicle crashes within the Protected Area that results in visible damage to
vital areas or indication of damage to safety structures, systems, or components containing
functions and systems required for safe shutdown of the plant.

Plant-Specific

This EAL is intended to address crashes of vehicle types large enough to cause significant

damage to plant structures containing functions and systems required for safe shutdown of

the plant. Vehicle types include automobiles, aircraft, trucks, cranes, forklifts, waterborne

craft, etc.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class I Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown.

Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
2. UFSAR Section 5A.2 Classes of Structures, Systems, and Equipment
3. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

2 - Fire or Explosion

Fire within the Protected Area not extinguished within 15 min. of
detection or explosion within the Protected Area

EAL:

HU2.1 Unusual Event

FIRE not extinguished within 15 min. of Control Room notification or verification of a
Control Room fire alarm in the North Service Building, Turbine Building, Butler Building* or
ANY Table H-1 area (Note 4)
* Butler Building is only considered adjacent in Modes 5, 6 or D.

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

" Control Room
* Containment
" Auxiliary Building
• Diesel Generator Rooms
" Intake Structure
" 1A/OC DG Buildings
" RWT
" RWT Rooms
* CST No. 12
" FOST No. 21
* Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses the magnitude and extent of fires that may be potentially significant precursors
of damage to safety systems. It addresses the FIRE, and not the degradation in performance of
affected systems that may result.

As used here, detection is visual observation and report by plant personnel or sensor alarm
indication.
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The purpose of this threshold is to address the magnitude and extent of fires that may be
potentially significant precursors to damage to safety systems. As used here, notification is visual
observation and report by plant personnel or sensor alarm indication. The 15-minute period to
extinguish the fire begins with a credible notification that a fire is occurring or indication of a valid
fire detection system alarm. Determination of a valid fire detection system alarm includes actions
that can be taken within the Control Room or at nearby Fire Panels to determine that the alarm is
not spurious. These actions include the use of direct or indirect indications such as redundant
alarms or instrumentation readings associated with the area to ensure the alarm is not spurious
and is an indication of a fire. An alarm verified in this manner is assumed to be an indication of a
fire unless personnel dispatched to the scene disprove the alarm within the 15-minute period. The
report, however, shall not be required to verify the alarm. If the alarm cannot be verified by
redundant Control Room or nearby Fire Panel indications, notification from the field that a fire
exists would be required to start the 15-minute classification and fire extinguishment clocks.

The intent of this 15 minute duration is to size the fire and to discriminate against small fires that
are readily extinguished (e.g., smoldering waste paper basket).

Plant-Specific

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class I Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown. The North Service Building,

Turbine Building and Butler Building (only when in Modes 5, 6 or D) are adjacent

structures.

Definitions:

Fire

Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute fires. Observation of flame is
preferred but is not required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
2. UFSAR Section 5A.2 Classes of Structures, Systems, and Equipment
3. AOP-9 Series Fire Procedures
4. NEI 99-01 HU2
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 2 - Fire or Explosion

Initiating Condition: Fire within the Protected Area not extinguished within 15 min. of
detection or explosion within the Protected Area

EAL:

HU2.2 Unusual Event

EXPLOSION within the PROTECTED AREA

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses the magnitude and extent of explosions that may be potentially significant
precursors of damage to safety systems. It addresses the explosion, and not the degradation in
performance of affected systems that may result.

This EAL addresses only those explosions of sufficient force to damage permanent structures or
equipment within the Protected Area.

No attempt is made to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The occurrence of the

explosion is sufficient for declaration.

The Emergency director also needs to consider any security aspects of the explosion, if applicable.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA2.1.

Plant-Specific

While some explosions may also result in fires that exceed EAL HU2.1, no fire is

necessary to declare an emergency in the event of an explosion. If a fire also occurs as a

result or with an explosion, declare the Unusual Event based on the explosion and monitor

the progress of the fire for potential escalation due to fire damage.

When used in the context of an explosion, "catastrophic failure" of a component (e.g., tank,

heat exchanger, etc.) signifies a rupture of sufficient magnitude that adjacent or nearby

components are affected.

Operating experience
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6/25/09 Davis-Besse - A transitory Alert condition was determined to have existed based

on 'Onsite Explosion Affecting Plant Operation'. A catastrophic failure-explosion of the

Constant Current Potential Device (CCPD) on 'J' Bus near Air Circuit Breaker (ACB) 34563

resulted in a loss of switchyard 345 KV Bus 'J'. This event de-energized Startup

Transformer 01 which is a tie from offsite sources to the Unit 13.8 KV Busses. The

licensee stated that initially, the severity of the CCPD failure was not recognized because

of the night time conditions and minimal lighting in the area. After daylight examination of

the location of the event, it was determined that the failure of the CCPD should have been

classified as an explosion affecting plant operation. Consequently, the licensee made the

after-the-fact declaration.

10/27/08 Quad Cities - Quad Cities Station declared an Unusual Event due to an explosion

in the protected area. The radwaste floor drain surge tank building had physical damage

after reports of an explosion in the area. The damage was to the block structure of the

radwaste floor drain surge tank building but the radwaste tank itself was not impacted. The

cause of the explosion was still unknown but appeared to be related to a buildup of some

kind of hydrocarbon gas.

Definitions:

Explosion

A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially
damage permanent structures, systems, or components.

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the
security Protected Area fence.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
2. NEI 99-01 HU2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

2 - Fire or Explosion

Fire or explosion affecting the operability of plant safety systems
required to establish or maintain safe shutdown

HA2.1 Alert

FIRE or EXPLOSION resulting in EITHER:

VISIBLE DAMAGE to ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR
COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY SAFETY-RELATED
STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Control Room
* Containment

* Auxiliary Building
* Diesel Generator Rooms
* Intake Structure
" 1A/OC DG Buildings
* RWT
* RWT Rooms

" CST No. 12
* FOSTNo. 21
* Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Visible damage is used to identify the magnitude of the fire or explosion and to discriminate against
minor fires and explosions.

The reference to structures containing safety systems or components is included to discriminate
against fires or explosions in areas having a low probability of affecting safe operation. The
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significance here is not that a safety system was degraded but the fact that the fire or explosion
was large enough to cause damage to these systems.

The use of visible damage should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment
prior to classification. The declaration of an Alert and the activation of the Technical Support
Center will provide the Emergency Director with the resources needed to perform detailed damage
assessments.

The Emergency Director also needs to consider any security aspects of the explosion.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on EALs in Category
S, Category F or Category R.

Plant-Specific

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class I Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown.

Definitions:

Explosion

A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially
damage permanent structures, systems, or components.

Fire

Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute fires. Observation of flame is
preferred but is not required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
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cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
2. UFSAR Section 5A.2 Classes of Structures, Systems, and Equipment
3. NEI 99-01 HA2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

3 - Hazardous Gas

Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases
deemed detrimental to normal plant operations

EAL:

HU3.1 Unusual Event

Toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases in amounts that have or could adversely
affect NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is based on the release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases of sufficient
quantity to affect normal plant operations.

The fact that SCBA may be worn does not eliminate the need to declare the event.

This EAL is not intended to require significant assessment or quantification. It assumes an
uncontrolled process that has the potential to affect plant operations. This would preclude small or
incidental releases, or releases that do not impact structures needed for plant operation.

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous levels.
Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed environment. This
reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%, which can lead to
breathing difficulties, unconsciousness or even death.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA3. 1.

Plant-Specific

Asphyxiant gases include carbon dioxide, smoke, etc.

Definitions:

Normal Plant Operations

Activities at the plant site associated with routine testing, maintenance, or equipment
operations, in accordance with normal operating or administrative procedures. Entry
into abnormal or emergency operating procedures, or deviation from normal security or
radiological controls posture, is a departure from Normal Plant Operations.
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CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HU3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

3 - Hazardous Gas

Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases
deemed detrimental to normal plant operations

EAL:

HU3.2 Unusual Event

Recommendation by local, county or state officials to evacuate or shelter site personnel
based on offsite event

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA3. 1.

Plant-Specific

None

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HU3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

3- Hazardous Gas

Access to a Vital Area is prohibited due to toxic, corrosive,
asphyxiant or flammable gases which jeopardize operation of
operable equipment required to maintain safe operations or safely
shutdown the reactor

EAL:

HA3.1 Alert

Access to ANY Table H-1 area is prohibited due to toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or
flammable gases which jeopardize operation of ANY SAFETY-RELATED STRUCTURE,
SYSTEM, OR COMPONENT (Note 5)

Note 5: If the equipment in the stated area was already inoperable, or out of service, before the event occurred, then
EAL HA3.1 should not be declared as it will have no adverse impact on the ability of the plant to safely
operate or safely shutdown beyond that already allowed by Technical Specifications at the time of the event.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

" Control Room
* Containment
" Auxiliary Building
* Diesel Generator Rooms
* Intake Structure
* 1A/OC DG Buildings
* RWT
" RWT Rooms

" CST No. 12
" FOST No. 21
* Auxiliary Feed Pump Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Gases in a Vital Area can affect the ability to safely operate or safely shutdown the reactor.

The fact that SCBA may be worn does not eliminate the need to declare the event.
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Declaration should not be delayed for confirmation from atmospheric testing if the atmosphere
poses an immediate threat to life and health or an immediate threat of severe exposure to gases.
This could be based upon documented analysis, indication of personal ill effects from exposure, or
operating experience with the hazards.

If access is not required at the time the unsafe concentrations exist in the affected area or if the
equipment in the stated area was already inoperable, or out of service, before the event occurred,
then this EAL should not be declared as it will have no adverse impact on the ability of the plant to
safely operate or safely shutdown beyond that already allowed by Technical Specifications at the
time of the event.

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous levels.
Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed environment. This
reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%, which can lead to
breathing difficulties, unconsciousness or even death.

An uncontrolled release of flammable gasses within a facility structure has the potential to affect
safe operation of the plant by limiting either operator or equipment operations due to the potential
for ignition and resulting equipment damage/personnel injury. Flammable gasses, such as
hydrogen and acetylene, are routinely used to maintain plant systems (hydrogen) or to repair
equipment/components (acetylene - used in welding). This EAL assumes concentrations of
flammable gasses which can ignite/support combustion.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on EALs in Category
S, Category F or Category R.

Plant-Specific

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class I Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown.

If hazardous gas concentration in a Table H-1 area restricts access but the equipment is

not required to be operable or will not be required to operate before access can be

reestablished (e.g., fans are ventilating the area), this EAL should not be declared.

Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;
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(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Drawing 61502 Plant Property and Buildings
2. UFSAR Section 5A.2 Classes of Structures, Systems, and Equipment
3. NEI 99-01 HA3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

4 - Security

Confirmed security condition or threat which indicates a potential
degradation in the level of safety of the plant

HU4.1 Unusual Event

A SECURITY CONDITION that does not involve a HOSTILE ACTION as reported by
Security Shift Supervisor

OR

A credible site-specific security threat notification

OR

A validated notification from NRC providing information of an aircraft threat

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Note: Timely and accurate communication between Security Shift Supervision and the Control
Room is crucial for the implementation of effective Security EALs.

Security events which do not represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant are
reported under 10 CFR 73.71 or in some cases under 10 CFR 50.72. Security events assessed as
hostile actions are classifiable under EAL HA4.1, EAL HS4.1 and EAL HG4.1.

A higher initial classification could be made based upon the nature and timing of the security threat
and potential consequences. The licensee shall consider upgrading the emergency response
status and emergency classification level in accordance with the CCNPP Security and Safeguards
Contingency Plan.

First Condition

Reference is made to the security shift supervisor because these individuals are the designated
personnel on-site qualified and trained to confirm that a security event is occurring or has occurred.
Training on security event classification confirmation is closely controlled due to the strict secrecy
controls placed on the plant Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan.

This threshold is based on the CCNPP Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan. The CCNPP
Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan is based on guidance provided by NEI 03-12.
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Second Condition

This threshold is included to ensure that appropriate notifications for the security threat are made in
a timely manner. This includes information of a credible threat. Only the plant to which the specific
threat is made need declare the Unusual Event.

The determination of "credible" is made through use of information found in the CCNPP Security
and Safeguards Contingency Plan.

Third Condition

The intent of this EAL is to ensure that notifications for the aircraft threat are made in a timely
manner and that Offsite Response Organizations and plant personnel are at a state of heightened
awareness regarding the credible threat. It is not the intent of this EAL to replace existing non-
hostile related EALs involving aircraft.

This EAL is met when a plant receives information regarding an aircraft threat from NRC.
Validation is performed by calling the NRC or by other approved methods of authentication. Only
the plant to which the specific threat is made need declare the Unusual Event.

The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee if the threat
involves an airliner (airliner is meant to be a large aircraft with the potential for causing significant
damage to the plant). The status and size of the plane may be provided by NORAD through the
NRC.

Escalation to Alert emergency classification level via EAL HA4.1 would be appropriate if the threat
involves an airliner within 30 minutes of the plant.

Plant-Specific

If the Security Shift Supervisor determines that a threat notification is credible, the Security

Shift Supervisor will notify the Operations Shift Manager that a "Credible Threat" condition

exists for Calvert Cliffs. Generally, Calvert Cliffs Security Procedures address standard

practices for determining credibility. The three main criteria for determining credibility are:

technical feasibility, operational feasibility, and resolve. For Calvert Cliffs, a validated

notification delivered by the FBI, NRC or similar agency is treated as credible.

Definitions:

Airliner/Large Aircraft

Any size or type of aircraft with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant
(refer to the Security Plan for a more detailed definition).

Hostile Action
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An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).

Security Condition

Any security event as listed in the approved security contingency plan that constitutes a
threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a potential
degradation to the level of safety of the plant. A security condition does not involve a
hostile action.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. CCNPP Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan
2. NEI 99-01 HU4
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

4 - Security

Hostile action within the Owner Controlled Area or airborne attack
threat

HA4.1 Alert

A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the Owner Controlled Area as
reported by Security Shift Supervisor

OR
A validated notification from NRC of an AIRLINER attack threat within 30 min. of the site

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Note: Timely and accurate communication between Security Shift Supervision and the Control
Room is crucial for the implementation of effective Security EALs.

This EAL addresses the contingency for a very rapid progression of events, such as that
experienced on September 11, 2001. They are not premised solely on the potential for a
radiological release. Rather the issue includes the need for rapid assistance due to the possibility
for significant and indeterminate damage from additional air, land or water attack elements.

The fact that the site is under serious attack or is an identified attack target with minimal time
available for further preparation or additional assistance to arrive requires a heightened state of
readiness and implementation of protective measures that can be effective (such as on-site
evacuation, dispersal or sheltering).

First Condition

This condition addresses the potential for a very rapid progression of events due to a hostile
action. It is not intended to address incidents that are accidental events or acts of civil
disobedience, such as small aircraft impact, hunters, or physical disputes between employees
within the Owner Controlled Area. Those events are adequately addressed by other EALs.

Note that this condition is applicable for any hostile action occurring, or that has occurred, in the
Owner Controlled Area.

Second Condition
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This condition addresses the immediacy of an expected threat arrival or impact on the site within a
relatively short time.

The intent of this condition is to ensure that notifications for the airliner attack threat are made in a
timely manner and that Offsite Response Organizations (OROs) and plant personnel are at a state
of heightened awareness regarding the credible threat. Airliner is meant to be a large aircraft with
the potential for causing significant damage to the plant.

This condition is met when a plant receives information regarding an airliner attack threat from
NRC and the airliner is within 30 minutes of the plant. Only the plant to which the specific threat is
made need declare the Alert.

The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee if the threat
involves an airliner (airliner is meant to be a large aircraft with the potential for causing significant
damage to the plant). The status and size of the plane may be provided by NORAD through the
NRC.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Airliner/Large Aircraft

Any size or type of aircraft with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant
(refer to the Security Plan for a more detailed definition).

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. CCNPP Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan
2. NEI 99-01 HA4
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4 - Security

Initiating Condition: Hostile action within the Protected Area

EAL:

HS4.1 Site Area Emergency

A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the PROTECTED AREA as
reported by Security Shift Supervisor

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This condition represents an escalated threat to plant safety above that contained in the Alert in
that a hostile force has progressed from the Owner Controlled Area to the Protected Area.

This EAL addresses the contingency for a very rapid progression of events, such as that
experienced on September 11, 2001. It is not premised solely on the potential for a radiological
release. Rather the issue includes the need for rapid assistance due to the possibility for significant
and indeterminate damage from additional air, land or water attack elements.

The fact that the site is under serious attack with minimal time available for further preparation or
additional assistance to arrive requires Offsite Response Organization (ORO) readiness and
preparation for the implementation of protective measures.

This EAL addresses the potential for a very rapid progression of events due to a hostile action. It is
not intended to address incidents that are accidental events or acts of civil disobedience, such as
small aircraft impact, hunters, or physical disputes between employees within the Protected Area.
Those events are adequately addressed by other EALs.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on actual plant
status after impact or progression of attack.

Plant-Specific

A hostile action that occurs or has occurred within the ISFSI area is not classified under

this EAL. The ISFSI is located in the OCA and hostile action occurring in the ISFSI would

be classified under HA4.1. If hostile action in the ISFSI results in damage to a cask

confinement boundary, the event would meet the Unusual Event classification threshold for

EAL EU 1.1 as well as HA4.1.
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Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the
security Protected Area fence.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. CCNPP Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan
2. NEI 99-01 HS4
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4 - Security

Initiating Condition: Hostile action resulting in loss of physical control of the facility

EAL:

HG4.1 General Emergency

A HOSTILE ACTION has occurred such that plant personnel are unable to operate
equipment required to maintain ANY of the following safety function acceptance criteria:

* Reactivity control (RC)

* Vital Auxiliaries (VA)

* RCS pressure and inventory control (PIC)

* Core & RCS heat removal (HR)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL encompasses conditions under which a hostile action has resulted in a loss of physical
control of Vital Areas (containing vital equipment or controls of vital equipment) required to
maintain safety functions and control of that equipment cannot be transferred to and operated from
another location.

If control of the plant equipment necessary to maintain safety functions can be transferred to

another location, then the threshold is not met.

Plant-Specific

Safety functions of concern in this EAL include:

* Reactivity control

* RCS inventory control

* RCS pressure control

* Core & RCS heat removal

These safety functions are maintained by meeting the relevant EOP Safety Function

Acceptance Criteria (ref. 1).

Definitions:
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Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. CCNPP Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan
2. CEN-152 Combustion Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines
3. NEI 99-01 HG1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4 - Security

Initiating Condition: Hostile action resulting in loss of physical control of the facility

EAL:

HG4.2 General Emergency

A HOSTILE ACTION has caused failure of Spent Fuel Cooling systems

AND

IMMINENT fuel damage is likely

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses failure of spent fuel cooling systems as a result of hostile action if imminent
fuel damage is likely.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).

Imminent

Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will occur.
Where imminent timeframes are specified, they shall apply.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):
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1. CCNPP Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan
2. NEI 99-01 HG1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 5 - Control Room Evacuation

Initiating Condition: Control Room evacuation has been initiated

EAL:

HA5.1 Alert

Control Room evacuation has been initiated

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

With the Control Room evacuated, additional support, monitoring and direction through the
Technical Support Center and/or other emergency response facilities may be necessary.

Inability to establish plant control from outside the Control Room will escalate this event to a Site
Area Emergency.

Plant-Specific

AOP-9A Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown Due to a Severe Control Room

Fire and AOP-1 1 Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown - Non-Fire Conditions

provide specific instructions for evacuating the Control Room/Building and establishing

plant control in alternate locations.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. AOP-9A Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown Due to a Severe Control Room
Fire

2. AOP-1 1 Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown - Non-Fire Conditions
3. NEI 99-01 HA5
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

5 - Control Room Evacuation

Control Room evacuation has been initiated and plant control
cannot be established

EAL:

HS5.1 Site Area Emergency

Control Room evacuation has been initiated AND EITHER:

Inability to establish Auxiliary Feedwater to at least one steam generator within 30 min.
(Note 4)

OR

Inability to establish reactor coolant make-up (charging pump flow) within 60 min. (Note
4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon
as it is determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The intent of this EAL is to capture those events where control of the plant cannot be reestablished
in a timely manner. In this case, expeditious transfer of control of safety systems has not occurred
(although fission product barrier damage may not yet be indicated).

The intent of the EAL is to establish control of important plant equipment and knowledge of
important plant parameters in a timely manner. Primary emphasis should be placed on those
components and instruments that supply protection for and information about safety functions.
Typically, these safety functions are reactivity control (ability to shutdown the reactor and maintain
it shutdown), reactor water level (ability to cool the core), and decay heat removal (ability to
maintain a heat sink).

The determination of whether or not control is established at the remote shutdown panel is based
on Emergency Director (ED) judgment. The Emergency Director is expected to make a reasonable,
informed judgment within the site specific time for transfer that the licensee has control of the plant
from the remote shutdown panel.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be by EALs in Category F or
Category R.

Plant-Specific
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AOP-9A Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown Due to a Severe Control Room

Fire and AOP-1 1 Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown - Non-Fire Conditions

provide specific instructions for evacuating the Control Room/Building and establishing

plant control in alternate locations.

An analysis was performed to determine how quickly control must be re-established at

CCNPP without core uncovery or damage. A RETRAN simulation shows that the steam

generators go dry at about 47 minutes for the AOP-9 (station fire) scenario. RCS pressure

reaches the lowest pressurizer safety valve setpoint soon thereafter. Restoring feedwater

within 45 minutes assures that RCS pressure remains below the safety valve setpoint thus

avoiding inventory loss. The maximum time allowable to restore RCS inventory for

Appendix R (station fire) scenarios is 90 minutes. Site Emergency declaration at 30

minutes and 60 minutes for inability to restore feedwater and RCS make-up respectively

thus constitutes a conservative action for emergency response.

This EAL is based on analysis and actual procedure walk throughs. Licensee Event Report

(LER) 50-371/89-009, Rev. 2, (transmitted to the NRC on July 7, 1989) documents the

analysis that demonstrates the ability to safely shutdown Unit 1 in accordance with AOP-9.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. AOP-9A Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown Due to a Severe Control Room
Fire

2. AOP-1 1 Control Room Evacuation and Safe Shutdown - Non-Fire Conditions
3. Letter, L.B. Russell (BG&E) to James H. Joyner (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Region I), Emergency Action Level Review Meeting, June 6, 1991
4. NEI 99-01 HS2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - Judgment

Other conditions existing that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a UE

EAL:

HU6.1 Unusual Event

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which:

Indicate a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant

OR

Indicate a security threat to facility protection has been initiated

No releases of radioactive material requiring offsite response or monitoring are expected
unless further degradation of safety systems occurs

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the UE emergency classification level.

Plant-Specific

None

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HU5
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - Judgment

Other conditions exist that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of an Alert

HA6.1 Alert

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve:

An actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant

OR

A security event that involves probable life threatening risk to site personnel or damage
to site equipment because of HOSTILE ACTION

ANY releases are expected to be limited to small fractions of the EPA Protective Action
Guideline exposure levels (1,000 mRem TEDE and 5,000 mRem thyroid CDE)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the Alert emergency classification level.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).
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CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HA6
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - Judgment

Other conditions existing that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a Site Area Emergency

HS6.1 Site Area Emergency

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve:

Actual or likely major failures of plant functions needed for protection of the public

OR

HOSTILE ACTION that results in intentional damage or malicious acts; (1) toward site
personnel or equipment that could lead to the likely failure of or; (2) that prevent
effective access to equipment needed for the protection of the public

ANY releases are not expected to result in exposure levels which exceed EPA Protective
Action Guideline exposure levels (1,000 mRem TEDE and 5,000 mRem thyroid CDE)
beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for Site Area Emergency.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
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should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HS3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - Judgment

Other conditions exist that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a General Emergency

HG6.1 General Emergency

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve:

Actual or IMMINENT substantial core degradation or melting with potential for loss of
Containment integrity

OR

HOSTILE ACTION that results in an actual loss of physical control of the facility.

Releases can be reasonably expected to exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline
exposure levels (1,000 mRem TEDE and 5,000 mRem thyroid CDE) offsite for more than
the immediate site area

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for General Emergency.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward CCNPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included.

Hostile Action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on CCNPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs
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should be used to address such activities, (e.g., violent acts between individuals in the
owner controlled area).

Imminent

Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will occur.
Where imminent timeframes are specified, they shall apply.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HG2
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Category S - System Malfunction

EAL Group: Hot Conditions (RCS temperature > 2000F);

EALs in this category are applicable only in

one or more hot operating modes.

Numerous system-related equipment failure events that warrant emergency classification

have been identified in this category. They may pose actual or potential threats to plant

safety.

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Loss of AC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of onsite and offsite power sources for the 4 kV safeguard buses.

2. Loss of DC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of power to the 125 VDC buses.

3. Criticality & RPS Failure

Inadvertent criticalities pose potential personnel safety hazards as well being indicative

of losses of reactivity control.

Events related to failure of the Reactor Protection System (RPS) to initiate and

complete reactor trips. In the plant licensing basis, postulated failures of the RPS to

complete a reactor trip comprise a specific set of analyzed events referred to as

Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) events. For EAL classification however,

ATWS is intended to mean any trip failure event that does not achieve reactor

shutdown. If RPS actuation fails to assure reactor shutdown, positive control of
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reactivity is at risk and could cause a threat to fuel clad, RCS and Containment

integrity.

4. Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions

System malfunctions may lead to failure of the plant to be brought to the required plant

operating condition required by technical specifications if a limiting condition for

operation (LCO) is not met.

5. Instrumentation

Certain events that degrade plant operator ability to effectively assess plant conditions

within the plant warrant emergency classification. Losses of annunciators are in this

subcategory.

6. Communications

Certain events that degrade plant operator ability to effectively communicate with

essential personnel within or external to the plant warrant emergency classification.

7. Fuel Clad De-gradation

During normal operation, reactor coolant fission product activity is very low. Small

concentrations of fission products in the coolant are primarily from the fission of tramp

uranium in the fuel clad or minor perforations in the clad itself. Any significant increase

from these base-line levels (2% - 5% clad failures) is indicative of fuel failures and is

covered under Category F, Fission Product Barrier Degradation. However, lesser

amounts of clad damage may result in coolant activity exceeding Technical

Specification limits. These fission products will be circulated with the reactor coolant

and can be detected by coolant sampling and/or the Letdown radiation monitor.

8. RCS Leakage

The Reactor Vessel provides a volume for the coolant that covers the reactor core. The

Reactor Vessel and associated pressure piping (reactor coolant system) together

provide a barrier to limit the release of radioactive material should the reactor fuel clad

integrity fail.
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Excessive RCS leakage greater than Technical Specification limits are utilized to

indicate potential pipe cracks that may propagate to an extent threatening fuel clad,

RCS and Containment integrity.
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

Loss of all offsite AC power to 4kV vital buses for _> 15 min.

SUI.1 Unusual Event

Loss of all offsite AC power, Table S-1, to 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24) for _> 15 min.
(Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

I
Table S-1 AC Power Sources

* 1(2)A DG

W * 1(2)B DG
0 0 OC DG, if aligned

* 500kV transmission line 5051*

* 500kV transmission line 5052*

0 500kV transmission line 5072*

O 0 SMECO line, if aligned
* A credited 500kV line must have an

independent 13kV service transformer

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 -

Basis:

Generic

Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Prolonged loss of off-site AC power reduces required redundancy and potentially degrades the
level of safety of the plant by rendering the plant more vulnerable to a complete loss of AC power
to emergency busses.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of off-site
power.

Plant-Specific
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CCNPP essential buses are 4kV vital buses 11 (21) and 14(24). There are five offsite

power sources available to these buses:

" Three 500kV transmission lines (Lines 5051, 5052, and 5072) supply offsite power

to the 500kV switchyard via the transmission network.

* One 69kV/1 3kV Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative (SMECO) line may be

manually connected to either 13kV bus and then to the 4kV vital buses. Under

certain operational conditions, 13kV bus(es) may be receiving power from SMECO

or may be quickly connected to the SMECO tie-line. The SMECO line is not used to

carry loads for an operating unit and may provide power to no more than two 4kV

vital buses simultaneously.

* If a fault affects only one unit, power may be obtained from the 500kV supply of the

unaffected unit through a single 13kV transformer. This is considered an offsite AC

power source available to the affected unit.

Based on operational experience, if the SMECO line or the OC DG is not already aligned,

these cannot be considered available/capable of supplying the bus due to the time it will

take to align them. In any case, if this cannot be accomplished within 15 minutes, they are

not available and an Unusual Event must be declared.

In-house power is fed back from the 500kV ring bus through 2 13kV transformers

(designated P-1 3000-1 and P-1 3000-2). Normally P-1 3000-1 supplies all of Unit -1 (except

14 4kV bus) and 21 4kV bus. P-1 3000-2 supplies all of Unit-2 (except 21 4kV bus) and 14

4kV bus. Either P-1 3000 is capable of supplying all loads on both Units.

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8-1
2. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating
3. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating
4. STP-O-90 AC Sources and On-site Power Distribution Systems 7 Day Operability

Verification
5. EOP-2 Loss of Off-site Power
6. NEI 99-01 SUl
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

AC power capability to 4kV vital buses reduced to a single power
source for Ž15 min. such that ANY additional single failure would
result in a complete loss of all 4kV vital bus power

EAL:

SA1.1 Alert

AC power capability to 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24) reduced to a single power
source, Table S-1, for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

AND

ANY additional single power source failure will result in a complete loss of all 4kV vital bus
power

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

• 1(2)A DG

U, * 1(2)B DG
0 0 OC DG, if aligned

* 500kV transmission line 5051*

* 500kV transmission line 5052*

• 500kV transmission line 5072*

O • SMECO line, if aligned
* A credited 500kV line must have an

independent 13kV service transformer

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

The condition indicated by this EAL is the degradation of the off-site and on-site AC power systems
such that any additional single failure would result in a complete loss of 4kV vital bus AC power to
one or both units. This condition could occur due to a loss of off-site power with a concurrent failure
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of all but one emergency generator to supply power to its emergency busses. Another related
condition could be the loss of all off-site power and loss of on-site emergency generators with only
one train of 4kV vital busses being backfed from the unit main generator, or the loss of on-site
emergency generators with only one train of 4kV vital busses being backfed from off-site power.
The subsequent loss of this single power source would escalate the event to a Site Area
Emergency in accordance with EAL SS1.1.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of power.

Plant-Specific

CCNPP essential buses are 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24). There are five offsite

power sources available to these buses:

* Three 500kV transmission lines (Lines 5051, 5052, and 5072) supply offsite power

to the 500kV switchyard via the transmission network.

* One 69kV/1 3kV Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative (SMECO) line may be

manually connected to either 13kV bus and then to the 4kV vital buses. Under

certain operational conditions, 13kV bus(es) may be receiving power from SMECO

or may be quickly connected to the SMECO tie-line. The SMECO line is not used to

carry loads for an operating unit and may provide power to no more than two 4kV

vital buses simultaneously.

* If a fault affects only one unit, power may be obtained from the 500kV supply of the

unaffected unit through a single 13 kV transformer. This is considered an offsite AC

power source available to the affected unit.

Based on operational experience, if the SMECO line or the OC DG is not already aligned,

these cannot be considered available/capable of supplying the bus due to the time it will

take to align them. In any case, if this cannot be accomplished within 15 minutes, they are

not available and the appropriate emergency classification must be declared.

In-house power is fed back from the 500kV ring bus through 2 13kV transformers

(designated P-1 3000-1 and P-1 3000-2). Normally P-13000-1 supplies all of Unit -1 (except

14 4KV bus) and 21 4kV bus. P-1 3000-2 supplies all of Unit-2 (except 21 4kV bus) and 14

4kV bus. Either P-1 3000 is capable of supplying all loads on both Units.

There are five onsite AC power sources:
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* 1ADGforbus11

* 1B DG for bus14

* 2A DG for bus 21

* 2B DG for bus 24

* OC DG may be aligned to any vital 4kV bus on either unit.

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If the capability for multiple sources to energize the unit vital buses within 15 minutes is not

restored, an Alert is declared under this EAL. The subsequent loss of the single remaining

power source escalates the event to a Site Area Emergency under EAL SS1.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8-1
2. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating
3. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating
4. OI-21A-1 1A Diesel Generator
5. OI-21A-2 2A Diesel Generator
6. O-21B-1 1B Diesel Generator
7. OI-21B-2 2B Diesel Generator
8. OI-21C OC Diesel Generator
9. STP-O-90 AC Sources and On-site Power Distribution Systems 7 Day Operability

Verification
10.AOP-71 Loss of 4kV, 480 Volt, or 208/120 Volt Instrument Bus Power
11 .AOP-3F Loss of Off-site Power While in MODES 3, 4, 5, or 6
12. EOP-0 Post-trip Immediate Actions
13. EOP-2 Loss of Off-site Power
14. EOP-7 Station Blackout
15. EOP-8 Functional Recovery
16. NEI 99-01 SA5
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to 4kV vital buses for _
15 min.

EAL:

SS1.1 Site Area Emergency

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power, Table S-1, to 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24)
for >_ 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

0 1(2)A DG

0 1(2)B DG
0 0 DC DG, if aligned

* 500kV transmission line 5051*

* 500kV transmission line 5052*

* 500kV transmission line 5072*

o 0 SMECO line, if aligned
* A credited 500kV line must have an

independent 13kV service transformer

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 -

Basis:

Generic

Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Loss of all AC power to emergency busses compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric
power including RHR, ECCS, Containment Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink. Prolonged
loss of all AC power to 4kV vital busses will lead to loss of Fuel Clad, RCS, and Containment, thus
this event can escalate to a General Emergency.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of off-site
power.
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Escalation to General Emergency is via EALs in Category F or EAL SG1.1.

Plant-Specific

The CCNPP vital buses are 4kV buses 11(21) and 14(24). There are five offsite power

sources available to these buses:

* Three 500kV transmission lines (Lines 5051, 5052, and 5072) supply offsite power

to the 500kV switchyard via the transmission network.

" One 69kV/13kV Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative (SMECO) line may be

manually connected to either vital 13kV bus and then to the 4kV vital buses. Under

certain operational conditions, 13kV bus(es) may be receiving power from SMECO

or may be quickly connected to the SMECO tie-line. The SMECO line is not used to

carry loads for an operating unit and may provide power to no more than two 4kV

vital buses simultaneously.

" If a fault affects only one unit, power may be obtained from the 500kV supply of the

unaffected unit through a single 13kV transformer. This is considered an offsite AC

power source available to the affected unit.

In-house power is fed back from the 500kV ring bus through 2 13kV transformers

(designated P-13000-1 and P-13000-2). Normally P-13000-1 supplies all of Unit-1 (except

14 4kV bus) and 21 4kV bus. P-1 3000-2 supplies all of Unit-2 (except 21 4kV bus) and 14

4kV bus. Either P-13000 is capable of supplying all loads on both Units.

There are five onsite AC power sources:

0 1ADGforbusl1

0 1B DG for bus14

* 2A DG for bus 21

* 2B DG for bus 24

0 OC DG may be aligned to any vital 4kV bus on either unit.
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Based on operational experience, if the SMECO line or the OC DG is not already aligned,

these cannot be considered available/capable of supplying the bus due to the time it will

take to align them. In any case, if this cannot be accomplished within 15 minutes, they are

not available and a Site Area Emergency must be declared.

Consideration should be given to operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or

provide Reactor Vessel makeup capability when evaluating loss of all AC power to vital

buses. Even though an essential bus may be energized, if necessary loads (i.e., loads that

if lost would inhibit decay heat removal capability or Reactor Vessel makeup capability) are

not operable on the energized bus then the bus should not be considered operable.

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If the OC DG is available but is not powering a vital bus within 15 minutes, the EAL remains

applicable.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8-1
2. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating
3. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating
4. O0-21A-1 1A Diesel Generator
5. OI-21A-2 2A Diesel Generator
6. OI-21B-1 1B Diesel Generator
7. OI-21B-2 2B Diesel Generator
8. OI-21C OC Diesel Generator
9. STP-O-90 AC Sources and On-site Power Distribution Systems 7 Day Operability

Verification
10.AOP-71 Loss of 4kV, 480 Volt, or 208/120 Volt Instrument Bus Power
11 .AOP-3F Loss of Off-site Power While in MODES 3, 4, 5, or 6
12. EOP-0 Post-trip Immediate Actions
13. EOP-2 Loss of Off-site Power
14. EOP-7 Station Blackout
15. EOP-8 Functional Recovery
16. NEI 99-01 SS1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S -System Malfunction

1 - Loss of Power

Prolonged loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to 4kV vital
buses

EAL:

SGI.1 General Emergency

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power, Table S-1, to 4kV vital buses 11(21) and 14(24)

AND EITHER:

Restoration of at least one 4kV vital bus within 4 hours is not likely

OR

CET readings > 700°F

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

0 1(2)A DG

0 1(2)B DG
0 0 OC DG, if aligned

* 500kV transmission line 5051*

* 500kV transmission line 5052*

* 500kV transmission line 5072*

O 0 SMECO line, if aligned
* A credited 500kV line must have an

independent 13kV service transformer

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 -

Basis:

Generic

Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Loss of all AC power to emergency busses compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric
power including RHR, ECCS, Containment Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink. Prolonged
loss of all AC power to emergency busses will lead to loss of fuel clad, RCS, and Containment,
thus warranting declaration of a General Emergency.
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This EAL is specified to assure that in the unlikely event of a prolonged loss of all AC power to vital
4kV buses, timely recognition of the seriousness of the event occurs and that declaration of a
General Emergency occurs as early as is appropriate, based on a reasonable assessment of the
event trajectory.

The likelihood of restoring at least one vital bus should be based on a realistic appraisal of the
situation since a delay in an upgrade decision based on only a chance of mitigating the event could
result in a loss of valuable time in preparing and implementing public protective actions.

In addition, under these conditions, fission product barrier monitoring capability may be degraded.

Plant-Specific

The CCNPP vital buses are 4kV buses 11(21) and 14(24). There are five offsite power

sources available to these buses:

* Three 500kV transmission lines (Lines 5051, 5052, and 5072) supply offsite power

to the 500kV switchyard via the transmission network.

* One 69kV/13kV Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative (SMECO) line may be

manually connected to either vital 13kV bus and then to the 4kV vital buses. Under

certain operational conditions, 13kV bus(es) may be receiving power from SMECO

or may be quickly connected to the SMECO tie-line. The SMECO line is not used to

carry loads for an operating unit and may provide power to no more than two 4kV

vital buses simultaneously.

* If a fault affects only one unit, power may be obtained from the 500kV supply of the

unaffected unit through a single 13kV transformer. This is considered an offsite AC

power source available to the affected unit.

In-house power is fed back from the 500kV ring bus through 2 13kV transformers

(designated P-1 3000-1 and P-1 3000-2). Normally P-13000-1 supplies all of Unit -1 (except

14 4kV bus) and 21 4kV bus. P-1 3000-2 supplies all of Unit-2 (except 21 4kV bus) and 14

4kV bus. Either P-1 3000 is capable of supplying all loads on both Units.

There are five onsite AC power sources:

* 1ADGforbus11

* 1B DG for bus14
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" 2A DG for bus 21

* 2B DG for bus 24

* OC DG may be aligned to any vital 4kV bus on either unit.

Consideration should be given to operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or

provide Reactor Vessel makeup capability when evaluating loss of all AC power to vital

buses. Even though a vital bus may be energized, if necessary loads (i.e., loads that if lost

would inhibit decay heat removal capability or Reactor Vessel makeup capability) are not

operable on the energized bus then the bus should not be considered operable.

CCNPP is licensed both for a four hour SBO coping category and a one hour SBO coping

category. The ability of each unit to cope with a four hour SBO duration was based on an

assessment of condensate inventory required for decay heat removal, Class 1 E battery

capacity, compressed air availability or manual operation of certain valves, effects of loss

of ventilation, Containment isolation valve operability, and reactor coolant inventory loss. A

plant-specific analysis indicates that the expected rates of reactor coolant inventory loss

under SBO conditions do not result in core uncovery in a SBO for four hours. Therefore,

makeup systems in addition to those currently available under SBO conditions are not

required to maintain core cooling under natural circulation (including reflux cooling). Thus,

conditions in which restoration of AC power within four hours is not likely are included in

the EAL.

Installation of the SBO diesel allowed CCNPP to operate as a plant having a one hour

coping capability. This allowance is in recognition that sufficient diesel generator back-up

reduces the likelihood of station blackout. The analysis for the four hour coping category

however, provides the source of the appropriate estimate of the time to core uncovery

following SBO from which the plant cannot recover. This time (four hours) is therefore used

as the basis for determining when to declare a General Emergency subsequent to a

prolonged SBO.

Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) are a component of the Inadequate Core Cooling

Instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad temperature by measuring
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the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core region. A superheat condition is

indicated by a CET readings above 700'F. The RCS Pressure Safety Limit is 2750 psia

per CCNPP Technical Specifications. The saturation temperature for this pressure is

682.20F. Per Action Value Bases Document EOP-24.33, the uncertainty on CET

Temperature is +/- 39.8°F. If one or more CETs indicate 722 0F (682.2 + 39.8), subcooling

has been lost for at least some locations in the core. CET indications at or above 722°F

are a clear sign that core heat removal capability is lost or greatly reduced and one fission

product barrier, the fuel clad, is threatened due to elevated fuel temperatures. 700'F

qualifies as a condition representing a potential loss of the fuel clad barrier (ref. 16).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8-1
2. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating
3. Technical Specifications LCO 3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating
4. OI-21A-1 1A Diesel Generator
5. OI-21A-2 2A Diesel Generator
6. OI-21B-1 1B Diesel Generator
7. OI-21B-2 2B Diesel Generator
8. OI-21C OC Diesel Generator
9. STP-O-90 AC Sources and On-site Power Distribution Systems 7 Day Operability

Verification
10. AOP-71 Loss of 4kV, 480 Volt, or 208/120 Volt Instrument Bus Power
11.AOP-3F Loss of Off-site Power While in MODES 3, 4, 5, or 6
12. EOP-0 Post-trip Immediate Actions
13. EOP-2 Loss of Off-site Power
14. EOP-7 Station Blackout
15. EOP-8 Functional Recovery
16. EOP-24.33 Action Value Bases Document
17. ERIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
18. ERPIP-802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
19. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident
20. CEN-152 Emergency Procedure Guidelines
21.OP-7 Shutdown Operations
22. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
23. Letter dated March 6, 1997 from Charles H. Cruse to USNRC "Revision to Emergency

Action Levels Technical Basis Document"
24. NEI 99-01 SG1
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 2 - Loss of DC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of all vital DC power for _ 15 min.

EAL:

SS2.1 Site Area Emergency

< 105 VDC on all 125 VDC buses (11, 12, 21 and 22) for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

Loss of all DC power compromises ability to monitor and control plant safety functions. Prolonged
loss of all DC power will cause core uncovering and loss of Containment integrity when there is
significant decay heat and sensible heat in the reactor system.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Escalation to a General Emergency would occur by EALs in Category R and Category F.

Plant-Specific

The 125 VDC vital system is divided into four independent and isolated channels. Each

channel consists of one battery, two battery chargers, one DC bus, multiple DC unit control

panels, and two inverters. Each inverter has an associated vital AC distribution panel

board. Power to the DC bus, DC unit control panels, and inverters is supplied by the

station batteries and/or the battery chargers. Each battery charger is fully rated and can

recharge a discharged battery while at the same time supplying the steady state power

requirements of the system. A reserve 125 VDC system for the plant is completely

independent and isolated from all four separation groups, yet is capable of replacing any of

the 125 VDC batteries. This system consists of one battery, one battery charger, and the

associated DC switching equipment. Only the battery may be transferred for replacement

duty.
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The safety-related station batteries have been sized to carry their expected shutdown

loads following a plant trip/LOCA and loss of offsite power or following a station blackout

without battery terminal voltage falling below 105 volts. The loss of the 1A Diesel

Generator 125 VDC bus 14 or OC Diesel Generator bus 16 does not constitute an entry

condition for this EAL.

This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition loss of DC power

EAL CU2.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8.4.3 and Figure 8.9
2. EOP-0 Post-Trip Immediate Actions
3. EOP-2 Loss of Off-Site Power, Section V
4. AOP-7J Loss of 120 Volt Vital AC or 125 Volt Vital DC Power
5. Technical Specifications Bases 3.8.4
6. NEI 99-01 SS3
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - Criticality & RPS Failure

Initiating Condition: Inadvertent criticality

EAL:

SU3.1 Unusual Event

An UNPLANNED sustained positive startup rate observed on nuclear instrumentation

Mode Applicability:

3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses inadvertent criticality events. While the primary concern of this EAL is
criticality This EAL addresses inadvertent criticality events. This EAL indicates a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant, warranting a UE classification. This EAL excludes
inadvertent criticalities that occur during planned reactivity changes associated with reactor
startups (e.g., criticality earlier than estimated).

Escalation would be by EALs in Category F, as appropriate to the operating mode at the time of

the event.

Plant-Specific

The term "sustained" is used to allow exclusion of expected short-term positive startup

rates from planned fuel bundle or control rod movements during core alteration. These

short-term positive startup rates are the result of the rise in neutron population due to

subcritical multiplication.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 7.5.2
2. 1C05-ALM Reactivity Control Alarm Manual, Window D-05, D-15
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3. AOP-1A Inadvertent Boron Dilution
4. NEI 99-01 SU8
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

3 - Criticality & RPS Failure

Automatic trip failed to shut down the reactor and the manual
actions taken from the reactor control console are successful in
shutting down the reactor

SA3.1 Alert

An automatic reactor trip failed to shut down the reactor

AND

Manual actions taken at the Control Room panels successfully shut down the reactor as
indicated by reactor power - 5%

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation

Basis:

Generic

The reactor should be considered shutdown when it producing less heat than the maximum decay
heat load for which the safety systems are designed (5% power).

Manual trip actions taken at the Control Room panels are any set of actions by the reactor
operator(s) which causes or should cause control rods to be rapidly inserted into the core and
shuts down the reactor.

This condition indicates failure of the automatic protection system to trip the reactor. This condition
is more than a potential degradation of a safety system in that a front line automatic protection
system did not function in response to a plant transient. Thus the plant safety has been
compromised because design limits of the fuel may have been exceeded. An Alert is indicated
because conditions may exist that lead to potential loss of fuel clad barrier or RCS barrier and
because of the failure of the Reactor Protection System to automatically shut down the plant.

If manual actions taken at the reactor control console fail to shut down the reactor, the event would
escalate to a Site Area Emergency.

Plant-Specific

Following a successful reactor trip, nuclear power promptly drops to about six percent of

the original power level and then decays to a level some 8 decades less at a startup rate

(SUR) of about (-)1/3 DPM. The reactor power drop continues until reactor power reaches

the point at which the influence of source neutrons on reactor power starts to be
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observable. A predictable post-trip response from an automatic reactor trip signal should

therefore consist of a prompt drop in reactor power as sensed by the nuclear

instrumentation (NI) and a negative SUR as nuclear power drops into the source range.

The RPS setpoints listed in Figure S-1 should result in an automatic reactor trip:

Figure S-1 Automatic RPS Trips

REACTOR TRIP
High Power Level 2/4 Variable
High Rate-of-Change of Power 2/4 below 15% Pwr 2.6 decade/min.
Low Reactor Coolant Flow 2/4 above 10-4% Pwr Variable
Low Steam Generator Pressure 2/4 670 psig
Low Steam Generator Water Level 2/4 10 in. below top of feed ring
High Pressurizer Pressure 2/4 2385 psig
Thermal Margin/Low Pressure 2/4 above 10-4% Pwr Variable
Loss of Load 2/4 above 15% Pwr N/A
High Containment Pressure 2/4 4 psig
Axial Flux Offset 2/4 Variable
Thermal Margin/SG Press. Diff. Hi 2/4 above 10-4% Pwr 135 psid

Per EOP-0, Post-Trip Immediate Actions, the operator ensures that the reactor has tripped

by depressing one set of Manual Reactor Trip buttons immediately following any

symptoms of a reactor trip. The symptoms include:

" Reactor Trip alarm

" Control Element Assembly (CEA) Circuit Breaker(s) Trip alarms

" Rapid Lowering in Reactor Power

" Protection Channel Trip alarm

" Reactor Protective System (RPS) Trip Bistable Lights lit

Following depression of the reactor trip buttons, the operator verifies that reactor power is

decreasing. If these responses cannot be verified, as part of contingency actions, the

operator is instructed to open the motor generator (MG) set feeder breakers that provide

power to the Control Element Drive Mechanism (CEDM).

If reactor power is above 5%, the reactor is producing more heat than the Auxiliary

Feedwater system and Atmospheric Dump Valves are designed to remove (ref. 6, 7, 8).

The Alert emergency classification is required whenever the Shift Manager determines that

a required automatic reactor trip did not succeed in reducing reactor power to 5% or lower.
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It is recognized that EOP-0 instructs the operator to depress the manual trip buttons

whether or not a required automatic reactor trip actually occurred. However, the failure of

the RPS to complete a reactor trip that reduced reactor power to 5% or lower following

receipt of an automatic trip signal meets the Alert classification threshold of potential

substantial degradation in the level of safety of the plant. This is true even if no radiation

alarms indicate fuel problems.

In the event that the operator identifies a reactor trip is imminent and successfully initiates

a manual reactor trip before the automatic trip setpoint is reached, no declaration is

required. The successful manual trip of the reactor before it reaches its automatic trip

setpoint or reactor trip signals caused by instrumentation channel failures do not lead to a

potential fission product barrier loss. If manual reactor trip actions at the Control Room

panels (following an unsuccessful automatic reactor trip) fail to reduce reactor power to or

below 5%, the event escalates to the Site Area Emergency under EAL SS3.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications 3.3.1, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation -
Operating

2. Technical Specifications 3.3.2, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation -
Shutdown

3. Technical Specifications 3.3.3, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip
Initiation

4. EOP-0 Post-Trip Immediate Actions
5. UFSAR Section 7
6. AOP-3G Malfunction of Main Feedwater System
7. UFSAR 14.1.2.2.e
8. UFSAR 14.4.1 & Table 14.1-2
9. NEI 99-01 SA2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

3 - Criticality & RPS Failure

Automatic trip and manual actions taken from the reactor control
console failed to shut down the reactor

SS3.1 Site Area Emergency

An automatic reactor trip failed to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power >
5%

AND

Manual actions taken at the Control Room panels do not shut down the reactor as
indicated by reactor power > 5%

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation

Basis:

Generic

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay heat load for
which the safety systems are designed and efforts to bring the reactor subcritical are unsuccessful.
A Site Area Emergency is warranted because conditions exist that lead to imminent loss or
potential loss of both fuel clad and RCS.

The reactor should be considered shutdown when it producing less heat than the maximum decay
heat load for which the safety systems are designed (5% power).

Manual scram (trip) actions taken at the Control Room panels are any set of actions by the reactor
operator(s) at which causes or should cause control rods to be rapidly inserted into the core and
shuts down the reactor.

Manual trip actions are not considered successful if action away from the Control Room panels is
required to trip the reactor. This EAL is still applicable even if actions taken away from the Control
Room panels are successful in shutting the reactor down because the design limits of the fuel may
have been exceeded or because of the gross failure of the Reactor Protection System to shutdown
the plant.

Escalation of this event to a General Emergency would be due to a prolonged condition leading to
an extreme challenge to either core-cooling or heat removal.

Plant-Specific
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Following a successful reactor trip, nuclear power promptly drops to about six percent of

the original power level and then decays to a level some 8 decades less at a startup rate

(SUR) of about (-)1/3 DPM. The reactor power drop continues until reactor power reaches

the point at which the influence of source neutrons on reactor power starts to be

observable. A predictable post-trip response from an automatic reactor trip signal should

therefore consist of a prompt drop in reactor power as sensed by the nuclear

instrumentation (NI) and a negative SUR as nuclear power drops into the source range.

The RPS setpoints listed in Figure S-1 should result in an automatic reactor trip:

Figure S-1 Automatic RPS Trips

REACTOR TRIP
High Power Level 2/4 Variable
High Rate-of-Change of Power 2/4 below 15% Pwr 2.6 decade/min.
Low Reactor Coolant Flow 2/4 above 10-4% Pwr Variable
Low Steam Generator Pressure 2/4 670 psig
Low Steam Generator Water Level 2/4 10 in. below top of feed ring
High Pressurizer Pressure 2/4 2385 psig
Thermal Margin/Low Pressure 2/4 above 104% Pwr Variable
Loss of Load 2/4 above 15% Pwr N/A
High Containment Pressure 2/4 4 psig
Axial Flux Offset 2/4 Variable
Thermal Margin/SG Press. Diff. Hi 2/4 above 104% Pwr 135 psid

Per EOP-0, Post-Trip Immediate Actions, the operator ensures that the reactor has tripped

by depressing one set of Manual Reactor Trip buttons immediately following any

symptoms of a reactor trip. The symptoms include:

" Reactor Trip alarm

* Control Element Assembly (CEA) Circuit Breaker(s) Trip alarms

* Rapid Lowering in Reactor Power

" Protection Channel Trip alarm

" Reactor Protective System (RPS) Trip Bistable Lights lit

Following depression of the reactor trip buttons, the operator verifies that reactor power is

decreasing. If these responses cannot be verified, as part of contingency actions, the

operator is instructed to open the motor generator (MG) set feeder breakers that provide

power to the Control Element Drive Mechanism (CEDM).
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If reactor power is above 5%, the reactor is producing more heat than the Auxiliary

Feedwater system and Atmospheric Dump Valves are designed to remove (ref. 7, 8, 9).

Fast boration is thus required and there is an actual major failure of a system intended for

protection of the public. The combination of failure of both front line and backup protection

systems to function in response to a plant transient, along with the continued production of

heat poses a direct threat to the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers and warrants declaration of a

Site Area Emergency.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications 3.3.1, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation -
Operating

2. Technical Specifications 3.3.2, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation -
Shutdown

3. Technical Specifications 3.3.3, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip
Initiation

4. EOP-0 Post-Trip Immediate Actions
5. EOP-8 Functional Recovery
6. UFSAR Section 7
7. AOP-3G Malfunction of Main Feedwater System
8. UFSAR 14.1.2.2.e
9. UFSAR 14.4.1 & Table 14.1-2
10. NEI 99-01 SS2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

3 - Criticality & RPS Failure

Automatic trip and all manual actions fail to shut down the reactor
and indication of an extreme challenge to the ability to cool the
core exists

SG3.1 General Emergency

An automatic reactor trip failed to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power >
5%

AND

All manual actions fail to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power > 5%

AND

ANY of the following exist or have occurred:

" CET readings > 700°F

" RCS pressure > PORV setpoint

" RCS subcooling < 250F

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation

Basis:

Generic

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay heat load for
which the safety systems are designed and efforts to bring the reactor subcritical are unsuccessful.

The reactor should be considered shutdown when it producing less heat than the maximum decay
heat load for which the safety systems are designed (5% power). In the event either of these
challenges exists at a time that the reactor has not been brought below the power associated with
the safety system design a core melt sequence exists. In this situation, core degradation can occur
rapidly. For this reason, the General Emergency declaration is intended to be anticipatory of the
fission product barrier table declaration to permit maximum off-site intervention time.

Plant-Specific

Following a successful reactor trip, nuclear power promptly drops to about six percent of

the original power level and then decays to a level some 8 decades less at a startup rate

(SUR) of about (-)1/3 DPM. The reactor power drop continues until reactor power reaches
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the point at which the influence of source neutrons on reactor power starts to be

observable. A predictable post-trip response from an automatic reactor trip signal should

therefore consist of a prompt drop in reactor power as sensed by the nuclear

instrumentation (NI) and a negative SUR as nuclear power drops into the source range.

The RPS setpoints listed in Figure S-1 should result in an automatic reactor trip:

Figure S-1 Automatic RPS Trips

REACTOR TRIP
High Power Level 2/4 Variable
High Rate-of-Change of Power 2/4 below 15% Pwr 2.6 decade/min.
Low Reactor Coolant Flow 2/4 above 10-4% Pwr Variable
Low Steam Generator Pressure 2/4 670 psig
Low Steam Generator Water Level 2/4 10 in. below top of feed ring
High Pressurizer Pressure 2/4 2385 psig
Thermal Margin/Low Pressure 2/4 above 10-4% Pwr Variable
Loss of Load 2/4 above 15% Pwr N/A
High Containment Pressure 2/4 4 psig
Axial Flux Offset 2/4 Variable
Thermal Margin/SG Press. Diff. Hi 2/4 above 10-4% Pwr 135 psid

Per EOP-0, Post-Trip Immediate Actions, the operator ensures that the reactor has tripped

by depressing one set of Manual Reactor Trip buttons immediately following any

symptoms of a reactor trip. The symptoms include:

" Reactor Trip alarm

" Control Element Assembly (CEA) Circuit Breaker(s) Trip alarms

" Rapid Lowering in Reactor Power

" Protection Channel Trip alarm

" Reactor Protective System (RPS) Trip Bistable Lights lit

Following depression of the reactor trip buttons, the operator verifies that reactor power is

decreasing. If these responses cannot be verified, as part of contingency actions, the

operator is instructed to open the motor generator (MG) set feeder breakers that provide

power to the Control Element Drive Mechanism (CEDM).

If reactor power is above 5%, the reactor is producing more heat than the Auxiliary

Feedwater system and Atmospheric Dump Valves are designed to remove (ref. 7, 8, 9).

Fast boration is thus required and there is an actual major failure of a system intended for
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protection of the public. The combination of failure of both front line and backup protection

systems to function in response to a plant transient, along with the continued production of

heat poses a direct threat to the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers.

Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) are a component of the Inadequate Core Cooling

Instrumentation system and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad temperature by

measuring the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core region. The RCS

Pressure Safety Limit is 2750 psia per CCNPP Technical Specifications. The saturation

temperature for this pressure is 682.20F. Per Action Value Bases Document EOP-24.33,

the uncertainty on CET Temperature is +/- 39.80 F. If one or more CETs indicate 7220F

(682.2 + 39.8), subcooling has been lost for at least some locations in the core. CET

indications at or above 722°F are a clear sign that core heat removal capability is lost or

greatly reduced and one fission product barrier, the fuel clad, is threatened due to elevated

fuel temperatures. 700'F qualifies as a condition representing a potential loss of the fuel

clad barrier (ref. 13).

Inability to remove heat from the RCS to the ultimate heat sink (bay or atmosphere) is a

loss of function required for hot shutdown with the reactor at pressure and temperature

and thus represents potential loss of the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers.

The combination of these conditions (reactor power greater than 5% with loss of

subcooling margin or inability to remove heat from the RCS) indicates the ultimate heat

sink function is under extreme challenge, a core melt sequence may exist and rapid

degradation of the fuel clad could begin. To permit maximum offsite intervention time, the

General Emergency declaration is appropriate in anticipation of an inevitable General

Emergency declaration due to loss and potential loss of fission product barriers.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications 3.3.1, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation -
Operating

2. Technical Specifications 3.3.2, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation -
Shutdown

3. Technical Specifications 3.3.3, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip
Initiation

4. EOP-0 Post-Trip Immediate Actions
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5. EOP-8 Functional Recovery
6. UFSAR Section 7
7. AOP-3G Malfunction of Main Feedwater System
8. UFSAR 14.1.2.2.e
9. UFSAR 14.4.1 & Table 14.1-2
10. ERIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
11. ERPIP-802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
12. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident
13. EOP-24.33 Action Value Bases Document
14. CEN-152 Emergency Procedure Guidelines
15. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
15. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
16. NEI 99-01 SG2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

4 - Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions

Inability to reach required shutdown within Technical Specification
limits

EAL:

SU4.1 Unusual Event

Plant is not brought to required operating mode within Technical Specifications LCO
required action completion time

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

Limiting Conditions of Operation (LCOs) require the plant to be brought to a required operating
mode when the Technical Specification required configuration cannot be restored. Depending on
the circumstances, this may or may not be an emergency or precursor to a more severe condition.
In any case, the initiation of plant shutdown required by the site Technical Specifications requires a
four hour report under 10 CFR 50.72 (b) Non-emergency events. The plant is within its safety
envelope when being shut down within the allowable required action completion time in the
Technical Specifications. An immediate UE is required when the plant is not brought to the
required operating mode within the allowable required action completion time in the Technical
Specifications. Declaration of a UE is based on the time at which the LCO-specified required action
completion time period elapses under the site Technical Specifications and is not related to how
long a condition may have existed.

Plant-Specific

None

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications 3.0, Limiting Conditions for Operations (LCO) Applicability
2. NEI 99-01 SU2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

5 - Instrumentation

Unplanned loss of safety system annunciation or indication in the
Control Room for > 15 min.

EAL:

SU5.1 Unusual Event

UNPLANNED loss of greater than approximately 75% of safety system annunciation or
indication on Control Room panels for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is intended to recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring changing plant

conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication equipment.

Recognition of the availability of computer based indication equipment is considered.

"Planned" loss of annunciators or indicators includes scheduled maintenance and testing activities.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety system
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition could
go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the
instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the
plant conditions.

It is further recognized that plant design provides redundant safety system indication powered from
separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of annunciators is more
likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to
difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or several, safety
system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component operability status.
This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a Technical
Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument loss will be reported via 10CFR
50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with the Technical Specification action, the UE is based
on EAL SU4.1.

Annunciators or indicators for this EAL include those identified in the Abnormal Operating
Procedures, in the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other EALs (e.g., area, process,
and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.).
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Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

This UE will be escalated to an Alert based on a concurrent loss of compensatory indications or if a

significant transient is in progress during the loss of annunciation or indication.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Sections 7.6 and 7.7
2. AOP-7J Loss of 120 Volt Vital AC or 125 Volt Vital DC Power
3. UFSAR 7.5.5
4. OI-50A Plant Computer
5. CNG-OP-1.01-2003 Alarm Response and Control
6. NEI 99-01 SU3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

5 - Instrumentation

Unplanned loss of safety system annunciation or indication in the
Control Room with either (1) a significant transient in progress, or
(2) compensatory indicators are unavailable

EAL:

SA5.1 Alert

UNPLANNED loss of greater than approximately 75% of safety system annunciation or
indication on Control Room panels for >_ 15 min. (Note 4)

AND EITHER:
A significant transient is in progress, Table S-2

OR
Compensatory indications are unavailable (Plant Computer, SPDS)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Table S-2 Significant Transients

" Automatic turbine runback > 25% thermal power

* Electric load rejection > 25% full electrical load

* Reactor trip

* Safety Injection actuation

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is intended to recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring changing plant
conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication equipment during a
significant transient.

"Planned" loss of annunciators or indicators includes scheduled maintenance and testing activities.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety system
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition could
go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the
instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the
plant conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift Manager be tasked with making a judgment
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decision as to whether additional personnel are required to provide increased monitoring of system
operation.

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system indication powered
from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of annunciators is
more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to
difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or several, safety
system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component operability status.
This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a Technical
Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument loss will be reported via 10 CFR
50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with the Technical Specification action, the UE is based
on EAL SU4.1.

Annunciators or indicators for this EAL include those identified in the Abnormal Operating
Procedures, in the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other EALs (e.g., area, process,
and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.).

"Compensatory indications" in this context includes computer based information such as Plant

Process Computer and SPDS.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

This Alert will be escalated to a Site Area Emergency if the operating crew cannot monitor the
transient in progress due to a concurrent loss of compensatory indications with a significant
transient in progress during the loss of annunciation or indication.

Plant-Specific

Plant Process Computer and SPDS are considered compensatory indication.

Significant transients are listed in Table S-2.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Sections 7.6 and 7.7
2. AOP-7J Loss of 120 Volt Vital AC or 125 Volt Vital DC Power
3. UFSAR 7.5.5
4. OI-50A Plant Computer
5. CNG-OP-1.01-2003 Alarm Response and Control
6. NEI 99-01 SA4
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Category:

Subcategory:

S - System Malfunction

5 - Instrumentation

Initiating Condition: Inability to monitor a significant transient in progress

EAL:

SS5.1 Site Area Emergency

Loss of greater than approximately 75% of safety system annunciation or indication on
Control Room panels for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

AND

A significant transient is in progress, Table S-2

AND

Compensatory indications are unavailable (Plant Computer, SPDS)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Table S-2 Significant Transients

* Automatic turbine runback > 25% thermal power

* Electric load rejection > 25% full electrical load

* Reactor trip

* Safety Injection actuation

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is intended to recognize the threat to plant safety associated with the complete loss of
capability of the Control Room staff to monitor plant response to a significant transient.

"Planned" and "unplanned" actions are not differentiated since the loss of instrumentation of this
magnitude is of such significance during a transient that the cause of the loss is not an
ameliorating factor.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety system
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition could
go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the
instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the
plant conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift Manager be tasked with making a judgment
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decision as to whether additional personnel are required to provide increased monitoring of system
operation.

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system indication powered
from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of annunciators is
more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to
difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or several, safety
system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component operability status.
This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a Technical
Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument loss will be reported via 10 CFR
50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with the Technical Specification action, the NOUE is
based on EAL SU4.1

A Site Area Emergency is considered to exist if the Control Room staff cannot monitor safety
functions needed for protection of the public while a significant transient is in progress.

Annunciators for this EAL are limited to include those identified in the Abnormal Operating
Procedures, in the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other EALs (.g., area, process, and/or
effluent rad monitors, etc.)

Indications needed to monitor safety functions necessary for protection of the public include
Control Room indications, computer generated indications and dedicated annunciation capability.

"Compensatory indications" in this context includes computer based information such as Plant
Process Computer and SPDS.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Plant-Specific

Plant computer and SPDS are considered compensatory indication.

Significant transients are listed in Table S-2.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Sections 7.6 and 7.7
2. AOP-7J Loss of 120 Volt Vital AC or 125 Volt Vital DC Power
3. UFSAR 7.5.5
4. OI-50A Plant Computer
5. CNG-OP-1.01-2003 Alarm Response and Control
6. NEI 99-01 SS6
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

6 - Communications

Loss of all onsite or offsite communications capabilities

SU6.1 Unusual Event

Loss of all Table S-3 onsite (internal) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform routine operations

OR

Loss of all Table S-3 offsite (external) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform offsite notifications to any agency

Table S-3 Communications Systems

System Onsite Offsite
(internal) (external)

Commercial phone system X X

Plant page system X

Microwave telephone (Hot-Lines) (EOB) X X

Dedicated offsite agency telephone system X

FTS 2001 telephone system X

CCNPP Radio System X X

Satellite Phone System X

Cellular Phone System X X

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic
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The purpose of this EAL is to recognize a loss of communications capability that either defeats the
plant operations staff ability to perform routine tasks necessary for plant operations or the ability to
communicate issues with off-site authorities.

The loss of off-site communications ability is expected to be significantly more comprehensive than
the condition addressed by 10 CFR 50.72.

The availability of one method of ordinary off-site communications is sufficient to inform federal,
state, and local authorities of plant problems. This EAL is intended to be used only when
extraordinary means (e.g., relaying of information from non-routine radio transmissions, individuals
being sent to off-site locations, etc.) are being used to make communications possible.

Plant-Specific

Onsite/offsite communications systems are listed in Table S-3 (ref. 1, 2, 3).

This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition EAL CU5.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 7.8
2. ERPIP 901 Communications Equipment
3. NO-1-113, Control of Radio Transmitter (PRT)
4. NEI 99-01 SU6
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

7 - Fuel Clad Degradation

Fuel clad degradation

EAL:

SU7.1 Unusual Event

Coolant activity > ANY of the following:

" Dose equivalent 1-131 0.5 uCi/gm for 100 hrs. continuous

" Dose equivalent 1-131 acceptable region of T.S. Fig. 3.4.15-1

* Dose equivalent 1-131 137.5 uCi/gm

* Gross activity 100/E-bar uCi/gm

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is included because it is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as result, is
considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Escalation of this EAL to the Alert level is via the EALs in Category F.

This threshold addresses coolant samples exceeding coolant technical specifications limits.

Plant-Specific

Elevated reactor coolant activity represents a potential degradation in the level of safety of

the plant and a potential precursor of more serious problems. This EAL addresses reactor

coolant samples exceeding coolant technical specifications (including allowable transient

time limits permitted in the Technical Specifications). Though the referenced Technical

Specification limits are mode dependent, it is appropriate that the EAL be applicable in

modes 1-4, as it indicates a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

For mode 4, conditions are not governed by the Technical Specification applicability.

While in mode 4 however, any abnormal chemistry sample that is reported will be
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compared to the criteria of this EAL and an Unusual Event will be declared if met.

The maximum value shown on T.S. Figure 3.4. 15-1 is 137.5 uCi/gm dose equivalent I-

131; therefore this value is included in the EAL threshold to address plant conditions below

that shown in the T.S. figure. (ref. 1, 2).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specification 3.4.15 Reactor Coolant System - RCS Specific Activity
2. AOP-6A Abnormal Reactor Coolant Chemistry/Activity
3. 1(2)C07-ALM F-21 RAD MON LVL HI
4. NEI 99-01 SU4
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 7- Fuel Clad Degradation

Initiating Condition: Fuel clad degradation

EAL:

SU7.2 Unusual Event

Letdown Monitor (RY-202-1) high alarm (2: 1E+06 cpm)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic
This EAL is included because it is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as result, is

considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Escalation of this EAL to the Alert level is via the EALs in Category F.

This threshold addresses radiation monitor readings that provide indication of a degradation of fuel
clad integrity.

Plant-Specific

This EAL addresses indication of gross failed fuel that may be in excess of Technical

Specification (ref. 1) coolant activity limits.

The Letdown Radiation Monitor (1 (2)-RY-202-1)) gross radiation channel continuously

monitors the activity in a sample drawn from the RCS and actuates an alarm in the Control

Room if a predetermined activity level is reached (ref. 3). The sensor is a gross-gamma

plus specific isotope (1-135) monitor; the system is designed to detect activity release from

the fuel to the reactor coolant within five minutes of the event (ref. 2, 3). The instrument

range is 10 - 1 E+6 cpm. RY-202-1 does not read out in pCi/cc (ref. 4).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specification 3.4.15 Reactor Coolant System - RCS Specific Activity
2. AOP-6A Abnormal Reactor Coolant Chemistry/Activity
3. 1(2)C07-ALM F-21 RAD MON LVL HI
4. UFSAR Section 9.1.3
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5. NEI 99-01 SU4

a
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

8 - RCS Leakage

RCS leakage

EAL:

SU8.1 Unusual Event

Unidentified or pressure boundary leakage > 10 gpm for - 15 min. (Note 4)

OR

Identified leakage > 25 gpm for > 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The EC should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon

as it is determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is included as a UE because it may be a precursor of more serious conditions and, as
result, is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The 10 gpm
value for the unidentified or pressure boundary leakage was selected as it is observable with
normal Control Room indications. Lesser values must generally be determined through time-
consuming surveillance tests (e.g., mass balances).

Relief valve normal operation should be excluded from this EAL. However, a relief valve that
operates and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to this EAL if the relief valve
cannot be isolated.

The EAL for identified leakage is set at a higher value due to the lesser significance of identified
leakage in comparison to unidentified or pressure boundary leakage. In either case, escalation of
this EAL to the Alert level is via EALs in Category F.

Plant-Specific

STP 0-27-1(2), RCS Leakage Evaluation, provides instructions for calculating primary

system leak rate by manual or PC program methods (ref. 2). AOP-2A-1 (2), Excessive

Reactor Coolant Leakage, provides direction for determining RCS leakage for off normal

events and for operations troubleshooting (ref. 3).
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Calvert Cliffs Technical Specifications do not treat Steam Generator tube leakage as RCS

pressure boundary leakage. Since Steam Generator tube leakage is identified leakage,

the threshold for Unususal Event is > 25 gpm under this initiating condition.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications 3.4.13, Reactor Coolant System Operational Leakage
2. AOP-2A Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage
3. STP 0-27-1(2) RCS Leakage Evaluation
4. Technical Specifications 1.1, Definitions
5. NEI 99-01 SU5
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Category F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

EAL Group: Hot Conditions (RCS temperature > 2000F);

EALs in this category are applicable only in

one or more hot operating modes.

EALs in this category represent threats to the defense in depth design concept that

precludes the release of highly radioactive fission products to the environment. This

concept relies on multiple physical barriers any one of which, if maintained intact,

precludes the release of significant amounts of radioactive fission products to the

environment. The primary fission product barriers are:

A. Reactor Fuel Clad (FC): The fuel clad barrier consists of fuel bundle tubes

composed of zirconium-based alloys that contain the fuel pellets.

B. Reactor Coolant System (RCS): The RCS Barrier includes the RCS primary side

and its connections up to and including the pressurizer safety and relief valves, and

other connections up to and including the primary isolation valves.

C. Containment (CNMT): The Containment Barrier includes the Containment building

and connections up to and including the outermost Containment isolation valves.

This barrier also includes the main steam, feedwater, and blowdown line extensions

outside the Containment building up to and including the outermost secondary side

isolation valve.

The EALs in this category require evaluation of the loss and potential loss thresholds listed

in the fission product barrier matrix of Table F-1 (Attachment 2). "Loss" and "Potential

Loss" signify the relative damage and threat of damage to the barrier. "Loss" means the

barrier no longer assures Containment of radioactive materials. "Potential Loss" means

integrity of the barrier is threatened and could be lost if conditions continue to degrade.

The number of barriers that are lost or potentially lost and the following criteria determine

the appropriate emergency classification level:

Unusual Event:
Any loss or any potential loss of Containment

Alert:
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Any loss or any potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS

Site Area Emergency:
Loss or potential loss of any two barriers

General Emergency:
Loss of any two barriers and loss or potential loss of the third barrier

The logic used for Category F EALs reflects the following considerations:

* The Fuel Clad Barrier and the RCS Barrier are weighted more heavily than the

Containment Barrier. UE EALs associated with RCS and Fuel Clad Barriers are

addressed under Category S.

* At the Site Area Emergency level, there must be some ability to dynamically assess

how far present conditions are from the threshold for a General Emergency. For

example, if Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier "Loss" thresholds existed, that, in addition to

off-site dose assessments, would require continual assessments of radioactive

inventory and Containment integrity. Alternatively, if both Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier

"Potential Loss" thresholds existed, the ED would have more assurance that there

was no immediate need to escalate to a General Emergency.

" The ability to escalate to higher emergency classification levels as an event

deteriorates must be maintained. For example, RCS leakage steadily increasing

would represent an increasing risk to public health and safety.

* The Containment Barrier should not be declared lost or potentially lost based on

exceeding Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there is an event

in progress requiring mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is in

progress (Loss or Potential Loss of either Fuel Clad and/or RCS) the Containment

Barrier status is addressed by Technical Specifications.
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Subcategory: N/A

Initiating Condition: ANY loss or ANY potential loss of Containment

EAL:

FU1.1 Unusual Event

ANY loss or ANY potential loss of Containment (Table F-i)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

Fuel Clad and RCS barriers are weighted more heavily than the Containment barrier.

Unlike the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers, the loss of either of which results in an Alert (EAL

FAI.1), loss of the Containment barrier in and of itself does not result in the relocation of

radioactive materials or the potential for degradation of core cooling capability. However,

loss or potential loss of the Containment barrier in combination with the loss or potential

loss of either the Fuel Clad or RCS barrier results in declaration of a Site Area Emergency

under EAL FS1.1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

Fission Product Barrier Degradation

N/A

ANY loss or ANY potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS

FA1.1 Alert

ANY loss or ANY potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS (Table F-I)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

At the Alert classification level, Fuel Clad and RCS barriers are weighted more heavily

than the Containment barrier. Unlike the Containment barrier, loss or potential loss of

either the Fuel Clad or RCS barrier may result in the relocation of radioactive materials or

degradation of core cooling capability. Note that the loss or potential loss of Containment

barrier in combination with loss or potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS barrier results

in declaration of a Site Area Emergency under EAL FS1.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FA1
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Subcategory: N/A

Initiating Condition: Loss or potential loss of ANY two barriers

EAL:

FSI.1 Site Area Emergency

Loss or potential loss of ANY two barriers (Table F-I)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

At the Site Area Emergency classification level, each barrier is weighted equally. A Site

Area Emergency is therefore appropriate for any combination of the following conditions:

" One barrier loss and a second barrier loss (i.e., loss - loss)

" One barrier loss and a second barrier potential loss (i.e., loss - potential loss)

* One barrier potential loss and a second barrier potential loss (i.e., potential loss -
potential loss)

At the Site Area Emergency classification level, the ability to dynamically assess the

proximity of present conditions with respect to the threshold for a General Emergency is

important. For example, the existence of Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier loss thresholds in

addition to offsite dose assessments would require continual assessments of radioactive

inventory and Containment integrity in anticipation of reaching a General Emergency

classification. Alternatively, if both Fuel Clad and RCS potential loss thresholds existed,

the Emergency Director would have greater assurance that escalation to a General

Emergency is less imminent.
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CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FS1
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Subcategory: N/A

Initiating Condition: Loss of ANY two barriers and loss or potential loss of the third
barrier

EAL:

FG1.1 General Emergency

Loss of ANY two barriers

AND

Loss or potential loss of the third barrier (Table F-i)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Standby, 4 - Hot Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

At the General Emergency classification level each barrier is weighted equally. A General

Emergency is therefore appropriate for any combination of the following conditions:

* Loss of Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment barriers

* Loss of Fuel Clad and RCS barriers with potential loss of Containment barrier

* Loss of RCS and Containment barriers with potential loss of Fuel Clad barrier

* Loss of Fuel Clad and Containment barriers with potential loss of RCS barrier

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FG1
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Introduction

Table F-1 lists the threshold conditions that define the Loss and Potential Loss of the three

fission product barriers (Fuel Clad, Reactor Coolant System, and Containment). The table

is structured so that each of the three barriers occupies adjacent columns. Each fission

product barrier column is further divided into two columns; one for Loss thresholds and one

for Potential Loss thresholds.

The first column of the table (to the left of the Fuel Clad Loss column) lists the categories

(types) of fission product barrier thresholds. The fission product barrier categories are:

A. Core Cooling / Heat Removal

B. Inventory

C. Radiation / Coolant Activity

D. Isolation Status

E. Judgment

Each category occupies a row in Table F-1 thus forming a matrix defined by the category

rows and the Loss/Potential Loss columns. The intersection of each category row with

each Loss/Potential Loss column forms a cell in which one or more fission product barrier

thresholds appear. If NEI 99-01 does not define a threshold for a barrier Loss/Potential

Loss, the word "None" is entered in the cell.

Thresholds are assigned sequential numbers within each Loss and Potential Loss column

beginning with number one. In this manner, a threshold can be identified by its category

title and number. For example, the first Fuel Clad barrier Loss in Category A is "FC Loss

A.1 ," the third Containment barrier Potential Loss is "CNMT P-Loss B.3," etc.

If a cell in Table F-1 contains more than one numbered threshold, each of the numbered

thresholds, if exceeded, signifies a Loss or Potential Loss of the barrier. It is not necessary

to exceed all of the thresholds in a category before declaring a barrier Loss/Potential Loss.
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Subdivision of Table F-1 by category facilitates association of plant conditions to the

applicable fission product barrier Loss and Potential Loss thresholds. This structure

promotes a systematic approach to assessing the classification status of the fission

product barriers.

When equipped with knowledge of plant conditions related to the fission product barriers,

the EAL-user first scans down the category column of Table F-i, locates the likely

category and then reads across the row of fission product barrier Loss and Potential Loss

thresholds in that category to determine if any threshold has been exceeded. If a threshold

has not been exceeded in that category row, the EAL-user proceeds to the next likely

category and continues review of the row of thresholds in the new category

The EAL-user must examine each of the three fission product barriers to determine if other

barrier thresholds in the category are lost or potentially lost. For example, if Containment

radiation is sufficiently high (i.e., greater than 14,000 R/hr), a Loss of the Fuel Clad and

RCS barriers and a Potential Loss of the Containment barrier exist. Barrier Losses and

Potential Losses are then applied to the algorithms given in EALs FG1.1, FS1.1, FA1.1

and FU1.1 to determine the appropriate emergency classification.

In the remainder of this Attachment, the Fuel Clad barrier threshold bases appear first,

followed by the RCS barrier and finally the Containment barrier threshold bases. In each

barrier, the bases are given according category Loss followed by category Potential Loss

beginning with Category A, then B... E.
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Table F-I Fission Product Barrier Matrix
Fuel Clad Barrier Reactor Coolant System Barrier Containment Barrier

Category Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss
1. OTCC flow established

1. CET readings v 700°F 2. RCS heat removal cannot be 1. CET readings cannot be restored
established < 1 ,200. within 15 mera.

AND EITHER:
A 2. RCS heat removal cannot be RCS pressure ' PORV

Core established setpoint 2. CET readings' 700
0
F

Cooling / 1. CET readings > 1,200*F AND EITHER: None OR Nonean

Heat RCS pressure ' PORV RCS subcooling < 25°F Aca
Rmvlsetpoint Reactor vessel water level cannot

Removal OR be restored > RVLMS 10 in. alarm

RCS subcooling < 25F 3. Uncontrolled RCS cooldown and to within 15 min.
left of Max Operating Pressure
Curve (EOP Attachment 1, RCS
Pressure Temperature Limits)

1. A Containment pressure rise
followed by a rapid unexplained
drop in Containment pressure 3. Containment pressure a 50 psig

and rising

2. Containment pressure or sump
level response not consistent 4. Containment hydrogen1. RCS teak rate'•available with LOCA conditions concentration >_4%

makeup capacity as indicated by

a loss of RCS subcoolingB None 3. RVLMS levels 10in. alarm (< 25°F) 4. RCS leak rate ' 50 gpm with 3. RUPTURED SIG (> 50 gpm) is 5. Containment pressure > 4.25
Inventory letdown isolated also FAULTED outside of psig AND cannot meet ANY of

et Containment the following conditions:
2.RUPTURED S/G results in an

ECCS (SIAS) actuation . 2 Containment Spray Pumps
4. Primary-to-secondary leakrate Operating

' 10 gpm * 3 CACs Operating
AND * 1 Containment Spray Pump

Unisolable prolonged steam and 2 CACs Operating
release from affected SIG to the
environment

2. Containment radiation monitor

(5317A/B) reading ' 3,500 R/hr

C 3. Containment radiation monitor

Radiation Z P 0 staccident sample dose r)te None (5317A/B) reading ' 6 R/hr None None 6. Containment radiation monitor

I Coolant 5 40 mRem/hr (1 ft from sample) (Note 8) (5317NB) reading > 14,000 R/hr

Activity 4. Coolant activity >300 pCi/cc

DEQ 1-131

5. Failure of all valves in ANY one

D line to close

None None None None None
ISlatin Direct downstream pathway to
Status the environment exists after

Containment isolation signal

5. ANY condition in the opinion of 4. ANY condition in the opinion of 4 ANY condition in the opinion of 5 ANY condition in the opinion o 6. ANY condition in the opinion of 7. ANY condition in the opinion of theEthe Emergency Director that the Emergency Director that 4 AYcodtoinhepnono 5. N odtonnteoiinofhe the Emergency Director that Emergency Director that indicatesr_ the EEmergencyDDirectorhathatethenEmergencyr Directorithat
indicates loss of the fuel clad indicates potential loss of the fuel the Emergency Director that Emergency Director that indicates Eegn o r th at Emergenci reto r tha indicates

Judgmet barrer s idicats lossof theRCS brrier oteindicatesof ttossS ofrithenContainmentof tpotentialentlossnt of l theof Containmenten
Judmen baerlad barrier idctslsofteRSber ptnilosofheCSarerbarrier barrier
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: A. Core Cooling/Heat Removal

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

1. CET readings> I,200°F

Basis:

Generic

The 1,200°F reading corresponds to significant superheating of the coolant.

Plant-Specific

Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) are a component of Inadequate Core Cooling

Instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad temperature by measuring

the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core region. The threshold

temperature is consistent with Attachment 3 of ERPIP-802, Core Damage Assessment

Using Core Exit Thermocouples. Although clad rupture due to high temperature is not

expected for CET readings less than the threshold, temperatures of this magnitude signal

significant superheating of the reactor coolant and core uncovery. Events that result in

CET readings above the loss threshold are classified severe accidents and lead to a

Severe Accident Management Guideline "Badly Damaged (BD)" condition. The BD

descriptor signifies possible core overheating to the point clad ballooning/collapse may

have occurred and portions of the core may melt.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.9
2. ERPIP-600 Severe Accident Management
3. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
4. ERPIP-802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
5. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident
6. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
7. CEN-152 Emergency Procedure Guidelines
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: A. Core Cooling/Heat Removal

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

1. CET readings> 700°F

Basis:

Generic

CET readings > 700OF corresponds to loss of subcooling.

Plant-Specific

Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) are a component of the Inadequate Core Cooling

Instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad temperature by measuring

the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core region. The RCS Pressure

Safety Limit is 2750 psia per CCNPP Technical Specifications. The saturation

temperature for this pressure is 682.20F. Per Action Value Bases Document EOP-24.33,

the uncertainty on CET Temperature is +/- 39.8°F. If one or more CETs indicate 7220F

(682.2 + 39.8), subcooling has been lost for at least some locations in the core. CET

indications at or above 722 0F are a clear sign that core heat removal capability is lost or

greatly reduced and one fission product barrier, the fuel clad, is threatened due to elevated

fuel temperatures. 700°F qualifies as a condition representing a potential loss of the fuel

clad barrier (ref. 6).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.9
2. ERIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
3. ERPIP-802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
4. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident
5. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
6. EOP-24.33 Action Value Bases Document
7. CEN-152 Emergency Procedure Guidelines
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: A. Core Cooling/Heat Removal

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

2. RCS heat removal cannot be established

AND EITHER:

RCS pressure > PORV setpoint

OR

RCS subcooling < 250F

Basis:

Generic

This subcategory addresses other site specific thresholds that may be included to indicate loss or
potential loss of the Fuel Clad barrier.

Plant-Specific

The steam generators (S/Gs) provide the normal means of heat transfer from the RCS to

the main condenser and ultimate heat sink. EOP-5, Loss of Coolant Accident, requires

maintenance of S/G heat removal at all times during a LOCA, if at all possible. Once RCS

pressure and temperature are reduced, RCS heat removal can be provided by Shutdown

Cooling (SDC). Once the SDC is placed in service, the S/G heat sink capability is no

longer necessary.

S/Gs are available for RCS heat removal if the level in at least one S/G can be restored

and maintained above -170 in. and TCOLD is not increasing. Core and RCS heat removal is

available if CET readings are less than superheated and the temperature difference

between hot leg temperature and cold leg temperature is less than 50°F (1 0°F with forced

circulation). If RCS pressure approaches the PORV setpoint (2,400 psia), heat input to the

RCS is likely raising pressure instead of reaching the ultimate heat sink. If RCS subcooling

approaches 250F, the margin to superheated conditions is being reduced. Following an

uncomplicated reactor trip, subcooling margin should be in excess of 500F. Subcooling
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margin greater than 250F ensures the fluid surrounding the core is sufficiently cooled and

provides margin for reestablishing flow should subcooling deteriorate when SI flow is

secured. Voids may exist in some parts of the RCS (e.g., Reactor Vessel head) but are

permissible as long as core heat removal is maintained.

The combination of these conditions indicates the ultimate heat sink function is under

extreme challenge. This threshold addresses loss of functions required for hot shutdown

with the reactor at pressure and temperature and thus a potential loss of the Fuel Clad

barrier. This is also a potential loss of the RCS barrier and therefore results in at least a

Site Area Emergency.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 7.5.9
2. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
3. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
4. ERPIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
5. ERPIP 802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
6. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident
7. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
8. EOP-23.02 Subcooling Margin (SCM): 25 Deg F Subcooled
9. CEN-152 Emergency Procedure Guidelines
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

3. RVLMS < 10 in. alarm

Basis:

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The site specific value for the Potential Loss threshold corresponds to the top of the active fuel.

Plant-Specific

The Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System (RVLMS) is based on the CE Heated

Junction Thermocouple (HJTC) system. The HJTC system measures reactor coolant liquid

inventory with discrete HJTC sensors located at different levels within a separator tube

ranging from the fuel alignment plate (i.e., near top of active fuel) to the top of the Reactor

Vessel head. The basic principle of system operation is detection of a temperature

difference between heated and unheated thermocouples.

Reactor Vessel water level below the top of the core may lead to a Severe Accident

Management Guideline "Badly Damaged (BD)" condition. The BD descriptor signifies

possible core overheating to the point of clad ballooning/collapse and melting. When

Reactor Vessel/RCS water level drops to 32.9 ft el., core uncovery is about to occur. The

closest RVLMS indication is the 10 in. alarm. This signals inadequate coolant inventory,

loss of subcooling and the occurrence of possible fuel clad damage.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.9
2. ERIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
3. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
4. ERPIP-600 Severe Accident Management
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5. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: C. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

2. Containment radiation monitor (5317A/B) reading > 3,500 R/hr

Basis:

Generic

The 3,500 R/hr Containment radiation monitor reading is a value which indicates the release of
reactor coolant, with elevated activity indicative of fuel damage, into the Containment.

Reactor coolant concentrations of this magnitude are several times larger than the maximum
concentrations (including iodine spiking) allowed within technical specifications and are therefore
indicative of fuel damage.

This value is higher than that specified for RCS barrier Loss threshold #3. Thus, this threshold
indicates a loss of both the Fuel Clad barrier and RCS barrier that appropriately escalates the
emergency classification level to a Site Area Emergency.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

Containment radiation is indicated on 1(2)-RI-5317 A&B.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. ERPIP-801 Core Damage Assessment Using Containment Radiation Dose Rates
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: C. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

3. Post-accident sample dose rate > 40 mRem/hr (1 ft from sample)

Basis:

Generic

The post accident sample dose rate value corresponds to 300 ýiCi/gm 1-131 equivalent.
Assessment by the EAL Task Force indicates that this amount of coolant activity is well above that
expected for iodine spikes and corresponds to less than 5% fuel clad damage. This amount of
radioactivity indicates significant clad damage and thus the Fuel Clad Barrier is considered lost.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

A shielded 12.5 ml pressurized bomb sample would read 40 mRem/hr at one foot from the

sample (168 mRem/hr unshielded) for 5% fuel clad damage. When reactor coolant activity

reaches this level, significant clad heating has occurred and thus the Fuel Clad barrier is

considered lost (ref. 1).

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. BG&E Fuel Degradation EALs Calculation Worksheet, JSB Associates, February 18,
1993
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: C. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

4. Coolant activity > 300 pCi/cc DEQ 1-131

Basis:

Generic

The site specific value corresponds to 300 ýtCi/cc 1-131 equivalent. Assessment by the EAL Task
Force indicates that this amount of coolant activity is well above that expected for iodine spikes
and corresponds to less than 5% fuel clad damage. This amount of radioactivity indicates
significant clad damage and thus the Fuel Clad Barrier is considered lost.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

None

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Revision 5, pg 35
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: C. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: D. Isolation Status

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Threshold:

Fuel Clad

D. Isolation Status

Potential Loss

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Fuel Clad barrier is lost. In addition, the inability to monitor the barrier
should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director judgment that the
barrier may be considered lost.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Fuel Clad barrier is lost. Such a determination should include imminent

barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident sequences.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

4. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential loss of
the Fuel Clad barrier

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Fuel Clad barrier is I potentially lost. In addition, the inability to monitor the
barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director judgment
that the barrier may be considered potentially lost.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Fuel Clad barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should include

imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

None
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None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: A. Core Cooling/Heat Removal

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

1. OTCC flow established

Basis:

Generic

This subcategory addresses other site specific thresholds that may be included to indicate loss or
potential loss of the RCS barrier.

Plant-Specific

CCNPP is a CE plant with Once Through Core Cooling (OTCC) capability and has a

procedure that intentionally opens the RCS barrier to cool the core when normal means

fail. This procedure is employed when the heat removal function is extremely challenged.

Establishment of OTCC flow represents a potential loss of the RCS barrier due to PORVs

being intentionally maintained open to establish adequate core heat removal capability.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-3 Loss of All Feedwater
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: A. Core Cooling/Heat Removal

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

2. RCS heat removal cannot be established

AND EITHER:
RCS pressure > PORV setpoint

OR
RCS subcooling < 25'F

Basis:

Generic

This subcategory addresses other site specific thresholds that may be included to indicate loss or

potential loss of the RCS barrier.

Plant-Specific

The steam generators (S/Gs) provide the normal means of heat transfer from the RCS to

the main condenser and ultimate heat sink. By cooling down the S/Gs, heat input to the

RCS from the reactor core is reduced. EOP-5, Loss of Coolant Accident, requires

maintenance of S/G heat removal at all times during a LOCA, if at all possible. Once RCS

pressure and temperature are reduced, RCS heat removal can be provided by the

Shutdown Cooling (SDC). Once the SDC is placed in service, the S/G heat sink capability

is no longer necessary.

S/Gs are available for RCS heat removal if the level in at least one S/G can be restored

and maintained above -170 in. and TCOLD is not increasing. Core and RCS heat removal is

available if CET readings are less than superheated and the temperature difference

between hot leg temperature and cold leg temperature is less than 50°F (1 00F with forced

circulation). If RCS pressure approaches the PORV setpoint (2400 psia), heat input to the
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RCS is likely raising pressure instead of reaching the ultimate heat sink. If RCS subcooling

approaches 250F, the margin to superheated conditions is being reduced. Following an

uncomplicated reactor trip, subcooling margin should be in excess of 500F. Subcooling

margin greater than 250F ensures the fluid surrounding the core is sufficiently cooled and

provides margin for reestablishing flow should subcooling deteriorate when SI flow is

secured. Voids may exist in some parts of the RCS (e.g., Reactor Vessel head) but are

permissible as long as core heat removal is maintained.

The combination of these conditions indicates the ultimate heat sink function is under

extreme challenge. This threshold addresses loss of functions required for hot shutdown

with the reactor at pressure and temperature and thus a potential loss of the RCS barrier.

This is also a potential loss of the Fuel Clad barrier and therefore results in at least a Site

Area Emergency.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 7.5.9
2. OP-7 Shutdown Operations
3. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
4. ERPIP-800 Core Damage Assessment
5. ERPIP 802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
6. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident
7. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
8. EOP-23.02 Subcooling Margin (SCM): 25 Deg F Subcooled
9. CEN-152 Emergency Procedure Guidelines
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: A. Core Cooling/Heat Removal

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

3. Uncontrolled RCS cooldown and to left of Max Operating Pressure Curve (EOP
Attachment 1, RCS Pressure Temperature Limits)

Basis:

Generic

This subcategory addresses other site specific thresholds that may be included to indicate loss or
potential loss of the RCS barrier.

Plant-Specific

"Uncontrolled" means that the RCS cooldown was not the result of deliberate action

performed in accordance with plant procedures and exceeds allowable vessel cooldown

limits. Among the EOP safety functions to be maintained is RCS Pressure Control. Per

EOP-4, Excess Steam Demand Event, the potential exists for pressurized thermal shock

from an excessive cooldown rate followed by a repressurization.

The Max Operating Pressure Curve and RCS cooldown rate limits are established to

prevent the effects of pressurized thermal shock. The region to the left of the curve is

labeled the "Non-Operating Area." Several curves are included in EOP Attachment 1

based on the combinations of Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs) in operation. The

combination of the conditions of this potential loss threshold indicates the RCS barrier is

under significant challenge.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-4 Excessive Steam Demand Event
2. EOP-Attachments, Attachment 1 RCS Pressure Temperature Limits
3. EOP-Attachments, Attachment 14 RCS Cooldown Data Sheet
4. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

1. RCS leak rate > available makeup capacity as indicated by a loss of RCS subcooling
(< 250 F)

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses conditions where leakage from the RCS is greater than available
inventory control capacity such that a loss of subcooling has occurred. The loss of subcooling is
the fundamental indication that the inventory control systems are inadequate in maintaining RCS
pressure and inventory against the mass loss through the leak.

Plant-Specific

AOP-2A, Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage, provides a list of conditions that may be

observed when excessive RCS leakage occurs and provides appropriate actions to

prevent and mitigate the consequences of RCS leakage. Following an uncomplicated

reactor trip, subcooling margin should be in the range of 50°F to 750F. Subcooling margin

greater than or equal to 250F ensures the fluid surrounding the core is sufficiently cooled

and provides margin for reestablishing flow should subcooling deteriorate when SIS flow is

secured. Voids may exist in some parts of the RCS (e.g., Reactor Vessel head) but are

permissible as long as core heat removal is maintained. The loss of subcooling is

therefore the fundamental indication that the inventory control systems are incapable of

counteracting the mass loss through the leak in the RCS.

The loss of subcooling as a result of inability to establish RCS heat transfer to the ultimate

heat sink is indicative of potential losses of the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-8 Subcooling Margin (SCM): 25 Deg F Subcooled
2. AOP-2A Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage
3. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident
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4. EOP-6 Steam Generator Tube Rupture
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

2. RUPTURED S/G results in an ECCS (SIAS) actuation

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses the full spectrum of Steam Generator (SG) tube rupture events in
conjunction with Containment barrier loss thresholds. It addresses ruptured SG(s) for which the
leakage is large enough to cause actuation of ECCS (SIAS). This is consistent to the RCS leak
rate barrier potential loss threshold.

By itself, this threshold will result in the declaration of an Alert. However, if the SG is also faulted
(i.e., two barriers failed), the declaration escalates to a Site Area Emergency per Containment
barrier loss thresholds.

There is no potential loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Ruptured

In a steam generator, existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of a magnitude
sufficient to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident EOP-5 Loss of Coolant Accident
2. EOP-6 Steam Generator Tube Rupture
3. 1C08-ALM ESFAS 11, G-05
4. Technical Specifications Table 3.3.4-1
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

4. RCS leak rate > 50 gpm with letdown isolated

Basis:

Generic

This threshold is based on the apparent inability to maintain normal liquid inventory within the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) by normal operation of the Chemical and Volume Control System
which is considered to be the flow rate equivalent to one charging pump discharging to the
charging header. Isolating letdown is a standard abnormal operating procedure action and may
prevent unnecessary classifications when a non-RCS leakage path such as a CVCS leak exists.
The intent of this condition is met if attempts to isolate Letdown are NOT successful. Additional
charging pumps being required is indicative of a substantial RCS leak.

Plant-Specific

The CVCS includes three positive displacement horizontal pumps with a capacity of 44

gpm each. The pressurizer level control program regulates letdown purification subsystem

flow by adjusting the letdown flow control valve so that the reactor coolant pump (RCP)

controlled leak-off plus the letdown flow matches the input from the operating charging

pump. Equilibrium pressurizer level conditions may be disturbed due to RCS temperature

changes, power changes, or RCS inventory loss due to leakage. A decrease in pressurizer

water level below the programmed level results in a control signal to start one or both

standby charging pumps to restore water level. The need for a second or third charging

pump to makeup leakage in excess of letdown flow would be indicative of substantial RCS

leakage. The single charging pump capacity is rounded up to 50 gpm for this threshold

and clearly signals that operation of more than one charging pump is needed.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 9.1.3
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: C. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

3. Containment radiation monitor (5317A/B) reading > 6 R/hr (Note 8)

Note 8: High temperature in Containment may induce a current error in the Mineral Insulated (MI) cable running
through Containment to the meter. The CHRRM 1(2)-RI-5317 A&B may not detect this value (6 R/hr) under
these conditions. When Containment temperature reaches 300°F, the meter will indicate approximately 40
R/hr for a few minutes then drop to approximately 10 R/hr after three hours. This information is to provide
guidance on determining the validity of the readings under the specified high temperature conditions.

Basis:

Generic

The site specific reading is a value which indicates the release of reactor coolant to the
Containment.

This reading is less than that specified for Fuel Clad barrier threshold 2. Thus, this threshold would
be indicative of a RCS leak only. If the radiation monitor reading increased to that specified by Fuel
Clad barrier threshold, fuel damage would also be indicated.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

The specified reading is based assuming the instantaneous release and dispersal of the

reactor coolant noble gas and iodine inventory associated with normal operating

concentrations (i.e., within Technical Specifications) into the Containment atmosphere.

Because of the very high fuel clad integrity, only small amounts of noble gases would be

dissolved in the reactor coolant. The reading is less than that specified for Fuel Clad

barrier Loss #2 because no damage to the fuel clad is assumed. Only leakage from the

RCS is assumed for this barrier loss threshold.

It is important to recognize that the radiation monitor may be sensitive to shine from the

Reactor Vessel or RCS piping. Containment radiation is indicated on 1(2)-RI-5317 A&B.

Typical Containment radiation readings at full power are 1 to 1.2 R/hr. The Containment

radiation monitors alarm at 6 R/hr and so is operationally significant.
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Additionally, high temperatures in Containment may induce a current error in the Mineral

Insulated (MI) cable running through Containment to the meter. The CHRRM may not

detect this value (6 R/hr) under these conditions. CCNPP replaced the original cable with

an improved MI cable under ES199602293 to reduce the induced error to a minimum.

When Containment temperature reaches 300 degrees F, the meter will indicate

approximately 40 R/hr for a few minutes then drop to approximately 10 R/hr after three

hours. This information is to provide guidance on determining the validity of the readings

under the specified high temperature conditions. This information has been added as a

note.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. ERPIP-801 Core Damage Assessment Using Containment Radiation Dose Rates
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None 
-
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Threshold:

Reactor Coolant System

D. Isolation Status

Loss

None
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Threshold:

Reactor Coolant System

D. Isolation Status

Potential Loss

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the RCS barrier is lost. In addition, the inability to monitor the barrier should
also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director judgment that the barrier
may be considered lost.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the RCS barrier is lost. Such a determination should include imminent

barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident sequences.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

5. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential loss of
the RCS barrier

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the RCS barrier is potentially lost. In addition, the inability to monitor the
barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director judgment
that the barrier may be considered potentially lost.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the RCS barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should include

imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

None
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None
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Barrier: Containment

Category: A. Core Cooling / Heat Removal

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

1. CET readings cannot be restored < 1 ,200F within 15 min.

Basis:

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The conditions in this threshold represents an imminent core melt sequence which, if not corrected,
could lead to vessel failure and an increased potential for Containment failure. In conjunction with
the Core Cooling and RCS Leakage criteria in the Fuel Clad and RCS barrier columns, this
threshold would result in the declaration of a General Emergency -- loss of two barriers and the
potential loss of a third. If the function restoration procedures are ineffective, there is no "success"
path.

The function restoration procedures are those emergency operating procedures that address the
recovery of the core cooling critical safety functions. The procedure is considered effective if the
temperature is decreasing or if the vessel water level is increasing.

Whether or not the procedures will be effective should be apparent within 15 minutes. The
Emergency Director should make the declaration as soon as it is determined that the procedures
have been, or will be ineffective.

Plant-Specific

This threshold indicates significant core exit superheating and core uncovery. If Core Exit

Thermocouple (CET) readings are greater than 12000F, Fuel Clad barrier is lost. CETs

are a component of the Inadequate Core Cooling Instrumentation system and provide an

indirect indication of fuel clad temperature by measuring the temperature of the reactor

coolant that leaves the core region. The threshold temperature is consistent with

Attachment 3 of ERPIP-802, Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples.

Although clad rupture due to high temperature is not expected for CET readings less than

the threshold, temperatures of this magnitude signal significant superheating of the

reactor coolant and core uncovery. Events that result in CET readings above the loss

threshold are classified severe accidents and lead to a Severe Accident Management
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Guideline "Badly Damaged (BD)" condition. The BD descriptor signifies possible core

overheating to the point that clad ballooning/collapse may occur and portions of the core

may have melted.

It must also be assumed the loss of RCS inventory is a result of a loss of the RCS barrier.

These conditions, if not mitigated, can lead to core melt which in turn may result in a loss

of Containment. Severe accident analyses (e. g., NUREG-1150) have concluded that

function restoration procedures can arrest core degradation within the Reactor Vessel in a

significant fraction of the core damage scenarios, and the likelihood of Containment failure

is very small in these events. Given this, it is appropriate to provide a reasonable period to

allow function restoration procedures to arrest the core melt sequence. The phrase
"cannot be restored <" infers CET readings have exceeded the threshold temperature and

procedural guidance used to restore RCS inventory has been attempted but is thus far

unsuccessful. Whether or not guidance is effective should be apparent within fifteen

minutes. The ED should make the declaration as soon as it is determined the guidance

has not been or will not be effective in restoring temperature below the threshold.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. ERPIP-600 Severe Accident Management
2. ERPIP-601 Severe Accident Management Initial Diagnosis
3. ERPIP-802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
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Barrier: Containment

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Category: A. Core Cooling / Heat Removal

Threshold:

2. CET readings> 7001F

AND

Reactor vessel water level cannot be restored > RVLMS 10 in. alarm within 15 min.

Basis:

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The conditions in this threshold represents an imminent core melt sequence which, if not corrected,
could lead to vessel failure and an increased potential for Containment failure. In conjunction with
the Core Cooling and RCS Leakage criteria in the Fuel Clad and RCS barrier columns, this
threshold would result in the declaration of a General Emergency -- loss of two barriers and the
potential loss of a third. If the function restoration procedures are ineffective, there is no "success"
path.

The function restoration procedures are those emergency operating procedures that address the
recovery of the core cooling critical safety functions. The procedure is considered effective if the
temperature is decreasing or if the vessel water level is increasing.

Whether or not the procedures will be effective should be apparent within 15 minutes. The
Emergency Director should make the declaration as soon as it is determined that the procedures
have been, or will be ineffective.

Plant-Specific

This threshold indicates loss of inventory control resulting in significant core exit

superheating. The Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System (RVLMS) can provide

indication of potential core uncovery when level decreases to 10 in. alarm. RVLMS is

based on the CE Heated Junction Thermocouple (HJTC) system. The HJTC system

measures reactor coolant liquid inventory with discrete HJTC sensors located at different

levels within a separator tube ranging from the fuel alignment plate (i.e., near top of active

fuel) to the Reactor Vessel head. The basic principle of system operation is detection of a

temperature difference between heated and unheated thermocouples. Reactor Vessel
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water level below the top of the core may lead to a Severe Accident Management

Guideline "Badly Damaged (BD)" condition. The BD descriptor signifies possible core

overheating to the point that clad ballooning/collapse may occur and portions of the core

may have melted. Reactor Vessel water level at the 10 in. alarm signals inadequate

coolant inventory, loss of subcooling and the occurrence of possible fuel clad damage.

Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) are a component of the Inadequate Core Cooling

Instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad temperature by measuring

the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core region. The RCS Pressure

Safety Limit is 2750 psia per CCNPP Technical Specifications. The saturation

temperature for this pressure is 682.20F. Per Action Value Bases Document EOP-24.33,

the uncertainty on CET Temperature is +/- 39.80F. If one or more CETs indicate 722°F

(682.2 + 39.8), subcooling has been lost for at least some locations in the core. CET

indications at or above 722°F are a clear sign that core heat removal capability is lost or

greatly reduced and one fission product barrier, the fuel clad, is threatened due to elevated

fuel temperatures. 700°F qualifies as a condition representing a potential loss of the fuel

clad barrier (ref. 4).

It must be assumed the loss of RCS inventory is a result of a loss of the RCS barrier.

These conditions, if not mitigated, likely lead to core melt which in turn may result in a loss

of Containment. Severe accident analyses (e. g., NUREG-1 150) have concluded that

function restoration procedures can arrest core degradation within the Reactor Vessel in a

significant fraction of the core damage scenarios, and that the likelihood of Containment

failure is very small in these events. Given this, it is appropriate to provide a reasonable

period to allow function restoration procedures to arrest the core melt sequence. The

phrase "cannot be restored >" infers core uncovery has begun and procedural guidance

used to restore RCS inventory has been attempted but is thus far unsuccessful. Whether

or not guidance is effective should be apparent within fifteen minutes. The ED should

make the declaration as soon as it is determined that the guidance has not been or will not

be effective in restoring vessel water level above the threshold.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):
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1. ERPIP-600 Severe Accident Management
2. ERPIP-802 Core Damage Assessment Using Core Exit Thermocouples
3. CEN-152 Emergency Procedure Guidelines
4. EOP-24.33 Action Value Bases Document
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Barrier: Containment

B. InventoryCategory:

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

Basis:

Generic

Rapid unexplained loss of pressure (i.e., not attributable to Containment spray or condensation
effects) following an initial pressure increase from a primary or secondary high energy line break
indicates a loss of Containment integrity. Containment pressure should increase as a result of
mass and energy release into Containment from a LOCA. Thus, pressure not increasing indicates
Containment bypass and a loss of Containment integrity.

This indicator relies on operator recognition of an unexpected response for the condition and
therefore does not have a specific value associated with it. The unexpected response is important
because it is the indicator for a Containment bypass condition.

Plant-Specific

UFSAR Section 14.20 describes Containment pressure response for a bounding LOCA.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 14.20
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Barrier: Containment

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

2. Containment pressure or sump level response not consistent with LOCA conditions

Basis:

Generic

Containment sump levels should increase as a result of mass and energy release into
Containment from a LOCA. Thus, sump level not increasing indicates Containment bypass and a
loss of Containment integrity.

This indicator relies on operator recognition of an unexpected response for the condition and
therefore does not have a specific value associated with it. The unexpected response is important
because it is the indicator for a Containment bypass condition.

Plant-Specific

The Containment pressure and temperature response and Containment sump water

temperature response versus time are given in UFSAR Figures 6.2.1-1 through 6.2.1-6b

for the most severe LOCAs. During the LOCA injection mode of ECCS operation,

Containment sump and RWST levels are monitored to ensure switch-over from injection to

cold leg recirculation is initiated automatically and completed via timely operator action.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Figures 6.2.1-1 through 6.2.1-6b
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Barrier: Containment

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

3. RUPTURED S/G is also FAULTED outside of Containment

Basis:

Generic

The loss threshold recognizes that SG tube leakage can represent a bypass of the Containment
barrier as well as a loss of the RCS barrier.

Users should realize that this threshold and Containment loss B.4 could be considered redundant.
This was recognized during the development process. The inclusion of a threshold that uses
Emergency Procedure commonly used terms like "ruptured and faulted" adds to the ease of the
classification process and has been included based on this human factor concern.

This threshold results in a UE for smaller breaks that; (1) do not exceed the normal charging
capacity threshold in RCS leak rate barrier Potential Loss threshold, or (2) do not result in ECCS
actuation in RCS SG tube rupture barrier Loss threshold. For larger breaks, RCS barrier threshold
criteria would result in an Alert. For SG tube ruptures which may involve multiple steam generators
or unisolable secondary line breaks, this threshold would exist in conjunction with RCS barrier
thresholds and would result in a Site Area Emergency. Escalation to General Emergency would be
based on "Potential Loss" of the Fuel Clad Barrier.

This threshold addresses the condition in which a ruptured steam generator is also faulted. This
condition represents a bypass of the RCS and Containment barriers and is a subset of the
Containment loss B.4. In conjunction with RCS leak rate barrier loss threshold, this would always
result in the declaration of a Site Area Emergency.

Plant-Specific

A faulted S/G means the existence of secondary side leakage that results in an

uncontrolled decrease in steam generator pressure or the steam generator being

completely depressurized. A ruptured S/G means the existence of primary-to-secondary

leakage of a magnitude sufficient to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection.

Definitions:

Faulted
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In a steam generator, the existence of secondary side leakage that results in an
uncontrolled drop in steam generator pressure or the steam generator being completely
depressurized.

Ruptured

In a steam generator, existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of a magnitude
sufficient to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-6 Steam Generator Tube Rupture
2. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
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Barrier: Containment

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

4. Primary-to-secondary leakrate > 10 gpm

AND

Unisolable or prolonged steam release from affected S/G to the environment

Basis:

Generic

The loss threshold recognizes that SG tube leakage can represent a bypass of the Containment
barrier as well as a loss of the RCS barrier.

Users should realize that the this loss threshold and Containment loss B.3 could be considered
redundant. This was recognized during the development process. The inclusion of an threshold
that uses Emergency Procedure commonly used terms like "ruptured and faulted" adds to the ease
of the classification process and has been included based on this human factor concern.

This threshold results in a UE for smaller breaks that; (1) do not exceed the normal charging
capacity threshold in RCS leak rate barrier Potential Loss threshold, or (2) do not result in ECCS
actuation in RCS SG tube rupture barrier Loss threshold. For larger breaks, RCS barrier threshold
criteria would result in an Alert. For SG tube ruptures which may involve multiple steam generators
or unisolable secondary line breaks, this threshold would exist in conjunction with RCS barrier
thresholds and would result in a Site Area Emergency. Escalation to General Emergency would be
based on "Potential Loss" of the Fuel Clad Barrier.

This threshold addresses SG tube leaks that exceed 10 gpm in conjunction with an unisolable
release path to the environment from the affected steam generator. The threshold for establishing
the unisolable secondary side release is intended to be a prolonged release of radioactivity from
the ruptured steam generator directly to the environment. This could be expected to occur when
the main condenser is unavailable to accept the contaminated steam (i.e., SG tube rupture with
concurrent loss of off-site power and the ruptured steam generator is required for plant cooldown
or a stuck open relief valve). If the main condenser is available, there may be releases via air
ejectors, gland seal exhausters, and other similar controlled, and often monitored, pathways.
These pathways do not meet the intent of an unisolable release path to the environment. These
minor releases are assessed using EALs in Category R.
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Plant-Specific

Cool downs conducted to allow controlled isolation of the affected S/G per emergency

procedures are not considered prolonged releases. The criterion for prolonged release is

met if the objective of EOP-6 or EOP-8 to isolate the affected S/G cannot be met.

Definitions:

Unisolable

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control Room panels.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-6 Steam Generator Tube Rupture
2. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
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Barrier: Containment

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

3. Containment pressure -- 50 psig and rising

Basis:

Generic

The site specific pressure is based on the Containment design pressure.

Plant-Specific

This threshold is the Containment design pressure and is in excess of that expected from

the design basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Proper actuation and operation of the

Containment spray system when required should maintain Containment pressure well

below the design pressure. The pressure-time responses for the spectrum of LOCAs

considered in the plant design basis are described in Section 14 of the UFSAR. The

threshold is therefore indicative of a loss of both RCS and Fuel Clad barriers in that it

should not be reached without severe core degradation (metal-water reaction) or failure to

scram in combination with RCS breach. This condition would be expected to require the

declaration of a General Emergency.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 1.2.5
2. UFSAR 5.1.1
3. UFSAR 14.20
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Barrier: Containment

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

4. Containment hydrogen concentration _> 4%

Basis:

Generic

Existence of an explosive mixture means a hydrogen and oxygen concentration of at least the
lower deflagration limit curve exists. The indications of potential loss under this EAL corresponds to
some of those leading to Containment potential loss threshold A. 1.

Plant-Specific

After a LOCA, the Containment atmosphere is a homogeneous mixture of steam, air, solid

and gaseous fission products, hydrogen, and water droplets containing boron and sodium

hydroxide. During and following a LOCA, the hydrogen concentration in the Containment

results from radiolytic decomposition of water, metal-water reaction, and aluminum/zinc

reaction with the spray solution. If hydrogen concentration reaches or exceeds the lower

flammability limit (4%) in an oxygen rich environment, a potentially explosive mixture

exists. If the combustible mixture ignites inside Containment, loss of the Containment

barrier could occur. To generate such levels of combustible gas, loss of the Fuel Clad and

RCS barriers must also have occurred. Since this threshold is also indicative of loss of

both Fuel Clad and RCS barriers with the potential loss of the Containment barrier, it

therefore will likely warrant declaration of a General Emergency.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 7.5.8
2. Technical Specifications Table 3.3.10-1
3. OI-41A Hydrogen Recombiners
4. 1C10-ALM ESFAS 14 Alarm Manual, J-09
5. ERPIP-803 Core Damage Assessment Using Hydrogen
6. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
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Barrier: Containment

Category: B. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

5. Containment pressure > 4.25 psig AND cannot meet ANY of the following conditions:

* 2 Containment Spray Pumps Operating

* 3 CACs Operating

* 1 Containment Spray Pump and 2 CACs Operating

Basis:

Generic

This threshold represents a potential loss of Containment in that the Containment heat
removal/depressurization system (e.g., Containment sprays, CACs, etc., but not including
Containment venting strategies) are either lost or performing in a degraded manner, as indicated
by Containment pressure greater than the setpoint at which the equipment was supposed to have
actuated.

Plant-Specific

Two Containment Spray Pumps, three Containment air cooling units or the combination of

one Containment spray pump and two Containment air cooling units is defined to be one

full train of depressurization equipment. This equipment provides 100% of the required

cooling capacity during post-accident conditions. Each Containment spray system consists

of a spray pump, spray header, nozzles, valves, piping, instruments, and controls to

ensure an operable flow path capable of taking suction from the RWST upon an actuation

signal. Each Containment aircooling unit consists of cooling coils, accident backdraft

damper, accident fan, service water outlet valves, and controls necessary to ensure an

operable service water flow path. The Containment pressure setpoint (4.25 psig) is the

pressure at which the equipment should actuate and begin performing its function.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. 1C08-ALM ESFAS 11 Alarm Manual, G-07, ACTUATION SYSTEM CSAS TRIP
2. Technical Specifications Table 3.3.4-1
3. Technical Specifications 3.6.6
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4. EOP-8 Functional Recovery, Appendix 5, CE-3
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Barrier: Containment

Category: C. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Containment

Category: C. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

6. Containment radiation monitor (5317A/B) reading> 14,000 R/hr

Basis:

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The site specific reading is a value which indicates significant fuel damage well in excess of the
thresholds associated with both loss of Fuel Clad and loss of RCS barriers. A major release of
radioactivity requiring off-site protective actions from core damage is not possible unless a major
failure of fuel clad allows radioactive material to be released from the core into the reactor coolant.

Regardless of whether Containment is challenged, this amount of activity in Containment, if
released, could have such severe consequences that it is prudent to treat this as a potential loss of
Containment, such that a General Emergency declaration is warranted.

Plant-Specific

The Containment radiation monitor reading is a value that indicates significant fuel

damage well in excess of that required for loss of the RCS barrier and the Fuel Clad

barrier. NUREG-1228 "Source Estimations During Incident Response to Severe Nuclear

Power Plant Accidents" states that such readings do not exist when the amount of clad

damage is less than 20%. A major release of radioactivity requiring offsite protective

actions from core damage is not possible unless a major failure into the reactor coolant

has occurred. Regardless of whether the Containment barrier itself is challenged, this

amount of activity in Containment could have severe consequences if released. It is,

therefore, prudent to treat this as a potential loss of the Containment barrier. The reading

is higher than that specified for Fuel Clad barrier Loss #3 and RCS barrier Loss #3.

Containment radiation readings at or above the Containment barrier potential loss

threshold, therefore, signify a loss of two fission product barriers and potential loss of a
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third, indicating the need to upgrade the emergency classification to a General

Emergency.

Containment radiation is indicated on 1(2)-RI-5317 A&B. Typical Containment radiation

readings at full power are 1 to 1.2 R/hr. The Containment radiation monitors alarm at 6

R/hr.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. ERPIP-801 Core Damage Assessment Using Containment Radiation Dose Rates
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Barrier: Containment

Category: D. Isolation Status

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

5. Failure of all valves in ANY one line to close

AND

Direct downstream pathway to the environment exists after Containment isolation
signal

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses incomplete Containment isolation that allows direct release to the
environment.

The use of the modifier "direct" in defining the release path discriminates against release paths
through interfacing liquid systems. The existence of an in-line charcoal filter does not make a
release path indirect since the filter is not effective at removing fission product noble gases. Typical
filters have an efficiency of 95-99% removal of iodine. Given the magnitude of the core inventory of
iodine, significant releases could still occur. In addition, since the fission product release would be
driven by boiling in the reactor vessel, the high humidity in the release stream can be expected to
render the filters ineffective in a short period.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

None

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP-8 Functional Recovery Procedure
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Threshold:

Containment

D. Isolation Status

Potential Loss

None
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Barrier: Containment

Category: E. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

6. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates loss of the
Containment barrier

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Containment barrier is lost. In addition, the inability to monitor the barrier
should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director judgment that the
barrier may be considered lost.

The Containment barrier should not be declared lost or potentially lost based on exceeding
Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there is an event in progress requiring
mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is in progress (Loss or Potential Loss of
either Fuel Clad and/or RCS) the Containment barrier status is addressed by Technical
Specifications.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Containment barrier is lost. Such a determination should include

imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

None
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Barrier: Containment

E. JudgmentCategory:

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

7. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential loss of
the Containment barrier

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Containment barrier is potentially lost. In addition, the inability to monitor
the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered potentially lost.

The Containment barrier should not be declared lost or potentially lost based on exceeding
Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there is an event in progress requiring
mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is in progress (Loss or Potential Loss of
either Fuel Clad and/or RCS) the Containment barrier status is addressed by Technical
Specifications.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Containment barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should

include imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

CCNPP Basis Reference(s):

None
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